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This dissertation presents a model of the proliferation and consolidation of social

groups, and uses it to explain archaeological data documenting marked changes in the

number of social groups in the Osmore valley, Perú, before, during, and after the

collapse of the Tiwanaku state.  The equilibrium group number model uses a graphical

representation of social forces resulting from psychological categorizing phenomena

and rational-maximizing decisionmaking that typically encourage a moderate number

of groups to form, and the force of competition that pushes the group number towards

one.  Circumstances that shift the "psycho-rational" forces curve or change the

competition curve's slope such that the equilibrium group number changes in

predictable ways are identified as "effects" of the model.  The social sphere size effect

describes how increasing long-distance interaction may cause a constant number of
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groups to encompass an increasing area, leading to large, complex groups such as the

Tiwanaku state.  The minimum viable group size effect describes how a low

population may support only one group, as in late Middle Horizon times in the coastal

Osmore.  The cascading divisions effect and the concept of salient level describe the

breakdown of a hierarchical organization into numerous smaller groups, as occurred

when Tiwanaku collapsed.  The gold rush effect describes the proliferation of groups

in a new niche, as happened in the coastal Osmore when multiple groups immigrated

after Tiwanaku's collapse.  The competitive exclusion effect describes how one group

may eventually include everyone in an area, as the Chiribaya did at the expense of

groups that made Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza, Osmore Multicolor, Ilo Multicolor, and

Viboras style ceramics.  The fixation effect describes how such a group can remain

exclusive, as the Chiribaya did for over a century.

Each effect implies specific archaeological correlates, which are assessed using

fully reported data from a systematic site survey, excavations at three sites, detailed

analyses of screened midden collections and gravelots from an Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

cemetery, an illustrated ceramic typology, and sixteen new radiocarbon dates. 

Analytical methods for mixed assemblages, population estimates, and midden contents

are demonstrated.
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Chapter 1

Social groups, Tiwanaku, and the coastal Osmore valley

The big events in human history and prehistory have been the formation and

dissolution of large corporate groups of people.  Innovations in subsistence,

technology, and ideology have been important causes and effects in the history of

human societies, but the most general of all measures of human events is the degree

and manner in which people have formed groups.  The growth, shrinking, unification,

and division of social groups are ultimately what fascinate us in the historical

processes that consistently engage the imagination, ranging from the rise of Dynastic

Egypt to the fall of Rome, and the consolidation of the Inka empire to the collapse of

the lowland Maya.

This dissertation proposes a general approach to visualizing the aggregation,

separation, and interaction of people in groups such as ethnicities, chiefdoms, and

states.  These are groups that act corporately in certain circumstances, are relatively

permanent, and typically mark their own social boundaries with symbols of group

identity.  The model attempts to link economic, political, and ecological concepts with

psychological phenomena and ideology in a single graphical metaphor.  Since all of

these phenomena contribute to the processes of social change, we need such a

synthetic way to visualize how this varied lot of factors interact to produce the ebbs

and flows of human organization attested to by history and archaeology.

The model is not a predictive analog of some particular society.  Instead, it makes

explicit the general interrelationships of many widely used but disparate

anthropological concepts that came into play as I tried to understand my archaeological

fieldwork in the coastal Osmore valley, Perú (Owen 1991a,b,c, 1992a,b,c,d, 1993). 
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Consideration of this model leads to several general predictions or "effects," which are

processes that are understandable in light of the model.  The biological model of

natural selection, for example, implies such effects as sexual selection and adaptive

radiation.  When an observed case seems to correspond to one of these effects, the case

becomes understandable and it has been in some sense explained (see the "sample

theories" of Boyd and Richerson 1985:24-29).

After a brief introduction to the geography, chronology, and culture history of

Tiwanaku and the Osmore drainage that concludes the present chapter, Chapter 2

presents the general framework of the model.  Each of the subsequent chapters

focusses on one effect and shows how it helps to understand the events in one

temporal phase of the Osmore drainage and the surrounding areas that affected it.  The

effects are presented in the chronological order of the phases to which they apply,

simultaneously developing the model and building a coherent and (I hope)

understandable culture history of the region based on published reports and new

archaeological survey and excavation data collected for this dissertation.  In the

process, I will offer some insight not only into the model, but also into the specific

case of the organization and collapse of the Tiwanaku state, and the repercussions of

that collapse on the people of the coastal Osmore valley, just outside the western

border of the defunct Tiwanaku sphere.  The post-Tiwanaku period is interesting in its

own right, as a dynamic time of migration and sociopolitical change, in which the

nearly unpopulated coastal valley was settled by as many as five distinct groups, and

eventually came to be dominated by a single increasingly populous and complex

society now known as the Chiribaya.  The subtext of this presentation is that Tiwanaku

and the societies that followed are important, independent examples of human

organization ranging from family to state levels, and that we are finally coming to
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know enough about these cases to include them in comparative discussions of state

collapse, chiefdom organization, and other theoretical issues.

  
The geographic setting

The coastal Osmore valley is an excellent test case for the group number model

proposed here.  The archaeological evidence suggests that the number of

contemporaneous social groups in the valley has varied from one to as many as five or

six.  The extraordinary preservation of organic remains provides an unusually broad

suite of characteristics that complement the ceramics for differentiating social groups,

and allows for unusually complete documentation of subsistence practices and the

clues to social organization found in distributions of grave goods.  The valley is a well-

defined, discrete study area bounded by deserts, so the analytical universe probably

corresponds well to the arena in which the processes being studied originally took

place.  It is small enough that a single modest project could undertake all the necessary

phases of research, from systematic survey, through small-scale excavations, to

detailed lab analysis, and hope to gain a reasonably complete understanding of the

culture history.  Enough preliminary work had already been done on the ceramics in

nearby regions, locations and characters of major sites, and logistical arrangements

that this project could start up rapidly and expect good results.

The Osmore drainage is located on far south coast of Perú, where it serves as a

traditional route from the highlands around Lake Titicaca to the Pacific coast (Figure

1-1).  The drainage comprises several distinct sections (Figure 1-2).  The upper section

extends from the high, frigid altiplano puna grasslands over 4000 m above sea level

(masl) down to the middle elevation yungas ("warm lands") beginning around 2000

masl.  It includes several narrow, ramifying valleys with occasional irrigable slopes
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Figure1-1. The location of the Osmore drainage in the southern Andes.
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Figure 1-2. Selected sites in the coastal and middle Osmore valley.
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and arable valley bottoms.  The middle section, from about 2000 to 1000 masl, forms

the Osmore's largest concentration of farmland.  The middle valley reaches from where

the upper valleys begin to broaden out, past their confluence around the modern city of

Moquegua, and down to where the river disappears into underground channels and the

valley pinches off into a dry, rocky gorge.  This uninhabitable section is about 25 km

long, and isolates the middle valley from the coastal valley, where the river reappears

at around 400 masl and the valley broadens slightly for the final 25 km to the sea

(ONERN 1976; Rice 1989; Stanish and Rice 1989; Goldstein 1989a,b).

The coastal Osmore valley is narrow and deeply entrenched between steep walls. 

For the upper 10 km, the flood plain averages only 115 m across, opening up to just

300 m wide for the final 15 km to the sea.  The coastal Osmore is a tiny valley even for

Peru's far south coast; its entire length would fit in the width of a north coast valley

like the Chicama. Most archaeological settlements are on quaternary river terraces

above the valley bottom, while cemeteries are most often located in talus slopes.  The

environment today is extremely dry, with literally no vegetation outside the valley

floor.  The coastal Osmore river flows on the surface for only a few days or weeks

each year, and modern agriculture is dependent upon water pumped from deep wells. 

Local farmers who were born and raised in the valley say that there was a significant

wet season prior to about 1940, marked by persistent garua (heavy, wetting mist), tall

seasonal stands of grass on the valley walls which are now barren, and bothersome

infestations of flying insects.  The abundant archaeological evidence and abandoned

irrigation systems also suggest that much more water was available in the past,

probably year-round.

At the inception of this research, three sites in the coastal Osmore valley were
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Figure 1-3. El Algodonal, Loreto Viejo, Loreto Alto, and part of the field system.
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thought to be associated with Tiwanaku.  These sites, El Algodonal, Loreto Viejo, and

Loreto Alto, were the focus of the excavations for this dissertation, conducted as the

Proyecto Colonias Costeras de Tiwanaku (PCCT).  Figure 1-3 shows the relationship

of the three excavated sites and their association with a system of abandoned

prehistoric fields and the canal that watered them.

Previous research

Gary Vescelius and several associates conducted surface collections and possibly

excavations in the cemetery of Loreto Viejo around 1960 (Maximo Neira, pers. com.),

and Vescelius, Rogger Ravines, and Hans Disselhof revisited the cemetery in 1965 to

collect additional samples (Dauelsberg 1960a,b, 1973a,b; Disselhof 1967,1968; Geyh

1967; Mujica et al. 1983; Lumbreras 1973).  Although their work resulted in several

widely cited radiocarbon dates, the cultural affiliations of the dates were vague, and no

substantive reports were published. Vescelius and his colleagues in Peru and Chile

identified the ceramics as a variant of the Tiwanaku style, and local archaeologists,

especially in Chile, began to use the term "Loreto Viejo style" to describe coastal

ceramics stylistically related to Tiwanaku (Focacci 1981; Muñoz 1981; Lumbreras

1974; Rivera 1980; Santoro y Ulloa 1985).

The bulk of Vescelius's collections have been in storage since the early sixties at

the Universidad Nacional de San Agustín in Arequipa.  Unfortunately, all but five of

the sherds with diagnostic forms or decoration have been removed from this

collection.  The five remaining diagnostics are consistent with the post-Tiwanaku Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza style (Appendix B), which PCCT did not encounter either on the

surface or in limited excavations in the Loreto Viejo cemetery.  The Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza component may have been completely removed by looters and/or
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Vescelius (Owen 1992a).  It is also possible that the site where Vescelius worked was

actually the cemetery at El Algodonal about one km downstream, or the early ceramic

terraces at Loreto Viejo, where there were evidently some heavily looted, intrusive Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza burials.  Other than Vescelius's collections, no archaeological work

had been done at Loreto Viejo, Loreto Alto, or El Algodonal prior to this project.

In the middle Osmore valley, sites related to Tiwanaku and the period following

its collapse are more numerous and obvious.  Pari (1980) excavated fourteen intact

tombs  at the site of Tumilaca, for which Bawden (1989b) provides a more general

description.  Based in part on Programa Contisuyu reconnaissance, Pari (1987)

summarized the late Tiwanaku settlement pattern in the middle valley, and Garcia

(1988) defined an immediately post-Tiwanaku ceramic style that he called Maria

Cupina.

Twenty-five years after Vescelius' pioneering efforts, Paul Goldstein (1985,

1989a,b) synthesized the published results, major public and private collections mostly

from looting and an unpublished Instituto Nacional de Cultura salvage project at the

site of Chen Chen, and material from his own excavations at Omo to develop the best

ceramic sequence available for Tiwanaku-related styles in the middle Osmore valley. 

He separates the Chen Chen phase, which corresponds roughly to Tiwanaku V (the

last, "expansive" phase of the Tiwanaku state), from the subsequent Tumilaca phase. 

In Goldstein's somewhat speculative absolute dating, the Tumilaca phase falls around

AD 900 to 1050; these dates have been substantially confirmed by my own work in the

coastal Osmore.  The Tumilaca phase is associated with the aftermath of the collapse

of Tiwanaku, and is characterized by a patchy distribution of local variants within the

middle valley that probably represents the division of the former Tiwanaku state into a
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number of distinct, probably competing groups on the order of chiefdoms or the

traditional Andean kin-based allyu groups.  Ceramics of the Chen Chen and Tumilaca

phases are similar, and have been lumped together in previous work.  This

oversimplification of the ceramic chronology accounts for the long-standing claim that

there were Tiwanaku sites in the coastal Osmore (Mujica et al. 1983; Mujica 1985;

Ponce 1981; Kolata 1983; Browman 1978; etc.).  For the coastal valleys, the

distinction is crucial to differentiating occupations associated with the Tiwanaku V

state from those following its collapse.

A number of descriptive reports on Chiribaya phase cemeteries and settlements in

the coastal and middle Osmore provide comparisons for the Chiribaya data collected

by this project (Ghersi 1956; Jessup 1990a,b, 1991; Garcia 1988; Santos 1983; Belan

1981).  Numerous studies on Tiwanaku and post-Tiwanaku material from the Arica

area of northern Chile, while generally not oriented towards process and explanation,

still provide important data on the settlement, subsistence, and organization of the

southern reaches of Tiwanaku's pacific territory (Santoro 1980a,b; Berenguer et al.

1980; Muñoz and Focacci 1985; Daulesberg 1973b).  Relevant sites and ceramics in

the Arequipa area provide indications of the extent of post-Tiwanaku balkanization

and locally increasing complexity to the north and inland of the coastal Osmore

(Linares 1989; collections at Universidad Catolica Santa Maria, Arequipa).

Definitions

Some of the terms I will use in the overview of culture history and chronology of

the area and throughout the remainder of this dissertation tend to be used differently by

different authors.  In order to avoid ambiguity, these terms are defined below.
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A style (usually ceramic style) refers to a specific repertoire of motifs, rules for

their combination and use, technical practices, and so on that were used to make

artifacts that are recognizably similar to each other and different from those of other

styles.  Style is not limited to visible or intentional aspects of artifacts, and is not

meant to imply anything about the social role of the artifacts or their decoration.  I use

style as a means of classifying objects in ways that, ideally, correspond to ways in

which the objects' makers and users might have classified them.  I will sometimes use

a style name to refer to the group of people who are supposed to have made objects in

the named style, or to a site they are supposed to have occupied.  This usage is for

convenience only; I am confident that the reader will understand that people and pots

are not interchangeable.

A tradition is a broader categorization that includes one or more styles that are

distinguishable but similar, typically either because the makers of the objects were in

contact with each other or each other's artifacts, or because a style changed over time

into a distinguishably different style without an abrupt break.

A phase, for the purposes of this dissertation, is exactly the same as a style.  I use

this term only because Jessup (1990a,b, 1991) named what I understand to be ceramic

styles using the word phase, and I feel that his terms have taxonomic priority. 

Although I have used phase as a temporal term in other contexts (see Earle et al.

1987), phase has no temporal connotations here and is used only with Jessup's stylistic

categories, as in "Algarrobal phase Chiribaya".

A period is a chronological unit theoretically definable in terms of radiocarbon

years.  Periods are rhetorically useful for labelling spans of time in discussions of
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temporal change, but they oversimplify the archaeological record and should not be

taken too seriously.  My "early Late Intermediate Period," for example, is operationally

defined by the presence of either of two ceramic styles that apparently did not appear

or disappear at exactly the same time.  This period labels a general block of time, but

its exact beginning and ending dates are somewhat arbitrary, and specific sites or other

data may be difficult or impossible to coordinate with the named period.

Culture history and chronology overview

Originating on the southern shores of Lake Titicaca as early as AD 100, Tiwanaku

was one of the largest and longest-lived indigenous states in the New World.  Both its

expansion after about AD 400 and its decline around AD 1000 had repercussions

throughout the south central Andes.  During the Tiwanaku IV phase, from about AD

375 to 725, most of the monumental architecture and agricultural works around

Tiwanaku's urban core were constructed.  The state expanded to include most of the

altiplano around Lake Titicaca (Kolata 1987), and small numbers of Tiwanaku IV

people settled the middle Osmore valley in what is locally called the Omo phase

(Goldstein 1985, 1989a,b).  During the Tiwanaku V phase, which lasted from about

AD 725 to 1000, the urban core of Tiwanaku reached an estimated population of

115,000 people (Kolata 1987, 1991).  Around this time, in what is locally called the

Chen Chen phase, the middle Osmore valley became a fully integrated and well

populated province of Tiwanaku.  Middle Osmore goods, both decorated and

utilitarian, were uniformly of Tiwanaku style, and the valley focused on the central site

of Omo, with its Tiwanaku-style ceremonial structure with cut stone facing and central

monolith. A canal system and quantities of stone hoes suggest an emphasis on labor-
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Figure 1-4. Sites with Tiwanaku artifacts (Ponce 1972; Mujica 1985; Goldstein 1989a,b).
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intensive irrigation agriculture (Goldstein 1989a,b, 1991).

At their peak, Tiwanaku settlements reached down the eastern and western slopes

of the Andes, trade goods were exchanged far south into modern Chile, and according

to conventional reconstructions, a fringe of agricultural colonies dotted the coastal

sections of the valleys of southernmost Peru and northernmost Chile, including the

coastal Osmore (Figure 1-4) (Ponce 1981; Kolata 1987, 1988; Mujica 1985; Berenguer

et al. 1980; Goldstein 1989a,b).

Results of the PCCT field research suggest that the conventional reconstruction is

incorrect, at least for the coastal Osmore valley.  PCCT systematically surveyed the

entire coastal valley, excavated 140 m2 in 27 areas in the habitation sectors of three

sites that were thought to have Tiwanaku-related occupations, surface collected in two

cemeteries thought to have Tiwanaku-related components, and excavated 101 m2 in

the two cemeteries.  The methods and results of this fieldwork are detailed in the

appendices.  All this work produced little clear evidence of the Tiwanaku state in the

coastal Osmore valley.  Instead, the Tiwanaku-like sites seem to pertain to Goldstein's

(1985, 1989a,b) subsequent Tumilaca phase, which is associated with the collapse of

the Tiwanaku state.  There were apparently no Tiwanaku state colonies in the coastal

Osmore valley.

Prior to Tiwanaku's collapse, the coastal Osmore valley was lightly populated by

village agriculturalists.  These farmers were apparently outside both the Tiwanaku

sociopolitical system and the Tiwanaku cultural tradition.  Although the makers of

Algodonal Early Ceramic style vessels may have been fairly numerous in the first

centuries AD and possibly up to 7th century, survey and excavation data both suggest

that their population had dwindled to near insignificance by the time BR Early
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Ceramic style pots were in use, and probably up to the beginning of the Tumilaca

phase (Owen 1993).  I will often lump these two styles together as simply the Early

Ceramic tradition, or refer to the time span in which they were made as the Early

Ceramic period.

The decline of Tiwanaku is poorly understood, but by the end of Tiwanaku V, the

administrative sites that once controlled the raised fields in the Titicaca basin had been

abandoned (Kolata 1983, 1991; Graffam 1992).  Albarracin-Jordan and Matthews

(1990) think that the Tiwanaku V ceramic style persisted about 100 years after the

state collapsed.  In the middle Osmore, the Chen Chen (local Tiwanaku V) phase

ended around AD 900 or 950.  The temple at Omo had already been abandoned and its

cut facing stones scattered.  Chen Chen phase habitation sites were systematically dug

up and reduced to "pitted stone piles".  This massive, selective destruction makes no

sense as looting, but instead suggests some dramatic upheaval associated with the

decline of the Tiwanaku state (see Goldstein 1989a; Moseley et al. 1991).

These events opened the Tumilaca phase, lasting from AD 900 or 950 to about

AD 1050.  The middle valley broke up into isolated or competitive sub regions, each

with its own variant of the old ceramic style.  Two of the premier Tiwanaku icons, the

front-face deity and the eagle, disappeared from the artistic repertoire, suggesting a

loss of Tiwanaku state ideology.  No principal site replaced the former center at Omo,

and canals irrigating some of the valley bottom were abandoned.  Population shifted

into the upper Osmore (Bermann et al. 1989; Stanish 1985, 1992; Watanabe and

Stanish 1990), and, for the first time, settlers moved down into the coastal Osmore

valley (Owen 1991, 1992a,b).

This time period in the coastal Osmore valley is marked by what I call the Ilo-
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Figure 1-5. Stylistic and chronological periods. Calibrated calendar dates, years AD.
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Tumilaca style of pottery.  The Ilo-Tumilaca style, lasting from about AD 950 to 1050,

is almost identical to the Tumilaca style in Moquegua, and represents the early stage of

the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  The Ilo-Cabuza style is the late stage, lasting from

about AD 1000 to 1250.  Unfortunately, it is difficult to separate Ilo-Tumilaca from

Ilo-Cabuza occupations based on small surface collections, so I will generally lump the

two together.  The ceramic chronology and absolute dating are summarized in Figure

1-5 and described in detail in appendices B and C.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza settlement of the coastal Osmore was clearly intrusive,

with very close ties to the  Tumilaca phase in the middle valley, and no local

antecedents whatsoever.  This intrusive settlement from the middle valley comprised

at least 11 habitation sites and at least 9 cemeteries.  PCCT excavated Tumilaca phase

habitation areas at Loreto Alto and El Algodonal, and a cemetery at El Algodonal.  At

the supposed Tiwanaku colony of Loreto Viejo, the minimal Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

material suggests nothing more than a small number of looted tombs.

At about the same time as the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza settlers were occupying the

coastal valley, a separate, distinctly non-Tiwanaku group known as the Chiribaya

(Ghersi 1956; Jessup 1990a,b, 1991; Garcia 1988; Santos 1983; Belan 1981; etc.)

appeared in the valley.  There were contemporary Chiribaya sites in the middle valley

and in coastal valleys as far south as Azapa, and there was no local antecedent in the

coastal Osmore, so the Chiribaya were probably intrusive settlers, too. The Chiribaya

occupation of the coastal valley started with an early (Algarrobal) phase that lasted

from about AD 970 to 1130, and continued through a late (post-Algarrobal) phase that

lasted from about AD 1070 to 1370 (Jessup 1990a,b, 1991) (see appendices B and C).

Chiribaya sites are ubiquitous in the coastal Osmore valley, totaling at least 28
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habitation sites and 21 cemeteries, generally with much deeper, denser cultural

deposits than Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites.  PCCT excavated Chiribaya habitation areas

at Loreto Viejo and El Algodonal, a small cemetery sample at Loreto Viejo, and a

small number of Chiribaya tombs scattered around the habitation area of El Algodonal.

 A much larger sample of coastal Osmore Chiribaya material has been recovered by

Jessup's mostly mortuary excavations at San Geronimo (Jessup 1990a), his still

unpublished domestic excavations at Chiribaya Baja, and Buikstra's Chiribaya Project

mortuary excavations at Chiribaya Alta and Chiribaya Baja (Lozada et al 1991). 

Although I had the privilege of seeing much of this work in progress and my ideas

about Chiribaya society are informed by these field and lab impressions, few of the

results other than Jessup's ceramic sequence (Jessup 1990b, 1991) are available yet for

formal comparisons.

In addition to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya styles, at least three other

contemporary, apparently local styles have been identified in the coastal Osmore.  Ilo

Multicolor and Osmore Multicolor are variants of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya style

(Jessup 1990b, 1991), while the third style is a variant of Ilo-Tumilaca recognized only

in surface material at a single looted cemetery during the PCCT survey.  I call this the

Viboras style, after the quebrada where the cemetery is located.  All three of these

minor styles are relatively rare and appear to be contemporary with the early phases of

the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza traditions.  By the late phases, only the two

major traditions remain in the valley.

As time passed, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population seems to have declined, and

their social organization may have become simpler.  At the same time, the Chiribaya

population grew to unprecedented size and they elaborated a large, walled central site
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now called Chiribaya Alta.  The Chiribaya material culture grew increasingly

elaborate, craft specialization and social stratification apparently increased, and

powerful, wealthy leaders arose in what must have become one or more chiefdoms at a

level of  sociopolitical complexity previously unknown on the coast.  The Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition eventually disappeared, leaving the Chiribaya in sole

possession of the valley.

The Chiribaya persisted for another century or so until disappearing in turn,

apparently after a disastrous flood and enormous mud slides wiped out much of the

agricultural system and many habitation sites (Moseley 1990; Moseley et al 1992;

Moseley and Tapia 1991; Satterlee 1991, 1992).  This dissertation does not examine

the subsequent periods, but there seems to have been minimal occupation of the valley

after the end of the Chiribaya.  A few coastal valley sites were used by people with the

late prehistoric to early colonial Estuquiña style of pottery, which is better known from

the middle and upper Osmore drainage (Stanish 1991, 1992a; Lozada 1987).  The date

at which the Estuquiña style appeared in the coastal Osmore valley is unknown, but

the focus of the coastal Estuquiña population was clearly the coastline north and south

of the mouth of the river.  A few anomalous burials with provincial Inka ceramics

(Reycraft pers. com.; Jessup pers. com.) indicate some contact with the Inka state, but

there was no substantial Inka population or construction in the coastal Osmore valley

or the adjoining coastline.

In order to simplify discussion of chronological changes, I will sometimes divide

this culture history into four rough temporal periods (Figure 1-5).  The Early Ceramic

period encompasses the entire time from the adoption of ceramics until the appearance

of the Ilo-Tumilaca style, which dates this long period to about 100 BC to AD 950. 
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The early Late Intermediate Period is characterized by the presence of Ilo-Tumilaca

and Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics, running roughly AD 950 to 1075.  The

middle Late Intermediate Period is defined by the presence of Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya and Ilo-Cabuza style pottery, from about AD 1075 to 1250, and the late Late

Intermediate Period includes Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya but no Ilo-Cabuza

ceramics, from AD 1250 on to the appearance of Estuquiña and Inka wares, which are

not well dated or discussed here.
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Chapter 2

The equilibrium group number model

Studies of the growth and shrinking, fusion and fission of social groups have

generally focussed on features of individual groups, forms of organization, or the

success or failure of certain groups in competition, warfare, and conquest based on one

or more of these internal features (Evans-Pritchard 1940; Tainter 1988; Roosens 1989;

Kaufmann 1988; Kirch 1984; Johnson and Earle 1987; Carniero 1970; etc.).  The

approach suggested here differs from other models in that it focusses not on features

within groups that cause them to expand or shrink, but rather takes the number of

groups in a social system to be the variable of interest and models the general structure

of forces at a system-wide level that affect the observed number of social groups.

Within a given social and ecological niche at a given time under given

circumstances, there is one or more equilibrium number of distinct social groups of

any given type.  If there are more than this number of groups, the total number of

groups will tend to decline, through conversion of individuals from one group to

another, the merging of multiple groups, migration, demographic decline, or other

means.  If there are fewer than this number of groups, the total number of groups will

tend to rise, through group fission, immigration, or other means.  There may be a range

of numbers of groups that are effectively equally stable, or even multiple local

equilibrium numbers of groups separated by less stable numbers, but the extremes

(zero and some arbitrarily large number) are clearly less stable and will not persist. 

The number of groups is inversely proportional to the mean size of the groups at any

given regional population size, so the group number is a measure of social

aggregation. The equilibrium group number model is an attempt to visualize how
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various variables affect this measure of social aggregation.

Definitions

Some terms need to be defined and concepts discussed before elaborating the

model.  Perhaps most obviously, the term "social group" is problematic.  Human

organization tends to be segmentary and situational, with people uniting and dividing

according to the context of action and the actors involved.  The model describes the

situation at a single level of grouping.  There may be a different equilibrium number,

for example, of nuclear family groups than of religious congregations in the same

geographic region.  Since most types of groups are situational, a given level of

grouping may not actually exist as a corporate group at a given time, even though

people know with more or less precision along what lines they will unite and divide

should any particular situation arise.  The Navajo might actually function as a

corporate group only in contexts of opposition to the Hopi or analogous groups, but

the Navajo can be considered to exist as a group in some sense even when such

oppositions are not currently being acted out.

The objective reality of groups might also be questioned, since different people in

the same vicinity may define even nominally the same groups in different ways.  A

poor person might assign individuals to categories of "middle class," "upper middle

class," and "upper class" differently than would a wealthy person.  In the specific case

of ethnic groups that is of interest here, however, there is probably general agreement

in most cases among most people about which individuals are members of which

groups.

The model was conceived to describe the interaction of ethnic groups, although
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the logic should hold for other levels of grouping or crosscutting lines of fission and

fusion, as well.  Despite minor differences, there is a surprising degree of agreement

on the definition of the term ethnic group (Horowitz 1985, Francis 1976, Parsons

1975, Thompson 1989). I prefer an abridged version of Yinger's (1975) definition: an

ethnic group is a group "whose members are thought by themselves and/or others to

have a common origin and to share important segments of a common

culture...[including] some mixture of language, religion, race, and/or ancestral

homeland..." (1975:159).

Members of an ethnic group will often share aspects of their material culture, such

as details of clothing, decoration of ceramics, or styles of house construction, which

serve to intentionally or incidentally mark the boundaries of the group in contrast to

others (Barth 1969; Hodder 1982; Wobst 1977).  These material commonalities and

differences are potentially detectable in the archaeological record.  In the coastal

Osmore case, a variety of material culture traits covary for each of several

archaeological cultures.  I take these constellations of material culture traits as markers

of distinct ethnic groups.  For the model, though, it is not important that they represent

a particular named type of group, but only that the groups in question all functioned at

the same level of social fission and fusion, that is, that they were definable in

opposition to each other by their members as well as by archaeologists studying their

material remains.

The concept of social and ecological niche refers to the broadly economic setting

in which a group exists, defined by an inclusive set of variables including the

geographical region occupied, resources exploited, and subsistence technology used,

as well the group's position relative to other groups in terms of exchange and power
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relations.  This broadening of the ecological niche concept is meant to explicitly

include those aspects of the niche that are defined by social relations.  An enslaved

group, for example, occupies a different social and ecological niche from the group

that enslaves it, even if their dietary subsistence bases are the same.  The niches are

different because the slaves may depend upon resources obtained through or controlled

by the slaveholders, while the slaveholders may have to exploit the slaves' labor to

obtain some of the resources they require.

The boundaries and content of a social and economic niche depend in part on the

resolution of the definition.  In a society with a sexual division of labor, at a very fine

resolution men and women in a single family could be said to occupy different niches.

 A society in which some families concentrated on farming while others emphasized

herding could be viewed as occupying two distinct niches or one niche characterized

by a mixed strategy of subsistence.  A partial solution is to include in the niche

definition all those aspects that are directly or indirectly exploited by the group or

groups in question.  In the previous example, the society would be said to occupy two

distinct niches if the farmers and herders did not significantly exchange goods,

services, or individuals, while it would be said to occupy a single, mixed-strategy

niche if the farmers and pastoralists were significantly interdependent.  This point

becomes important when the model is applied to large formations such as states, which

may include a wide range of ecological zones and economic specializations.

For present purposes, an individual's social sphere encompasses all those people

that he or she is sufficiently aware of to classify into groups.  Note that people outside

an individual's own group, even enemies or foreigners, may nevertheless be part of that

individual's social sphere if they are sufficiently well known to be classified into one
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or another group.  Very little information is necessary to classify people into groups of

"others," so a social sphere will include virtually everyone an individual has ever met,

seen, or been significantly informed of.  Each individual has a different social sphere,

but since interactions are often limited by supra-individual boundaries such as

geographical divides (areas of low population between habitable valleys, for example),

cultural and linguistic differences, military frontiers, or sheer distance, the outer limits

of the social spheres of many individuals in a given area may tend to coincide,

defining the social sphere of their society in general.  The society's social sphere will

be larger than any individual's social sphere, and will contain most or all of each

individual member's social sphere.  Social spheres, and especially societies' social

spheres, may often be indistinctly bounded, and in some cases may be largely

rhetorical constructs.  Nevertheless, even if the limits of a society's social sphere

cannot be clearly demarcated, the concept is still useful for describing in a qualitative

way the concentration of interactions that comprise a society.

The equilibrium group number model describes processes that occur within a

single social and ecological niche in a single society's social sphere.  Where a society's

social sphere includes multiple social and ecological niches, the model applies only to

that subset of the social sphere that comprises a single social and ecological niche. 

Conversely, where a social and ecological niche is larger than a single social sphere,

the model applies only to that portion of the niche that falls within the single social

sphere under consideration.  The social sphere serves to define a study universe that

focusses on a single concentration of social interactions, while the social and

ecological niche restriction ensures that the explanation refers to a single,

homogeneous field of action.
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Finally, a few words about the proximate mechanisms of changes in group

number are needed.  The tendency for the group number to change in a given

circumstance does not in itself imply any particular mechanism for the change, and it

neither implies nor rules out intentional action or awareness of the situation by the

actors involved. Increases in group number are probably mostly effected by the

splitting of groups already present in the niche ("division" and "proliferation," in

Horowitz's 1985 typology), or by the addition of new groups to the niche.  A new

group could physically immigrate to the region, or could have been previously present

in the region but have been exploiting a different niche.

Decreases in group number may also occur through a variety of processes. Group

number may decrease when a group's size declines to zero as the end result of

conversion of members to other groups through a variety of mechanisms labelled by

Barth (1969) as "boundary porosity." Children may be preferentially adopted from one

group into another, individuals may marry into some groups more than others, or

people may simply change residence and affiliation.  These are surprisingly common

and rapid mechanisms.  Barth (1969:22) cites the Yao, for example, as a case in which

some ten percent of a regional population per generation shifted from a shrinking

ethnic group to a growing one through adoption. Alternatively, group number can

decline when a group's size shrinks to zero due to loss of members in situ, through

demographic failure.  Such a demographic decline could result from low fertility due

to health status, marriage and childbearing practices, high mortality due to conditions

of disease, hygiene, diet, war, or any number of other causes.  Demographic decline

may also reflect simple emigration from the region, either by individuals or by larger

groups.
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Finally, decrease in group number may not involve any shift in individuals at all,

but rather shifts in the social and ecological niches that they occupy.  If we are

following the number of groups in a purely agrarian niche through time and one of the

groups quits farming to become pastoralists, the number of groups in the agrarian

niche has declined.  Similarly, if one of the groups conquers and subdues another, the

social, if not ecological, niches of both have diverged, and the number of groups in

each of these new niches has declined.

Categories of forces and the Tension vs. Group Number (TGN) graph

One category of forces that influence the equilibrium group number includes

psychological and economizing, or "rational-actor," forces.  These forces are lumped

together because they behave in a grossly similar way: rather than tending to increase

or decrease the group number monotonically at a given time, they each tend towards

some optimum number of groups. When the number of groups is high, these forces

independently tend to reduce the group number, while when the number of groups is

low, they independently tend to increase it.  The optimum group number may be

different for each of the various "psycho-rational" forces, so that the overall

contribution of these forces to the equilibrium group number is a sum of differing

pressures.

The other principal category of forces has just a single member: the action of

competition, or competitive exclusion.  This force is different from the psycho-rational

forces in that it does not tend toward some middling optimal value, but instead always

tends towards a group number of one.

The action of these forces can be visualized on a graph of group number versus a
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generalized variable representing the disequilibrium of the social system.  Borrowing a

suitably vague term from psychoanalysis, I call this variable tension; it is a single

measure of what each force influencing group number tends to minimize.  In the case

of psychological forces, for example, tension is equivalent to dissatisfaction,

discomfort, or need.  When people behave in a way understandable to humanistic

psychologists, one can say that they are minimizing their psychological need.  In the

case of rational-actor forces, tension is equivalent to disutility in the economic sense. 

Rational actors tend to maximize their "utility" and simultaneously minimize their

"disutility," quantities that are fully as vague as "tension" and widely used in the

economics and related fields.  Tension is not a single, concrete quantity, but rather it

serves a heuristic purpose in that it allows multiple processes to be considered together

without concern for the hypothetical coefficients that might be used to normalize the

variables, if they could be measured, to a single scale.  The principal weakness in

ignoring these hypothetical coefficients is that the relative magnitude of the

contribution of each force in determining the final outcome is assumed to be

comparable.  It could be the case, for example, that psychological forces so outweigh

rational-actor forces in practice that the latter could just as well be ignored.  At the

current state of social science research, such judgements would have to be based on

little more than faith, and so I will simply assume that all the forces I consider have

under at least some circumstances a noticeable effect on the resulting group number. 

Figure 2-1 illustrates a "Tension vs Group Number," or TGN, graph for a

psycho-rational force in a hypothetical situation in which the optimal group number

for that force is three.

The following sections describe a number of forces that affect group number,

using TGN graph concepts to illustrate their behavior.  Each force except that of
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Figure 2-1. A psycho-rational force

competitive exclusion is argued to have a similar shape on a TGN graph, with at least

one local optimum group number flanked by lower and higher group numbers that

result in greater tension.

Psychological forces

Of the several psycho-rational forces, let us first consider the psychological

tendency of humans to conceptually classify the people in their social sphere,

including themselves, into a moderate number of contrasting groups.  This tendency

seems to be very widespread, if not universal, and probably relates to the

"assimilation" and "contrast" effects apparently inherent in human cognitive processes

involved in categorization of any type (see Horowitz 1985:67-8; Miller 1956).  The

effect is simply that people will lump or split the groups into which they divide their

social sphere according to the context (Moghaddam and Stringer 1986; Turner et al.

1987).  A person in a relatively homogeneous environment will categorize the people
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around him or her on the basis of relatively subtle differences, while the same person

in a more heterogenous environment will tend to categorize people on grosser grounds.

 In the US midwest, there may seem to be an important difference between people of

Swedish and Norwegian ancestry, while Swedish-Americans and

Norwegian-Americans in Los Angeles might classify themselves together in contrast

to Asian-Americans and African-Americans.

This flexibility in the criteria used for classification suggests that there is some

optimal number of categories into which people tend to divide their social world. 

Increasing the variability that might be used for categorization does not simply

increase the number of categories; it changes the characteristics used for categorization

such that the number of categories does not get excessively large.  Reducing the real

variability does not simply reduce the number of categories people devise, but makes

them more minute in their criteria such that the number of categories does not fall too

low.  Individuals evidently have some optimum number of groups into which they

attempt to divide their social sphere, or possibly a range of numbers of groups that are

acceptable. This number or range may vary from individual to individual, but

conceptually it should be possible to characterize a population, if not all humans, with

some mean value for this optimum number of categories.

The TGN graph of Figure 2-1 illustrates the action of this categorizing tendency

for a hypothetical individual or population with an optimal number of categories equal

to three.  When, for example, our family of midwestern Swedish-Americans finds

itself transplanted to Los Angeles, the types of characteristics they are accustomed to

use for categorizing people yield an unacceptable plethora of groups: they find

themselves far to the right on the graph, experiencing high tension.  They adjust their
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classification criteria, reducing the tension and getting the number of groups back

down to an optimal (hypothetical) three.  Wherever the family goes, they will refine or

coarsen their criteria to minimize their psychological tension and approximate their

psychologically optimum number of groups.  This optimum number might vary over

time or across different circumstances, but at any given moment and setting there

ought to be a TGN graph that describes the categorizing behavior of the people in

question.

The TGN graph includes a possible group number of zero.  The condition of zero

groups arises when the study region has no people in it. The psychological

categorizing force cannot be said to act when there is noone present to do the

categorizing, so for this force, the curve in Figure 2-1 should start at group number

equal to one.  Some of the "rational forces" discussed next, however, make sense even

in an empty region.

Recall that we are modelling grouping at just one level at a time, specifically

ethnicity for our purposes here.  Our Swedish-American family may also categorize

people according to age, kinship, language, hair color, or citizenship in certain

contexts, all of which may be more or less independent of their categorizations of

ethnicity, even though each classification scheme functions in a similar fashion.

Rational forces

In addition to the psychological tendency to categorize people, forces that may be

called rational, materialist, or economizing also lead people to construct contrasting

groups within their social sphere.  These forces are varied, and may not be entirely

independent of the psychological force already discussed.  Whenever people join
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together to act in concert, for example as households, hunting parties, territorial units

asserting claims to farmland, or armies, they in some sense calculate the optimal size

for the group in the given context.  A group that is too small may be weak or

inefficient, and may try to recruit more members, merge with another group, or

dissolve itself, dispersing its membership among other groups in the vicinity.  A group

that is too large may be hampered by excessive costs of personnel, communication and

coordination problems, and internal factions, and may tend to split apart or be reduced

in size by defection of members who perceive better opportunities elsewhere.

For any given population, the optimal group sizes, which may vary from group to

group depending on internal organization and other factors, imply an optimal number

of groups into which the population can be divided. The TGN graph of Figure 2-1

illustrates the behavior of this optimal group size force for a hypothetical social sphere

in which the best combination of group sizes yields a group number of three.  Tension,

in this case, is a composite measure of the various disutilities of non-optimal group

sizes, and it is minimized when the people in question divide themselves into three

groups.  In the context of ethnic groups, the costs and benefits of different group sizes

may relate to success in pressing group claims, economic coordination, ability to

control a territory, and communication costs.

Perhaps less obviously, there may often be rational forces that affect group

number directly, rather than through considerations of group size. In material,

economic terms, when there are few groups, it may appear advantageous for some

people to form a new group in order to exploit opportunities being missed or

underutilized by the existing groups.  These people might be opportunity-seeking

immigrants from outside the region, or defecting members of existing groups.  A new,
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small group, if successful, could conceivably provide a greater return to its members

and/or its newly created elite than could the large parent group which must divide its

known returns among many members and its existing elite. On the other hand, in a

situation involving numerous groups that are at optimal size by internal calculations, a

reduction in the number of groups through mergers, for example, might yield groups

that were internally less efficient but by virtue of their reduced number less prone to

border disputes, conflicting resource claims, and so on.  Possibly the greatest

opportunity of all for new groups is presented by a region that is completely

uninhabited.  In this context it is sensible to say that tension is high when the group

number is zero.  There will be a strong tendency for people from outside the region to

move into it, reducing the tension and raising the group number.

There may often be an optimum number of groups in terms of political

considerations.  In modern contexts, and conceivably in the past as well, an emergent

minority group may be successful in pressing claims against the majority by

establishing political legitimacy (see Roosens 1989). Individuals with shared interests

may find it politically or otherwise useful to band together as a new group.  When

there are very few groups, the gains to be realized from forming such a new group may

be large, and tension is reduced by increasing group number.  As the number of groups

increases, the utility of starting yet another group declines, the costs remain the

similar, and it eventually becomes disadvantageous to splinter further.  When there are

many groups, it may be to the advantage of some to join together in order to increase

their political and material legitimacy and leverage simply by reducing the number of

voices making demands; when there are many groups, tension may be reduced by

reducing group number.
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The varied material and political rational forces directly affecting group number

can be described with the same pattern on the TGN graph of Figure 2-1, yet again for a

hypothetical situation in which the optimal group number is three.  When the number

of groups is low, there are advantages to be gained by formation of more groups

through immigration or fission.  When the group number is high, there are advantages

to be gained from merging groups, or hard-pressed groups may disappear through

attrition, emigration, or any of the other mechanisms described earlier.  Tension in

these cases can be construed as analogous to opportunity cost, that is, the material or

political value of what will be lost by not changing group number.  Whenever this

opportunity cost is not minimal, rational actors will tend to take advantage of the

opportunity, moving the group number towards its rational-economizing optimum.

The force of competition

The force of competition is different from the psycho-rational forces, as noted

before, because it always tends towards a group number of one. This idea of

competitive exclusion is borrowed from evolutionary ecology, but has broad

applicability to social groups as well.  As groups (or species) compete, some are more

successful than others.  Barring other effects that may act to maintain a high group

number, the most successful group will grow most rapidly and will increasingly

monopolize available resources.  As the maximum number of individuals that the

environment can sustain is approached, the most successful groups' growth is

increasingly at the less successful groups' expense.  Eventually the last member of the

less successful group cannot maintain access to needed resources in the face of

competition from members of the more successful group, and the less successful group

disappears.  As in ecology, competitive exclusion need not imply explicit conflict, that
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is, predation or warfare.  It requires only that groups differ in their abilities to satisfy

their needs.  Also, the disappearance of groups due to competitive exclusion need not

mean individuals' physical demise, any more than did the reduction of group number

due to other forces. Emigration and various forms of conversion to other groups are

equally plausible mechanisms.

Tension in the case of competitive exclusion measures the unrealized ecological

potential of the system.  The natural tendency of biological increase drives the

ecological system to realize ever more of its potential.  I do not intend to imply that the

most successful group is always the most efficient by any particular measure, but it is

by definition the best among those present at capturing the system's resources, broadly

defined.  As less successful groups are out-competed by the more successful groups,

the unrealized ecological potential is reduced.  The action of this monotonic force of

competition is described by the TGN graph of Figure 2-2.  The shape of the curve is

not obvious, that is, it is not clear whether it should be concave down or concave up,

or even if there should be any typical shape at all that is independent of specific

circumstances, but it will always slope down towards a group number of one.

This notion of competitive exclusion of social groups in the same social and

ecological niche is not new; Frederick Barth (1969) capsulized it in his introduction to

Ethnic Groups and Boundaries, in which he noted that ethnic groups occupying the

same niche should either compete to exclusion or develop divergent specializations. 

There is also a widespread, if often unstated, assumption that some or all people have

an inherent desire to increase their power and/or wealth, such that leaders will

generally try to expand the reach of their control (Leach 1965).  This assumption leads

directly to competitive exclusion by way of psychology and economizing thought,
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Figure 2-2. the force of competitive exclusion.

rather than ecology, since aggressive leaders will tend inexorably to reduce group

number as they aggrandize their own group at others' expense through conquests,

recruitment, and, conceivably, health and fertility advantages.  This sense of

competitive exclusion is at the core of Carniero's (1970) circumscription model of

state formation.

The model

Considering all the forces that influence group number as tendencies to minimize

tension allows us to sum the behavior of various forces for the given circumstances

and evaluate their total effect.  The psycho-rational forces are all described by curves

with at least one local minimum (Figure 2-1).  In reality, some may be more complex

than the simple curve shown, having a range of equally optimal group numbers, or

having multiple local minima.  I suspect that such complex shapes are uncommon, but

the possibility cannot be discarded.  Summing all of these curves will produce a
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composite psycho-rational forces curve that has one minimum or a few local minima. 

If all the forces have unique minima, and these minima do not happen to cluster in

widely separated groups, then their sum generally will also have a single minimum. 

Even in those cases in which one or more of the forces is described by a curve with

more than one local minimum, the sum of the curves will still tend to be concave

down with one minimum or few local minima.  Figure 2-3 illustrates the effect of

summing a variety of hypothetical psycho-rational curves, and shows how adding

multiple curves tends to damp out multiple local minima in the sum unless by chance

multiple local minima of several curves coincide.  The sum curve tends to assume a

simple concave down shape with one minimum or just a few local minima, generally

taking a smoother, simpler shape than the more irregular of the curves that contributed

to it.

Where the sum does have multiple minima, the model will still behave as if there

were a single minimum as long as the group number remains in the vicinity of one

local minimum.  Consideration of the transition from the vicinity of one local

minimum to another could yield additional insights into aggregation and fission

processes, including concepts for understanding threshold effects and large, sudden

changes, but is beyond the scope of the present discussion.

Since the shape of the summed psycho-rational forces curve is at least as regular

and predictable, if not more so, than the shape of any one of the individual

psycho-rational forces, we can justifiably simplify the model by omitting the detailed

shapes of the individual forces (which cannot be known precisely nor definitively

separated from each other, anyway), plotting instead a single composite

psycho-rational forces curve.  This curve is influenced by all of the psycho-rational
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Figure 2-3. The effects of summing force curves.
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forces.  For example, a change in political circumstances that made the founding of

new groups relatively more advantageous would shift the entire psycho-rational curve

to the right, even if other psycho-rational forces such as the cognitive constraints on

classification were not affected.

Similarly, we can add the composite psycho-rational curve to the competitive

exclusion curve to produce a total curve representing all the forces so far considered. 

Figure 2-4 shows both curves and their sum, illustrating the interaction between them.

 Since the competitive exclusion curve is monotonic, while the psycho-rational curve

has a minimum, the two categories of forces reinforce each other to reduce the group

number when it is high, but oppose each other when group number is low.

Moreover, adding the competitive exclusion curve to the psycho-rational curve

tends to damp out local minima in the total forces curve towards the right side of the

graph.  This effect tends to emphasize the left-most local minimum in the

psycho-rational curve and reduce the effects on the total forces curve of local minima

at higher group numbers, which again makes the use of simple curves with single

minima appear to be a reasonable simplification.

In summary, the equilibrium group number model provides a metaphor in which a

variety of processes affecting group fission and fusion can be described in a consistent

way.  Various psychological and rational-maximizing forces acting on the optimum

group number can be summed to a single psycho-rational curve on a TGN graph,

which can reasonably be visualized as having a single minimum.  The force of

competition, in contrast, is a monotonic curve that always trends downwards towards

one.  The sum of the psycho-rational and competition curves determines the

equilibrium group number for the given social sphere and circumstances.
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Figure 2-4. The sum of psycho-rational forces and the force of competitive exclusion.

Various social and ecological changes can affect the psycho-rational curve, the

competition curve, or other parameters of the model such that the equilibrium group

number does or does not change.  The following chapters name and describe six

predictable effects of some of these changes, and illustrate the explanatory utility of

these effects in understanding the prehistory of the coastal Osmore valley, Perú, and

the southern Andes in general.  The social sphere size effect describes the effect on

group number due to increase or decrease in the population or geographic and social

area of a social sphere, which may have played a role in the expansion of the

Tiwanaku state.  The minimum viable group size effect describes what happens when

a social sphere becomes very small, which may have been the case during the BR
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Early Ceramic Period in the coastal Osmore valley, when Tiwanaku dominated the

middle valley.  The cascading divisions effect and the concept of salient level extend

the social sphere size effect to consider its implications for fragmenting administrative

hierarchies, and seems to fit the collapse of the Tiwanaku hierarchy in the middle

Osmore valley and perhaps elsewhere.  The gold rush effect describes the proliferation

of social groups when the competition and psycho-rational curves shift in response to

the opening or widening of a new social and ecological niche, as is shown to have

happened in the coastal Osmore valley at and after the collapse of Tiwanaku.  The

competitive exclusion effect explains the decline in group number when one or both

curves shift back in the opposite direction as a niche becomes crowded, which

happened in the coastal Osmore towards the middle of the Late Intermediate Period. 

The group number fixation effect specifies the conditions under which a single group

can monopolize an entire social sphere, as the Chiribaya seem to have done later in the

Late Intermediate Period.  Finally, a concluding chapter summarizes the theoretical

arguments and substantive results, and evaluates their significance and implications.
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Chapter 3

The Social Sphere Size Effect

The equilibrium group number model describes the forces acting on the number of

groups into which a given social sphere will tend to divide itself under given

circumstances.  If all other things remain equal, and the geographic extent of the social

sphere increases, then the same equilibrium number of groups will cover a larger area,

and each group will tend to have a larger territory.  Similarly, if all other things remain

equal, and the social sphere decreases in geographic extent, then the same number of

groups will cover a smaller area, and each will tend to have a smaller territory.  The

same argument can be made about population, independent of geographic extent.  If all

other things remain equal, and the social sphere comes to include more or fewer

people, then each group will tend to have correspondingly more or fewer members.

In reality, all other things never remain equal.  Changes in a social sphere's

geographic extent or population can be expected to have effects on the action of

competition and the rational-maximizing calculations of people within the social

sphere, as communication and transportation costs become more important, more

varied natural and human resources are encompassed within the system, and so on. 

The influences of changing social sphere size on the psycho-rational curve and the

competition curve will be complicated and dependent upon specific circumstances. 

For the sake of argument, though, we can isolate a general tendency, called the social

sphere size effect: As a social sphere changes in geographic extent or population, the

size of the groups within it will tend to change in the same direction.

How might a social sphere change in geographic extent or population?  We
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defined a society's social sphere as the roughly coinciding outer boundaries of the

social spheres of its members.  These social spheres in turn comprise all the people of

whom each individual member is sufficiently aware to classify into groups.  The social

sphere corresponds to the concentration of interactions that comprise a society.  A

social sphere grows or shrinks, then, as members of a society become aware of or

interact with more or fewer other people.  Any circumstances that increase

communication or movement, especially over long distances, will tend to increase the

size of a social sphere.  Increasing seasonal migration, for example, might increase the

geographic extent of a social sphere.  Growing numbers of traders or other people

moving goods from place to place might increase communication and interaction with

distant people, increasing the size of the social sphere.  Population growth might

increase the number of people in a social sphere.  On the other hand, sedentization,

reductions in trade or other forms of exchange, or population decline could

correspondingly reduce the area or population of a social sphere.

Some of these mechanisms, such as transhumant or permanent settlement, would

affect the social spheres of most or all members of a society.  Other mechanisms such

as mobile traders or procurement of distant resources for special purposes might affect

the social spheres of only certain individuals within a society, most likely economic,

political, or ritual elites.  Whose individual social spheres should be used to define the

social sphere of the society?  The answer depends on the level of grouping to which

the model is to be applied.  If the model is being used to visualize groups at a family or

settlement level (such as hamlets, saya, or perhaps allyus in Andean contexts), then the

relevant social sphere will be defined primarily by the common people involved in

these groups.  The possible presence of long-distance traders in the entourage of their

leaders may be of little importance for groups at this level.  On the other hand, if the
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model is being applied to higher-level political groups such as chiefdoms or larger-

scale groups such as ethnicities, then the social spheres of the elites, elders, or other

individuals with unusually wide-ranging contacts will play a more central role, and the

relevant social sphere will be largely defined by the outer limits of the social spheres

of these elites.

The social sphere size effect has obvious relevance to expanding and collapsing

states.  As a state expands, whether by conquest, economic or ideological imperialism,

population growth, or virtually any other of the many hypothesized means of territorial

or population growth, individuals in the upper strata of the society come into contact

directly or indirectly with more people representing more different groups on the

lengthening periphery of the growing state.  This expansion of the social sphere leads

to the absorption of the new peripheral groups such that the equilibrium group number

is maintained.  When a peripheral group is incorporated into the state, it is no longer a

separate group, but rather a subdivision of the state; the group is demoted to a lower

level in reference to the state, and the total number of groups at the level of the state is

reduced back towards the original equilibrium value.  The absorption of new groups,

in turn, lengthens the state's periphery further and expands the social sphere again.  In

terms of the social sphere size effect, as the social sphere expands, the equilibrium

number of groups at the level of the state tends to be maintained by subsuming new

groups, and the size of the expanding state grows accordingly.  The social sphere size

effect visualizes the growth of the state as an equilibrium-seeking response to the

expansion of the social sphere.  At the level of proximate mechanisms, the model

implies that rational calculations both within and beyond the state may lead people and

groups to join the state for a variety of reasons; that the state may out-compete other

groups economically or militarily; and so on.  As the proto-state social group grows
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larger, effects of scale (Johnson and Earle 1987) eventually lead to increasingly

complex social and political organization in order to integrate and maintain the social

unit effectively.  From this general perspective, explaining the growth in size, as the

social sphere size effect does, is tantamount to explaining the increase in complexity

of a nascent state.

As a corollary, the social sphere size effect accommodates the formation of

secondary states.  As the social sphere of one state expands, the social spheres of the

peripheral groups will tend to expand as well, simply because social contact is a two-

way interaction.  When an individual or group is added to the social sphere of the

growing state, at least a portion of the state is necessarily added to the social sphere of

at least some members of the peripheral group.  Social contacts between the peripheral

groups themselves may increase, as well, through growing exchange, military contact,

elite diplomacy, and so on.  Since the peripheral groups are generally smaller than the

focal state, their peripheries are shorter and their contacts are probably more limited,

so their social spheres will tend to increase in size to a lesser extent than that of the

focal state.  By the same logic as was applied to the focal state, these peripheral groups

can be expected to fuse as their social spheres grow; the equilibrium group number

tends to be maintained, while the group sizes tend to grow.  Eventually, the fusion of

peripheral groups may unite sufficient numbers of people for effects of scale (Johnson

and Earle 1987) to require more complex forms of organization, including states, in

response to the original state's growth.

The same arguments can be reversed and applied to at least some collapsing

states.  As lines of control and communication break down for whatever reason, or as

long-distance exchange and travel decline, the social sphere of a state's elites may
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contract.  The reduction in contact relaxes the equilibrium group number constraint

over outlying state territory, and the newly local, smaller social spheres on the

periphery each divide up into their own equilibrium numbers of groups.  The

remaining state is smaller than before.  Proximate mechanisms might involve

countless types of local conflicts that are no longer contained by the state

superstructure.  As the periphery becomes ever more divided, heterogeneous, and

possibly hostile, the collapsing state's elite have ever less contact with the outlying

people, their social sphere continues to contract, and the process spirals downwards in

a positive feedback cycle I call the "cascading divisions" effect.  The cascading

divisions effect will be more fully developed in Chapter 5.

As with most explanations for these phenomena, the social sphere size effect faces

a chicken-or-egg problem.  To label the growth of the state as an effect of the

expanding social sphere rather than a cause of it is arbitrary.  It is unlikely that even

the best historical documentation could ever show whether a social sphere or a

political structure began to expand first, and once started, the growth of the social

sphere and of the state would both be concurrent, ongoing, inseparable processes.  It

may be most honest to consider the social sphere size effect as nothing more than the

correlation it states: a tendency for group sizes and social sphere size to change at

roughly the same time in the same sense, without a claim of causal priority for one

change or the other.

The expansion of Tiwanaku

The social sphere size effect brings together several lines of argument that have

been suggested to explain the expansion of the Tiwanaku state.  The Tiwanaku state

never quite reached the coastal Osmore valley, and for that reason, the fieldwork for

this dissertation does not include data directly related to Tiwanaku other than its
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conspicuous absence.  Nevertheless, Tiwanaku's expansion provides a good

illustration of the social sphere size effect.  It is included here on the basis of published

reports in order to set the culture-historical stage for later phases in the coastal

Osmore, and because both the social sphere size effect and the nature of the Tiwanaku

state as developed here will be important for the discussion of "salient level" and

Tiwanaku's collapse, for which there is some indirect evidence in the coastal Osmore.

Like many states and empires, Tiwanaku expanded in different ways in different

geographic regions (see Figure 1-4) (Mujica 1985; Berenguer et al. 1980; see also

D'Altroy 1992:19 and his citations).  In the Tiwanaku heartland of the southern

Titicaca basin, the state grew through population increase in situ as an urban center,

becoming increasingly dependent upon intensive agriculture in enormous areas of

raised fields probably underwritten and administered by a state bureaucracy (Kolata

1987, 1988; Albarracin-Jordan and Mathews 1990).  Most of the surprisingly limited

theoretical discussions of the origins of Tiwanaku specifically in the southern Titicaca

basin core, as opposed to the longer-distance extension of its exchange or influence

(Mujica 1985; Kolata 1987, 1988; Browman 1978), seem to implicitly rely upon this

population growth and the concomitant effects of scale (Johnson and Earle 1987) that

tend to translate increasing group size into increasingly complex sociopolitical and

economic organization.  The important point in this core area is that the burgeoning

population did not fragment into fractious petty chiefdoms, but instead persisted as a

single organized entity.  In this case, "all other things" apparently did remain

approximately equal, or at least the pushing and pulling of different forces on the

psycho-rational and competition curves canceled each other out.  As population

increase was expanding the society's social sphere even within the effectively constant

geographic area of the Tiwanaku valley (Albarracin-Jordan and Matthews 1990), the
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equilibrium group number apparently remained the same, the size of the corporate

group comprising the Tiwanaku urban core increased, and scale effects kicked in to

encourage increasingly complex, ultimately state level organization.

In the first territorial layer beyond its urban and agricultural core, principally the

remainder of the Titicaca basin, Tiwanaku probably expanded by conquering or

subsuming smaller neighboring polities, such as Sillumocco on the western side of

lake Titicaca (Stanish 1992; Browman 1992; Kolata 1987,1988).  This process best fits

effects described in subsequent chapters, and will not be considered in detail here.

Somewhat further away from the urban capital, specifically in the middle Osmore

drainage area around Moquegua and possibly in similar circumstances in other Pacific

coast drainages and the Cochabamba area on the eastern slopes of the Andes,

Tiwanaku seems to have expanded in a manner that might be called "mechanical,"

after Durkheim's (1949) notion of mechanical solidarity.  This concept will be

elaborated further in Chapter 5, but here it can be simply described as growth through

the geographic diffusion of a culture, more or less entire and to the exclusion of others,

probably but not necessarily borne by people physically related to the core population.

 A mechanical state can be considered an extreme case on the "hegemonic" to

"territorial" continuum of empires conceived by D'Altroy (1992), Luttwak (1976), and

Hassig (1985, 1988).  Hegemonic empires control territory by creating or coopting

relatively independent client states, while territorial empires directly occupy and

administer new lands.  Mechanical states represent such an extreme case of

territoriality that they do not even resemble the empires for which the scale was

devised: the state is not preoccupied with controlling territory occupied by a restive

conquered populace because the people are culturally, and probably by birth and long
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tradition, from and of the state.  Control is a matter of internal administration; there are

no "other" people or polities present to keep down.

In the area around Moquegua, there is no evidence of an administration imposed

on conquered people, nor of coopting existing elites as is so clear in Inka examples

(Earle et al. 1987).  Instead, there seems to be a single, uniform Tiwanaku culture

(Goldstein 1989a,b; Bermann et al. 1989).  Goldstein entertains the idea that the early

ceramic Huaracane tradition (Feldman 1989) might have continued long enough to be

contemporaneous with the Tiwanaku occupation in the middle valley, but since no

stratigraphic evidence on the matter has been noted and the only radiocarbon date for a

Huaracane context is about AD 50 (Goldstein 1989a), the evidence for such a temporal

overlap is thin.  At the Tiwanaku sites, everything is in Tiwanaku style, not only

ceremonial centers and highly decorated artifacts such as fancy ceramics, stone

carvings, textiles, and wooden snuff tablets, but also utilitarian plainware ceramics. 

Burials are uniformly similar, subterranean, seated and flexed, and often placed in a

stone-lined cylindrical to egg-shaped individual tomb.  There are no possibly

contemporary settlements with distinct, local-style pottery or other different material

cultural traits other than the Huaracane material, and no evidence of defensible sites or

militarism that might hint at control of a local non-Tiwanaku population.  Clearly, this

impression may be a result of incomplete evidence, but the data are consistent with a

single, relatively homogeneous population of essentially Tiwanaku people.  The

middle Osmore might be called part of Tiwanaku's hinterland, except that it is too far

away, several days' hard foot travel across high, forbidding terrain.

Whether this mechanical expansion was the result of prodigious population

growth and emigration among the Tiwanaku people of the altiplano, or some form of
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cultural diffusion or conversion, its result was a large area of apparently uniform

culture, administered by a single political system.  Political unity implies considerable

long-distance contact among elites in different parts of the Tiwanaku state, and the

material culture uniformity of the common people, even down to utilitarian

plainwares, must have been maintained by considerable interregional contact,

mobility, and communication at the level of commoners as well.  Mechanical

expansion by definition involves a growing social sphere.  Here again, the rest of the

factors affecting group number seem to have remained roughly constant, or any

changes in them canceled each other out.  The equilibrium group number remained

low, and so as the social sphere expanded outward through population growth,

migration, and/or unusually inclusive cultural diffusion, the Tiwanaku polity remained

a single unit and grew larger in population and geographic extent.

The geographic extent of Tiwanaku's influence grew through at least two more

processes: exchange contacts of some form with the regions around San Pedro de

Atacama and further south, and possibly colonization or some other more substantial

form of exploitation in one or more valleys on the Pacific coast.  Tiwanaku's

expansion into the Cochabamba area might reflect either of these processes or yet

something else.  Cochabamba Tiwanaku sites have been described as economic

colonies (Kolata 1987; Mujica 1985) and even early examples of mitmaquna labor

settlements (Browman 1978; Kolata 1982).  So little has been published on Tiwanaku

in the Cochabamba area that it will not be considered further here.

In San Pedro de Atacama, Tiwanaku artifacts are virtually all highly decorated,

iconographically charged luxury goods found in high status tombs (Mujica 1985;

Berenguer et al. 1980; Orellana 1985; Thomas et al. 1985).  The general consensus is
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that these items represent exchange relations between local San Pedro elites and

people in closer contact with Tiwanaku, although Rodman (1992) recently argued that

the people buried with Tiwanaku goods were people of Tiwanaku origin.  Permanent

or transitory, these representatives may have been semi-independent traders (Nuñez

and Dillehay 1979; Berenguer et al. 1980), "proselytizing merchant missionaries"

(Browman 1978:327), agents maintaining client relationships between local elites and

Tiwanaku leaders (Kolata 1988), or something else, probably circulating around the

Andes with llama caravans of goods (Kolata 1982, 1988).

In the coastal valleys of southernmost Perú and northernmost Chile, Tiwanaku is

generally supposed to have established economic colonies to exploit crops that grow

best in the yungas (warm lands of low and middle elevation) and marine resources

including fish, shellfish, and seaweed (Mujica 1985; Mujica et al. 1983; Kolata 1982,

1987, 1988; Browman 1978; Berenguer et al. 1980).  According to Mujica (1985:108),

"it is accepted that Tiwanaku access in coastal valleys was by colonies," specifically

including Chen Chen in the middle Osmore valley near Moquegua, Tacna, Loreto

Viejo in the coastal Osmore valley, and various sites in the environs of the Azapa

valley in Chile (Kolata 1982:28, 1987:264; Browman 1978:337; Berenguer et al.

1980:82; Goldstein 1989:45-47).  Chen Chen, located near Moquegua at around 1400

m elevation, is neither coastal nor a colony.  It is part of the "mechanical" long-

distance hinterland of the middle Osmore drainage.  As Goldstein (1989:45-47) points

out, the evidence for coastal colonies is tenuous in the Azapa area and nearly non-

existent in southernmost coastal Perú.  In Azapa and Tacna, as at San Pedro de

Atacama, Tiwanaku material tends to be from mortuary contexts.  Based on recent

museum study and survey work, Goldstein now entertains the possibility of a small

resident elite of Tiwanaku officials in the Azapa valley, but doubts the presence of any
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significant Tiwanaku settlement (1992 and pers. com.).

In the coastal Osmore valley, excavations at three sites, including the supposed

Tiwanaku colony of Loreto Viejo, and systematic site survey of the entire coastal

valley up to 25 km inland (see appendices) encountered only a few fragments that

might be even equivocally related to the Tiwanaku state.  PCCT excavated 140 m2 in

27 areas in the habitation sectors of three sites that were thought to have Tiwanaku-

related occupations.  The project also made surface collections in two cemeteries

thought to have Tiwanaku-related components, and excavated 101 m2 in the two

cemeteries.  Surface artifacts were examined over the entire areas of the excavated

sites during intensive, detailed mapping work, as well as at all the sites in the coastal

valley that were found during the site survey.  The sum total of the artifacts that

suggest an occupation related to the Tiwanaku state are the fragments of one ceramic

kero, a few other possible Chen Chen phase sherds, a basket shaped like a Tiwanaku

IV or V kero, and a tapestry shirt fragment that might be Tiwanaku V in style.  Some

additional ceramics could fall in either the Chen Chen or the Tumilaca phase.  A shirt

with Tiwanaku IV or V designs was found in a looted cemetery that has since been

obliterated (Disselhof 1967).  Vescelius's collections from Loreto Viejo might have

contained Chen Chen phase artifacts, but as noted before, the five remaining

diagnostic sherds are consistent with the Ilo-Tumilaca style.  In short, the few artifacts

related to the Tiwanaku state can probably be attributed to, at most, a vanishingly

small Tiwanaku population, and more likely to exchange, curation, or Tiwanaku

stylistic traits lingering in the craft repertoire of the subsequent phase.

In summary, the social sphere of Tiwanaku's elites was defined, and probably

actively enlarged, by an impressive array of mechanisms.  In the vicinity of the
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Tiwanaku valley itself, population grew dramatically in situ, and an elaborate

agricultural, craft, and ritual system was organized.  To the north, Tiwanaku conquered

or absorbed neighboring polities, presumably establishing local administration and

other contacts in each.  To the south towards San Pedro de Atacama, and possibly in

other directions as well, traders or agents of some type travelled long distances to

exchange decorated high status goods with distant elites, cementing prestige relations,

alliances, or similar connections.  To the west, and maybe also to the east, the state

expanded "mechanically" through massive emigration or remarkably profound

diffusion into peripheral yungas zones, which became well integrated into Tiwanaku's

social and administrative structures.  On the Pacific coast south of the Osmore, the thin

data may suggest visiting or resident state officials who probably maintained

diplomatic or economic contacts with any local groups, if they did not explicitly

exploit their land or labor.

As Tiwanaku's social sphere grew in population and geographic extent, its

equilibrium group number evidently remained low, and the size of the state increased. 

This pattern of growth seems almost tautological, but it by no means describes every

growing state.  The Inka, for example, can hardly be said to have grown along with

their social sphere; instead, they expanded by conquering groups such as the Chimu

that often were distant and effectively outside their existing social sphere (D'Altroy

1992; Moseley 1992).  While the expansion of the Inka empire (and possibly the

conquest of the northern Titicaca groups by Tiwanaku itself) fits better with the

competitive exclusion effect (Chapter 7), the growth of the Tiwanaku state in tandem

with its extension of its social sphere through exchange, emigration, diplomacy, and

internal population growth can be understood as a case of the social sphere size effect

in an expanding regime.
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Chapter 4

The minimum viable group size effect

For most groups, there exists a minimum number of members below which the

group cannot persist for long.  The firmest, albeit not sharply defined, limit of this type

is biological.  Unless a group is accepting mates from outside, a very small group may

not be a viable breeding population (Dobzhansky et al. 1977).  Because the number of

families is small, random circumstances affecting fertility and survival of both parents

and children may have a greater impact on the number of surviving children than they

would in a larger population, where random misfortunes are averaged out.  Offspring

of a highly limited, inbreeding gene pool are more prone to suffer from normally rare

homozygous recessive genetic disorders, and the relatively elevated homozygosity of

group members may make them less fit in general: more susceptible to disease, less

successful at producing offspring, and so on.  Each loss due to accident or illness takes

a significant toll on the next generation, reducing the population and making it even

more sensitive to the problems of small population size.  The smaller the group, the

sooner a random series of misfortunes can be expected to take the group to extinction.

Economic and technological factors may also define minimum viable group sizes

(Beckerman 1983; Oliver and Marwell 1988; Smith 1983).  Some agricultural regimes,

transhumant pastoral adaptations, or multifaceted strategies such as those based on the

complementarity of farming and herding or the simultaneous exploitation of different

resource zones may not function efficiently or at all without some minimum input of

labor.  One or just a few families simply are not sufficient to succeed at some

subsistence strategies.  If the environment is such that irrigation is necessary for
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farming, for example, then an agricultural group must be large enough to muster the

necessary labor to maintain canals and to plant, irrigate, tend, and harvest the crops at

the necessary times.  If neighboring groups are hostile, a group must be large enough

to raise a sufficient number of fighters to defend itself (Peoples 1982; Vining 1981).  If

a group falls below its minimum viable size, its members may either maintain their

customary subsistence base by joining another similar group, perhaps through

marriage, fictive kinship relations, alliances, or other mechanisms, or change their

subsistence strategy or social and political position to one that has a lower minimum

labor input.  The first choice would reduce the number of groups in the area, while

preserving the general adaptation and culture of the individuals involved.  The second

choice, changing the subsistence pattern, would probably alter both the rational and

competitive forces acting on the TGN graph in complex ways; the effect of such a

subsistence shift on the equilibrium group number would not be predictable in general,

but would depend on specific circumstances.

Finally, organizational and ideological factors may influence a group's minimum

viable size.  If the group's organization involves craft or ceremonial specialists,

partially or fully supported leaders, or ideological requirements for specific rituals,

constructions, or other activities, some of these features may become impossible to

support if the group becomes too small.  As in the previous case, members of a group

whose size fell below its viable minimum would have the option of maintaining their

customary ways by merging with one or more similar groups, or of changing the

organizational or ideological nature of their group.  Again, the first choice would

reduce the group number while maintaining the general level of organization and/or

type of ideology to which the people are accustomed.  The second choice could

involve radical cultural changes that could have various results on the equilibrium
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group number, depending on the specific circumstances.

The minimum viable group size may vary from group to group within a single

social sphere.  The combination of minimum viable group sizes for all the groups in a

given social sphere affects the equilibrium group number by imposing a maximum

number of groups that may exist in that social sphere, regardless of other forces.  This

limit is shown on a TGN graph in Figure 4-1.  If the social sphere divides into more

than this maximum number of groups, one or more will fall below its minimum viable

size.  That group will eventually either disappear through physical extinction or its

members joining other groups, or will change its character such that its minimum

viable size is reduced.  In the first case, the TGN graph remains valid for the social

sphere, and the group number returns to an allowed value.  In the second case, the

TGN graph may have to be reformulated to reflect the changed circumstances of the

situation that it describes.

If the minimum viable group sizes are markedly different for the groups in a

single social sphere, then the maximum number of viable groups will depend on the

combination of groups with different minimum sizes.  A combination with numerous

groups of small minimum viable size and one group of high minimum viable size will

yield a high maximum viable group number, while the same social sphere might

permit a much lower maximum viable group number if several of the groups are of the

type with a large minimum viable size.  The single maximum viable group number

threshold shown in Figure 4-1 is just a convenient approximation.  The minimum

viable group size effect is important primarily in circumstances where the social

sphere is very small; when populations are low, the approximation of relatively similar

levels of organization and labor requirements of subsistence for the possible groups is
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Figure 4-1. the minimum viable group size imposes a maximum number of groups that

may persist.

likely to be reasonable.

Figure 4-1 shows a case in which the maximum number of viable groups is higher

than the optimum determined by the other forces, so it has little effect on the ultimate

number of groups in the region.  The maximum number of viable groups may also be

less than the equilibrium indicated by the sum of the psycho-rational and competition

forces, in which case it overrides all the other forces.  For example, individuals may

feel that their interests would best be served by forming several separate groups to

exploit resources in different pockets or of different types, but be stymied by the lack

of sufficient numbers of people to successfully populate each location independently. 

In the extreme case, a social sphere may be so small that it can support only a single

group.
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The Middle Horizon in the coastal Osmore

The Middle Horizon is the time period associated with the wide distribution of

Tiwanaku and similar, contemporary Wari ceramics throughout much of the Andes,

and is conventionally dated around AD 600 to 1000 (Moseley 1992).  As noted earlier,

the excavation and survey work of PCCT indicates little or no Tiwanaku presence in

the coastal Osmore.  In fact, PCCT found strangely little evidence of any occupation at

all during the Middle Horizon.  The best guess at the moment is that the "BR Early

Ceramic" pottery style, named after the Burgess-Reinhard site at which it was first

identified, represents the coastal Osmore ceramic tradition of the Middle Horizon.  (I

have previously (Owen 1993) referred to the BR Early Ceramic style as "Late

Formative," which should be abandoned as a potentially misleading use of a

chronological term.)  The BR Early Ceramic style is definitely represented at just six

small and apparently shallow sites totalling less than five hectares, five of which are

located within a single half-km radius (Figure 4-2; Appendix F).  Although there were

probably more sites of this type that have since been completely buried or eroded

away, these six small sites must stand for the entire population of the coastal Osmore

valley from AD 400 or 500 until the collapse of Tiwanaku around AD 1000 (Owen

1993).  If the scarcity of BR Early Ceramic sites has anything at all to do with the

valley's population at the time, this is precisely the sort of situation in which the

minimum viable group size effect should come into play.  In fact, the minimum viable

group size effect fits nicely with the evidence of earlier phases and surrounding

regions.

The paucity of remains from the Middle Horizon is not due to poor preservation

or other factors that sometimes make earlier parts of the archaeological record harder
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Figure 4-2. Early Ceramic sites in the coastal Osmore.
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to find.  On the contrary, PCCT excavations encountered abundant evidence of

prolonged occupations marked by the still earlier "Algodonal Early Ceramic" style at

El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo, and the PCCT survey identified at least eight other

apparently substantial sites located all along the coastal valley, for a total of almost 24

hectares of thick Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation debris (Figure 4-2; Appendix F).

 (I have previously referred to the El Algodonal Early Ceramic style as "Olla sin

cuello," which should be abandoned as a potentially misleading use of a widespread

descriptive term.)  Algodonal Early Ceramic pottery is securely associated with three

radiocarbon dates from occupation deposits compacted onto intact living surfaces on

two different domestic terraces excavated by PCCT at El Algodonal.  Including the

one-sigma error terms, the calibrated dates fall between 100 BC and AD 380 (see

Appendix C for dates, Appendices B and F for excavation and survey data).  The

Algodonal Early Ceramic style could have started earlier and/or continued later at

other sites, but it probably continued until at least around AD 400, and as a guess may

have lasted as late as AD 600 or 700 or even later (Owen 1993).  The BR Early

Ceramic style has no radiocarbon dates associated with it at all, but on stylistic and

technological grounds it seems reasonable to place it in what would otherwise be a gap

in the archaeological record between Algodonal Early Ceramic and the arrival of

settlers from the middle valley around AD 950 or 1000 (Appendix C).

The limited excavation and survey data suggest that the BR Early Ceramic

population was much smaller than the earlier Algodonal Early Ceramic population,

perhaps small enough for the minimum viable group size effect to apply.  If so, the

evidence should indicate a shrinking of the social sphere to a very small size, and a

concurrent reduction of independent groups to a number low enough to suggest that

opportunities to maintain multiple groups that were formerly supported by psycho-
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rational forces were being contained by the overriding effect of excessively low

numbers of people.  The very scarce evidence from areas peripheral to the coastal

Osmore valley itself suggest that this may indeed have been the case.

The early ceramic styles that have been described from neighboring areas all have

styles and/or dates roughly corresponding to the Algodonal Early Ceramic, but all are

sufficiently distinct that they may correspond to different ethnic and/or political

groups.  From the coast just north of the Osmore, the early ceramic cemetery of

Wawakiki is dated to AD 340 (Buikstra n.d.; Bawden 1989a), and is markedly

different from Algodonal Early Ceramic in pottery style and burial pattern.  Between

Wawakiki and the mouth of the Osmore, the undated Carrizal pottery style has clear

ties to Algodonal Early Ceramic, but is also clearly distinct from it (Bolaños 1987). 

The Alto Ramírez burial mounds of the Azapa valley are dated contemporary with

Algodonal Early Ceramic, but include different pottery, textiles, and other artifact

types (Muñoz 1987; Dauelsberg 1985).  The Huaracane phase ceramics in the middle

Osmore valley have a single date of AD 50, resemble Algodonal Early Ceramic, but

also have distinctly different pastes, paints, and forms, and a markedly different burial

pattern (Feldman 1989; Goldstein 1989a).

Aside from several confusing dates from the Azapa area (Rivera 1985; note that

these dates must be calibrated before making direct comparisons to the chronology

here), there are no radiocarbon dates at all for comparable material that fall in the

proposed span of the BR Early Ceramic style.  The only other ceramics that I know of

that approximate the BR Early Ceramic style are from the recently discovered site of

El Atajo, southwest of Tacna (Manuel Garcia pers.com.).  They are different enough

from BR Early Ceramic material to represent a distinct group, but the site suggests
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only a modest, dispersed population.  The general impression is that the time of

Algodonal Early Ceramic was characterized by more and more substantial sites, more

people, and more distinct groups making their own styles of pottery, burials, and other

artifacts.  The time of BR Early Ceramic, on the other hand, is represented by a small

number of shallow sites, a small population, and a minimal number of social groups. 

If the social spheres of these people included the entire coastline from the Osmore to

the Caplina (Tacna) valleys, then the total group number known at the moment is just

two.  If the social spheres did not reach so far, then each apparently supported a group

number of only one, where several existed before.  This may be the minimum group

size effect in action.

The minimum group size effect provides a rationale for very low group numbers

when the social sphere is very small.  The explanation begs the question, though, of

why the population was so small in the first place.  In the case of the coastal Osmore

valley, and possibly of the coastal regions nearby, the apparently dramatic decline in

population may be linked to the expansion of Tiwanaku irrigation works in the middle

valley.  While there had been some minor canal irrigation in the middle valley bottom

in the Huaracane (Early Ceramic) phase, and at least one Omo phase site was

associated with a canal and irrigated fields, in the Chen Chen phase the middle valley

population expanded substantially, and a "vast system of...canals and fields" was

constructed in the middle Osmore (Bermann et al. 1989; Goldstein 1989a:57,61,69,

1989b:226,237,240).  In the extremely arid environment of the middle Osmore valley,

extensive irrigation would have lead to large losses of water to the atmosphere through

evaporation and transpiration.  These losses may have reduced the groundwater flow

of the drainage sufficiently that the coastal Osmore and possibly the coastal spring

systems supporting the Carrizal and Wawakiki groups no longer flowed with sufficient
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volume or reliability to support agriculture or, perhaps, to provide year-round drinking

water.  Population would have declined by emigration or reduced fertility and

survivorship, the social sphere would have contracted, and the former multiplicity of

groups may have collapsed into one or a very few.  Whatever psycho-rational forces

might have encouraged the maintenance of multiple social groups, the minimum

viable group size effect overruled them and kept the group number down to,

apparently, one.

Circumstantial evidence that this process of hydrological robbery is possible can

be found in the water budget of the drainage in recent times, prior to 1952, when the

potentially confounding effect of water use for industrial copper ore processing in the

upper drainage was added to the picture.  According to local informants, at this time

the middle valley was (as it still is) heavily irrigated, and the coastal Osmore flowed

on the surface for only several weeks each year.  Agriculture depended on deep wells

and pumps, for neither of which is there evidence in prehistoric times.  Coastal

Osmore valley farmers believe, I suspect rightly, that the present scarcity of their

ground water is at least in part due to the heavy use of water higher up in the drainage,

although they tend to overlook the recent history of drought years, and are now prone

to blame the mining operations more than irrigated agriculture.

If this scenario is correct, then the culture history of the Osmore drainage

represents a see-sawing effect in the balance between the coast and the middle valley. 

In the Early Ceramic, population was relatively dense in both areas.  As the Tiwanaku

population in the middle valley grew and increased its irrigated agricultural area, the

coastal Osmore river dried out and the coastal valley was at least partially depopulated.

 In the next few chapters, we will see how the balance shifted back in favor of the

coastal valley after Tiwanaku collapsed.
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Chapter 5

The cascading divisions effect and salient level in the collapse of states

In Chapter 3, I defined a mechanical state as having a population that is uniform

in culture or ethnicity, as opposed to empires composed of distinct, pre-existing groups

that have been conquered or otherwise incorporated into the state.  An empire is built

up of formerly independent units which are typically in part preserved as the lower

levels of the larger state hierarchy of control (Doyle 1986; D'Altroy 1992).  A

mechanical state, on the other hand, is divided up into a structurally similar hierarchy

for purposes of administration and control, but the divisions are more arbitrary and

arranged for efficiency, convenience, or other reasons not necessarily related to any

fundamental social boundaries among the individual members of the state.  To the

extent that a mechanical state's hierarchical structure follows kinship or other real

social divisions among the population, these lines still trace relatively subtle group

differences compared to the established ethnic or political boundaries along which an

empire typically splits its hierarchy.

When an empire or state collapses, it breaks up into smaller social units (Tainter

1988; Kaufmann 1988).  The process of collapse might start for any reason, but in the

scenario of interest here, the root causes eventually bring about the critical symptom,

which is a breakdown of control, communication, and social connections between

some high hierarchical level of the administration of the empire and the next lower

level.  As the elites at the top of a segment of the administrative hierarchy separate

from the superstructure of the hierarchy, their social sphere contracts both through the

loss of relations with the individuals formerly above them and through the loss of

lateral relations with elites at their own level that were effected through shared
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contacts with higher officials.  The social sphere size effect predicts that these

diminished social spheres will tend to subdivide such that the equilibrium group

number remains constant.  This process feeds on itself, progressively cutting off

smaller and smaller pieces of the hierarchy, in what I called the cascading divisions

effect (Chapter 4).

Yet this cascading process does not go on indefinitely.  In the case of empires, the

subdividing typically stops at a point that preserves the units that were originally

incorporated into the empire and partially maintained within the administrative

hierarchy, or combinations of them (see Yoffee 1988:11,15; Simon 1965).  This point

might be called the "salient level" of the hierarchy: the level at which the shrinking

social spheres attain sizes that are maintained through processes independent of the

former state.  In a collapsing empire, the salient level will tend to be that at which each

social sphere includes a traditional ethnic or political unit and such of its neighbors as

the human geography and traditions of communication, travel, and exchange bring into

contact with it.  Unless the empire has succeeded in moving large numbers of people,

changing preexisting group affiliations through ideological or political manipulations,

or altering traditions or technologies such that natural lines of social contact are

affected, the resulting social spheres and the groups within them will tend to be similar

or identical to those that formed independently prior to the empire's growth.

The salient level for a collapsing mechanical state will be at a smaller social

sphere size, because as the cascading process advances in a collapsing mechanical

state, the resulting groups are not based on natural, preexisting divisions that

correspond to traditional allegiances and practical considerations.  Instead, they are

relatively arbitrary divisions that were established for the convenience of the state and
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maintained by the state control structure that is no longer present.  The cascading

process may not encounter independent factors that maintain the size of social spheres

until it reaches the level of restricted geographic areas that include just a few

individual towns, large kin groups, or perhaps topographic or micro-ecological zones. 

These will be social spheres in which groups are defined by factors that are

independent of state policies and do not refer to pre-existing group traditions or

cultural differences, since neither were significant aspects of the recent past of the

members of the defunct mechanical state.  If the officials of the former state hierarchy

are sufficiently discredited or irrelevant, then the salient level may represent simply the

overlapping social spheres of the common people, settlement-level leaders, or kin

group leaders of each town or lineage, potentially setting the geographical size of the

social spheres down to something on the order of a radius of one day's walk, or all the

arable terrain visible from the vicinity of the town, or one town plus a single layer of

neighboring towns through the terrain of which a stranger may not freely pass.

The salient level specifies the endpoint of the cascading divisions effect, which in

turn describes the self-reinforcing structural process of collapse.  The cascading

divisions effect and the corresponding salient level neither depend upon, nor imply

anything about, what initially caused a state to being breaking up.  They do, however,

assume that the organizational problems first manifested themselves as losses of

contact, communication, and control between upper levels of the hierarchy, that is,

between large subdivisions of the state joined near the apex of the state hierarchy,

rather than between the smaller units joined at lower levels.  At a proximate level, this

pattern of collapse focusses attention on the upper echelons of the state's nobles, on

court politics, structural pressures, and large-scale, fundamental faultlines in the

makeup of the state.
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The alternative assumption is that the breakup of the state is composed of a series

of failures of connections at low levels of the hierarchy, each pruning off a separate

branch representing one or a few minimal groups.  In such a case, the breakup does not

propagate down the hierarchy, but rather accumulates laterally from a series of parallel

or analogous, but structurally independent, failures.  This "lateral pruning" process is

an equally plausible model of state collapse that may apply in some cases, but it

requires an additional layer of argument to show why the low level links of the

hierarchy should tend to fail at the same time.  At a proximate level, the lateral pruning

effect suggests local, small scale structural weaknesses that are repeated in region after

region, possibly reflecting popular discontent or widespread mismanagement of local

resources or officials.

The assumption that the structural failure begins at a high level of the hierarchy

means that the applicability of the cascading divisions effect can, at least in theory, be

tested against archaeological evidence.  The cascading divisions effect is an

appropriate model when the state appears to have broken up first into large, regional

units.  It is inappropriate when the state collapsed through the accumulated loss of

small units, which will typically be located around the periphery, since individual

minimal groups are unlikely to be able to maintain independence when surrounded by

state territory.  In the case where the first splits are into large subunits of the state, we

should find more cultural uniformity among the minimal groups in each of the

resulting regional subunits, since remaining traces of the state regional hierarchies

would have facilitated a greater degree of communication and cultural exchange

within the regional units during, or perhaps after, the process of collapse.  In the case

where small units split off one by one, we should find more variability between these
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units because they were relatively more isolated from the very beginning of the

process.

In addition, when the split begins at a high level of the hierarchy, to the extent that

the hierarchy reflected geographical divisions, we should find patterns of similarity in

the resulting subunits that are arranged in large contiguous areas, without any

necessary pattern relative to the former core; groups that share cultural similarities may

be found in areas that extend from more peripheral to more central areas.  When the

splits accumulate from the periphery inward, groups should be increasingly culturally

similar as we look closer to the core, since the outer margins of the state broke off first

and had longer to differentiate than did those closer to the center.  Rather than large

areas of similarity that disregard distance from the core, there should be a concentric

pattern not of similarity, but of degree of similarity, between the post-state groups. 

These patterns may be difficult to demonstrate in practice, especially when the

collapse occurred rapidly.

Note that the geographic sequence of the separation of groups from the collapsing

state, whether it proceeds from the geographic periphery inward, the center outward, or

along any other spatial-temporal lines, does not directly indicate whether the

organizational breakdown began near the bottom or the top of the administrative

hierarchy.  Intuition might initially suggest that when the first groups to separate from

the state are geographically peripheral and the process of balkanization moves from

the outside inward, the breakdown in the administrative hierarchy likewise started at

the bottom and moved upwards towards the highest levels, which are typically

associated with sites that are physically located near the state's geographic center. 

Such an intuition would be incorrect, or at least incomplete without further supporting

arguments.
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The minimal social groups that make up the state are not at different levels of the

control hierarchy; they are nodes at the same level that are joined by a hierarchy of

lines of communication and control with higher nodes represented by offices or other

decision-making bodies (Figure 5-1).  When a single group breaks away from the state,

the rupture is at a low level of the administrative hierarchy, regardless of the group's

geographic location.  When the hierarchy splits at a high level, a large number of

groups united below that level separate from the state at once.  If the hierarchy reflects

geographic divisions, as in many or most cases it probably did, then such a split results

in all the groups within some region breaking off from the state at the same time. 

Even if the region is geographically peripheral, the split still represents a loss of

connections high in the administrative hierarchy.  What is determinate is not the

location of  the defecting group or groups, but the number of groups defecting at the

same time due to the same break in the hierarchy.  The more groups, or perhaps better

the more individuals, that are affected, the higher in the hierarchy the failure must have

been.  In order to evaluate whether the organizational failure began at a high level of

the administrative hierarchy and cascaded downwards until reaching the salient level,

or began from the bottom and proceeded laterally by pruning branches off the

hierarchy one by one, it is necessary to consider either the chronology of the breakup

in great detail -- more than can generally be expected of archaeological reconstructions

-- or the "regionality" or "discreteness" of variation in the resulting groups, rather than

the general geographic progression of the state's breakup.

In fact, it should now be clear that all organizational patterns of collapse will tend

to manifest themselves as loss of geographically peripheral groups first, and advance

inward towards the core, varying principally in the size of the regions defecting at the
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Figure 5-1. Geographic patterns of separation resulting from failure at different

administrative levels
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same time.  Failure of a link at any organizational level can cause one or more groups

at any geographical location to split off from the state.  However, splinter groups

largely or completely surrounded by state territory, that is, towards the geographical

center of the state, will tend to be both perceived as more threatening to the state and

more vulnerable to military, economic, political, or ideological pressure to

reincorporate or not split off in the first place.  Geographically peripheral splinter

groups will be less dangerous for the state to cede, and more costly for the state to

recover.  Regardless of the organizational pattern of collapse, then, tendencies for

centrally located groups to secede will generally be suppressed, while tendencies for

peripheral groups to secede will more often succeed.  The spatial process of collapse

will always tend to progress from the outside in.

The salient level can be used in reverse, to infer something about the nature of a

state from the manner in which it collapsed.  If the salient level concept is applicable

(the organizational failure began at a high level and cascaded downwards) and if the

salient level was low (the state broke up into very small units), then we may be able to

infer that it was composed of relatively arbitrary subunits with little to maintain them

in the absence of the state.  This in turn suggests that the state may have grown

mechanically, through population growth, migration, or profound, effective diffusion

or indoctrination, rather than by conquest and the incorporation of hierarchies that had

already developed in accordance with local needs.

On the other hand, if the salient level concept is applicable and the state broke up

into larger, more organized subunits that persisted for a reasonable period of time, then

the salient level must have been high, that is, the internal divisions must have

corresponded to social groupings that had means of maintenance independent of the
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Figure 5-2. The logical structure of arguments from the salient level effect.
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state.  Such a high salient level might imply that the state grew by conquest and

maintained the subsumed groups in whole or part as a functioning branch of its

hierarchy, but it could also indicate that the state managed to create original internal 

divisions that were  sufficiently practical  or ideologically legitimized to survive on

their own.  Additional evidence would be necessary to distinguish between these

possibilities.  The groups resulting from the breakup of a conquest empire, for

example, might be expected to be relatively culturally homogeneous internally, while

differing markedly from each other.  The groups resulting from the breakup of a well-

structured mechanical state or an empire in which the hierarchy substantially

rearranged the preexisting groups might be expected to be more similar to each other

in material culture and traditions.  The logical structure of these arguments is

illustrated in Figure 5-2.

The collapse of Tiwanaku

The collapse of Tiwanaku around AD 1000 was, like its growth, a patchy, variable

phenomenon.  The monumental core of the city of Tiwanaku was largely abandoned,

and burials of modest rank were dug in ceremonial areas that formerly had been

inappropriate for tombs (Kolata 1983; Bermann et al. 1989).  In the rest of the

Tiwanaku valley, settlement dispersed into a proliferation of small, rural sites with no

notable size or locational hierarchy (Albarracin and Mathews 1990).  Albarracin and

Mathews do not note any spatial differences in the Pacajes ceramics of this period that

might indicate sub-valley sized groupings, and the implication is that the core of the

state dissolved completely down to a limited kinship or small regional level; Graffam

(1992) comes to substantially the same conclusion.

The pattern in the larger Titicaca basin is shaded differently by different scholars. 
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Kolata (1983) describes the former state breaking up into several competing

"kingdoms," including the Colla, Lupaqa, and Collagua, that by the end of the Late

Intermediate Period were large, powerful polities that resisted Inka conquest.  These

kingdoms may correspond more or less specifically to the groups that Tiwanaku

conquered and subsumed in this region during its period of growth (Stanish 1992;

Browman 1992).  On the other hand, Graffam (1992) sees these groups, which he

names slightly differently and to which he adds a substantial number of additional

ethnicities, as similar to those in the Tiwanaku valley in their low level of kinship-

based, decentralized organization.  He suggests that even by the end of the Late

Intermediate Period, these were allyu (extended kinship) groups rather than political

organizations.

Exchange contacts between people of the southern Titicaca basin and San Pedro

de Atacama apparently declined but continued until perhaps AD 1200 (Orellana 1985).

 Orellana sees this contact as a matter of individual traders, travelers, and pilgrims,

rather than consistent connections between distant elites or San Pedro and the

Tiwanaku state as such.  What became of the Tiwanaku settlements in the

Cochabamba area is unknown.

In the middle Osmore valley, the breakup of Tiwanaku at the end of the Chen

Chen phase and the beginning of the Tumilaca phase (Figure 1-5) seems to have been

a dramatic event.  The three-tiered platform mound and room complex at Omo, the

only known Tiwanaku ceremonial structure outside the Titicaca basin, was abandoned

and either casually looted or intentionally destroyed (Goldstein 1989a,b, 1991).  Some

of the platforms' finely cut rectangular facing stones were used together with ordinary

fieldstones to line Tumilaca phase cylindrical tombs.  Chen Chen phase habitation
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sites were not only abandoned, but were systematically churned up and reduced to

what Moseley, Goldstein, and others have called "pitted stone piles" (Moseley et al.

1991; Goldstein 1989a).  This destruction is found only at Chen Chen sites, and seems

too thorough, too massive in scale, and too focussed on ordinary habitation areas

where little of value is likely to be found to suggest ordinary looting.  In fact, at the site

of Trapiche, the disturbance stops at a very clear boundary, leaving the corners of a

few terraces relatively intact.  The impression is almost of a coordinated work project

that was abandoned just before completion.  Goldstein (1985, 1989a,b) found that the

eagle and front-faced deity motifs, two of the premier icons of Tiwanaku, completely

dropped out of the decorative repertoire in the Tumilaca phase.  Tiwanaku

iconography and ideology appear to have fallen from favor.  Whether the apparent

upheaval in the middle Osmore valley was the cause of Tiwanaku's collapse there or a

result of it remains to be seen.

At the same time, canals in the middle valley were abandoned, settlement shifted

somewhat away from undefended sites near the irrigated valley bottom and up onto the

more defensible hillslopes (Goldstein 1989a,b; Bermann et al. 1989; Moseley et al.

1991).  The Tumilaca phase occupation at Omo was protected by a circumvaling wall

and ditch, while the Tumilaca phase habitation area at the site of Yaral was located on

a high, inaccessible mountain saddle, with vertical terrace walls blocking the steep

ravines that give access to the site from the valley.  No monumental architecture or

obviously central site replaced the Omo of Chen Chen times.  Formerly unpopulated

areas in the upper valleys were settled and farmed on terraces cut from precarious

slopes and watered by long canals (Stanish 1985, 1992a).  As we will see in Chapter 6,

settlers also moved down to the coastal valley, which, like the upper valleys, had been

sparsely, if at all populated during the time of the Tiwanaku state.
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Long-distance exchange seems to have dropped off with the collapse of the state. 

While shell imported from the coast composed over 3% of the weight of faunal

remains from Goldstein's (1989a) excavations at Chen Chen phase Omo, they dropped

to less than 1% in the Tumilaca phase.  Goldstein (1989a) believes that some

decorated ceramics in the Omo and Chen Chen phases were imported from the

altiplano, while the ceramics of the Tumilaca phase seem to be locally produced.  The

decline in exchange suggests an associated decline in mobility and long-distance social

contacts.

The ceramics of the Tumilaca phase seem to be more variable than those used

under the Tiwanaku state.  Goldstein (1989a,b; Bermann et al. 1989) notes at least

three variants within the middle Osmore valley, which he calls the upper valley focus,

middle valley focus, and Maria Cupina-lower valley focus (Pari 1980, 1987; Garcia

1988).  This sub-regional variation concords with the decline in exchange to suggest

reduced contacts between people living in different parts of the valley, and along with

the evidence of emigration to formerly unappealing areas both up and down the

drainage, the shift to defensible sites, and the destruction of recently abandoned

settlements, tends to imply a division of the middle valley population into several

smaller groups and an atmosphere of tension, if not actual conflict, in the vacuum left

by the withdrawal of Tiwanaku state administration.

The overall patterning of the events comprising Tiwanaku's collapse in different

regions is still unclear, because both the details of the regional processes of collapse

and their dating are vague.  Albarracin-Jordan and Mathews (1990) cite five calibrated

radiocarbon dates that they interpret to suggest that the maximum expansion of the

Tiwanaku urban center fell between AD 800 and 1000.  They visualize the collapse of
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state organization in the Tiwanaku heartland as a gradual process starting after the

city's maximum expansion in the later years of the Tiwanaku V style (maybe around

AD 900?) and lasting until that style disappeared around AD 1100.  Kolata (1983;

1986; 1991) appears to agree with this view, although he consistently cuts off both the

Tiwanaku V style and the Tiwanaku state somewhat earlier, around AD 1000. 

Graffam (1992:885) sees "a rapid disintegration at some point between A.D. 1100 and

1200, when the state fragmented into a number of competing regional polities". 

Current opinion is divided, then, over whether Tiwanaku's collapse in the altiplano

was rapid or gradual, and whether it started as early as AD 900 (or earlier) or as late as

perhaps AD 1150 (or even a little later).

The breakdown of the Tiwanaku state in the middle Osmore valley, as described

above, was dramatic.  Whether the drama was protracted or rapid, however, is still

unclear.  Goldstein (1989a,b; Bermann et al. 1989) dates the collapse of Tiwanaku

near Moquegua to around AD 950, or the end of the Chen Chen phase.  He associates

the balkanization of the region with the Tumilaca phase, which he places around 900

or AD 950 to about AD 1050.  These date estimates are reasonable but somewhat

speculative, since they are based on three radiocarbon dates from the multicomponent

site of Chen Chen that were published without associated cultural material, and two

radiocarbon dates from Goldstein's excavations.  Goldstein's Chen Chen phase

calibrated date falls at AD 900 ± 60, as expected, and his Tumilaca phase date

calibrates to AD 850 ± 70, sufficiently early that he suggests the dated post might have

been salvaged from a house of the Chen Chen phase and reused.  Part, if not most, of

the Tumilaca phase represents the post-state occupation of defensible settlements in

relatively isolated subregions of the valley, so the process of collapse would have

occurred around the beginning of the Tumilaca phase or even immediately before.
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Two of PCCT's calibrated radiocarbon dates for the Ilo-Tumilaca style in the

coastal Osmore (Appendix C) help verify Goldstein's dating.  Both of these dates fall

around AD 1000, and with the error terms I estimate that the Ilo-Tumilaca style falls

between about AD 950 and 1050.  Like the Tumilaca phase in Moquegua, the Ilo-

Tumilaca phase seems to be associated with the collapse of the Tiwanaku state and/or

the time immediately thereafter, so the actual process of state collapse in the middle

valley would have begun either at or shortly before the beginning of the Ilo-Tumilaca

style.  The only other relevant absolute dates are from the Azapa valley area (Rivera

1978,1985; Berenguer and Dauelsberg 1989).  Unfortunately, some of the Azapa area

dates both for this and other periods are confusing, and I suspect that their cultural

affiliations are problematic.  For present purposes, I prefer to leave the Azapa dates in

abeyance.

All the estimated starting and ending dates for these time periods and styles are

only reasonable guesses based on very few radiocarbon dates, and may well have to be

adjusted by as much as 50 or 100 years in either direction when more data are

available.  Even without such adjustments, the uncertainty in the dating allows for all

three possible interpretations of the geographic sequence of Tiwanaku's collapse, at

least in respect to the middle Osmore area.  First, the Tiwanaku administrative

structure in the middle Osmore valley could have begun to break down while the

altiplano core of the state was still intact, if not perhaps robust.  Second, the entire

state could have fallen apart more or less at the same time.  Third, perhaps least likely

but still possible, the state could have begun to break down in the altiplano slightly

before the middle Osmore region split up.  In short, whatever the other strengths of

Berenguer and Dauelsberg's (1989) reconstruction of popular uprisings in the
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periphery, the absolute chronology is still too vague to show that the collapse actually

began in the geographic periphery of Tiwanaku.

Fortunately, we saw above that the geographic patterning of a state's collapse is

not particularly tied to the patterning of the breakdown of its organization.  Even

without consulting the data, one can suggest that Berenguer and Dauelsberg (1989) are

probably correct in the geographic aspect of their reconstruction, simply because any

pattern of organizational collapse will tend to manifest itself in that way.

A more fruitful line of inquiry concerns the level in Tiwanaku's administrative

hierarchy at which the breakdown began, and the process of its multiplication into full-

blown collapse.  According to the discussion above, if the initial failure of

communication and control was relatively high in the administrative hierarchy, then

two conditions should be met.  One, the post-state minimal groups should be arrayed

in large geographical zones of relatively similar culture.  Two, these zones should be

unconstrained in their location relative to the core, that is, they may extend from more

to less peripheral areas (Figure 5-2).

Graffam (1992) illustrates the areas in the altiplano occupied by named ethnicities

after the dissolution of Tiwanaku.  Four of these areas, including the Pacaq area of

which the Tiwanaku valley is a part, are over 250 km from one extreme to the other,

and one is twice that.  Since some or all of these areas comprised dispersed small

settlements organized only on a kinship basis that presumably could not extend across

such large areas (Graffam 1992; Kolata 1983; Albarracin-Jordan and Mathews 1990),

it is reasonable to suggest that they represent large zones of cultural similarity

encompassing multiple small groups, as specified in condition one.  The middle

Osmore valley represents another such zone, encompassing at least three groups
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marked by their distinguishable but extremely similar variants of the Tumilaca pottery

style.  Each of these large zones can be imagined as the product of a relatively high-

level failure in the state hierarchy, splitting away from Tiwanaku as a short-lived unit. 

Minimal groups within these units would have remained at least temporarily more

interconnected and homogeneous than groups in different units because of residual

formal or informal state hierarchical structures within the zone.

Unfortunately, none of the zones are large enough relative to the state territory and

well enough known across their entire area to test for the second condition.

On the other hand, if the collapse was an accumulation of failures that started

relatively low in the administrative hierarchy, then two other conditions should be met

(Figure 5-2).  One, the minimal groups should not be notably patterned in zones of

similar culture; two, the minimal groups should be arranged concentricly by degree of

similarity, such that groups close to the core are more similar to each other and to the

core, while groups on the periphery are more variable and different from the core.

The first condition has already been discounted by showing that the minimal

groups were zoned by similarity.  The second condition does not seem to be met,

either.  The data are not strong, but among ceramics from relatively widely separated

peripheral areas in the middle Osmore Tumilaca phase (Goldstein 1985; 1989a,b) and

what I take to be contemporary material from the Azapa (Santoro and Ulloa 1985;

Dauelsberg 1985; collections at the Azapa museum) and Arequipa areas (Linares

1989; collections at Universidad Nacional de San Agustin, Arequipa), the variability is

not great.  Moreover, much of the presumably collapse-era Tiwanaku V material

(Albarracin-Jordan and Mathews 1990) from the altiplano is also closely related to the

ceramics from these peripheral areas, and most of the design variants in the peripheral
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assemblages seem also to be present in the altiplano material.  These judgements are

subjective, and the patterning is not strong or clear because a relatively small sample

of ceramics have been illustrated and much of the material is not precisely dated, but at

least the available ceramics do not clearly indicate that the peripheral post-Tiwanaku

material is markedly more variable than that found near the core.

In balance, such evidence as there is tends to favor the scenario in which the

collapse of Tiwanaku began relatively high in the administrative hierarchy and

propagated downward, rather than accumulating from a series of low-level ruptures. 

More research could clearly be done, but I will use this as a working hypothesis.

Assuming that the organizational collapse did start by splitting off big chunks of

the hierarchy that then subdivided further, the salient level may allow us to draw some

conclusions about how the state was organized and grew before disaster struck. 

Specifically, at least in the middle Osmore valley, the Tiwanaku valley, and in

Graffam's reconstruction all of the Titicaca area, the salient level appears to have been

quite low.  A low salient level suggests that there was little to maintain more than

small social spheres or more than the lowest levels of the administrative hierarchy

other than the power of the state itself.  The higher levels of organization and longer

distance social ties did not serve enough of a practical or ideological function to persist

independently of the state.  These larger organizational structures might have been

more durable had they been based on pre-existing political units, as in a conquest

empire, had they been effectively designed to serve practical needs of the minimal

groups they integrated, or had they been sufficiently legitimated in an ideology that

survived the state.  Instead, the low salient level suggests that the hierarchy was a

relatively arbitrary imposition on a relatively homogeneous population, as is the result
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of the growth of a mechanical state.

One possible exception to this pattern is the northern Titicaca area, where Kolata

(1983) imagines that Tiwanaku broke down into large, organized polities, rather than

small, kin-based units.  If Kolata is correct, then these large remnants of the state are a

strong hint that the collapse did indeed start high up in the administrative hierarchy.  If

the Lupaqa and Colla, for example, really represent intact fragments of the shattered

Tiwanaku state rather than new polities that formed from the smaller units left by a

total collapse, then they could only have split off from the state by means of a failure

high up in Tiwanaku's hierarchical organization.  If these "kingdoms" resulted from

high-level failures in the hierarchy, then the smaller fragments in the middle Osmore

and the Tiwanaku valley itself could have been products of similar failures.  The

different outcomes would reflect differences in the forces that acted to maintain the

hierarchies and social spheres after they split off from the state.  The Lupaqa and Colla

hierarchies and social spheres evidently were self-maintaining, possibly because they

had developed independently to satisfy local needs and simply had been subsumed into

Tiwanaku as it grew like an empire, by conquest or incorporation, in the northern

Titicaca area.  The smaller, less organized post-collapse groups of the middle Osmore

and Tiwanaku valley would have resulted from the cascading divisions effect that

followed an initial high-level failure and did not cease until it reached a much lower

salient level.

In light of the model proposed so far, the limited evidence is consistent with

several conclusions about Tiwanaku and its collapse.  First, Tiwanaku grew

mechanically in the Tiwanaku valley, middle Osmore, and perhaps other regions,

through intrinsic population increase, migration, and possibly some form of diffusion. 
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In other areas such as the northern Titicaca region, Tiwanaku may have conquered and

incorporated smaller, existing states.  Second, Tiwanaku's collapse was not an

accumulation of small losses around its periphery, but rather the result of one or more

failures high in the administrative hierarchy, for which the causes are still unknown. 

Third, these failures propagated downwards through the hierarchy in the cascading

divisions effect until they reached a low salient level in the Tiwanaku valley, the

middle Osmore, and probably elsewhere such as the Azapa and Arequipa areas.  The

salient level may have been much higher in the northern Titicaca area, where large

fragments of the Tiwanaku state organization corresponding to the formerly conquered

polities may have survived the collapse intact.  More research on the collapse of

Tiwanaku is desperately needed to evaluate and expand these conclusions.  The

following chapters will bring more concrete data to bear on the repercussions of

Tiwanaku's collapse, especially in the coastal Osmore valley.
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Chapter 6

The gold rush effect

The "effects" of the equilibrium group number model discussed so far have all

assumed that the behavior of the psycho-rational forces and the force of competition

remained effectively constant, while only the size of the social sphere varied.  This

simplifying assumption is reasonable under some circumstances, especially those in

which the social sphere is extremely small (the minimum viable group size effect) or

in which changing organization, communication, mobility, or other factors bring about

dramatic changes in the size of the social sphere (the social sphere size effect and the

cascading divisions effect).  When factors such as these are known to have attained

extreme values or to have changed markedly, it is fair to hypothesize that they played a

central role in the events that accompanied them, while other factors that are not

known to have reached extreme states or to have changed drastically may legitimately

be neglected for a first approximation of the process.  Such was the justification for the

parsimonious assumption that "all other things remain equal" in the previous chapters.

Now let us consider a case in which these other factors do play a central role,

specifically by taking extreme values.  For a given type of environment, prevailing

technology, social organization, and so on, there is presumably some typical or

expectable range of variability for the shapes and locations of the psycho-rational and

competitive exclusion curves, giving rise to some typical range in which the

equilibrium group number can be expected to fall.  These typical values assume that

the social spheres involved are not so extremely small that the minimum viable group

size effect sets the group number, nor so high that the competitive exclusion effect
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(Chapter 7) overwhelms the other forces.  Some circumstances may influence the

psycho-rational or competitive exclusion forces so strongly that one or more of the

"forces" curves moves beyond the typical range of variability, and takes the

equilibrium group number with it.

Such a circumstance is the opening of a new social and ecological niche, or the

drastic expansion of an existing one (see Amir 1981).  The opening of a new niche

means the appearance of a new opportunity for subsistence that previously was not

exploited, including both primary production, as in the case of agricultural production

of staple foods, and subsistence at some remove from primary production, as in the

case of a craft specialist who exchanges manufactured goods for subsistence products.

 The expansion of a niche means an increase in the number of people that an existing

strategy can support.

New niches can open in a variety of ways.  When people first arrive in a

previously unpopulated area, any habitable area will present one or more new niches to

be occupied.  A new niche may be created by rapid ecological changes caused when

climatic shifts cross the temperature or humidity thresholds that are required for

certain plant or animal communities to flourish.  A new niche may be opened by

drastic changes in hydrological regimes due to geological events such as the formation

or failure of natural dams, the opening or closing of subterranean channels, or the

release or exhaustion of "fossil" water supplies.  When the advent of a new technology

such as canal irrigation, mining, or equestrian hunting makes a region or resource

potentially more productive, it opens a new niche.  It is even conceivable that a new

niche could be opened by changes purely in the social realm, such as the development

of new practices concerning land or other resource tenure, plot size, ownership, rents
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and taxes, regional peace or war, cooperative group labor, slave or other coerced labor,

and so on.  Many of these same mechanisms might also expand existing niches.

All of these examples refer to very specific niche types that might pertain to

individuals or small groups.  These niches might be called "individual niches" or

"microniches".  The niche occupied by a social group may be more complex,

comprising a system of interacting individuals and groups each of whom occupies a

more specific microniche.  For example, an individual might occupy the microniche of

a potato farmer who interacts with neighboring corn farmers and herders, while that

individual's social group would occupy the niche of an agro-pastoralist society

exploiting potatoes, corn, and camelids.  The complex niches occupied by entire social

groups might be called "societal niches" or "compound niches" (see Chapter 2).

When a new niche opens, or an existing niche is greatly expanded, the potential

productivity of the niche far exceeds the production actually being realized in it.  A

new or greatly expanded niche represents untapped opportunities.  I suggest that such

untapped opportunities tend to shift the rational-actor forces curve far to the right, that

is, that individuals' calculations of the optimal number of groups tend to take on

unusually high values.  Individuals under these circumstances may think that there is

more to be gained by striking out alone or in one of many like-minded small groups to

exploit the new opportunity than by doing so in a large group.  The advantages to each

member of a small group are numerous.  It is bound to be easier to put together a small

group of people to split off from their existing group and take substantial risks than a

large one.  Small group members may select their companions such that most or all are

cooperative and productive, and few or none are burdens to the group.  Small group

members are subordinate to few or no leaders, and so receive a higher proportion of
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their own production.  There is an incentive to found new, small groups because if a

small group is successful and grows, then the founding members will tend to be in a

privileged position within it.  This tendency to split off into numerous small groups

and to avoid fusing into fewer, larger groups is represented by rational-actor forces

curves with minima at relatively high group numbers.  When the rational-actor forces

are added into the total psycho-rational forces curve, the result is shifted to the right, as

well.

 The opening or expansion of a new niche also reduces the effect of competition. 

When a niche opens or expands, plenty of resources are available, but there are few

individuals and groups to exploit them.  Initially, multiple groups can establish

themselves and expand without significantly impinging on the others.  Until the

carrying capacity of the niche is approached and one groups' gain increasingly

becomes another group's loss, competition in the form of raids, conquest, defections,

and so on will do little to reduce the number of groups in the social sphere.  This

relaxed force of competition is represented on a TGN graph as a competitive exclusion

curve with a relatively low or flat slope.

The effect of opening or greatly expanding a niche, then, is to shift the psycho-

rational curve to the right, depress the competitive exclusion curve, and produce an

unusually high equilibrium group number, in what I call the "gold rush" effect.  Figure

6-1 illustrates an arbitrary "typical" TGN graph and one resulting from the gold rush

effect.  No systematic effort has been made to determine "typical" values, slopes, or

curve shapes in these graphs; what is significant is the general difference between

them.

Especially since this presentation adapts many ideas and terms from ecology and
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Figure 6-1. The gold rush effect.
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evolutionary theory, the reader might be tempted to make an analogy between the gold

rush effect and the process of adaptive radiation, which is superficially similar.  The

analogy is not very close, however, in that adaptive radiation refers to a rapid

differentiation, or better speciation, of new and distinct forms into a territory

containing a multitude of underexploited niches.  The gold rush effect deals with

individuals or groups that are effectively similar and exploiting a single niche, broadly

defined.  Moreover, species do not split except under special enabling circumstances,

and they never fuse, while social groups may separate and rejoin at any time.  A better

analogy might be to the colonization of a new island or similar empty niche by

individuals of a single species, but the gold rush effect should probably best be left as

a social construct, without the unnecessary baggage of a biological analogy at all.

The gold rush effect is only temporary.  As the niche is more fully exploited, there

are increasingly few opportunities for new groups to form, and the psycho-rational

curve migrates back towards the left.  As time passes, the growing groups are in

increasing competition, and considerations of conquest and defense, relative status and

wealth, and strategic alliances encourage the fusion of some groups and the extinction

or dissolution of others.  The competitive exclusion curve becomes steeper and has a

greater impact on the equilibrium group number, and the situation returns to a more

"typical" condition with a lower equilibrium group number.  This process will be

considered further in Chapter 7.

In order to show that the gold rush effect describes the events in any specific case,

several facts must be established.  First, there must have been an "unusually high"

number of distinct social groups in the region.  The presence of distinct social groups

is most convincingly indicated by distinct artifact and feature assemblages that are
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found alone, in single-component residential sites.  An artifact and feature assemblage

is distinct if constitutes a set unrelated material traits that are consistently found

together and contrast with the multiple, unrelated traits consistently found in other

material cultures.

Second, this high group number must have arisen suddenly.  One way to argue for

a sudden change in group number is to show that the material cultures present do not

appear to have developed in situ from established local traditions, which would

presumably be a relatively gradual process, but rather appeared abruptly as the result

of physical immigration (intrusion) of people with distinct material cultures from other

regions.  A material culture can be considered intrusive if multiple aspects of the new

material culture are so different from the analogous features of the local material

cultures of preceding periods that the new material culture seems unlikely to have

developed from any local antecedents.  The case is stronger if the new material culture

is very similar to one known to have developed gradually in a nearby region, which

would have been the source of the presumed immigrants.

Third, the multiple, distinct groups must have been contemporary.  Neither a

sequence of rapid material cultural changes nor successive, short-lived intrusions

would fit the gold rush effect, so these possibilities must be discounted.

Finally, the sudden increase in group number must be associated with the opening

of a new social and ecological niche.  Evidence of the opening of a new niche might

include evidence of climatological or hydrological changes that reasonably could have

influenced subsistence practices, or direct archaeological evidence of new subsistence

technology, food mixes, resource zones exploited, and so on.
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The evidence pertaining to all these conditions may often be inconclusive, and in

some cases, other lines of argument may also suggest that the conditions were met. 

The following sections illustrate how the applicability of the gold rush effect can be

argued using the archaeological evidence from the coastal Osmore valley, and lay out

some of the secondary arguments that can be used when the evidence is incomplete or

the circumstances more complex than the idealized case above.

Post-Tiwanaku settlement in the coastal Osmore valley

In Chapter 4 we saw how the coastal Osmore valley in Tiwanaku times was

populated sparsely at best, probably by people making BR Early Ceramic pottery and

concentrating more on marine and lomas resources (fog vegetation outside the valley)

than had their more numerous agricultural predecessors.  I suggested that the

minuscule population of the coastal valley at this time may have reflected a lack of

surface water in the coastal Osmore river caused by extensive Tiwanaku irrigation

works in the middle valley.

This situation changed drastically when Tiwanaku collapsed in the middle valley.

 In the following pages, I present evidence that at least one, and probably two,

formerly Tiwanaku groups relocated or expanded from the middle Osmore to the

coastal Osmore valley, and that at least one, and probably three, other distinct groups

of unknown origin appeared in the coastal Osmore at about the same time.  In a period

that may well have been one generation or less in duration, the meager, probably

indigenous population of the coastal Osmore was augmented or replaced by five

distinct, contemporaneous groups.  Along with a big jump in population, the group

number increased suddenly from one to five or even six, if the BR Early Ceramic style
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persisted into this period.

As I show below, the subsistence base of the new settlers appears to have differed

dramatically from that of the BR Early Ceramic people who preceded them, and from

the even earlier Algodonal Early Ceramic people, about whom we know a great deal

more.  The new settlers exploited fish, shellfish, and camelids, but in the coastal valley

itself, they were clearly primarily settled farmers who depended at least in part on an

impressive canal that watered formally constructed terraced fields reclaimed from river

terraces elevated well above the floodplain.  The remains of this intensive farming

activity indicate that a great deal of water was available on at least a protracted

seasonal basis, while the large, presumably permanent population implies that there

was at least some surface water year-round.

If my admittedly speculative reconstruction of extreme aridity in the Middle

Horizon coastal Osmore is correct, then something must have occurred around the

time that Tiwanaku collapsed that greatly increased the flow of water in the coastal

Osmore river.  I suggest that the abandonment or downsizing of large-scale Tiwanaku

state irrigation works in the middle Osmore valley (Moseley et al. 1991) could have

had exactly such an effect.  If so, then the repopulation of the coastal Osmore would

have been a direct result of the collapse of the Tiwanaku state and the resulting

political fragmentation and competition that would have made both physical and

organizational large-scale water allocation systems impossible to maintain or too

costly to defend.

Even if the abandonment of middle valley irrigation works was not the cause of

the change in the hydrological regime, and for that matter even if the coastal Osmore

river had been flowing at a high rate throughout the Middle Horizon, the new settlers

of the coastal Osmore valley clearly employed an intensive agricultural technology that
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the BR Early Ceramic people either did not use or did not begin to fully exploit. 

(There is some evidence that their predecessors, the Algodonal Early Ceramic people,

had also been intensive agriculturalists, but this interesting issue will not be further

addressed here.)  So regardless of whether the "coastal Osmore intensive agriculture

and pastoralism compound niche" was opened by hydrological changes caused by the

abandonment of Tiwanaku irrigation works, hydrological changes caused by

geological or climatological events, the introduction of intensive agricultural

technology and the necessary associated social structural features, or some

combination of these events or others, the coastal Osmore valley shows every sign of

having been opened up as a new, extremely underexploited niche right around the time

that Tiwanaku collapsed in the middle valley.  The gold rush effect seems to describe

the process of rapid settlement, and makes the resulting plethora of discrete groups not

only intelligible but expected.

In the particular case of the Osmore drainage, the gold rush effect may have been

somewhat exaggerated, since the psycho-rational curve was probably shifted to the

right not only by factors related to the opportunities in the new coastal Osmore niche,

but also by factors concerning the growing disadvantages of remaining in the middle

Osmore valley.  With the breakdown of the Tiwanaku state superstructure and possibly

of the irrigation systems that had helped to ensure the subsistence of a sizable,

organized population, the middle valley probably became a more competitive, riskier

place to live than it had been before.  The defensible site locations, walls, and

population shifts towards previously less utilized areas in the upper drainages

described in Chapter 5 all support the impression of increased tension in the middle

valley.  The costs associated with this increased tension would have made the coastal

Osmore valley look relatively more attractive as a place to settle even in the absence of
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hydrological or technological changes.  In addition, people living in the middle valley

would have experienced a rapid change in group number from one (the Tiwanaku

state) to several or even many (the Tumilaca phase "foci"), which might have shifted

either their rational calculations or their psychological tendencies, or both, concerning

acceptable group numbers towards the higher values that prevailed temporarily in the

coastal valley.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic tradition includes the Ilo-Tumilaca style and

the Ilo-Cabuza style, which appear to represent earlier and later phases, respectively, in

the development of a single, possibly internally diverse, ceramic tradition.  The Ilo-

Tumilaca style is named for its strong similarity to Goldstein's (1989a,b; Bermann et

al. 1989) Tumilaca phase in the middle Osmore valley.  The Ilo-Cabuza style is named

for its strong similarity to the Cabuza style of the Azapa valley (Dauelsberg 1985;

Santoro 1980), which I believe has been seriously misplaced in the published

chronologies for the Azapa area (Dauelsberg 1985; Santoro and Ulloa 1985; Cartmell

et al. 1991).  The two coastal Osmore styles represent distinguishable extremes of a

continuum of variation, which means that some whole vessels and many sherds are

difficult to place in one style as opposed to the other, yet clearly pertain to the tradition

as a whole (see below and Appendix C).  The present discussion relating to the gold

rush effect focusses on the early portion of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, but

because much of the archaeological data cannot be definitely subdivided within the

tradition, generalizations based on the entire duration of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tradition will have to serve in many cases.  Wherever it is possible to effectively limit

the data to just the early portion of the tradition, the text specifically refers to the Ilo-
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Tumilaca style.

Pots made in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic tradition were probably used

primarily by members of one specific ethnic or political group or set of groups in the

coastal Osmore valley, and can serve as an archaeological marker for them as a social

group or category.  There are several reasons for accepting this common but often

disputed type of archaeological inference in this case.  First, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

ceramic tradition comprises a category of pottery the technological, formal, and

decorative characteristics of which are distinct from all other ceramics found in the

valley (see Appendix C).  The only similar ceramics are some examples of the

Algarrobal phase (early) Chiribaya style, which share some of the same pastes, forms,

slips, paints, and finishing techniques, but are easily distinguished when any but the

simplest painted design elements are present.  This distinctness among the ceramic

styles in the valley suggests some sort of gulf between them, such as may be created by

their use as symbols for boundary marking between social groups (Barth 1969; Hodder

1982).

Second, Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery is often found in single-component

habitation or burial sites that contain ceramics only of this tradition.  The existence of

such single-component sites suggests that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition was not

simply a part of a continuous range of, for example, functional variation that included

other styles in the valley, since the people living and buried at the single-component

sites clearly satisfied all their ceramic needs without the other styles of pottery.

Third, at least among the earlier, Ilo-Tumilaca examples, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

style includes a full range of quality and elaboration from crude, plain utilitarian pots

to highly decorated, well-made polychrome serving vessels or display pieces.  The
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utilitarian wares are known only from sherds and are not obviously distinguishable

from those of other styles except perhaps by detailed study of some of the rarer paste

variants.  For this reason, the present study joins a legion of previous works in

neglecting utilitarian wares for most purposes.  Nevertheless, the presence of both poor

and highly elaborated examples even among the diagnostic, decorated vessels suggests

that the single-component sites were not simply the upper or lower ends of a single

valley-wide status continuum or hierarchy, either.

Finally, a variety of other material cultural traits associated with ceramics of the

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition consistently contrast with traits associated with

ceramics of the Chiribaya tradition, which is both the predominant tradition in the

valley, and the only one of the other contemporary ceramic traditions that is

sufficiently well known at this point to make such comparisons with.  Wooden spoons

with the handles cut in the form of profile camelid silhouettes are found in some Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs (see Appendix D), but never in Chiribaya tombs of any phase

(Patricia Valdivia, Yamilex Tejada, David Jessup, pers. com.).  Mummy bundles

found with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics are always tied with ropes made from junco

stalks or a similar plant material, while mummy bundles with Chiribaya ceramics are

often tied with wool ropes.  Tombs containing Chiribaya ceramics are often

rectangular, while tombs containing Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics never are.  Textiles

decorated with broad areas of many parallel stripes of numerous colors and variable

widths are found in some tombs with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics, but are rare or

non-existent in tombs with Chiribaya ceramics.  Similarly, bands of loop-stitched

decoration are a relatively common form of decoration on shirts associated with Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics, but are rare on shirts associated with Chiribaya ceramics. 

Textiles found with Chiribaya ceramics, on the other hand, are often decorated with
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complex, sometimes figural designs of white floating warps over bands of other

colors; this type of decoration is unknown on textiles found with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

ceramics.  A variety of textile forms that are common in Chiribaya burials, such as

"faja bolsas" (wide belts with front and back layers sealed at the bottom and open at

the top to serve as a long pocket or bag), round knotted hats, and thick wool ropes in

bright dyed colors, have never been found with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics.  Other

common Chiribaya forms such as "panuelos" (medium-sized rectangular cloths, often

with sturdy ties attached, probably for light carrying and storage) and decorative

knotted belts were present at the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery of El Algodonal, but

extremely rare (see Boytner 1992a,b).  Finally, Boytner and Wallert (1993) have

shown that the red colors of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza textiles from El Algodonal and

Chiribaya textiles from Chiribaya Alta, although visually indistinguishable, were

achieved with completely different dyes.

Although the number of examples is small, the available data suggest that Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya domestic architecture also differed consistently. 

Chiribaya domestic areas excavated at Chiribaya Baja by David Jessup, La Yaral

(Garcia 1988), El Algodonal (PCCT, units 513-515, 517, 523, 524, and 527), and

Loreto Viejo (PCCT, unit 2504), in addition to surface evidence at Chiribaya Alta and

Chiribaya Baja, all indicate that Chiribaya residences tended to have thick cane walls

running along the back, front, and side edges of a leveled terrace enclosing virtually all

of the terrace surface in a large, rectangular compound that was subdivided by less

substantial cane walls into rooms and corridors.  None of the five cane-walled

domestic structures tested at the single-component Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza site of Loreto

Alto, nor the one Ilo-Tumilaca structure tested at El Algodonal, had a substantial

compound wall.  Because some of the test excavations were small, in several cases the
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possibility of a thin compound wall comparable to the other domestic walls cannot be

ruled out, but two of the terraces at Loreto Alto and the one at El Algodonal clearly

were not enclosed by a compound wall at all, but instead bore single structures that did

not occupy the entire terrace surface.

Chiribaya domestic structures often include one or more cylindrical cane-walled

structures one to two m in diameter, sometimes identified as storage structures (Yaral:

Garcia 1988:Fig. 7A; Chiribaya Baja: David Jessup, pers. com.; El Algodonal: PCCT

unit 517).  No examples of these structures were found in any of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza habitations tested.  The techniques used to build the cane room walls

themselves appear to differ, as well.  Chiribaya cane walls commonly have posts

aligned with them, the bases of which are found directly in the wall trench and are

often quite large in size, 25 cm or more in diameter (Yaral: Garcia 1988:Fig 7C;

Chiribaya Baja: David Jessup, pers. com.; El Algodonal: PCCT unit 527; Loreto

Viejo: PCCT unit 2504).  The posts in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza structure at El

Algodonal had small posts set on either side of the wall trench, rather than in line with

it.  No posts or postholes were found near any of the cane walls at the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza site of Loreto Alto, although a hole that probably contained a large

post located in the center of a rectangular room was sectioned in unit 1501.

For all these reasons, it seems fair to consider the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic

tradition to be a marker of some sort of social group that was distinct from other

groups in the coastal valley.  But why not subdivide the pottery and people even

further, that is, discard the concept of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition and separate

the Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles into two separate groups?  There are numerous

reasons to lump these two styles as representing a single, if temporally variable, social
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group.

Although prototypical examples of Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles look very

different, there is a large area of overlap, in which designs of one style are found in the

colors, finish, or vessel form of the other, or the designs or other features are too

intermediate to place in one style or the other.  Such a continuum of variation does not

suggest an ethnic or political boundary, but rather either random variation within a

single tradition or a smooth cline in space or time from one style to the other, also

within a single tradition.  Moreover, the entire stylistic range from the most elaborate

Ilo-Tumilaca to the most drab Ilo-Cabuza was excavated from the single, small

cemetery at El Algodonal.  The tombs in this cemetery were all cylindrical to egg-

shaped, regardless of the ceramic style they contained, and all appeared to be at about

the same stratigraphic level.  The position, wrapping, and tying of the corpses were

consistent for all ceramic styles.  There was no significant difference in the quantity or

the nature of grave goods buried with one style or the other, except that the wooden

spoons with camelid profiles were only found with Ilo-Tumilaca ceramics, while the

wooden spoons found with Ilo-Cabuza ceramics were decorated with various

geometric designs more similar to spoons found with Chiribaya pottery.  Five of the

seven sites known to have specifically Ilo-Cabuza ceramics on the surface also have

Ilo-Tumilaca ceramics, which suggests that this co-occurrence of the two styles is not

limited to El Algodonal, but is a general pattern.  So despite the differences between

the two styles, it seems reasonable to treat the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition as a

single entity, representing one social group in contrast to others in the valley.

The entire Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material culture tradition appears to have been

imported into the coastal Osmore valley more or less intact from the middle valley,
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probably by settlers who moved to the coastal valley from one or more sites in the

fragmented territory of the collapsed Tiwanaku state.  Archaeologists today tend to shy

away from migration theories, largely because they have been overused by

prehistorians in the past, but in some cases they are justified (Rouse 1985).  In this

case, there are no likely antecedents for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition in the

coastal valley, while there is a long tradition that culminated in a virtually identical

material culture in the middle valley, just 25 km away along the dry section of the

valley.

Both the Algodonal Early Ceramic and the BR Early Ceramic pottery styles are

completely different from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza styles, and do not prefigure them

in any way (Appendix C).  There appear to be no forms at all in common between the

two traditions.  Not a single Early Ceramic sherd is red slipped, while red slip is very

common on Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds and vessels.  I know of only one Early

Ceramic sherd from the coastal valley with painted decoration, and that is just a few

broad, washy red stripes on an unslipped ground, completely unlike the complex black

line and polychrome designs on many Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics.

Unfortunately, none of the BR Early Ceramic sites, which are presumably the

immediate precursors to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition in the coastal valley, have

been excavated.  The earlier Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation areas at El Algodonal

and Loreto Viejo that were excavated, however, were quite different from sites of the

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  Most notable was the complete absence of wall

trenches and postholes in the Early Ceramic sites, suggesting a very different tradition

of domestic architecture.  While Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza stone walls are typically either

dry laid or set in clay mortar, the one excavated example of an Algodonal Early
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Ceramic wall was chinked with masses of rootlets or some similar plant fiber.  The

two projectile points recovered from Algodonal Early Ceramic contexts were both

comparatively broad and concave-based, while with the exception of one example

collected from the surface of Loreto Alto, the points from Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

contexts are all narrow with a small tang base.

The Early Ceramic burial traditions are not likely to have developed into the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza burial practices, either.  At least some individuals apparently

contemporary with the Algodonal Early Ceramic style were dismembered and buried

in cane-roofed pits covered by substantial mounds constructed of alternating layers of

dirt and plant material (Owen 1993).  This style of "tumulus" burial is well known

from the Azapa valley (Muñoz 1987), and variants have been reported from as far

south as San Pedro de Atacama (Muñoz 1987), and as far north as the Nazca valley

(Patrick Carmichael, pers. com.).  BR Early Ceramic burial practices may be

represented by site 112, which could be a cemetery.  If so, BR Early Ceramic burials

were marked on the surface with a few rocks and a single broken vessel, a tradition

that might conceivably be related to the earlier burial mounds.  Neither of the Early

Ceramic traditions seem likely antecedents for Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burials, which

stress stone-lined cylindrical to egg-shaped tombs that contain carefully wrapped,

intact corpses and have no surface markers.

Of course, there could be plausible antecedents for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tradition in the coastal Osmore valley that simply have not yet been recognized. 

Negative evidence is always inconclusive.  Moreover, Chapter 4 listed a few artifacts

that might represent a local analog to the Chen Chen phase, a perfect predecessor to

the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, but wrote them off as too few to indicate more than
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token exchange, heirlooms brought in by later immigrants, or accoutrements of an

insignificant number of individuals.  Nevertheless, after PCCT's systematic 100%

surface survey of the valley margins and adjoining areas, numerous PCCT test

excavations scattered across various sectors of three sites, David Jessup's excavations

at San Geronimo and Chiribaya Baja, Jane Buikstra's Chiribaya Project cemetery

excavations at Chiribaya Alta and Baja, Ghersi's (1956) and Santos' (1983) early

excavations, the extensive preliminary explorations of Programa Contisuyu members

including Mike Moseley, Don Rice, and Luis Watanabe, the quantities of looted

material assembled into the Museo de Algarrobal collection by Manuel Pacheco and

the Municipalidad de Ilo collection, not to mention years of accumulated looted

vessels in private collections and fragments left on the surface, it seems reasonable to

argue that we are probably aware of all the major ceramic stylistic traditions present in

the coastal valley.  Any exceptions would have to have been very small occupations

with virtually no impact on, nor exchange with, their neighbors.  Not only does that

seem unlikely for bearers of the tradition of a state living among locals who are much

less organized and materially relatively impoverished, but also for the present purposes

it is reasonably equivalent to no occupation at all.

While the material culture associated with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic tradition

has no evident roots in the earlier coastal valley traditions, it is almost identical to that

of the Tumilaca phase in the middle valley, which has a long, clear developmental

history there.  Ilo-Tumilaca ceramics are extremely similar to Tumilaca phase ceramics

in forms, slips, paints, and decoration, so much so that some of the excavated vessels

from El Algodonal would go unnoticed if they were mixed into Tumilaca phase

collections from the middle valley cemeteries at Omo or Chen Chen (compare

illustrations in Appendix C with Goldstein 1989a,b and Bermann et al. 1989).  There
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are subtle differences in the frequencies of some motifs and forms, the presence or

absence of others, and details of manufacture and finishing that might eventually let us

assign the Ilo-Tumilaca ceramics to one of the several Tumilaca "foci" in the middle

valley, but none of the material has been sufficiently well characterized to draw such

conclusions yet.  In addition to ceramics, the wooden spoons with camelid profile

handles in Ilo-Tumilaca tombs are almost the same as examples from Tumilaca phase

tombs (Goldstein 1989a:Fig. 84), as are the narrow, tang-based projectile points

(Goldstein 1989a:Fig. 86).  Tumilaca phase tombs in the middle valley were

constructed in the same way and the same shape as Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs, and

the corpse was bundled in the same manner and seated in the same position among its

grave goods (Pari 1980; Goldstein 1989a; Maria Lozada, pers. com. on excavations at

La Yaral).

Finally, Tumilaca phase domestic architecture is very similar to that of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  Both are based on light walls of vertical canes that were

set in trenches and were either self-supporting or associated with relatively thin poles

placed on one or the other side of the trench rather than directly in line with it. 

Although the sample of excavated domestic structures is minuscule, the available

examples suggest that neither used heavier compound walls or fences as did the

Chiribaya, nor very large posts (see Goldstein 1989a).  Finally, some people of both

the middle valley Tumilaca phase and the coastal valley Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition

lived on sites composed of many small terraces in folds of terrain high above the

valley floor, specifically the high sector of La Yaral in the middle valley, and Loreto

Alto in the coastal valley.  Both of these sites were definitely inhabited, as indicated by

excavations at Loreto Alto and profuse surface scatters of utilitarian ceramics and

groundstone on the high sector of La Yaral.  This type of site, which would have
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required prodigious effort to provision with water and other supplies, appears to be

associated uniquely with the Tumilaca and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza traditions.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material culture tradition not only greatly resembles its

Tumilaca phase counterpart, but the radiocarbon dates for the Ilo-Tumilaca style place

it around AD 1000, at exactly the same time as the Tumilaca phase, and right at the

time when the Tiwanaku state seems to have been breaking up (Appendix C).  The

collapse of Tiwanaku and the probable resulting competition and conflicts in the

middle valley provide a likely reason for settlers to move to the coastal valley, just as

we already know they moved to previously unpopulated parts of the upper drainage

(Stanish 1985, 1992a; Bermann et al. 1989).

The age and sex profile of the human remains from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

cemetery at El Algodonal indicate that the cemetery was used by a complete, probably

stable population, not a specialized work group (Appendix D), which is what might be

expected of an immigrating group of permanent settlers.  If the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

people were literally immigrants from the middle valley, their physical remains should

show evidence of genetic similarity to middle valley Tumilaca phase populations, and

comparatively more differences from remains of the Chiribaya and Early Ceramic

populations that appear to have had different origins.  A comparative study of cranial

non-metric traits of remains from various archaeological projects in the region that is

currently being conducted by Maria Lozada will assess this hypothesis, and results of

DNA amplification work by Sloan Williams on many of the same individuals may also

help show that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people immigrated into the coastal Osmore

from the middle valley.  Unfortunately, neither of these projects is finished as of this

writing.
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The Chiribaya group

The Chiribaya ceramic tradition includes the Algarrobal phase and the Post-

Algarrobal phase, which appear to represent earlier and later phases, respectively, of

the development of a single rather homogeneous ceramic tradition that changed

gradually over time.  This stylistic and chronological division is adapted from a

stylistic and stratigraphic seriation by David Jessup (1991), based on excavated grave

lots from his own excavations at San Geronimo and the excavations of the Chiribaya

Project, directed by Jane Buikstra, at Chiribaya Alta and Yaral.  Jessup's seriation

improves on the sequence that Garcia (1988) described for the middle Osmore valley

by being more rigorously developed and supported, and the resulting phases are more

explicitly and systematically presented.  Both Jessup and Garcia built on earlier work

on the Chiribaya (Ghersi 1956; Belan 1981; Santos 1983) that did not recognize any

subdivisions in the tradition at all.

Jessup identified three clusters of stylistic variation within the larger Chiribaya

tradition and placed them in chronological order, starting with the Algarrobal phase,

passing through the Yaral phase, and concluding with the San Geronimo phase. 

Jessup appears to use the term "phase" in exactly the sense that I use "style," and I

retain his usage here in respect for the priority of his scholarship.  In my review of

some of the material on which Jessup based his seriation, as well as other Chiribaya

ceramics and associations that he was unable to include, I concluded that his general

results were probably correct, but found the Yaral phase to be less well defined than

the other two phases, either because it was truly a transitional category, or because it

served as a catch-all for vessels that were not of the Algarrobal phase, yet not clearly

diagnostic of the San Geronimo phase, which it more closely resembles.  In addition,
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the Algarrobal phase is relatively distinct from the other two phases in terms of paste,

slip, paint colors, forms, and so on, such that Algarrobal phase sherds can often be

separated from other Chiribaya sherds, while the other two phases are even more

difficult to separate when reduced to small fragments.  Because of these classification

problems, in the present work I separate the Algarrobal phase as the early portion of

the Chiribaya ceramic tradition, and lump the rest together as the later Post-Algarrobal

phase, acknowledging that there was probably a transition or overlap period in which

vessels of both phases were produced or in use.

Pots made in the Chiribaya ceramic tradition were probably used primarily by

members of one specific ethnic or political group or set of groups in the coastal

Osmore valley.  Chiribaya ceramics are found in a wider area, reaching from the

Azapa valley in the south to the Tambo valley in the north, and well into the upper

tributary drainages of the Osmore system (Belan 1981; Dauelsberg 1985; Stanish

1990a,b).  While the examples from the Azapa area are stylistically distinguishable,

and in fact are often referred to as "Las Maitas" style, examples from the middle

Osmore and Tacna areas are very close to the coastal Osmore variant.  Whether these

close stylistic affinities indicate equally close social or political ties simply cannot be

determined at this point, but at least within the coastal Osmore valley, Chiribaya

ceramics can serve as an archaeological marker for a group or category of people who

may or may not have participated in a larger community.

There are several reasons for accepting Chiribaya pottery as a marker of a distinct

social group or category.  First, just as I argued that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic

tradition is distinct from all others in the coastal valley, so the Chiribaya ceramic

tradition comprises a category of pottery that is distinct in technological, formal, and
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decorative characteristics from all other styles found in the valley (Appendix C).  As

noted above, the one partial exception is the substantial similarity in pastes, forms,

slips, paints, and finishing techniques between Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics

and some Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics.  The two are easily distinguished, however,

when more than the most fragmentary or simple painted design element is present. 

Though technologically very similar, they are quite different in decorative motifs,

cannons of symmetry, delineation of design registers, and so on.  This iconographic

distinctness on technologically near-identical vessels is an important point that will be

further explored in Chapter 7, but for the moment its significance is that the people

producing and using the different ceramic styles seem to have been sharply separated,

possibly explicitly and intentionally so as part of the process of social boundary

maintenance (Barth 1969; Hodder 1982).

Second, Chiribaya pottery is often found in single-component habitation or burial

sites that contain ceramics only of this tradition.  As I argued for the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, the existence of such single-component sites suggests that

the Chiribaya tradition provided a complete and self-sufficient ceramic inventory,

rather than comprising part of a larger assemblage that included other styles in the

valley.

Third, like the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, the Chiribaya tradition includes a

full range of quality and elaboration from utilitarian wares to highly decorated serving

vessels or display pieces.  Again, the utilitarian ceramics are not highly diagnostic and

are included in the present study only as counts and weights used in the midden

analysis.  The presence of a wide range of quality even among the diagnostic,

decorated vessels suggests that the single-component Chiribaya sites were not simply
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the upper or lower ends of a single valley-wide status continuum or hierarchy, either.

Finally, as I showed in the previous section, a variety of non-ceramic material

cultural traits associated with ceramics of the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

traditions consistently contrast.  Unfortunately, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition is

the only one of the other contemporary ceramic traditions that is sufficiently well

known at this point to make such comparisons with.  The contrasting non-ceramic

traits discussed above include designs on the handles of wooden spoons, tomb

construction, the type of ropes used to tie up mummy bundles, various textile forms

and types of textile decoration, and domestic architecture characteristics including the

presence or absence of heavy compound walls or fences, the presence or absence of

cylindrical cane structures that might be storage features, and the size and placement

of structural posts.  Since each ceramic tradition corresponds to a complete and

distinguishable material cultural assemblage, it seems reasonable to consider the

ceramics to be markers of distinct social groups.

Like the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, the entire Chiribaya material culture

tradition appears to be intrusive into the coastal Osmore valley, since the known earlier

coastal valley traditions are no more plausible as sources for the Chiribaya tradition

than they are for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  In contrast to the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, however, it is less clear specifically where the posited

Chiribaya settlers might have come from, since very similar ceramics and other

associated materials are known not only from the middle Osmore valley, but also from

other coastal valleys to the south.

Neither the Algodonal Early Ceramic nor the BR Early Ceramic traditions are

likely cultural ancestors of the Chiribaya tradition.  The material cultural traits that
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differ are much the same as those that made the coastal Early Ceramic traditions

unlikely antecedents for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  The ceramic forms are

completely different (although neckless globular ollas do rarely occur in Chiribaya

utilitarian assemblages).  The red slip that is totally absent in the Early Ceramic

traditions is a defining feature of Chiribaya decorated wares.  Sherds with painted

decoration are ubiquitous on Chiribaya sites, and virtually all decorated Chiribaya

vessels have two or more colors in addition to the red slip ground; only one decorated

Early Ceramic sherd is known, and it has a completely different monochrome design

(Appendix C).

The domestic architecture differences cited above also apply to the Chiribaya. 

Chiribaya sites are criss-crossed by wall trenches, often with the bases of vertical canes

still standing in the fill, and posts and postholes are common.  None of these features

are known from excavations on Algodonal Early Ceramic style habitation terraces at

both El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo, suggesting an entirely different tradition of

domestic architecture.  Chiribaya stone walls are dry laid or mortared, while the one

excavated Algodonal Early Ceramic example was chinked with plant material. 

Chiribaya projectile points are indistinguishable from Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza points, and

quite unlike the Early Ceramic concave-base style.  Neither the Algodonal Early

Ceramic burial mound tradition nor the presumed BR Early Ceramic graves marked

with stones and smashed pots seems a likely origin for the elaborate mummy wrapping

and stone tomb construction of the Chiribaya, except that some Chiribaya tombs may

have had low stone rings or rectangular structures (locally called "collars") that visibly

marked them on the surface.

If the Chiribaya tradition has no evident roots in the earlier coastal valley
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traditions, where did it come from?  The most obvious source is the same as the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition: the middle Osmore valley.  Recent excavations by Maria

Lozada (pers. com.) for Jane Buikstra's Chiribaya Project in two cemeteries at the site

of La Yaral in the middle Osmore valley uncovered burials of the Tumilaca phase,

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, and Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.  If the coastal valley

was a convenient and attractive place for Tumilaca phase people to move to, it

presumably would have been just as convenient and attractive to the Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya people at La Yaral or possibly elsewhere in the middle valley.

The middle valley was a likely source for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition in

part because the Tumilaca phase was clearly derived from the long Tiwanaku tradition

in the middle valley.  Arguing that Tumilaca phase people moved from the middle

valley to the coastal valley did not beg the question of how they happened to be in the

middle valley to begin with, because the Tumilaca phase had a long and obvious

history there.  The origins of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramic style in the

middle valley are not so clear.  In the absence of a refined absolute chronology that

shows Algarrobal phase Chiribaya to have been present in the middle valley at an

earlier date than in the coastal valley, or a better understanding of the initial

development of the Chiribaya tradition that identifies the geographic region in which it

originated, there is no obvious reason to argue that Algarrobal phase people moved to

the coast from the middle valley rather than that they moved to the middle valley from

the coast, or that they moved into both parts of the Osmore drainage from somewhere

else entirely.

All of these geographic scenarios are possible.  Chiribaya ceramics extremely

similar to those found in the coastal Osmore are found in the Caplina valley (the Tacna
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region), and will probably be found in the intervening Sama and Locumba valleys

when more archaeological work begins to be done there (Trimborn 1975), so the

valleys to the south could reasonably have been the source of immigrants who brought

the Chiribaya material culture tradition to both sections of the coastal Osmore. 

Alternatively, the coastal Osmore valley itself could be where the Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya began.  The only known Chiribaya site that was evidently a center of

prestige, and probably political and economic power as well, is the walled residential

and mortuary center of Chiribaya Alta, perched on a prominent point on the lip of the

coastal Osmore valley.  Perhaps the presence of this important site suggests that the

Chiribaya tradition originated in the coastal Osmore valley and spread from there.

Several arguments might be advanced to show that the Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya tradition did in fact develop in the middle Osmore valley.  First, despite

what seem to me to be dramatic stylistic differences with extremely few transitional

examples, some archaeologists have suggested that the Chiribaya style is a direct

descendent of Tiwanaku models (Stanish 1989; Jessup pers. com.).  If so, then the

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya would have just as long a developmental history in the

middle valley as the Tumilaca phase, and the middle valley would be a plausible

source of Chiribaya immigrants to the coastal Osmore.  Second, as noted above, the

technology of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics, including pastes, slips, paints,

and forms, is very similar to that of some Tumilaca phase and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

vessels; it is primarily the iconography that differs.  This technological similarity to a

known indigenous tradition reinforces the possibility that Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

developed in situ in the middle valley from the same Tiwanaku antecedents as did the

Tumilaca phase.  Finally, much of the non-ceramic material culture found with

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya pottery and Tumilaca phase pottery is the similar,
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including the basic structure and assemblage of wool textiles; the use of wood spoons

and keros (large cups); disposal of the dead as flexed, tied mummy bundles seated in

stone-lined tombs with a small array of grave goods; construction of cane-walled

houses, albeit of differing somewhat in details; use of small, narrow, tanged projectile

points; and so on.  These similarities concord with the ceramic technology to suggest

that the Tumilaca tradition and the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya tradition might have

developed from the same roots.

Although these arguments do tend to derive both the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tradition and the Chiribaya tradition from a common heritage, they do not actually tie

the geographic location of the birth of the Chiribaya tradition to the middle Osmore

valley.  All would hold equally well if Algarrobal phase Chiribaya developed as a

variant of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition in the coastal Osmore valley, or if the

Chiribaya tradition developed from Tiwanaku antecedents in one of the valleys to the

south and was intrusive to the Osmore drainage.

Unfortunately, the absolute dating of the Algarrobal phase is not secure.  The

timing of the Algarrobal phase is based on four radiocarbon dates that were reported

before the Chiribaya tradition was subdivided, and the publications do not allow the

dates to be definitively associated with ceramics of the Algarrobal phase (Appendix

C).  Even if these dates are associated with Algarrobal phase ceramics, all four fall

right around AD 1000, far too close to the estimated dates of the Tumilaca phase and

the Ilo-Tumilaca style to allow any judgement of which came first.  Moreover, at the

moment there are no dates at all for Algarrobal phase Chiribaya material in the coastal

Osmore valley, so it is impossible to say where the tradition first appeared.

This lengthy discussion of the "source" of the Chiribaya tradition has a distinctly
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nineteenth-century, non-anthropological ring to it, but the purpose is theoretically

sound.  I made a strong case for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition being introduced to

the coastal Osmore valley by immigrants from the middle valley.  The preceding pages

should make it clear that the same process may have taken place with other immigrants

who introduced the Chiribaya tradition to the coastal valley, but that they may or may

not have come from the same region.  If they came from somewhere other than the

middle Osmore valley, then the circumstances that motivated them may have been

different, although the collapse of Tiwanaku probably lead to grossly similar

conditions in all the Pacific drainages.  Alternatively, the Chiribaya tradition could

have appeared in the coastal Osmore valley by an entirely different mechanism, the

splitting off of a group from the recently immigrated Ilo-Tumilaca community there.

All of these scenarios are compatible with the gold rush effect, but some make for

tidier instantiations of the model than others.  Specifically, the most straightforward

rendition of the gold rush effect envisions the coastal Osmore suddenly being

populated by multiple groups of immigrants.  The circumstances leading to the

immigrants' decisions to move can most neatly be argued and treated as a unitary

phenomenon if they all came from the same place, that is, the middle Osmore valley. 

If they came from multiple geographic sources, then a further layer of argument is

required to claim that similar circumstances prevailed in all the source regions, or that

the overwhelming factor was the situation in the coastal Osmore valley itself, which

would have been the same for all immigrants regardless of their point of departure.

Finally, if one of the multiple groups in the valley arose not through immigration

but through fission of an immigrant group, then a different extenuating argument is

needed to justify fission as a process that also conforms to the model.  In fact, the gold
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rush effect specifies only that the psycho-rational curve is positioned unusually far to

the right and that the competitive exclusion curve is relaxed, not how the resulting

unusually high equilibrium group number might be attained or approached. 

Immigration of multiple small groups is one obvious mechanism, but the same

arguments that explained the formation of small immigrant groups also explain the

tendency of immigrant groups to divide into smaller groups once they have enough

members to do so.

Three other groups

Three other ceramic styles that appear to be contemporary with the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya traditions have been recognized in the coastal

Osmore.  These styles may represent social groups living in the valley or on the

adjacent coastline.  Unfortunately, all are known only from limited numbers of

examples from cemetery contexts and surface material identified at a few sites in the

survey, so the inferences that can be made about them are limited.  Nevertheless, the

additional social groups that may be inferred from these poorly understood styles yield

the highest group number recognized in the prehistory of the coastal valley, and so fit

well with the predictions of the gold rush effect.  These styles are similar to the

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza traditions discussed above, and similarly have no

evident antecedents in the coastal Osmore valley.

The Osmore Multicolor style and the Ilo Multicolor style were both identified by

Jessup (1991) among his sample of ceramics from the cemeteries at Chiribaya Alta. 

Both styles are similar to Algarrobal phase Chiribaya in pastes, slips, paints, and

finishing techniques, but there seem to be differences in the frequencies of some forms

and plastic decorations.  The diagnostic differences are in the painted decorative
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motifs, which share many aspects with the Chiribaya styles, particularly Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya, but also include motifs and variations that do not appear in the

Chiribaya material.  Both are sufficiently consistent to suggest discrete stylistic

variants, rather than extremes of variation or rare types within the Chiribaya styles. 

Both are in the same range of elaboration, general design layout, and overall

appearance as Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics, and they are not particularly

associated with rich or poor grave lots, so it is not likely that they represent specialized

mortuary wares or valued exotic pieces acquired through long distance exchange. 

Jessup (1991) suggested that they might represent distinct ethnic groups living in the

region, and I take the same somewhat tentative position here.

Only one example of Ilo Multicolor is known from outside Chiribaya Alta, a

small, intact jar found in situ in an upright position in the steep slope of site 231

(Appendix F, Appendix B).  It was apparently placed as an offering in a confusing area

that appears too steep and rocky for habitation, yet is full of pockets of domestic

midden, and is riddled with burials apparently mostly or all contemporary with the

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.

Since Ilo Multicolor has not yet been detected outside of mortuary or related ritual

settings in the coastal valley, and is quite rare, the argument for inferring a local social

group marked by Ilo Multicolor pottery is circumstantial and weak.  Ilo Multicolor

might, for example, be an exotic ware acquired from a currently unknown source

outside the coastal valley.  If the style does represent a local group, they must have

been small in number or located outside the valley proper, for example in one or more

of the small spring systems found along the coastline north and south of the mouth of

the river.
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Osmore Multicolor, on the other hand, was found in five separate areas in the

coastal valley in addition to Chiribaya Alta.  One of these areas (sites 222, 231, and

232) is located at the mouth of a major quebrada (Quebrada Ozorine) and includes

numerous stone-walled habitation terraces, great amounts of domestic midden, and

several areas with burials, including the one where the Ilo Multicolor vessel was

found.  Osmore Multicolor sherds were a small but definite component of the surface

ceramics, which also included Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya, and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material.  Because of the mixed ceramics on the

site, it is impossible to say whether the Osmore Multicolor ceramics were used by

residents of the site, or all come from mortuary offerings mixed with domestic refuse

of other groups.

A much larger Osmore Multicolor component was found at site 131, which is an

extensive surface scatter of large, decorated sherds on a moderately steep slope with an

extremely small amount of shell and flaked chert and no other material of any kind. 

There is no evidence of looted tombs, and in the absence of domestic refuse or

terracing, the function of this site is a puzzle.  The scatter also included Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya sherds.

Site 246, a large site with numerous stone-faced habitation terraces and dividing

walls, dense scatters of domestic refuse, isolated burials, and several associated

agricultural terraces fed by a short canal, also has a small Osmore Multicolor ceramic

component.  As at sites 222, 231, and 232, however, the bulk of the ceramics are

Algarrobal and Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya plus a little Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza, so

the Osmore Multicolor sherds do not necessarily represent a group of people living at

the site.  At the remaining two sites, only one or two sherds that might be Osmore
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Multicolor were found, so interpretation is difficult.

The distribution of Osmore Multicolor sherds is consistent with a discrete Osmore

Multicolor social group, but not compellingly so.  The lack of a single-component

Osmore Multicolor site makes it difficult to rule out the possibility that Osmore

Multicolor is part of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya style.  However, the fact that it

only occurs at certain Algarrobal phase sites, but there in distinct quantities, suggests

that Osmore Multicolor is not just part of the normal variability of Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya.  Instead, it appears to act as a discrete parcel, present in minor but definite

force, or absent altogether.  Such a pattern is consistent with a small Osmore

Multicolor social group that might have shared a few sites in the valley with other

groups, or occupied them before or after the other groups.

The sites with Osmore Multicolor components are scattered along virtually the

entire length of the valley.  At first glance, this scattered settlement pattern seems to

mitigate against the idea of an Osmore Multicolor social group, since one tends to

expect a discrete social group to occupy a specific territory rather than to be

completely intermixed with other groups, even within individual sites.  However, Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya remains are equally intermixed both along the valley

and within sites, and the arguments for their being separate, contemporary social

groups are very strong (contemporaneity will be addressed below), so in this case the

distribution of Osmore Multicolor ceramics is not inconsistent with the settlement

pattern of a separate coastal Osmore group.

Although the Osmore Multicolor style has strong similarities to the local

Chiribaya tradition, some of the motifs that distinguish it have parallels in some pieces

of the Churajón style from the Arequipa region to the north (Jessup 1991; Linares
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1989).  Churajón is a broad stylistic term that includes a wide range of ceramics, time

periods, and geographic locales, but the makers of Osmore Multicolor might have had

some contact with some aspect of it, suggesting that they might have immigrated to the

coastal Osmore from somewhere to the north, rather than the middle Osmore valley or

the valleys to the south, which are more likely sources for the Chiribaya tradition.

One additional ceramic style was noted at site 214, located in the mouth of

Quebrada de las Viboras, a large quebrada that opens into the valley roughly opposite

the mouth of Quebrada Ozorine and sites 222, 231, and 232.  The examples of this

"Viboras" style come from tombs exposed by erosion and looted, but patches of dense

domestic midden and a close examination of the geomorphology suggest that a larger

alluvial fan once spread out from the mouth of the quebrada and supported a domestic

occupation of unknown size, almost all of which was eroded away by a river meander

and the subsequent downcutting of the quebrada.  One Chiribaya sherd of

indeterminate phase was noted, but the rest of the ceramics at the site seemed to be

odd variants of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza style.  The survey was not authorized to

remove ceramics for detailed study, and only a modest number of sherds and looted

vessels with diagnostic features could be examined on the site.  For this reason, the

Viboras style is described only in general terms.  On some sherds, the red slip is

unusually dark in color, some of the tazon forms (flaring straight-sided bowls) are

unusually steeply everted and crudely finished, and the black line designs ranged from

unusual to completely unknown.  Many of the forms, colors, and motifs, though

different, most resemble the more poorly made variants of the Ilo-Tumilaca style and

the red slipped variants of the Ilo-Cabuza style, which is generally less elaborated and

well finished than the Ilo-Tumilaca style.  These similarities suggest that the Viboras

style might represent a low status variant of the Ilo-Tumilaca style, or that it might fall
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in the period of transition between the Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles.

It is unclear whether the people who used these Viboras style ceramics lived at

site 214, because the tombs from which the diagnostic ceramics appear to come might

or might not be associated with the domestic midden.  On the other hand, except for a

single sherd, site 214 is a single-component site.  The cemetery, if not the habitations,

was used exclusively by people with Viboras style pottery.  Moreover, not a single

sherd identifiable as the Viboras style was noted anywhere else in the valley.  This

absence might be due in part to the lack of a proper description of the style, and to the

style's similarity in some aspects to Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and even Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya ceramics.  Nevertheless, if the Viboras style is present elsewhere in the

valley, it must be in relatively small quantities or it would have been detected.

The presence of the Viboras style at this unique, single-component site suggests

that the style was not part of the general range of variation of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

style or any other style in the valley, but rather comprised a complete and separate

ceramic assemblage.  A reasonable interpretation is that a distinct group of people who

used Viboras style pottery lived at this single site and buried their dead there.  Site 214

fits the concept of a "site-unit intrusion," with the only caveat being that there is no

source region from which the presumed intrusion must have come.  The style could

reasonably have derived from the Chen Chen or Tumilaca phases in the middle

Osmore valley, the terminal Tiwanaku or post-Tiwanaku phases of the Churajón

tradition to the north, or the hypothetical Tiwanaku or post-Tiwanaku styles that

presumably existed in the Sama or Locumba valleys to the south.  Alternatively, the

Viboras style and social group could have split off from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tradition itself, right in the coastal Osmore valley.
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None of these three minor styles are well enough known, but a reasonable case

can be made that both the Osmore Multicolor style and the Viboras style mark social

groups distinct from the other groups in the coastal Osmore valley.  The Ilo Multicolor

style might also represent such a group, but essentially the only evidence is the

existence of the style itself.  The Osmore Multicolor style, and to a much lesser extent

the Viboras style, show some affinities with Churajón ceramics from the Arequipa

area, but none of the three minor styles can clearly be shown to be intrusions from

elsewhere.  The important point for the gold rush effect, however, is that multiple

distinct groups existed in the coastal valley, not that they did or did not literally

immigrate from one or more other regions.

Dating and contemporaneity

Showing that multiple, distinct groups appeared suddenly in the coastal valley is

not sufficient to demonstrate that the gold rush effect could apply.  The groups must

have been contemporaneous, as well.  Establishing the temporal relationship between

the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza traditions was one of the major short-range

goals of PCCT, and the excavation strategy emphasized numerous, widely dispersed

test pits in part to maximize the chances of finding clear examples of stratigraphic

superposition.  That not a single pit encountered clear stratigraphic separation in any

order of any of the post-Early Ceramic traditions in itself suggests that the period of

multiple ceramic styles may have been relatively short, and so that the various ceramic

traditions may have been contemporary.

The most solid evidence of contemporaneity are the radiocarbon dates, both

published and collected by PCCT, that indicate a roughly 250 year period of
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contemporaneity between the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition and the Chiribaya

tradition (Appendix C).  For the purposes of evaluating the gold rush effect, the

important issue is the relationship between the early portions of each tradition.  The

initial portion of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, that is, the Ilo-Tumilaca style, is

relatively well dated by both mortuary and domestic material collected by PCCT. 

Absolute dates for the initial portion of the Chiribaya tradition are a bit more

inferential, but nevertheless are probably roughly correct.  The two initial, intrusive

styles do indeed appear to have been contemporaneous.

Other lines of less specific evidence are consistent with the radiocarbon results. 

Single-component sites of both styles are in a similar state of preservation, which

contrasts markedly with the more buried and eroded condition of most Early Ceramic

sites.  The two styles are found together at some sites that are rather shallow and do

not imply long or repeated occupations, which suggests exchange, coresidence, or

other relations that might obtain between contemporary groups.  Finally, the stylistic

trends over time noted within each of the two ceramic traditions tend to diverge, that

is, there is no way to arrange the styles into a single linear development.  Instead, they

appear to follow separate trajectories that start from relatively greater similarity and

proceed to greater dissimilarity, which might be expected of contemporaneous, rather

than sequential, traditions.

No radiocarbon dates are available for any of the three minor styles, but both

stylistic arguments and archaeological associations suggest that they are contemporary

with the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and the Ilo-Tumilaca style.  Beyond the obvious

stylistic relatedness of the Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor styles to the

Chiribaya tradition, and specifically to the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, Jessup (1991)
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also notes more subtle stylistic similarities between Osmore Multicolor, Ilo

Multicolor, and the Ilo-Tumilaca style, suggesting that all four may have been

contemporary.  In contrast, Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor are distinctly less

similar to the later Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.

Jessup reports that whenever Osmore Multicolor vessels were found with another

ceramic style in a tomb, the accompanying pieces were always Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya.  The various cemeteries at Chiribaya Alta vary in the ceramic styles

represented, and both Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor were found only in

cemeteries that also contained Algarrobal phase ceramics.  The same association holds

in the survey data, as well.  Osmore Multicolor was found in significant quantities only

at sites that also had Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, and generally Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

style pottery as well.  The one example of Ilo Multicolor identified on the survey was

also at a site with a large Algarrobal phase Chiribaya component.  This consistent

association concords with the stylistic evidence to suggest that the Osmore Multicolor

and Ilo Multicolor styles were both contemporary with the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya,

and by extension with the Ilo-Tumilaca style.

The Viboras style is the most difficult to date.  There are no radiocarbon dates for

it, nor are there any associations with other styles.  The only clues are in the style

itself, which is clearly a variant of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza style.  The tazon form

(everted straight-sided bowl) seems to be a generally early form in both the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya traditions, because it is characteristic of the Ilo-

Tumilaca style but rare in the Ilo-Cabuza style, and is occasionally found in Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya material but never in Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.  Tazones are

common among the Viboras style vessels, which suggests that the Viboras style might
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be contemporary with Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and the early part of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  As noted earlier, the colors, finishes, and black line

designs of the Viboras style seem to have affinities with both the more poorly made

Ilo-Tumilaca pieces and the red slipped Ilo-Cabuza style, which might place the

Viboras style as contemporary with the transitional period between Ilo-Tumilaca and

Ilo-Cabuza.  If so, the Viboras style could be fully contemporary with the other styles,

or it could have originated slightly later than the others.  In the absence of more

conclusive evidence, the best hypothesis is that the Viboras style was probably

contemporary with the other four styles for at least part of their duration.

The new niche

If my reconstruction of the period prior to the collapse of Tiwanaku is correct in

the claim that the coastal Osmore was nearly empty, then showing that a new social

and ecological niche was exploited by the various new groups in the valley is almost

trivial.  The post-Tiwanaku Osmore valley supported a much larger number of people

than it had perhaps only a generation or two before.  Either some change dramatically

increased the carrying capacity of the valley, or the potential of the valley had been

grossly underexploited before.  In either case, the simple fact of significant

immigration into a virtually empty region implies that an unoccupied social and

ecological niche was being filled, and the gold rush effect can reasonably be invoked

to describe the process.

Ideally, this argument would be bolstered by a comparison of the subsistence

strategies of the immigrant groups and the people of the immediately preceding period.

 Unfortunately, the BR Early Ceramic is known only from surface collections, so the

comparison can only be made at a general level.  The settlement pattern alone,
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however, does suggest a difference in emphasis, if not kind, between the subsistence

strategies of the BR Early Ceramic and the various immigrant groups.  The known BR

Early Ceramic sites are all found within about five km of the coast, and all but one of

the sites are located up on the rim of the valley, while only one is located on the

margin of the floodplain.  This choice of site locations is dramatically different from

that of all the other social groups recognized in the valley, which all concentrate along

the margin of the floodplain and are dispersed along the entire length of the coastal

valley.  As I argued earlier, this difference may correspond to a relatively greater

reliance on resources of the lomas (fog vegetation) zones found on the coastal strip of

pampas and hillsides to the north and south of the valley proper.  The lomas supported

small populations of game, various edible plants, and land snails that may have been

eaten, and would have provided good forage for any camelids that the BR Early

Ceramic people may have kept.  The accessibility of marine resources may also have

been a more important consideration for choosing BR Early Ceramic sites, although

only insignificant amounts of shell are visible on the surface of these sites.

Every other group known in the coastal valley clearly located sites to have access

to the valley bottom and adjacent irrigable river terraces, and excavation shows that

they all consumed considerable quantities of corn, beans, and tubers, which indicates

at least a partial reliance on farming (Appendix E).  Except for sites within a km or

two of the coast, which predictably have large quantities of shell and fishbone among

the domestic debris, unsystematic examination of exposed middens located during the

survey suggests that all the post-Early Ceramic floodplain margin sites had broadly the

same subsistence patterns.  Valley bottom farming and camelid herding is what all

these sites had in common, while marine and lomas resources evidently were less

important, since sites too far away to exploit them directly are not different in any
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obvious respect.

Finally, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya groups depended in part on a long

canal that irrigated terraced fields on several slopes and river terraces elevated above

the valley floor.  Both Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya sites are directly associated

with the canal, in several cases bounded by it but not crossing over into the irrigated

area, which suggests that the canal, fields, and sites were in use at the same time and

immediately adjacent to each other.  The irrigated fields are all located from about four

to nine km upriver of the most inland BR Early Ceramic sites, which suggests that the

BR Early Ceramic people did not place their sites in order to be near the canal, and

probably that the canal did not yet exist.  If so, the canal constitutes a new subsistence

technology that probably opened up a new irrigated agriculture niche or greatly

expanded the existing one in the coastal valley.

All the conditions for applying the gold rush effect seem to have been met in the

post-Tiwanaku coastal Osmore drainage.  Perhaps five distinct social groups appeared

suddenly and at about the same time in the nearly empty valley, apparently exploiting a

new social and ecological niche different from that of the scanty existing population. 

This proliferation of groups is exactly the expected gold rush effect that results when a

niche opens or greatly expands.  All that remains to explain is how and why a new

social and ecological niche opened in the coastal Osmore valley.  I suggested above

that the trigger may have been the reduction in irrigated area in the middle valley that

accompanied the collapse of local Tiwanaku control.  Ortloff (1993) has documented

significant precipitation changes in the altiplano at around the same time, to which he

attributes the failure of Tiwanaku's agrarian heartland and, in turn, its urban capitol. 

These changes might have affected the hydrology of the Osmore basin in complex
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ways, as well.  Alternatively, there may have been social or political barriers to

exploiting the coastal valley that were removed when the Tiwanaku state collapsed,

opening a new niche by purely social means.  In any case, both the particular events

and the general process in the coastal valley at the collapse of Tiwanaku have been

well demonstrated.  It remains for future research to determine their ultimate causes.
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Chapter 7

The competitive exclusion effect

The previous chapter considered what happens when the psycho-rational curve

and the competition curve take on extreme values by respectively shifting to the right

and reducing slope.  Now let us consider the case in which the competition curve takes

on extreme values in the opposite sense, by becoming unusually steep.

The arguments that follow will be clearest if we first consider exactly what is

meant by the process of competition between social groups.  As a quick look through

the glossaries and indices of books on evolutionary theory, anthropology, sociology,

and archaeology clearly shows, competition is one of those concepts that seems so

simple and self-evident that, though constantly used, it is rarely defined or analyzed

(but see Theodorson and Theodorson 1969; Amir 1981).  In the realm of evolutionary

biology, Darwin (1968 [1859]) clearly conceived of competition as a metaphor for

processes resulting in differential success in producing surviving offspring in a

situation in which resources are both limited and completely exploited.  When

circumstances favor the proliferation of one variety, the others must automatically

decline in numbers, "as each area is already fully stocked with inhabitants" (Darwin

1859 [1968]:121).  In more recent game theory or economic terms, competition

resembles a process in which one category gains at another's expense in a "zero-sum

game" (Von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944).  In fact, in both biological evolutionary

theory and social group theory, the "sum" is somewhat elastic, as will be discussed

below, but the general idea still applies.

In biological contexts, competition between species implies a setting with finite

resources, into which are born some high number of individuals of, for example,
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species A and species B.  Most individuals of both species die, but the few that are

successful at finding sustenance, surviving, and mating leave offspring (Darwin 1968

[1859]).  The outcome of this "competition" is measured relatively; if relatively more

offspring of species A survive to the next season than offspring of species B, then the

population of A grows and the population of B declines.  Species A has garnered more

of the finite resources, and so has out-competed species B.  Nevertheless, the

competitive process itself is not waged by the species acting as opposing groups (but

see Wynne-Edwards 1986; Mayo and Gilinsky 1987; Vining 1981), nor in general by

individuals of species A directly besting individuals of species B, but by the

accumulation of many differences in individuals' success at producing surviving

offspring.  The changing population sizes are not direct results of competition, but

rather the rewards and penalties dealt out automatically by the system based on a

comparison of the individuals' efficacy at converting resources into offspring.  If this

efficacy contest continues long enough, fewer and fewer individuals of species B will

succeed in leaving offspring, the population of species B will eventually fall to zero,

and only individuals of species A will remain.

Note that the concept of the zero sum refers not to the number of individuals, but

to the finite available resources.  Darwin equated resources with population ("fully

stocked with inhabitants") because he assumed that all resources generally are fully

utilized, that is, that all niches are generally filled to carrying capacity, which is a

reasonable first approximation and is especially good for longer term observations.  In

fact, however, carrying capacity is an elastic concept, especially for human societies in

which there may be a wide range of "carrying capacities" depending on trade-offs

between numbers of individuals, standard of living, and subsistence strategies

involving varying technology and labor inputs (Dewar 1984; Hardin 1986; Keegan et
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al. 1985; Williams 1989).  Even non-human populations may track the quantity of

available resources only approximately or with some time lag.  A species that is losing

access to resources because individuals of another species are more successful at

getting them may still, at least for a time, maintain or increase its population.  The

individuals will just be less well provisioned, which in the long run will probably

further reduce their ability to acquire resources and eventually begin to bring the

population down through reduced survivorship and/or fecundity.  Moreover,

individuals of different species may not require the same quantities of resources.  A

small population of elephants could theoretically out-compete an enormous population

of rodents that ate the same food.  The total number of individuals would be lower, but

the same resources would still be used.  The process of competition really describes

differential success in garnering resources, which is indirectly reflected in differential

population growth.

Social groups are different from species.  Social groups, by definition, act

corporately in some circumstances, including raids and warfare in which resources or

group members themselves may change hands (Peoples 1982; Vining 1981). 

Although there may be social groups among non-human species, the species

themselves are analytical categories, not literal groups that can act corporately.  There

is no good analogy in human social group competition to the birth of an excessive

number of individuals of varying species that are then culled by differential success. 

Individuals can switch from one social group to another through boundary porosity or

conquest, but they cannot change their species.  Most importantly, because human

social groups have territories, rights, and property, at least some portion of the

competition between groups is not only metaphorically, but also literally, an actual

contest between them.  The process of competition between social groups does not
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simply play itself out as an accumulation of more or less successful attempts to find

resources in a universally accessible environment and convert them into surviving

progeny; because most resources are owned or otherwise held by an individual or

group, competition between social groups necessarily also involves members of one

group literally taking resources or individuals away from the other group.

Put another way, even if social group A doubles in population every decade within

its territory, while social group B barely maintains a constant population within its

territory, social group B is not in any sense losing the competition and will never go

extinct unless members of group A actually take away its resources or absorb or

eliminate its membership.  Unless resources or individuals change hands, group A is

not winning the competition with group B.  While the resources used by our

hypothetical biological species are constantly available to whichever individual can

reach them first, the resources used by social groups are generally in some sense

owned by individual group members or the group as a whole, and defended by part or

all of the group.  For social groups to compete, that is, for groups to change in size in a

zero-sum game, resources or individuals must change hands.

The importance of this difference between species and social groups is that what

we mean by the term competition is distinct for each.  We cannot simply rate the

fecundity of two social groups and predict that the one producing more surviving

offspring will necessarily drive the other to extinction.  That result may be a likely

long-term outcome, but it requires a stage either of literal conflict or conversions of

members of one group to the other, both of which bring into play a host of additional

factors beyond fertility that could stall or reverse the process.  For practical purposes,

there is no necessary correlation between success at producing surviving offspring and
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success at armed conflict or social competition for members through boundary

porosity.  Instead, success in competition between social groups depends upon

maximizing a complex sum of factors that influence how successful the group is at

gaining members directly from other groups by force or choice, and at gathering

resources not from the environment at large, but from the holdings of other groups.  As

long as a group has at least the minimal efficiency at converting resources into

members that is necessary to utilize the resources it gains, the only factors that matter

in group competition are those factors that affect the group's ability to decrease the

resource holdings or memberships of other groups.  A group that can support only one

person per unit resources but is invincible in war will drive to extinction a group that

can maintain ten people per unit resources but is unable to defend itself.

We can now define some terms.  Competition between groups is the process in

which resources and/or individuals are transferred from one group to another.  If it

continues long enough, this process leads to the extinction of one or more groups

which have suffered a net loss in resources and/or individuals, and the survival of one

or more groups which have experienced a net gain.  A group is extinct when no

members are left in the group.  Note that group extinction, unlike species extinction,

does not necessarily imply the demise of individuals; the former group members may

simply have changed their group affiliation.  A group survives when it continues to

have members.  When competition proceeds to the endpoint of the extinction of all but

one group, the process can be further specified as competitive exclusion.

In Chapter 2, the "tension" plotted on the vertical axis of the TGN graph of the

effect of competition was rather vaguely said to measure "unrealized ecological

potential".  Let us replace this temporary allusion to the biological concept of
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competition with a more precise if more slippery one that better fits the concept of

social group competition.  Specifically, "tension" in the TGN graph of group

competition measures the "unrealized potential total competitive ability" of the system.

 This phrase will take some effort to define, but doing so is necessary in order to

correctly use this visualization of the action of competition.  The seemingly complex

conception of competition that results is useful both because it makes explicit some

important aspects of competition as it relates specifically to social groups and because

it justifies drawing competition we have been doing so far on a TGN graph so that its

effect can be directly combined with that of the various psychological and rational

forces that also affect group number.

By "competitive ability," I mean a measure of a group's ability to gain resources

and/or individuals from other groups by any means.  The competitive ability of a group

is composed of several categories of factors.  First and most basic is the groups'

adaptedness in the ecological sense, that is, the group's efficacy at utilizing natural

resources to physically sustain its members, or more precisely to produce surviving

offspring.  To be successful in competition, a group must have at least a minimal

efficacy at converting resources into membership, or it will go extinct.  To the extent

that prestige, prowess at war, and other factors discussed below depend upon a large

and/or growing population or a well-provisioned population, efficacy at utilizing

resources may also affect other factors that contribute to a group's competitive ability.

Second is the group's efficacy at acquiring resources from other groups, most

typically by force, either through raids in which resources are carried off, or territorial

warfare in which the losing group is expelled from captured terrain.  These tactics

benefit the group both absolutely, in that capturing resources from other people may be
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more efficient that extracting them directly from the environment, and relatively, in

that the expulsion or extermination of a vanquished group causes the victorious group

to comprise a greater proportion of the remaining population.  In situations of severe

conflict, a group's ability to defend itself and minimize losses of resources to other

groups may be more important than its offensive ability to acquire resources from

other groups, but the logic is the same.  All other things being equal, a group that is

more effective at capturing resources from other groups and keeping them has a

greater competitive ability.

Third is the group's efficacy at acquiring members themselves from other groups. 

A group might acquire members voluntarily by adoption, marriage, conversions such

as fictive kinship or affiliation by residence, or en mass through alliances or fusion

with other groups.  A group's ability to gain members voluntarily depends in part on

the perceived relative benefits of membership in comparison to other groups, which

might have to do with real or perceived differences in material standard of living,

security from other threatening groups, relative prestige based on ideology or other

factors, social considerations such as the degree of individual freedom or social status

mobility, and so on.  A more desirable group will tend to attract members from a less

desirable group, and so, all other things being equal, has a greater competitive ability. 

A group might also acquire members by force, for example through raids in which

captives are taken or warfare in which populated regions or political units are taken

over.  All other things being equal, a group that is more successful than others in

warfare has a greater competitive ability.  This last conception of competition is the

prime mover in Carniero's (1978) circumscription theory of the origin of states.

These categories are only illustrative; they may not cover all possible factors, and
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are occasionally ambiguous.  The capture of members from another group, for

example, might be interpreted as increasing membership, as capturing labor resources,

or even as capturing material resources if the losers are made to supply levies or taxes

in kind.  Fortunately, the occasional analytical ambiguity becomes irrelevant when all

the factors contributing to total competitive ability are summed up into a single

composite quantity.

This total competitive ability of a group is the net result of all the factors that

affect the group's relative ability to gain resources or members at the expense of other

groups.  Even though this ability is in part due to group features such as organization,

in concept the group's total competitive ability can be divided across all its individual

members, such that each individual represents some amount of competitive ability.  A

member of a group that is highly successful represents a larger amount of competitive

ability than a member of a relatively less successful group.  Except where groups are

quite large or quite small, such that economies and costs of scale are significant

considerations, the group's marginal return in competitive ability for each additional

member is presumably higher for a group with high competitive ability than for a

group with lower competitive ability.  The effect is that when a group with high

competitive ability gains a member, whether by internal increase or conversion by

whatever means from another group, the total competitive ability summed across all

the groups in the system increases more than when a group with a lower competitive

ability gains a member.  Equivalently, if an individual switches affiliation from a

group with low competitive ability to one with high competitive ability, then the

competitive ability contributed by that individual rises, and the total competitive

ability summed across all the groups increases.
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Although competitive ability clearly cannot be measured, we can easily recognize

the relative competitive abilities of specific groups and the trend in total competitive

ability of the system if we have access to historical data on the population size and

group number over time in the region.  Groups can be ranked in competitive ability by

ranking their relative success in acquiring resources and/or individuals from other

groups.  The total competitive ability of the system is increasing when groups with

greater competitive ability are increasing in size, while groups with lesser competitive

ability are decreasing in size.  The circularity should be obvious, and is exactly the

same as the circularity of the biological concept of adaptedness and competition.  The

best adapted individuals are defined by the fact that they increase in number. 

Competition acts so that the best adapted always increase in number.

Despite the circular logic, adaptation in biology and competitive ability is social

group theory are both useful concepts in visualizing the process of competition.  Just

as one can imagine the overall adaptedness of living things increasing over

evolutionary time, from the first blue-green algae to the Homo sapiens which may yet

exterminate the algae, so can one imagine overall social group competitive ability

increasing from family-level foraging groups to the European Economic Community. 

In fact, while evolutionary biologists will wince at the suggestion that humans are

more "adapted" than blue-green algae, the term "competitive ability" accurately

conveys what is structurally the same concept but with a more straightforward

acknowledgement of its purely analytical utility in an essentially circular construction.

If there are several groups of varying competitive ability in a given social and

ecological niche, then the total competitive ability is maximized if all the people

affiliate themselves with the group with the greatest competitive ability.  This
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hypothetical maximum is the potential total competitive ability of the system.  The

unrealized potential total competitive ability of the system, then, is the difference

between the hypothetical maximum total competitive ability and the actual total

competitive ability.  This difference is the "tension" shown on the vertical axis of the

TGN graph of the effect of competition.

The TGN graph depicts competition as the process of people individually and

collectively acting in such a way as to reduce the unrealized potential total competitive

ability of their system.  For example, when an individual changes affiliation from a

group with lower prestige to one with higher prestige, the person increases his or her

personal prestige or whatever are the benefits of membership in a prestigious group,

which in turn contributes to increasing his or her individual contribution of

competitive ability, which finally increases the total competitive ability of the system. 

Tension is reduced in the sense that a potential to increase the total competitive ability

of the system has been fulfilled.  At the same time, the balance of group membership is

also shifted slightly such that, if the trend continues, the more prestigious group will

grow until the less prestigious group goes extinct and the group number declines.

The slope of the competition curve indicates the amount of competitive ability

that is gained or lost by the system as a result of any change in group number.  If the

curve is steep, then a great deal of tension is relieved when a group (by definition a

less-competitive one) goes extinct.  Alternatively, the tendency of the system to relieve

tension exerts a great pressure to reduce the group number.  In more conventional

terms, the curve is steep when there is a pronounced difference in the competitive

ability of the groups that are present.  When a more competitive group grows and a

less competitive group vanishes, there is a large increase in the total competitive
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ability of the system, or equivalently, the action of competition pushes more forcefully

to increase the size of the more competitive group and drive the less competitive group

to extinction.  On the other hand, when the groups are more evenly matched, the

competition curve is shallow, little tension is relieved if one group goes extinct, and

competition exerts little pressure to reduce the group number.

What constitutes a "pronounced difference" in competitive ability varies

according to circumstances of supply and demand for resources.  In a situation of

plentiful resources and sparse population, the amount of tension relieved by the

extinction of one group might be small.  In the same region in a time of severe

resource scarcity due to a drought, for example, the extinction of the same group might

relieve a considerable amount of tension.  Because in times of scarcity a greater

proportion of each group's resources must be seized from or defended from other

groups, the same objective differences in military prowess, ability to attract voluntary

converts, and so on has a greater effect on the survival or extinction of groups; in times

of scarcity, the coin of competitive ability increases in value.

Since competition is defined as one group's gain at another's expense, competition

does not occur between growing groups until they begin to impinge upon each other's

resources or membership, even if they grow at differential rates.  When a new niche is

opened, multiple groups may grow without competing with each other until demand

for resources becomes sufficiently large relative to the cost of extracting the resources

from the environment that it becomes more efficient to capture resources from another

group than to extract them directly.  This initial low-competition phase is part of the

gold rush effect discussed in Chapter 6.

If the demand for resources continues to rise relative to their availability,
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competition will grow more intense, that is, differences in the ability of one group to

gain resources or members at the expense of another will exert an increasingly large

pressure on the group number.  As population rises, demand rises, the competition

curve becomes steeper and increasingly overwhelms the contribution of the psycho-

rational curve to the total forces curve, and competition may eventually drive the

group number to one.  This process in which the action of competition reduces the

equilibrium group number to one is the competitive exclusion effect (Figure 7-1).

The differences in competitive ability between groups may become increasingly

strong as one group captures a lion's share of the resources, population, and physical

power and the others grow small, poor, and weak.  This pattern actually describes a

positive feedback mechanism, in that success in competition makes the winning group

even more competitively able relative to the losers.  This feedback mechanism may

play a more or less significant role in affecting the equilibrium group number,

depending on the specific circumstances and to what extent group size or growth

affects the factors relevant to competitive ability in the particular case.  Where

competitive success feedback plays a significant role, the competition curve is more

likely to be concave down in shape, rather than concave up as in all the illustrations.  

That is, the effect of competition will be most, not least, significant towards the end of

the process, when one dominant group is beating out its last remaining weakened

rivals.

The action of competition may be further compounded by a sympathetic effect on

the psycho-rational curve.  If one group is generally perceived to be growing at the

expense of others, that group may gain in prestige relative to others, and rational

calculations may increasingly favor other groups' allying themselves or fusing with the
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Figure 7-1.The competitive exclusion effect.

growing group, or individual defections from shrinking groups to the growing one. 

Similarly, if one group is perceived as more powerful, aggressive, or successful in self-

defense, rational calculations of security may favor groups or individuals joining the

more competitively able group.  Many of the same conditions that tend to make the

competition curve steep, then, also may tend to shift the psycho-rational curve to the

left.  The effects of these changes are complementary, and work together to reduce the

equilibrium group number, in extreme cases to one.

Because of the inherently circular nature of competition arguments, in social

group theory as in biology, it is not strictly possible to prove that an observed change

is due to competition.  It is possible, however, to show that an observed change is or is

not consistent with a competition model.  Let us consider some conditions that must be

met for an observed culture-historical process to be consistent with the competitive

exclusion effect.
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First, the groups involved must be competing for the same resources or members,

that is, they must occupy overlapping social and ecological niches.  To demonstrate

that groups' niches overlap, in turn, it is necessary to show that they exploit the same

types of resources, and that they would have access to the same sources of those

resources in the absence of previous claims.  Archaeological groups can be argued to

have used the same types of resources if analyses of food refuse in domestic midden,

tools used for subsistence tasks, isotopic analysis of human bone, and other

approaches to reconstructing subsistence indicate similar subsistence strategies.  Note

that the groups need not have exactly the same subsistence strategies to be in

competition for some or all of the same resources.  In fact, some differences are to be

expected in any obviously competitive situation, since the groups must have differed

in competitive ability enough for competition to have a notable effect, and differences

in subsistence strategies are likely to contribute to or be affected by differences in

competitive ability.  A more subtle analysis might determine that two groups use the

same resources even with very different subsistence strategies, as in the case of traders

with pack animals and herders who consume domestic animal products, both of whom

might depend indirectly upon access to pasture lands.  The specific arguments will

vary for each case studied.  Groups can be argued to have had potential access to the

same sources of resources if their respective settlement patterns were such that sites

were located conveniently to the same sources.

Second, since the competition curve must have been steep, the demand for one or

more resources must have been great relative to the supply.  There are a variety of

ways to assess the intensity of competition with archaeological data.  One approach to

evaluating this criterion is to reconstruct both the population size and the productive
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capacity of the region in question and compare the adequacy of the production to meet

the biological needs of the population.  Unfortunately, in most archaeological cases it

will be difficult to calculate both quantities sufficiently precisely for the comparison to

be meaningful.  A more direct approach is to evaluate evidence of stress or shortages

as indications of unmet demand.  Analyses of human remains may show demographic

patterns with high mortality rates, or high frequencies of pathologies that are indicative

of stress.  Evidence of more intensive or complete use of the available resources might

also indicate stress, as might be suggested by increasing representation of remains of

less-preferred food resources in domestic midden or the adoption of more labor-

intensive subsistence practices to increase the productivity of the limited available

resources.

Anthropological readers will suspect (and economists consider it axiomatic) that

most people value products in amounts well beyond what they need for bare survival

(Hardin 1986).  This additional demand depends on cultural values that may be

difficult or impossible to reconstruct, so the total demand may often be an unknown

amount higher than that implied by calculations from population figures and a

knowledge of human biology or inferred from indicators of acute scarcity.  There may

be significant competition even in the absence of these indicators, or the competition

may be even greater than these indicators suggest if present.  For this reason it is useful

to consider another category of criteria that indicate a steep competition curve

independently of acute scarcity or stress, specifically evidence of cultural responses to

intense competition.

One set of cultural responses to intense competition reflect the physical threat of

raids or warfare.  The archaeological evidence includes fortified or otherwise
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defensible sites and direct indications of warfare such as a proliferation of weapons or

increasing mortality, especially of mature males, due to trauma.  Even if the

competition is of a less acutely violent nature, it may encourage a variety of practices

contributing to social boundary-marking that may be evident in the archaeological

record (Hodder 1979; Wobst 1977).  Stylistic differences in display goods such as

clothing and decorated ceramics may suggest boundary maintenance behavior. 

Differences in ritual activities such as burial practices may also indicate affirmation of

group distinctness and solidarity by members of each group, as well as relative

isolation and ignorance of other groups' practices due to limited communication across

group boundaries.  Pronounced social boundaries may also be indicated by divergence

between groups in what Sackett (1982) refers to as "isochrestic" stylistic traits, that is,

traits that may vary without affecting an object's utility and also without serving to

communicate group membership.  Isochrestic stylistic traits might include virtually

invisible technological aspects of ceramic production such as paste and temper

composition, choices among textile dyestuffs that produce indistinguishable colors,

and so on.  Such isochrestic traits might tend to diverge in situations of strongly

marked social boundaries because craftspeople in well-demarcated groups may not

often come in contact with each other or share technological information and practices,

leaving them free to develop or randomly drift along independent lines.  The

connection of boundary marking to competition is even more likely if boundary

maintenance seems to increase at the same time as other indicators of competition

increase.  Evidence of boundary marking does not conclusively imply strong

competition, but it does suggest it, and can bolster an argument for competition that

includes some of the other features discussed here.

Finally, even an unquantifiable reconstruction of increasing or unusually high
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regional population can be taken as an indirect indication of increasing competition. 

Even without knowing the absolute population of a region or its productive capacity

with any precision, it is fair to suggest that when the population attains historically

high levels, competition for resources is probably high, or at least higher than usual in

the region.  Similarly, observing that a population has grown significantly, even

without knowing the absolute size or exact growth rate, implies that competition has

increased simply because more people necessarily demand more products unless their

values are somehow adjusted downward.

The third condition that must be met in order to show that an observed process is

consistent with the competitive exclusion effect is that during the time in which

competition was intense, the populations of groups must have shifted in favor of some

groups at the expense of others, eventually leading to group extinctions and the group

number declining, finally dropping to one.  Criteria for distinguishing social groups in

the archaeological record were discussed in Chapter 6.  The necessary shifts in

population can be shown by estimating the population of each group at each of several

successive time periods.  If absolute population sizes cannot be estimated, it is

sufficient to show relative changes, that is, some percentage decline or increase, or

even a qualitative trend of decline or increase.  All but one group should shrink and

eventually go extinct.  If sufficient data are not available to estimate even qualitative

population size trends for some groups, then the groups should at least be shown to go

extinct at some point before the end of the competitive process.

A fourth condition is that there be differences in competitive ability among the

groups, but demonstrating that this condition is met is both practically and logically

problematic.  Competitive ability is such a complex congeries of factors that it would
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be difficult in practical terms to rank even living, well-studied groups by competitive

ability without resorting to the circularity of checking historical trends of the group's

relative growth or decline in size and any changes in group number that may have

occurred.  Even more important, however, is that competitive ability is not an

independent quantity that can be measured, even in concept.  It is defined simply as the

sum of factors contributing to the group's relative success in acquiring resources and/or

individuals, and as such is really measured only by the outcome of the competition

itself, that is, by shifting group populations that eventually lead to group extinctions

and changes in group number.  When competition occurs and group number declines,

we infer that the groups must have differed in competitive ability and that the

surviving group was most competitively able, just as biologists infer that when some

varieties survive and others do not, the varieties must have differed in adaptedness or

fitness and that the variety that survived was the fittest.

When the group number declines rapidly or substantially, we may infer either that

competition was particularly intense due to a large discrepancy between supply and

demand, or that there were particularly great differences in competitive ability among

the groups.  Either condition (or both) would cause the competition curve to be steep. 

Sometimes it may be possible to assess the magnitude of the discrepancy between

supply and demand.  If demand was not far above supply but the competition curve

was evidently steep, then the relative differences in competitive ability between the

groups probably were large and the explanation for the observed process should be

sought in inter-group differences.  If demand was clearly far above supply, then the

competition curve could be steep even if the groups were very closely matched, and

the explanation for the competitive situation lies with the causes of the unmet demand.

 Less often, it may be possible to independently guess that the differences in
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competitive ability were large, as in a case where one group has exclusive access to an

important military technology or resource such as horses or quantities of metal for

arms.  In these cases, the discrepancy between demand and supply need not have been

great.  In practice, though, few cases will be so extreme that one or the other factor can

be recognized in the archaeological record as being either overwhelmingly important

or definitely negligible.  Most of the time, the relative contributions of unmet demand

and differential competitive ability to the steep slope of the competition curve will be

difficult to assess separately.

This analytical difficulty has a positive side.  When we observe a case in which

group number seems to have been influenced by a steep competition curve, which is

most plausibly inferred when the group number has been reduced to one by the

apparent action of competitive exclusion, and neither unmet demand nor inter-group

differences is obviously overwhelmingly responsible, we are generally safe to assume

that both unmet demand and differential competitive ability contributed to some

degree to the intensity of competition.  This conclusion focusses the investigation in

two specific directions that may shed light on the particular case.

Late Intermediate Period multiethnicity to monoethnicity

In Chapter 6, I showed that as many as five distinct, contemporary social groups

occupied the coastal Osmore valley or the immediate vicinity for one or two centuries

following the collapse of Tiwanaku in the middle valley around AD 950.  This

multiethnic settlement pattern did not last for long, and PCCT recovered considerable

evidence that suggests how the decline in group number proceeded over time.  In the

following sections, I will argue that the coastal Osmore data are consistent with the

competitive exclusion effect, and that the observed process is understandable as a case
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of competitive exclusion among social groups.

The archaeological evidence allows us to reconstruct the decline in group number

as a process because it spans several distinguishable chronological phases.  Since the

phases cannot be further subdivided at present, the resolution of the data is coarse. 

That is, presumably continuous trends must be approximated by just a few data points,

many of which each represent not a moment within a phase, but rather a representative

or average value for the entire phase.  If population was increasing during phase A, for

example, then the population estimate for phase A will roughly correspond to the

average population for the whole phase.  It will underestimate the maximum

population reached at the end of the phase, overestimate the population at the

beginning of the phase, and for analytical purposes attribute one value to the

chronological middle of the phase even though that value actually occurred at some

unknown time during the phase.  Moreover, other data are tied not to an entire phase,

but to the beginning or end of a phase.  For example, if pottery type 1 characterizes

phase A, then we say that type 1 pottery first appears at the beginning of phase A. 

Further, if pottery type 1 is a marker of a social group, then we say that just prior to

phase A, that social group had a population of zero, and that the population increased

to some average value calculated for the entire phase that for lack of better information

is said to occur around the middle of the phase.  Finally, the archaeologically

identifiable chronological divisions within contemporary cultures may not always fall

at the same time.  That is, roughly contemporary phases may be known to start and end

at different times or to have had different durations, yet these somewhat incongruent

cultural-temporal units must nevertheless be compared to each other for lack of a

better alternative.  These are common problems with archaeological data, and more

sophisticated approaches simply require data with higher temporal resolution than are

available here (Dewar 1991).
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Given these analytical caveats, the chronological framework of blocks of time and

transitions between them by which we will trace the decline in group number in the

coastal Osmore valley is as follows.  First, all five groups identified in Chapter 6 by

their pottery styles, that is, Chiribaya, Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza, Osmore Multicolor, Ilo

Multicolor, and Viboras, were present during some portion of the 100 to 200 years

following the collapse of Tiwanaku in the middle valley around AD 950 or 1000.  This

block of time, the Early Late Intermediate Period, is the earliest distinguishable

segment of the Late Intermediate Period, and is marked by the Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca ceramic styles.  Second, this block of time ends

somewhere around AD 1050 to 1125, when the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca styles are replaced by later variants.  By this time the other three styles have

disappeared, and the groups that made them have presumably gone extinct.  Third,

only the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza groups continue into the second

distinguishable block of time in the Late Intermediate Period, the Middle Late

Intermediate Period, which is marked by pottery in the post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya and Ilo-Cabuza styles.  Fourth, around AD 1250 the Ilo-Cabuza style

disappears, presumably indicating that the group that produced it has gone extinct. 

Fifth and finally, only the Chiribaya tradition continues into the third theoretically

distinguishable segment of the Late Intermediate period, the Late Late Intermediate

Period, which is marked by the exclusive presence of post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

pottery in the coastal valley.

Because Ilo-Cabuza pottery may be absent from sites with post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya pottery even during the time period in which both were used, determining

which Chiribaya sites were occupied contemporarily with the Ilo-Cabuza group and
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which were occupied after the Ilo-Cabuza style vanished is presently impossible in the

field.  The existence of this period of monoethnicity is known only because

radiocarbon dates and associations with later imported ceramic styles indicate that

post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics were used in the valley well after the Ilo-

Cabuza style is thought to have disappeared.  Because post-Algarrobal Chiribaya sites

without Ilo-Cabuza pottery cannot be classified into the second versus the third block

of time, all the post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya data are lumped together and

represents a slightly longer and later period of time than the Ilo-Cabuza material with

which it is compared, and one that combines evidence from both multiethnic and

monoethnic situations.

The following four sections evaluate how well the archaeological evidence from

the early Late Intermediate Period coastal Osmore corresponds to each of the four

conditions that must be met in order for the competitive exclusion effect to be an

appropriate model.

The shared resource base

The first condition for applying the competitive exclusion effect is that the groups

in question must exploit at least some of the same resources from the same sources. 

That is, there must be one or more resources that both groups need and for which they

compete with each other.  PCCT's survey and excavations recovered ample evidence

with which to reconstruct many aspects of the subsistence bases of both the Chiribaya

and the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza groups, and I will show below that these two groups

definitely depended on many of the same resources.  Unfortunately, because the other

three groups are known only through mortuary excavations and surface scatters, their

subsistence strategies can only be inferred from site locations and reasonable but
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speculative analogies to the better-known groups.  Future analyses of the grave goods

found in burials containing Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor pottery at Chiribaya

Alta (Williams and Buikstra n.d.) and San Geronimo (Jessup 1990a,b, 1991) will

probably support the claim that these groups used resources and technologies similar

to those of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.  Inferences about subsistence based on

mortuary evidence other than the human remains themselves are rarely conclusive,

however, and the analyses themselves are not yet available.

The most general indication that the Chiribaya and the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

people shared the same resource base is that their settlements are located in the same

types of places and are intimately intermixed along the whole length of the coastal

Osmore valley (Figure 7-2).  Most sites of both groups are found close to the valley

bottom, often on quaternary river terraces slightly above the floodplain, but also on

artificial terraces constructed on slopes of up to about 30 degrees.  Survey on

ridgelines, peaks, quebrada bottoms, flats, and moderate slopes more distant from the

river found virtually no evidence of human occupation away from the valley margins

except on the coastal pampas that were probably used for hunting and pasture when

the lomas fog vegetation was more extensive.  Except for the relatively few sites

located near the mouth of the river or with convenient access to the coastal pampas, all

the sites of all the groups in the valley clearly were placed in order to be close to the

river and/or the valley bottom.  As the settlement pattern map indicates, neither

Chiribaya nor Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites cluster differentially in any section of the

valley.  This relatively uniform distribution of sites, similar for both groups, suggests

that either both exploited generally the same valley bottom resources, or the resources

that they exploited were similarly distributed all along the valley.
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Figure 7-2. Late Intermediate Period sites.
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The intimately intermixed settlement pattern also indicates that whatever

resources the two groups both exploited would have at least potentially come from the

very same sources.  To demonstrate the possibility of competition, it is not sufficient

to show that two groups both exploited resource A; both groups have to have had

access to the same particular source of resource A, as well.  The settlement pattern in

the coastal Osmore leaves no doubt that if both groups did use some of the same types

of resources, and I show below that they did, they would have been in positions to vie

for access to the same sources of those resources, as well.

There are two unusual site types, however, which might tend to indicate

differences in subsistence practices between the two groups.  First, Chiribaya Alta is

an unusual site for many reasons, but is important here because it is located outside the

valley proper, on the edge of the coastal pampa.  Jessup (1990b, 1991) suggested that

Chiribaya Alta may have played an important role in herding camelids, since until

recently the part of the pampa that it occupies was used as a resting place for animals

being moved from the valley floor to the lomas areas further south along the coastline.

 Chiribaya Alta was clearly a central site of some ritual or political importance, so its

location may also have been chosen for reasons apart from subsistence concerns.  In

any case, although the habitation areas have not been excavated, at least the cemeteries

were used by both Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca people (Williams and Buikstra n.d.;

Jessup 1990b, 1991).  In the absence of detailed group affiliation evidence and

contrasting subsistence data from the domestic area of the site, Chiribaya Alta in itself

does not necessarily imply any subsistence differences between the two groups.

The second type of site is more problematic.  These sites are composed of

numerous small stone-faced terraces that run up the bottoms of steep quebradas in the
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valley wall like steps in a staircase.  They are found only on the northern wall of the

valley, and only above areas of fields built on river terraces watered by the long coastal

Osmore canal (Appendix F).  The prototypical example is the site of Loreto Alto,

which was extensively test excavated by PCCT (Appendix A) and proved to be a

single-component residential site occupied only by people using Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

pottery.  I suspect that the other, similar sites nearby also pertain to the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza group, although all of these sites tend to have virtually no ceramics

on the surface.  Because the locations and layout of this type of site are so different

from those of most Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites, there is no reason to

assume that the activities carried out at these sites and the resources used there would

be the same as at the more typical sites.  On the contrary, they might reasonably be

expected to differ, and if so, to suggest differences in the subsistence strategies of the

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people, who used this type of site, and the Chiribaya, who did

not.

Because Loreto Alto was the only single-component Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza site

excavated, this anomalous site provides all of the excavated data about Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza subsistence.  The Chiribaya domestic excavation data all come from

the more typical river terrace sites of El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo (Appendix A). 

Because the excavated subsistence data for each group come principally from different

types of sites, the data are potentially biased towards indicating differences in the

subsistence bases of the two groups.  Any differences observed might be due either to

general differences between the groups, or differences due only to the unique activities

carried out at the few anomalous sites.  On the other hand, to the extent that the two

samples of midden debris are found to be similar, the argument that the Loreto Alto-

type sites indicate differences in subsistence strategies between the two groups is
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rejected.  The implication is that the subsistence patterns are so consistent and similar

that the same resources and practices are used by both groups even at markedly

different types of sites.

All the sites on which this analysis is based are located in a single two-km

segment of the river valley, about twelve km inland from the mouth of the river, near

the middle of the length of the arable coastal valley.  This tight spatial clustering of the

sample effectively rules out gross spatial differences that might weaken the

comparability of the samples of each group.  On the other hand, it means that the

samples may not represent all the variability of the social groups' subsistence

strategies.  For example, the Chiribaya site of San Geronimo, only some 100 m from

the coastline, clearly has a dramatically higher content of shell in its domestic deposits

than the Chiribaya sites sampled here (Jessup 1990a; pers. obs.).  Sites of both groups

were probably variably focussed on marine resources, lomas resources, or valley floor

agriculture, depending on their specific locations.  The data that follow can only stand

for a subset of Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza occupations, although this subset is

probably typical of the bulk of the valley settlements.

The major components of domestic midden from good Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and

Chiribaya contexts are summarized and compared in Table 7-1.  More detailed data are

presented in Appendix E, but for the purpose of grossly assessing the degree to which

the two groups competed for resources, I will consider only those general categories of

remains that comprised at least one tenth of a percent of the total mass of midden

material from one or both groups.  Given that the dry and salty conditions allowed the

common preservation of such normally perishable materials as animal soft tissue and

the plant refuse that comprises about one quarter of the total midden mass, it is
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Table 7-1. Major components of domestic midden (see Appendix E).

Midden component
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

% of mass
Chiribaya
% of mass

Signif.
more in:

Animal bone and tissue, mostly large
land mammals (camelids)

20.8 15.9 I-T/C

Marine shell 19.3 16.0 same
Fish bone and tissue 1.3 2.5 Ch
Corn cobs, husks, kernels 0.1 2.8 Ch
Tubers, mostly yuca (Manihot) 0.7 0.1 same
Bean pods and seeds 0.1 0.3 same
Pacay (Inga) pods and seeds 0.4 0.2 same
Molle (Schinus) seeds 0.0 0.4 Ch
Lucuma (Lucuma) seeds, husks 0.0 0.3 Ch
Squash (Cucurbita) seeds 0.0 0.1 I-T/C
Freshwater crayfish shells 0.1 0.0 I-T/C
Cotton bolls, fiber, husks 0.1 0.2 same?
Sticks, stalks, etc. 7.4 8.9 same?
Bark 3.6 0.5 same
Wood and cut wood chips 8.4 0.4 I-T/C
Charcoal 2.9 0.9 I-T/C
Other botanical refuse, mostly leaves of
cane and/or corn

4.0 11.7 -

Camelid feces 2.2 2.3 same
Cuy (Cavia) feces 0.0 3.6 Ch
Other and unidentified feces 0.8 3.8 -
Ceramics 19.9 25.6 same
Flaked stone 1.3 0.1 same
Small ground stone (<300 g) 0.0 0.2 same
Textile fragments and fibers 3.1 1.1 same
Other crafts- botanical material 2.0 0.5 -
Other crafts- other material 0.6 0.6 -
Other 0.7 1.2 -
Total 99.8 100.2 -
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unlikely that this restriction will cause major resources to be overlooked.  The  table

lists for each material category the percentage it represents of the total mass of midden

material recovered from 100% 1/4 inch screening of unmixed, undisturbed domestic

contexts each comprising at least 15 liters of soil with at least 3 grams of midden

material per liter.  Single items weighing over 300 grams, such as grinding stones and

structural posts, are excluded from the calculations in order to avoid skewing the

results.  Results are reported as percentages of total midden mass because extreme

variability in the amount of material per liter of soil, apparently due to variable

patterns of use and deposition at different sites, made standardizing by excavated

volume impractical.  Percentage data have the drawback that an increase in one

category necessarily decreases the others, even if they represent functionally unrelated

activities.  Unfortunately, no suitable value external to the midden material itself by

which to standardize the data is available.  I compensate as far as possible for the this

weakness of percentage data by running significance tests on percentage data based on

various different subsets of the material in question, standardized by various partially

independent measures within the midden material, that is, not only on percentages of

the total midden mass, but also on percentages of the mass of botanical material, of

diagnostic botanical material, of shell, and so on as appropriate to the particular

category.  These methods are elaborated further in Appendix E.

The third column of the table summarizes the results of the many Wilcoxon rank-

sum tests reported in Appendix E, in many cases for various measures of the same

material.  For example, the result for tubers summarizes tests on the ratios of tuber

roots and peels to all midden material, tuber roots only to all botanical material, tuber

peels only to all identified botanical material, and so on, each calculated separately for

each stratigraphic context excavated.  When a rank-sum test is significant, it means
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that the fraction of the contexts in one category that had values higher than values in

the other category is greater than would be expected by chance if the categories had the

same median value.  Only the rank order of the values is considered; the magnitudes of

the values are ignored, which makes the test resistant to rare extreme values.  One

result is that the total percentage mass of squash seeds, for example, is actually higher

in the Chiribaya material because of a small number of stratigraphic contexts that had

relatively large amounts of squash, while the overall pattern is exactly the opposite: in

most Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza contexts, squash seeds generally comprise a larger fraction

of the total midden mass than in most Chiribaya contexts.  Differences were

considered significant if the rank-sum test probability was less than .10, but the results

would have been almost the same with a significance level of .05; the only in-between

cases are fish remains (p=.05), wood and cut wood chips (p=.01 to .06, depending on

the measure used), and those marked "same?", which for some measures are different

at a .10 level, but are always the same at a .05 level.  The relatively lenient .10

criterion for significant difference reduces the risk of committing a statistical type II

error, that is, of claiming that the groups are the same when they are not.  Since the

condition for applying the competitive exclusion effect is that the groups exploit the

same resources, a lenient significance level actually poses a more stringent

requirement for using the model, since the hypothesis that the two groups are the same

is more easily rejected.

The percentages and tests shown in Table 7-1 indicate that the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza group and the Chiribaya group used many of the same resources, but

differed in the relative amounts of each.  For example, while the midden analysis

suggests a relatively greater focus on camelid consumption at the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

settlements than at the Chiribaya ones, both groups clearly consumed considerable
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amounts of camelid meat, so both must have needed access to pastures for their

animals.  As noted earlier, some of these differences may be due to the differences in

the type and location of the sites excavated for each group, but the extent to which the

same resources are indicated even at different types of sites suggests that the two

groups depended upon a substantially similar resource base.

Several of the midden categories require comment.  Most surprising is the

statistically significant (p<.01 for numerous measures) and large (300% to 5500%)

difference in remains of corn (Zea mays) in Chiribaya midden compared to Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza midden.  The difference is strong when standardizing by various

values including total midden mass, total botanical mass, and total mass of identified

botanical material, and it holds not only for cobs, kernels, and husks separately and in

combination, but also for corn flowers and probably for corn stalks and leaves as well,

although the stalks and leaves cannot be quantified because they were not reliably

separated from those of other plant species.  According to the midden data, both

compared to Chiribaya people and absolutely, Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people appear

neither to have processed nor eaten much corn.  As noted earlier, most of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza data come from Loreto Alto, which, like all the sites of its type, is

located immediately above reclaimed fields irrigated by the coastal Osmore canal and

might have been supplied by the produce from these fields to an unusual degree.  If the

fields were used for growing crops other than corn, perhaps beans, yuca, and the

squash that is significantly more common in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sample, then the

diet and resulting midden at Loreto Alto might not be representative of other Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sites that would have depended more on other types of farmland. 

This hypothesis cannot be evaluated with the currently available data, but if true, it

would suggest that coastal Osmore sites had extremely localized farming territories
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and did not exchange significant quantities of staples even over sub-km distances and

where clear imbalances of supply and demand can be inferred.  Because corn has

traditionally held a specially high position in domestic and ritual preferences in the

Andes, the apparently marked concentration of coastal Osmore corn in the hands of the

Chiribaya may indicate important differences in group prestige, rights to preferred

farmland, or other value-laden features that may be difficult to assess archaeologically.

A preliminary study of human bone isotopic composition suggests a dramatically

different reconstruction of the diets of the two groups (Sandness 1992).  As part of a

larger project, Sandness analyzed the carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition of

human bones from six Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and two Chiribaya burials.  These results

are plotted in Figure 7-3, which shows a tight clustering of δ13C values near the high

end of the normal range of values.  Naively interpreted, this result in itself suggests

that corn was a large part of the diets of both groups, and that there was no notable

difference in the amount of corn consumed by members of the two groups.   The ovals

and unshaded boxes in Figure 7-3 indicate the reference values used by Sandness,

according to which the δ13C observations indicate a diet of perhaps 65% C4 plants,

presumably corn.  The reference values shown as shaded boxes are from Hastorf

(1990), and suggest that the observations indicate an even greater proportion of corn in

the diet.  Neither result corresponds to the midden evidence that suggests corn was

only a minor component in the Chiribaya diet, and an extremely small component of

the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza diet.

Two factors make such a naive interpretation of the isotopic data for corn

problematic, however.  First, the δ15N values for all but one of the individuals for

whom δ15N could be measured fall in the range that indicates a diet largely composed
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Figure 7-3. Carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition of human bone, data from

Sandness (1992).

of marine resources.  As indicated by the boxes representing marine subsistence on

Figure 7-3, such a diet tends to have a relatively restricted range of δ13C values, and

one that by itself would indicate a relatively high consumption of corn.  The marine

component of the diet could be masking the relatively small and differential

contributions of corn to both groups.  Sandness (pers. com) has suggested, however,
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that the high δ15N values might result in part from intensive use of marine guano as

fertilizer, a practice well documented in the ethnohistorical record.  It is also possible

that coastal camelids ate marine plants or algae such that their meat had high δ15N

values.  In either case, the relative contribution of marine foods to the diet and their

effect on on the C4 plant estimates remains undefined.  Second, four 13C

measurements run on camelid wool from textiles in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs in

connection with radiocarbon dating (see Appendix C) indicate that coastal Osmore

camelids ate large quantities of C4 plants, either corn or other coastal desert plants that

might use the same C4 metabolic pathway.  The δ13C values of human bone might

reflect primarily the consumption of high 13C camelid meat, rather than corn.  Since

the amount of bone in the midden suggests that camelid meat was a relatively

important part of the diet and corn was relatively minor, the differences in corn

consumption and its overall small contribution to the diet might be overwhelmed by

the effect of the camelid meat.  For both of these reasons, the isotopic data do not lead

to a clear conclusion on the consumption of corn, and the midden contents should be

considered more reliable on this point: corn was probably a minor component of the

diet of both groups, and much more important among the Chiribaya than the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza people.

Another unexpected result of the midden analysis is the total absence of any bones

or feces of cuyes (Cavia; guinea pig) in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material.  By

contrast, cuy feces are a significant component of Chiribaya midden, and despite the

small size of the bones comprise almost 0.4% of the mass of animal remains in

Chiribaya refuse.  Cuyes are not exotic to the region; their feces and bones are present

in middens of the much earlier Algodonal Early Ceramic times in amounts comparable

to the Chiribaya midden (feces: 0.2% of midden mass; bone: 5% of animal remains
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mass).  The domestic refuse suggests that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people neither

raised nor ate cuyes, yet whole cuyes were found among the grave goods in several Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs.  Cuyes today are prized for special meals and celebrations,

and may have played some similarly privileged role in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza society

such that they found their way more often into tombs than into the refuse of the living.

 Alternatively, the absence of cuyes may be due to some special feature of the site of

Loreto Alto, perhaps the relatively greater effort that would be required to carry food

for them up to the site.  (It is modern practice in rural domestic settings to feed cuyes

both on kitchen scraps and specifically gathered greens.)  Even if cuyes were not raised

at Loreto Alto, however, one might expect the residents to have procured at least small

numbers of them by exchange with people from other sites.  The lack of cuyes, like the

lack of corn, at Loreto Alto hints that inter-site exchange may have been minimal.  As

for the competitive exclusion effect, however, cuyes do not require very specific

conditions or food, and their absence probably does not imply such a drastic difference

in subsistence patterns that the two groups would not have tended to compete for many

of the same resources.

The Chiribaya also seem to have had greater access to most tree crops than the

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group.  Enough of the Chiribaya midden contexts contain seeds

and husks of lucuma (Lucuma bifera) fruit, which is completely absent from Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza contexts, that the difference is statistically significant.  Lucuma is

common among Chiribaya grave goods as well (Appendix D; John Dendy, pers. com.),

but has not been found in any Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burials.  Molle (Schinus molle)

seeds, possibly used in chicha beer production or to ward off insects, are also

significantly more common in Chiribaya midden.  Molle branches and leaves are also

common in midden contexts, but cannot be quantified because they were not separated

from other species.  Guava (Psidium guajava) fruit and seeds comprise only .04% of
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Chiribaya midden mass, but are significantly more common than in Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza contexts where they are never found.  By some measures, pods and

seeds of the leguminous algarrobo (Prosopis chilensis) tree are more common in

Chiribaya contexts, but by others there is no significant difference.  The only identified

tree crop that is evidently not more common in Chiribaya contexts is pacay (Inga sp.).

 Whether the molle and algarrobo represent resources that were in demand or common,

casually collected items of little value is unknown.  The Chiribaya's apparently

exclusive control of two of the three undoubtedly prized fruits in the valley, however,

coincides with the patterns of corn and cuyes to suggest an unbalanced prestige or

resource tenure relationship between the two groups, as well as the likelihood that

exchange between sites or social groups was severely limited.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza midden, especially that from Loreto Alto, contains

significantly more wood and wood chips than does the Chiribaya midden sample. 

Wood was loosely defined as any woody material that lacked bark and was large

enough not to be considered a twig; much of this material is split or otherwise

modified from a purely natural form, but generally has no clear cutmarks.  Wood chips

were defined as thin wood fragments with definite cutmarks, mostly apparently

resulting from discrete blows with a sharp axe or adze-like tool.  Both forms of wood

may represent fuel, construction material, or craft production material.  The ends of the

structural posts found in situ in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza units at El Algodonal had

been rather neatly cut with a sharp axe or similar tool, which would have produced

many wood chips and fragments such as those in the midden at Loreto Alto.  Although

no finished or uncompleted wooden craft goods that would have resulted in this type

of byproduct were found in domestic contexts, wooden spoons and one wooden kero

(cup) that might have left wood fragments and chips as byproducts of their production
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were found in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza funerary contexts at El Algodonal.  These artifacts

are also common in Chiribaya tombs, however, so in themselves they do not explain

the quantities of wood in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza refuse.  Charcoal was also significantly

more common in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza midden, which suggests that some of the

additional wood might have been intended as fuel.  It is curious that the Chiribaya

seem to have had much greater access to tree crops, while the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

people had much greater access to tree trunks or large branches.  The wood might

reflect the use of different tree species, or perhaps debris washed downstream by the

river.  Unless most of the wood was scavenged from flotsam of the river, both groups

would have needed access to areas along the river where trees would flourish, if not to

the very same trees.

Given both the domestic midden evidence and the common inclusion of camelid

remains in burials and apparent offering contexts, both groups clearly made extensive

use of camelids for wool and meat, and probably for transport and ritual purposes as

well.  Although camelid meat was important for both groups, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

diet seems to have included more camelid meat than did the Chiribaya.  Whether this

meat was as important to the diet as the mass of camelid bones superficially implies is

unknown, since reconstructing the dietary contributions implied by remains as

different as large mammal bone, fish bone, shell, and varied plant remains is a

complex project that will not be attempted here.  Unlike the observed differences in

use of corn, cuyes, and fruits, the difference in the amounts of camelid meat consumed

by the two groups may have less to do with relative status, since both groups had

access to large amounts of camelid meat.  These large amounts suggest that they would

have competed for resources related to camelid herding.  The difference in camelid

meat consumption might be an indirect effect of differences in the numbers of
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camelids kept for other purposes, specifically packing cargo.  Two possible bridles

were found in domestic contexts, one at the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza site of Loreto Alto

and the other in a Chiribaya midden at Loreto Viejo.  These bridles would have been

used on llamas working as pack animals, suggesting that both groups might have been

involved in the transport of goods by llama caravans.

One hint about the relative importance of camelid meat is contained in the high

δ15N values of the human bone shown in Figure 7-3.  These values principally suggest

that marine resources may have been major parts of the diet, but the consumption of

terrestrial meat would also contribute to elevating the δ15N values above the range

typical for primarily agricultural diets.  Unfortunately, these δ15N values are so high

that the standard interpretation indicated by the reference values in Figure 7-3 may be

suspect.  Both the inland location of the sites and the moderate representation of shell

and fish remains in the midden suggest that the local diet could not have been as

heavily focussed on marine resources as the isotopic data alone suggest unless the

people were living and eating away from the sites a lot of the time.  There may be

other effects of living in coastal regions that confound the simple interpretation of

δ15N values (Sillen et al. 1989); as noted above, the use of guano as fertilizer might be

one such confounding factor.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza midden also includes significantly more freshwater

crayfish shell than does Chiribaya midden.  These camarones are prized delicacies in

the Andes today, but then as now they would have comprised a minuscule fraction of

the diet.

Although both groups dumped about the same amount of marine shell in their

refuse and exploited many of the same species, the mixes of species they used were
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Table 7-2. Marine shell from domestic midden.

markedly different.  Table 7-2 breaks down the shellfish species by percentage of total

shell mass in the midden samples and shows the significant differences, calculated in

the same way as in the previous table.  The significance test results are identical when

the shell mass is standardized by total midden mass, but the relationships between

varieties are slightly less obvious.  Some of this shell is burned, but the potential

differences in preparation techniques that might be implied by the distribution of

burning across species, sites, and social groups are not analyzed here.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza shell assemblage is heavily concentrated on a single

species, Choromytilus (purple mussel), while the Chiribaya assemblage is more

diverse.  Moreover, both of the shellfish that are significantly more common in the Ilo-

Shellfish variety Habitat
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

% of mass
Chiribaya
% of mass

Signif.
more in:

Choromytilus mussel SS 83.6 31.8 I-T/C
Crepipatella slipper shell RS 2.5 0.1 I-T/C
Chiton chiton RI 0.8 29.5 Ch
Semele clam SS 0.0 8.5 Ch
Donax small surf clam SI 0.1 4.3 Ch
Tegula snail RI 0.0 1.7 Ch
Aulacomya mussel RS 0.0 0.9 Ch
Perumytilus small mussel RI 0.0 0.3 Ch
Fissurella keyhole limpet RI 1.8 15.7 same
Echinoidia sea urchin RI* 5.5 0.3 same
Concholepas false abalone RI 0.6 1.9 same
Balanus barnacle RI* 0.1 0.1 same
Oliva olive shell SI,SS 0.0 0.1 same
Other and unidentified - 5.0 4.8 -
Total - 100.0 100.0 -

SS: Sandy Subtidal; RS: Rocky Subtidal; SI: Sandy Intertidal; RI: Rocky Intertidal

After Sandweiss et al. 1989, except RI* by personal observation.
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Tumilaca/Cabuza material are from the subtidal zone of the littoral, while most of the

varieties that are significantly more common in the Chiribaya material are from the

intertidal zone.  Neither group apparently controlled any of the four categories of

shellfish habitats, and only a few minor shellfish varieties were exclusively used by

one group.  Nevertheless, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group got the great bulk of their

shellfish from the deeper subtidal zones where swimming and diving would have been

necessary, while the Chiribaya exploited the more accessible intertidal zone much

more extensively.  Since both the intertidal and subtidal zones may be relatively safe

or dangerous to work in, depending on how rocky and exposed the location is, it will

take more detailed study to assess the significance of the two groups' different shellfish

collecting practices.

There seem to be two superimposed patterns in the resources used by the two

social groups.  The more general pattern is that many resources were heavily used by

both groups.  These are the resources for which the groups most obviously would have

had cause to compete with each other.  They include water for human consumption,

pasture and water for camelids, access to the littoral for shellfish collecting and

fishing, water and appropriate land for crops such as yuca, beans, and cotton, and

access to groves of pacay and possibly other trees.  The completely intermixed

settlement pattern suggests that both groups would have been physically close to the

same sources of these resources.  This considerable degree of potential overlap in

resources used seems to offer sufficient possibilities for competition to satisfy that

condition for using the competitive exclusion effect.

The other pattern is of markedly different use of specific resources, which could

indicate either areas of non-overlapping demand, or the diametric opposite, areas of
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drastically unmet demand on the part of the group with relatively reduced access to the

resource.  In the first case, these resources would have played little part in any

competition between the two groups, because only one group would have had much

demand for them.  In the second, they would be the focus of the most intense

competition of all.  The only resources that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group seems to

have had special access to, or interest in, were camelid meat, Choromytilus mussels

and Crepipatella shellfish, crayfish, and wood.  They seemingly spent more time

chopping or cutting wood than Chiribaya people, and since there is no notable

difference in their assemblages of wooden artifacts, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people

were most likely using it either for fuel or construction to a greater degree than the

Chiribaya.  Although the difference in camelid meat is significant, the Chiribaya also

consumed a great deal of it, leaving little reason to suspect that their access to the

necessary resources for camelids was notably restricted.  The special focus on two

shellfish species is hard to assess at the moment.  The Chiribaya group, on the other

hand, had much greater access to, or interest in, corn, cuyes, and several tree fruits

including lucuma, guava, and molle seeds that may have been used, like the corn, to

make chicha beer (Hastorf and Johannessen 1993).  Most or all of these were probably

especially prized resources which were charged with symbolic value, relished as

luxury foods, or both.  Moreover, the Chiribaya group had greater access to the

intertidal zone for shellfish gathering, which may have been preferable because it

could be exploited without diving.  The greater use of fish among the Chiribaya may

support the same conclusion, since good shore fishing spots tend to be located in or

near the same rocky intertidal zones where they collected the shellfish.  In every case

except that of the possibly unimportant crayfish, wherever the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

and Chiribaya groups differed in access to particularly valued resources, the Chiribaya
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seem to have gotten the better end of the bargain.

Whether this result implies that Loreto Alto was a particularly disadvantaged site

or that the entire Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group had relatively limited access to the most

prized resources compared to the Chiribaya cannot be addressed with the current data.

 However, even if the present sample of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material represents an

unusually poor segment of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza community, it still without any

doubt indicates that the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza had plenty of resources to

compete over.

Competition between the groups: Inferences from population estimates

The second condition for applying the competitive exclusion effect is that there be

some evidence that competition actually took place or that conditions were such that

competition would be expected to have taken place.  Several categories of evidence for

competition will be considered in turn, starting with arguments based on population

estimates, continuing through a variety of indicators of stress or shortage of resources,

and concluding with evidence of various cultural responses to competitive

circumstances.

One direct approach is to estimate the population of the region, calculate its

subsistence needs, and compare those needs to the total productive capacity of the

area.  If the demand approaches or exceeds the potential supply, there must have been

competition for the scarce resources.  As appealing as this approach may be, in

practice the uncertainties involved throughout the calculations compound to the point

that the comparison between demand and supply is meaningless.  Productivity varies

drastically not only from region to region, but from crop to crop.  Setting aside the
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distortion involved in using data based on modern technology and plant varieties, the

average production of corn on the Peruvian coast from 1966 to 1979 was 3201 kg/ha,

while in the same period and setting, the average production of yuca was 10,587 kg/ha,

and the average production of potatoes was 15,702 kg/ha (Maletta et al. 1984).  In

order to reconstruct prehistoric productivity per hectare, then, one has to estimate the

mix of foods in the diet.  The relative contribution of marine resources, hunting,

pastoralism, and so on are even more difficult to reconstruct with any certainty. 

Historical analogies are problematic, since, for example, consumption figures for 1947

suggest that roughly equal weights of corn and potatoes were consumed per capita in

Perú, while by 1975, the mix had shifted to almost four times as much potato as corn

in the average diet (Maletta et al. 1984).  Ethnographic analogies will be no less

affected by historical changes ranging from the availability of cheap rice, to the

introduction of cattle, new varieties of corn, and technology such as iron hoe blades,

guns, and fishline.  It will be no small task to reconstruct a prehistoric diet mix, and

the uncertainty will necessarily be large; as a guess, I doubt that any honest uncertainty

term for people supported per hectare could be less than plus or minus 100 or 200

percent.  In the case of the coastal Osmore valley, there must also be some uncertainty

about the total cultivated area.  The river must have flowed at least most of the year in

order to support the irrigation and drinking water needs of the inhabitants and their

animals.  If the more reliable flow was accompanied by greater flow volume as well, it

is unclear how wide the river bed would have been, and more important, how much of

the presently arable land would have been consistently threatened by flooding.  On the

other hand, the river flow could have been reliable but small, in which case the

scarcity of water might have prevented the entire floodplain from being optimally

exploited.
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Estimating the total demand is no less problematic, and perhaps more so.  There is

ample evidence that many sites have been partially buried or eroded away, and others

no doubt have been completely hidden or destroyed, so the total occupied area is

underestimated to some unknown degree.  Many sites probably had occupations that

were not recognized because diagnostic ceramics were rare, so the total occupied area

per phase is further underestimated.  On the other hand, the occupations may not all be

contemporaneous, so the total area occupied at any given moment is probably

overestimated by some unknown amount.  Moreover, the entire area of any given site

may not have been occupied all at once, further overestimating the total occupied area.

 The density of people per unit area was probably different at different sites. 

Reasonable estimates of population density within sites range from 100 to 600

individuals per hectare (Earle et al. 1987), introducing another 600% uncertainty in the

population estimates.  The population density estimate could be refined with extensive

archaeological work at a number of different site types, but such information is not

presently available.

The net result of all these uncertainties is that estimates for both total demand and

total production in the coastal Osmore valley produce overlapping ranges with known

uncertainties of over an order of magnitude.  For example, depending on the ceramic

criteria for identifying Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites, 27.4 to 43.3 ha of Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation area were recognized during the survey of the coastal

valley (Appendix F).  Estimating 100 to 600 individuals per hectare, the maximum Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza population would be 2,740 to 25,980 individuals plus or minus the

unknown (possibly large) additional uncertainty to account for lost or unrecognized

sites, non-contemporaneous occupations, occupations that did not cover the entire area
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of a site, and so on.  The estimates of Chiribaya population and total agricultural

productivity are similarly uncertain, while the proportion of the diet from non-

agricultural sources and the productivities of non-agricultural resource sources are

even more uncertain.  The uncertainties of the demand and supply estimates are so

large that scenarios ranging from a tiny population wallowing in a paradise of plentiful

food to a huge population in cutthroat competition for inadequate food to fend off

starvation are all possible outcomes.

A more productive approach to estimating demand is to consider population only,

on a purely relative scale.  Unless resources are so abundant that productivity is limited

only by labor, increasing population increases demand without increasing supply

proportionally, so increasing population suggests increasing competition.  Similarly, if

population is at unusually high levels, then it is probably safe to infer that competition

is unusually high, and probably absolutely high, as well.  Because these measures are

all relative, there is no need to introduce many of the factors and associated large

uncertainties used in calculating absolute populations from site areas.  Instead, as a

first approximation, we can reasonably assume that habitation density, degree of

contemporaneous occupation, and so on were comparable for various social groups

and time periods, and let the site area itself stand for population.  Later in this chapter,

we will improve on this assumption by correcting for the denser and deeper cultural

remains per unit area on Chiribaya versus Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites; introducing this

correction here would make the results come out even stronger, but for the moment the

data speak strongly enough for themselves without any additional manipulation. 

When we use total site area as a proxy for population, only the errors in estimating

contemporaneous site area per phase are left, and these need not be severe because we

can also reasonably assume that site preservation and identification problems have
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roughly the same impact on all the social groups and time periods.  Although absolute

population estimates tend to have enormous uncertainties, relative populations based

on total site areas can be assessed with much more confidence.

One analytical approach to site areas is to treat the total area as a maximum that

could have been occupied at one time.  This approach assumes that all the sites were

occupied contemporaneously at some point during the time period, near the end if

population was rising, near the beginning if it was falling, or somewhere in the middle

if it population peaked during the time period.  The total site area in this "maximum"

model stands for the maximum population at some time during the period, and the

duration of the period is irrelevant.

An alternative approach to site areas is to assume that only a fraction of the sites

were occupied at the same time, and that they were founded and abandoned at

comparable rates.  Under this "average" model, the best proxy for population is the

total area occupied per year, which can be considered an index of the average

population over the entire time period.  The "maximum" model concentrates the

population as much as is logically possible, while the "average" model spreads it out as

evenly as is logically possible.  The reality should be somewhere in between the two

models.  By considering the data with both analytical models, we can determine the

extremes imposed by the analytical methods themselves, and infer that the best

interpretation of the data is intermediate between these extremes.

Table 7-3 summarizes the total identified areas of all types of sites occupied or

used in various time periods in the coastal Osmore valley (see Appendix F for methods

used and more detail).  These are the data needed for the "maximum" analytical model.

 The first column totals sites occupied in the Early Ceramic periods, which serves as a
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Table 7-3. Total site areas by time period, as a proxy for relative population estimates.

baseline for comparisons.  The Algodonal Early Ceramic and the BR Early Ceramic

styles are lumped in this analysis to reduce the problems of site identification and the

uncertain chronological positions of the two styles.  The length of time represented by

these sites is not well known, but it probably ran from perhaps 100 BC to AD 950 or

later, for a highly speculative total of 1050 years (see Appendix C).  The total

population represented by these sites was probably not evenly spread over time, but

rather was concentrated in the earlier Algodonal Early Ceramic times, tentatively dated

from 100 BC to maybe AD 600, while only a small fraction of the population

represented by these sites lived during the BR Early Ceramic.  This uneven

distribution of population over time adds some uncertainty to the relative estimates. 

Since the duration of this period is much greater than any of the subsequent temporal

phases, the total relative "population" in Early Ceramic times will tend to be more

overestimated due to non-contemporaneous occupations than are the estimates for later

periods.  On the other hand, these early sites are clearly more buried and eroded than

the later ones, and the ceramics are less diagnostic, so the total area will also be more

under-estimated due poorer site preservation and recognition.  The magnitude of these

uncertainties is difficult to estimate.

The second column totals sites known to have been in use during the initial

occupation of the coastal valley after the collapse of Tiwanaku, that is, the early Late

Algodonal Early
Ceramic and BR Early

Ceramic

Algarrobal phase
Chiribaya and
Ilo-Tumilaca

Post-Algarrobal
phase Chiribaya and

Ilo-Cabuza

All Chiribaya and Ilo-
Tumilaca/CabuzaQuality of

Cultural
Attribution

Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area

Definite 18 27.0 17 34.6 28 53.0 68 93.8
Probable 45 47.8 30 49.5 33 64.1 82 103.0
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Intermediate Period, marked by sites with Ilo-Tumilaca and Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya pottery.  The total areas are comparable to the totals for the preceding Early

Ceramic period, but the total time represented is far shorter, probably under 200 years

(Figure 1-5).  Under the "maximum" model, the maximum population during the early

Late Intermediate Period was about the same as the maximum population during the

Early Ceramic Period, and competition would not have been unusually high.  On the

other hand, the data discussed in Chapter 4 suggest that most of the Early Ceramic

population lived during Algodonal Early Ceramic, and that population had declined

drastically by the BR Early Ceramic.  In that case, even though competition under the

"maximum" model may not have been absolutely high in the early Late Intermediate

Period, it would nevertheless have risen markedly compared to the preceding period.

Because the two time periods are of such different lengths, although the total site

areas are similar, the site area per unit time in the early Late Intermediate Period would

have been about five times as large as in the Early Ceramic.  The "average" analytical

model addresses this disparity in the lengths of the periods, and the data necessary for

the "average" model are shown in Table 7-4.  The poorer preservation and recognition

of the Early Ceramic sites certainly account for some of the difference in site area per

century, and since many of the Early Ceramic sites have deep deposits that suggest

long occupations compared to the Late Intermediate Period sites, some more of the

difference is probably due to differences in rates of site founding and abandonment

between the different time periods.  Nevertheless, using the "average" model, the

evidence suggests that the early Late Intermediate population of the valley was

probably much larger than it had been in the preceding periods.  The increase in

population suggests that competition was relatively higher, and the high population

compared to the previous norm suggests that competition may have been absolutely
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Table 7-4. Total site areas per 100 years by time period.

high, as well.  The truth probably lies somewhere between the "maximum" and the

"average" analytical models, implying some degree of competition even during the

initial occupation of the coastal valley by early Late Intermediate Period groups.

The third column in both tables totals sites known to have been in use slightly

later, in the Middle Late Intermediate Period, as indicated by Ilo-Cabuza and Post-

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics.  The total site areas shown in Table 7-3 are

slightly higher, but the total time represented is also almost twice as long as the

preceding period, lasting some 350 years.  The total area per year shown in Table 7-4

for the middle Late Intermediate Period is lower than in the early Late Intermediate

Period, but is still far above the value for the Early Ceramic period.  The "average"

model suggests that the total population of the valley declined in the middle Late

Intermediate Period, but was still much higher than in the Early Ceramic period. 

Using the "maximum" analytical model, the maximum population during the middle

Late Intermediate Period would have been well above the maximum population in any

of the preceding periods, suggesting that the population rose throughout the period. 

Again, the truth probably lies between these two models, suggesting continuing or

increasing competition in the middle Late Intermediate Period.

The last column in both tables indicates the total site areas of all Late Intermediate

Algodonal Early
Ceramic and BR Early

Ceramic

Algarrobal phase
Chiribaya and
Ilo-Tumilaca

Post-Algarrobal
phase Chiribaya and

Ilo-Cabuza

All Chiribaya and Ilo-
Tumilaca/CabuzaQuality of

Phase
Attribution

Area/100 years Area/100 years Area/100 years Area/100 years

Definite 2.6 17.3 15.1 23.5
Probable 4.6 24.8 18.3 25.8

Duration 1050 200 350 400
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Period sites.  These totals are higher than those in the other Late Intermediate Period

columns, because many sites could not be specifically assigned to one or the other

subdivision of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza or Chiribaya styles.  When the totals in this

column are compared to the Early Ceramic values, it is clear that under either

analytical model, the population in the early to middle Late Intermediate Period was

far larger than it had been in the Early Ceramic.  Although the finer temporal

definition of the previous two columns is lost, the broader trend is better defined:

population soared in the Late Intermediate Period, reaching heights unprecedented in

the coastal valley.  There is every reason to expect that competition would intensify

under such circumstances.

Competition between the groups: Indicators of stress and shortages

Another general approach to documenting competition is to document shortages

of certain resources or subsistence resources in general.  When demand outstrips

supply to the extent that people are physically stressed or they are pressed into using

less-preferred alternative resources or more labor-intensive methods of capturing

resources, then it is reasonable to infer that people competed with each other for access

to the insufficient supply that was available.

The most direct indicators of stress are traces of lifestyle-related diseases and

mortality patterns in human remains.  Based on a study of pathologies on skeletal

remains of 568 Chiribaya individuals, Burgess (1991:9) concluded that "disadvantaged

health status for Chiribaya is indicated by an overall high prevalence of cribra orbitalia

and porotic hyperostosis when compared to other pre-Columbian skeletal populations

from North and South America".  In a later study, Burgess (1992) found that a sample

of 51 individuals from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery at El Algodonal did not
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differ significantly from the Chiribaya population in the frequency of any of the major

pathologies she recorded.  On-going analysis of coprolites (Reinhard, pers. com.;

Burgess 1991, 1992) suggests that these indicators of stress are probably not related to

unusual parasite loads, and the seemingly small contribution of corn to the diet noted

earlier suggests that the widely cited health disadvantages of diets high in corn are not

responsible, either (Burgess 1991).  After considering a variety of possible

explanations, Burgess concluded that the high incidence of these two conditions

probably reflects poor environmental conditions, specifically the presence of infectious

respiratory diseases including high frequencies of tuberculosis, poor hygiene and

sanitation practices, and poor nutrition.  This skeletal evidence suggests that the Late

Intermediate Period population was physically stressed, and individuals or groups

would presumably have competed for food resources, and possibly for living space and

clean water, as well.

Mortality or survivorship patterns reconstructed from the age-at-death of human

skeletal remains should also be indicators of overall stress on a population.  The ages

at death of 67 individuals from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery at El Algodonal

were estimated by Shelley Burgess and fit to Weiss's (1973) model life table 22.5-50.0

(see Appendix D).  The comparable data from the much larger sample of Chiribaya

individuals excavated by David Jessup at San Geronimo and by Jane Buikstra's

Chiribaya Project at three Osmore drainage sites are not yet available in detail, but

Burgess (1992) found no statistically significant difference in age distributions

between the large Chiribaya sample and the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material, so the

discussion presented here should be roughly correct for the bulk of the Late

Intermediate Period population of the coastal valley.  The model life table that best fits

the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sample is towards the high-mortality end of the range of
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tables prepared by Weiss (1973).  A convenient single figure for comparing

demographic data is E(15), the life expectancy at age 15.  This particular measure is

somewhat arbitrarily selected because Weiss provides it for all his real and calculated

life table data, and because it avoids the problems associated with life expectancy at

birth, which is often skewed by incomplete reporting or poor representation of

juveniles in the burial record.  Of the fourteen living non-industrial populations that

Weiss reports, including Eskimos, Guarani, Tikopia, Tsembaga, Tiwi, and others, only

the Yanomamo and Angmagssalik Greenlanders had lower E(15) values than the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sample.  This result suggests that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

population was relatively stressed compared to these modern populations.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza lifestyle does better in comparison to other

archaeological populations that Weiss labels "pre-urban," of which 19 of 27 have

lower E(15) values.  Weiss suspects that the ages at death of archaeological remains

are consistently underestimated; the extent to which this would apply to the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sample as well is unclear.  Assuming that all are comparably

skewed, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza fall on the long-lived side of the middle of the

distribution of stress among "pre-urban" populations.  If (as I suspect) the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sample is more accurately aged than many of Weiss's reference

populations, then it may be even closer to the prehistoric norm.  Certainly by modern

standards this population was stressed, but the degree of stress was nothing unusual for

people in the "pre-urban" past.  The prevalence of stress in pre-urban settings does not

mean that stress was less likely to cause people to compete for resources, only that it

did so more commonly or more intensely.  Although it would make a stronger

argument for competition if the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza had suffered from unusually

severe mortality rates, even being near the middle of the pack in "pre-urban" mortality
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is probably sufficient to imply stress, unmet demand, and competition for resources.

Another indicator of competition is an increasing use of less-preferred resources. 

People who cannot meet their demand for the most preferred resources will have

relatively less of them and relatively more of their less preferred alternatives.  For

archaeological societies, the relative esteem in which different resources were held

would ideally be demonstrated by comparing assemblages from excavations in

households of clearly varying status; the resources most concentrated in the higher-

status households would be considered more highly valued or preferred by the

inhabitants than those with more uniform distributions or distributions skewed towards

lower status households (Owen i.p.).  Since the material needed for such a study is not

yet available for the coastal Osmore region, the next best alternative is ethnographic

analogy, which provides the relative rankings I have alluded to earlier.  Table 7-5

shows the proportions of various food resources for which ethnographic analogies

suggest possible more or less preferred status, and their relative abundances in Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza midden, Chiribaya midden, and Early Ceramic midden.  If

competition was more intense in the Late Intermediate Period the proportion of

preferred resources in the Late Intermediate Period midden samples should have gone

down from the earlier Algodonal Early Ceramic period, and the proportion of less

preferred resources should have gone up.  The figures and significance tests are

calculated in the same manner as in the previous tables.  Except as shown in the table,

the results are the same whether the items are standardized by the mass of all midden

materials, or by the mass of only botanical materials, so differences in ceramic and

lithic use from the Early Ceramic to the Late Intermediate Period do not materially

affect the interpretation.
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Table 7-5. Trends in the use of more and less preferred resources.

Most of these data do not conform to the expectations of increasing competition. 

Corn and crayfish were probably highly valued, and did in fact decline in relative use,

while camelid meat may have been a second-choice food and does seem to have

increased in relative use.  These are the patterns expected for a situation in which

competition is increasing.  However, a variety of other probably highly valued

resources, including cuy, guava, lucuma, pacay, molle seeds, and algarrobo seeds and

Item
Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/C
abuza

ITC sig.
diff?
p=

Chiri-
baya

Ch sig.
diff?
p=

Pre-
ferred
good? Trend

Corn cob, etc./all mass 19.91 0.15 .19 2.80 .16 yes down?

Corn cob, etc./plant
mass

35.84 0.74 .55 10.89 .02 yes down

Crayfish/all mass 0.60 0.06 .64 0.03 .02 yes down

Cuy/all mass 0.02 0.00 .43 0.06 .18 yes none

Cuy feces/all mass 0.21 0.00 .07 3.65 <.01 yes up

Guava/all mass 0.01 0.00 .43 0.04 .07 yes up

Lucuma/all mass 0.00 0.00 - 0.31 <.01 yes up

Pacay/all mass 0.29 0.53 .44 0.21 .25 yes none

Pacay/plant mass 0.52 2.65 .03 0.84 <.01 yes up

Molle seed/all mass 0.004 0.002 .89 0.351 <.01 yes? up

Algarrobo/all mass 0.001 0.126 .97 0.033 .03 yes? up

Large mammal
(Camelid)/all mass

0.03 4.00 .02 0.90 .07 yes? up

Large mammal/animal
mass

43.17 93.75 <.01 90.41 <.01 yes? up

Camelid feces/all mass 4.06 2.85 .88 2.21 .58 no none

Beans/all mass 1.21 0.08 .03 0.31 <.01 no? down

Tubers/all mass 2.05 0.68 .55 0.13 <.01 no? down
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pods all became more common or at least remained constant in the diet, while the

presumably less preferred beans and tubers actually declined.  All of these trends

suggest that the composition of the diet was changing for the better, hardly an

indication of competition for subsistence resources.  Perhaps other cultural differences

between the local Algodonal Early Ceramic people and the Late Intermediate Period

groups such as subsistence technologies, seasonal settlement, traditional values, or

other intangibles overwhelm the effect of relatively increased competition on the diet

mix.  Since so many other lines of evidence, both already noted and still to be

discussed, suggest that competition increased to high levels in the Late Intermediate

Period, the interpretation of these changes in use of preferred and less preferred

resources will be left in abeyance for now.

A final indicator of unmet demand for resources is the adoption of more labor-

intensive means of procuring the resources.  In essence, competition drives up the

"price" of goods, and the adoption of labor-intensive methods of production reflects

the higher "price" people are willing to pay for a scarce commodity.  In the coastal

Osmore valley, the most obvious example of a labor-intensive technology of

production is the system of reclaimed fields on quaternary river terraces above the

floodplain, irrigated by a long canal on the north wall of the valley.  The scarce

commodity involved was arable land, or the agricultural products of it.  Perhaps even

more importantly, the fields on the elevated river terraces would not have been subject

to the flooding that has destroyed farmland and crops within the present generation

and against which the present farmers expend tremendous efforts to deflect the flow of

the river away from their land.  This flooding would probably have been even more of

a threat in the past, when the river must have flowed at least most of the year, and with

a greater volume, so land that was relatively risk-free may have been highly sought
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after.  The reclaimed fields total (conservatively) 23.2 ha.  A modern survey of the

agricultural resources of the coastal valley found 378 ha of arable land, of which only

170 ha were considered to have less than "moderate" limitations on its use (ONERN

1976; see Appendix F).  Constructing the fields and canal would have increased the

good farmland in the coastal valley by about 15%, or perhaps more if the reclaimed

fields were in fact valued more highly than much of the floodplain land.  Ignoring the

quality of the fields altogether, the reclamation project still would have added 7% to

the total arable acreage in the valley.

The price for this land was the labor to construct the main canal and feeder canals,

and to shape the inclined river terraces into level, rectilinear plots, some of which were

supported by stone retaining walls.  The main canal is 6.7 km long (I have reported

longer figures in previous papers, based on an incorrect determination of the location

of the canal's intake).  About 2.4 km of the canal's length runs across steep, rocky cliff

faces, where the canal is both cut into the bedrock and supported by mortared stone

retaining walls.  In places, the canal clings to these rock faces as much as nine m above

the foot of the cliff.  Constructing this canal and the associated fields would have

required a considerable effort that would presumably not have been exerted had there

not been fierce competition for flood-resistent arable land.

When did this competition occur?  Dating the construction of canals is typically

difficult, and various detailed arguments are presented in Appendix F.  The canal and

fields were definitely in use contemporaneously with the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and

Chiribaya occupations of the valley, and they were abandoned apparently slightly

before the end of the Chiribaya tradition.  The BR Early Ceramic sites, which I

suggested in Chapter 4 represent the settlements of the previous occupants of the
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valley, are all at least five km downriver from the last river terrace irrigable by the

canal.  For this reason alone, the BR Early Ceramic people are not likely candidates for

having built the canal.  Algodonal Early Ceramic sites are located in places that make

sense for users of the canal, but the sites could also have been selected for their access

to the valley bottom.  If the canal dates from Algodonal Early Ceramic times, then it

was probably abandoned for several hundred years and then restored by the Late

Intermediate Period groups, a possible but not very likely scenario.  The most likely

date for the canal's construction is in the early or middle Late Intermediate Period,

when Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya people lived in the valley.

It is most likely that the canal was built early in this period.  The simple argument

for an Ilo-Tumilaca date is that the site of Loreto Alto is clearly associated with a large

area of the reclaimed fields, and presumably would not have been built in its difficult

location if the reclaimed fields had not already been present or anticipated.  Ilo-

Tumilaca ceramics were found at Loreto Alto, so the fields would have been built or in

use before the Ilo-Tumilaca style faded away.  The more complex argument is that, as

we will see later, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya groups increasingly diverged

over time in population size, relative group prestige, social complexity, and so on. 

Since both Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya sites are directly associated with the

canal, the canal was probably used, and possibly built, by both groups at a time when

their relative positions of power and legitimacy were not too far from equal, that is,

relatively early in their joint occupation of the valley.

If this dating is correct, then the construction of the canal suggests that

competition for flood-resistent arable land in the coastal Osmore reached

unprecedented heights not long after the two (or perhaps all five) social groups had
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established themselves in the valley.  Since the reclamation project did not add a great

amount of land to the total available, but the population of the valley continued to

grow, the rising demand for land was probably satisfied only briefly at best, and

competition for farmland probably continued to grow after the canal and field system

was finished.

Despite the probably increasing unmet demand for farmland, no major additional

canals were built, perhaps because the few remaining river terraces were already

settled, or were too small, too high, or too remote to profitably irrigate with a canal. 

(Appendix F notes a smaller canal of unknown but probably prehistoric date, and a

sizable canal near the valley mouth that is said to have been built in the 1940's.)

Strangely enough, it appears that some areas of the river terraces that could have been

watered by the canal were never terraced off into fields.  This seemingly incomplete

use of the available reclaimed land might indicate that the demand for arable fields

was indeed satisfied by the reclamation project to the point that there was excess

capacity that was never used, but it is more likely that some other scarce resource such

as the amount of water that could be delivered by the canal became the limiting factor

on arable land area.  If so, the competition would have shifted its object from land

itself to water rights, and in so doing become invisible in the archaeological record.

Competition between the groups: Evidence of social responses

Competition can be inferred from evidence of social responses to it, most notably

the responses of real or threatened warfare, and, albeit more ambiguously, strong

social boundary marking.  Interestingly enough, there is little evidence of warfare in

the coastal Osmore valley.  Settlements were mostly located on slopes and open river

terraces near the valley floor, with residential areas and cemeteries of different groups
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completely intermixed and in very close proximity to each other.  Some sites have

ceramics of more than one style, suggesting either that they were occupied by different

groups in succession, or that individuals or families of different groups lived together

on the same sites.  Another explanation would be that decorated, stylistically distinct

ceramics were traded fairly freely between people of different groups, but both the

logic of social group boundary marking and the midden evidence noted above suggest

that exchange between the groups was quite limited.  The habitation sites show no

evidence of walls, ditches, or other defensive features other than the often steep slopes

behind them.  Even these slopes would have been a mixed blessing in active

hostilities, since although they would have made attack from the rear difficult, it would

have been easy to roll boulders down them or start landslides that could have been

disastrous for the defenders below.

The only sites with possibly defensive features are Chiribaya Alta and the Loreto

Alto-type sites.  Chiribaya Alta is located on a projecting corner of the level pampa

above the southern lip of the valley, such that about half of its perimeter is naturally

protected by a high, steep, and loose talus and gravel scarp dropping down to the

valley floor below (Williams and Buikstra n.d.; Jessup 1990b, 1991; Ghersi 1956). 

The pampa side of the habitation area of the site is completely protected by a mound

originally perhaps two m high and a parallel borrow ditch just outside it.  A second

mound and ditch separated from the first by a broad uninhabited no-man's land was

started but never brought all the way around the pampa side of the site.  Unfortunately,

the mound has been too badly damaged by looters to ascertain whether it was

surmounted by a palisade (unlikely on the nearly treeless coast) or perhaps a thick cane

wall.  More than half of the heavily looted cemeteries of Chiribaya Alta are located

outside the inner mound and ditch.  Great quantities of shell, plant material, grinding
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stones, and the stubs of cane walls outlining rectangular multiroomed structures

indicate that the interior of the site was densely inhabited in addition to being the site

of many rich burials.  Nevertheless, only a small fraction of the Chiribaya population

of the valley could have taken refuge inside Chiribaya Alta, and it is unlikely that

Chiribaya people living over twenty km up the coastal valley would have seen the site

as useful for their own defense.  Moreover, inhabitants of Chiribaya Alta would have

had to leave the site and climb down to the valley floor to get drinking water, so the

site would have been vulnerable to even a short siege.  Although Chiribaya Alta looks

imposing as a defensible site, and a great deal of effort was expended to make it so, it

would have served to protect only a small fraction of the valley's population, and

principally from brief raids rather than protracted conflicts.  The tensions implied by

the site, then, are relatively small scale, and the fortifications may reflect visible

boundary marking by a status or ethnic group more than responses to real threats of

war.  Most people apparently saw no reason to even symbolically protect their

settlements.

The other potentially defensible sites are Loreto Alto and several smaller

concentrations of similar little terraces in the bottoms of steep ravines high up on the

northern wall of the valley.  These sites are somewhat defensible because of their

locations, but have no additional walls or other structures other than a few possible

lookout points that might reinforce the impression that they were placed for defensive

purposes.  In fact, the habitation terraces at these sites are located in the bottoms of

steep ravines, where they are vulnerable to attack from the ridgelines on either side, as

well as the next terrace above.  These ridgelines are easily accessible from the lip of

the valley.  I suspect that despite their daunting locations up on the valley wall, these

sites were selected primarily for some reason other than defensibility, and would not
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have made even the symbolic statement of defensibility that Chiribaya Alta probably

did.

Another category of evidence for warfare is a large number of weapons and

related equipment.  Weapons are known from some Chiribaya burials, but based on the

published examples and my personal observations, they are not found in great

quantities, nor in clear concentrations that might indicate "warrior" burials.  The full

documentation of the hundreds of Chiribaya grave lots excavated by Jessup (1990a,b,

1991) and Buikstra's Chiribaya Project (Williams and Buikstra n.d.) will better define

the prevalence of weapons in Chiribaya burials.  No weapons at all have been found in

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burials.  Chiribaya weapons include bows and arrows that could

have been used either for hunting or warfare, and axes that were probably at least

symbolically weapons.  These axes have ground stone, copper or bronze, or even

functionless wooden bits, and generally are not very sharp (Jessup 1990a,b, 1991). 

One looted example in a private collection is an elaborately cast copper alloy piece

with a gilded surface and decorative relief details that was clearly intended only for

display.  These axes may allude to real weapons, and may hint that some element of

force was involved in the high social status of the evidently wealthy individuals they

were buried with, but they do not suggest extensive actual warfare.  A few ground

stone "doughnut stones" very similar to Moche maceheads have been found by

collectors in the coastal Osmore valley.  Virtually identical artifacts have also been

identified as agricultural "clod breakers" (Russell 1988), so these items may not be

related to warfare at all.  A fragment of a "doughnut stone" was encountered on the

surface at Loreto Alto, and pieces that might have been another that broke in an early

stage of manufacture were also surface collected there.  The central, probably highest-

status terraces at Loreto Alto had an unusual density of otherwise typical projectile
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points on the deflated surface, which could conceivably relate to a battle at the core of

the site.  Like the doughnut stones, however, these points could also be traces of

peaceful pursuits.  Even in the unlikely event that every artifact known from the

coastal valley that might have been a weapon was in fact used as such, weapons still

would have been a very minor part of the artifact assemblage and would indicate a

relatively minor impact of armed conflict on daily life in the valley.

Raids and warfare can also be expected to show up in osteological remains as high

frequencies of traumatic injuries, or as elevated mortality rates for males of fighting

age.  Neither is the case in the coastal Osmore valley.  Burgess (1991, 1992) found that

only 8.9% of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza individuals and 6.6% of the Chiribaya

individuals that she examined had suffered pre-mortem traumatic fractures; she notes

that these frequencies are low compared to other preindustrial populations.  Depressed

fractures of the cranium are particularly diagnostic of conflict, but all three cases (two

Chiribaya and one Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza) are females, and Burgess suggests that they

may be more indicative of domestic violence than of warfare.  Finally, the mortality

patterns of both groups are smooth and typical.  Neither group appears to be missing

any age or sex group such as warriors who might have fallen in battle and not been

recovered, and neither group shows any unusual elevation of mortality for individuals

who might have been involved in warfare (Burgess 1991,1992; Appendix D).

Wobst (1977) and Hodder (1979) have suggested that competition between groups

may encourage increased emphasis on marking the boundaries between them.  This

boundary marking might involve visible symbols such as walls that physically separate

the groups, decorated clothing or ceramics, or ritual differences such as burial

practices.  To the extent that the boundary marking actually limits contact between the
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groups in certain spheres of activity, boundary maintenance may be indirectly reflected

by limited exchange of goods between the groups, or limited exchange of knowledge

and skills that leads to random "isochrestic variation" (Sackett 1982), that is,

divergence of "style" in areas that are not direct expressions of group identity nor

practical function such as choice of ceramic temper and paste constituents. 

Competition is not the only explanation for pronounced boundary maintenance, but

evidence of boundary maintenance tends to corroborate other indicators of

competition.

The mound and ditch surrounding Chiribaya Alta, as noted earlier, may be just

such a symbolic boundary marker.  These constructions probably would not have been

very effective at actually keeping fighters out of the site, but they very visibly delimit

the site from the rest of the world.  The symbolic use of nominally defensive

architecture is not unusual in the Andes; it has been suggested for the much more

imposing Inka "fortresses" of Sacsawaman and Ollantaytambo, as well.  Moreover, the

impressive site of Chiribaya Alta does not seem to have been originally intended to be

walled.  The mound covers earlier Chiribaya burials, and is composed of redeposited

domestic midden, largely shell, which indicates that it must have been built after the

site had already been occupied for a considerable period of time.  Whether the mound

and ditch were meant as literal defenses or symbolic divisions of social space, the

pressures that lead to their construction seemingly arose or intensified after both the

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza groups had shared the coastal valley for some

time, specifically during Jessup's Yaral (middle) Chiribaya phase (Jessup 1990b,

1991), which I include in Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.

Another form of boundary marking that apparently increased over time is

expressed in the decorated ceramics of the two principal social groups (see Appendix
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B for systematic descriptions of the ceramic styles).  In the early portion of their joint

tenure in the coastal valley, the Ilo-Tumilaca and Algarrobal phase Chiribaya styles

were decoratively distinct, but executed with very similar ceramic technologies.  The

most common pastes and tempers are the same in both styles.  Most vessels of both

styles used the same or similar overall thin, slightly transparent red slip on the exterior

of vessels, with just a band along the rim slipped inside.  Both tended to use watery

paints, especially black for lines, and many examples are not burnished or only

cursorily burnished, resulting in a uniform matte or dusty-looking finish.  The range of

quality of execution of forms, slipping, and painting is similar for most examples of

both styles.  The Ilo-Tumilaca style is more variable in quality, though, such that some

of the finest Ilo-Tumilaca pieces are substantially better made, with thicker, more

opaque slips and paints and thorough burnishing, and a few are noticeably more poorly

formed, slipped, painted, and fired, but these are unusual.  The two styles share some,

but not all, vessel forms, including tazones (everted straight-sided bowls) and globular

jars with handled, flaring necks, but they differ in others, such as the rounded bowls

that are found in Algarrobal phase Chiribaya style but not Ilo-Tumilaca style and the

flaring keros (cups), often with raised bands around the waist, that are found in Ilo-

Tumilaca style but not Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.  The two styles differ most clearly

in painted motifs.  Algarrobal phase Chiribaya vessels, especially the highly diagnostic

bowls, are often decorated with bow tie ("mariposa") motifs, eight-pointed stars, and a

characteristic two or three pointed double sawtooth design, none of which are ever

found on Ilo-Tumilaca vessels.  Ilo-Tumilaca motifs include simplified black line

drawings of flamingos, outlined stairsteps, circles with central dots, and a variety of

other motifs, some of which are never found on Chiribaya ceramics, and others of

which are extremely rare or executed differently in the Chiribaya style.  The Ilo-
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Tumilaca designs are clearly derived from or identical to Chen Chen phase (Tiwanaku

V) and Tumilaca phase motifs and design canons in the middle valley, while the

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya designs, although probably related, are already quite

distinct and in many cases have no obvious direct precursors in the Tiwanaku

tradition.

Painted motifs are probably the most easily and obviously changed features of

decorated ceramics, while the materials, finishing, and even forms may require more

risk and experimentation to alter successfully, and may face more resistance from the

established preferences among the people who use the vessels.  For this reason, it is

precisely the painted motifs that are most available for manipulation for purposes such

as boundary marking.  The Ilo-Tumilaca and Algarrobal phase Chiribaya styles

evidently share a common technological and decorative heritage, but have been

adjusted in exactly the way that produces the most easily recognizable visual

differences.  These differences can reasonably be considered to be intentionally created

and consciously recognized markers of ethnic identity and distinctness among the

users of the ceramics, just as pottery designs are today in the central Andes.

As the two ceramic traditions developed and the later Ilo-Cabuza and Post-

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya styles emerged, the differences between the pottery used

by the two social groups increased dramatically.  While less-diagnostic sherds or even

some minimally decorated whole vessels of the plainer Ilo-Tumilaca and Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya styles are occasionally hard to distinguish, even the smallest sherd of

a slipped Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya vessel can be distinguished with certainty

from the Ilo-Cabuza style, and any Ilo-Cabuza style sherd with even a tiny fragment of

painted design can be distinguished from the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya without

any doubt.  Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya decorated wares, which are relatively
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common even in domestic refuse, have a distinctive dense, dark red slip, overall

careful burnishing, and are almost always made from a distinctive coarse-tempered

paste with large white inclusions.  The invariably polychrome painted designs are

highly standardized and completely distinct from any motifs in the Tiwanaku or Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.  They are so uniform and expertly made that they probably

imply at least part-time, if not full-time specialist potters working in a relatively

limited number of shops.

Ilo-Cabuza style ceramics evolved in exactly the opposite sense.  The overall red

slip became so watery that it is often difficult to detect, and may have sometimes been

omitted altogether.  What burnishing had been done before was largely abandoned,

and the resulting vessels tend not only to lack a burnished luster, but also to be

somewhat lumpy and irregular in surface contour.  The forms themselves become

irregular, with wavy rims and oblong, asymmetrically sagging bowl shapes.  The

occasional polychrome painting of the Ilo-Tumilaca style disappears, leaving only

black line designs in a paint that becomes so fugitive that in places it is visible only as

a difference in surface texture.  The black line designs themselves include only a few

simple motifs, rather than the variety and complexity of motifs in both the Chiribaya

tradition and the earlier Ilo-Tumilaca style.  These few motifs are executed in a sloppy,

cursive manner, with lines that obviously extend beyond where they were intended,

accidental drag marks and drips, and miscalculated angles and design spacing resulting

in apparently unintended asymmetries.  There is virtually no overlap in paste, temper,

slip, paints, or burnishing between decorated Ilo-Cabuza and Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya ceramics; the sources of materials and/or details of their use appear to have

completely diverged.  While the Ilo-Cabuza ceramics might be the work of specialized

potters, they vessels do not suggest a great deal of expertise, care, or investment in the
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work.

If the differences in the decoration of the Ilo-Tumilaca and Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya styles reflected intentional boundary marking, then the dramatically greater

decorative differences between the Ilo-Cabuza and Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

styles probably indicate an increasing effort to mark the social boundaries between the

two groups, and so may indicate increasingly intense competition between the groups,

as well.  The divergence of the technology of the two pottery traditions may reflect the

accumulation of inconspicuous or invisible, presumably culturally irrelevant variations

in technology ("isochrestic" variations [Sackett 1982]) caused by a lack of exchange of

technical information between potters of the two groups.  The use of two completely

different dyes to achieve the same red color in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya

textiles (Boytner and Wallert 1993) may be another case of such invisible, isochrestic

variation, although Boytner and Wallert suggest that it may have had symbolic

significance (see Lechtman 1976 for the same argument concerning tin versus arsenic

in Andean bronzes).  If these differences are in fact isochrestic, they imply a lack of

communication that in turn indicates that the efforts to keep the two groups separate

were in fact successful.

Probably the premier arena for boundary marking symbols is clothing and

personal ornamentation (Wobst 1977; Hodder 1982; Maurer 1979).  Even today, males

and females of different ethnic groups in the Andes tend to identify themselves with

distinctive hats, shawls, belts, and other items of apparel, and this practice was noted

in early colonial times, as well (Guaman Poma c. 1600 [1978]:53).  Chapter 6

discussed some of the decorative differences between Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza textiles, including the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza use of loopstitched
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bands (cf. Rodman 1992), large areas of narrow multicolored stripes of variable width,

stripes broken by supplementary-warp bars, and the greater frequency of green and

blue colors, and the Chiribaya white floating warp figural designs, round knotted hats,

faja-bolsas, and so on.  Many of these textiles are highly diagnostic, although as

Boytner (1992a,b) notes, they can often be categorized only after inspection at a

relatively close distance, suggesting that members of the different groups did not fear

to approach each other.  The important point here is that the technology and function

of the textiles of both groups was quite similar.  Both used camelid wool almost

exclusively, even though cotton textiles were made in small quantities.  Both made

virtually all their cloth with the same simple warp-faced structure.  Both made shirts

and bags of basically the same form and construction.  The differences are almost all

decorative, suggesting that the textiles were vehicles for stylistic variation that marked

group identity.  Although the current state of research does not allow a reconstruction

of the chronological development of the two textile traditions that might indicate

relatively increasing or decreasing stylistic distinctness over time, at a gross level at

least they suggest sufficient competition between the two groups to warrant clear

boundary marking with textiles.

While textiles, and possibly to a lesser extent ceramics, would have served to

distinguish group membership in public situations and situations of contact between

group members, ritual practices such as those relating to burials would presumably

have reinforced solidarity principally within the social group.  Funerary rites are

boundary markers for internal consumption.  In addition, when group boundaries are

well marked, few individuals will have detailed knowledge of the within-group

activities of the other group, so these practices will be relatively independent and free

to diverge through the accumulation of random or directed variations.  Chapter 6 noted
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some of the differences between Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burial practices,

which may indicate intentional boundary marking encouraged by competitive

conditions, much the same as the ceramics and textiles may.

Like the ceramic styles, the tomb forms and possibly other mortuary practices of

the two groups seem to have diverged over time.  My observations of looted burials,

tombs excavated by PCCT at El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo, and work in progress by

various Programa Contisuyu projects will have to be confirmed by systematic studies

of larger samples of excavated Chiribaya burials (Jessup 1990a,b, 1991; Williams and

Buikstra n.d.).  Nevertheless, I believe that cylindrical stone-lined tombs are typically

early in the Chiribaya sequence; all the cylindrical Chiribaya tombs excavated by

PCCT contained Algarrobal phase or Yaral phase Chiribaya ceramics.  This cylindrical

form is the only one known for Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza stone-lined tombs.  The later

Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya tombs, on the other hand, tend to be rectangular, with

masonry only on the two long sides of the chamber.  None of the examples excavated

by PCCT contained Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics, and most contained San

Geronimo phase Chiribaya ceramics.  Although this divergence is only in a single trait,

it is one that may have been charged with supernatural significance, that seems to run

consistently through virtually all Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites, and that

was executed repeatedly and at the cost of some considerable effort.  The divergence

of tomb forms, then, may suggest either increasing intentional social boundary

marking or accumulating variation due to restricted flow of information between

groups.  Either interpretation may in turn suggest competition between the two groups,

possibly of an increasing intensity over time.

Finally, I suggested earlier that the highly differential and even exclusive
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distributions of corn, cuyes, and several tree fruits in the domestic midden of the two

groups might indicate severely restricted exchange of valued goods between sites or

social groups even in close proximity to each other.  One possible interpretation of

such limited exchange is that it directly reflects competition between the groups for

those goods.  If access to them was seen as a group, rather than individual, issue, then

the group that controlled the products would not have been inclined to trade them

away.  Alternatively, the limited exchange could indirectly reflect group competition

through the action of generally restricted contact and interaction between members of

the different groups.  If competition and boundary marking were excessively

successful at differentiating group members, then contact and hence exchange between

them might have been limited.  Of course, there are many examples of highly

differentiated groups that nevertheless trade, or even that appear to mark their

boundaries sharply for reasons closely tied to the trade that brings them into contact

(Barth 1969).  In the case of the coastal Osmore valley, however, the extremely and

obviously limited resources may have lead to a more competitive, rather than

symbiotic, relationship between the groups, and given the resulting social boundaries a

more exclusive character that would correspond to the suggested limitations in contact

and exchange.

Changes in group size and number over time

The third major criterion for applying the competitive exclusion effect to an

observed case is that the balance of population must have shifted such that one or a

few groups grew in size, others shrank, and ultimately some groups disappeared and

the group number declined.  Earlier in this chapter, I took a cautious approach to

relative population estimates that lead to a clear conclusion that population had

increased dramatically in the early and middle Late Intermediate Period.  In order to
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show the shifting relative sizes of the social groups within this time period, the sites

must be more narrowly dated, the analysis will have to make a few more assumptions,

and the results will be less precise.  Nevertheless, the trends in the data are so strong

the general pattern can be established with some certainty, and it satisfies the condition

for using the competitive exclusion effect.

First let us set aside relative group sizes, and consider only group number.  As we

saw in Chapter 6, during the early Late Intermediate Period there were as many as five

distinct social groups in the coastal Osmore valley, marked by their pottery styles:

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, Ilo-Tumilaca, Osmore Multicolor, Ilo Multicolor, and

Viboras.  Both Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor seem to be associated

exclusively with pottery of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca styles. 

As these styles were replaced, respectively, by Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and

Ilo-Cabuza, the Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor styles apparently disappeared. 

The social groups that made those styles presumably left the valley or went extinct

through any of the many possible mechanisms of boundary porosity, demographic

failure, or group fusion.  The Viboras style is less well dated, but because it is similar

to Ilo-Tumilaca models but has some Ilo-Cabuza traits as well, it can be tentatively

said to disappear with the last of the Ilo-Tumilaca style or a little later.  By the middle

Late Intermediate Period, starting perhaps around AD 1100 or 1150, only Post-

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and Ilo-Cabuza style ceramics remained in the valley.  The

group number had apparently dropped from five to two.  The timing of the end of the

Ilo-Cabuza style is also a bit vague, but the style probably went out of use around AD

1250, leaving only the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya in the valley.  The group

number had finally dropped to one, just as it is expected to under the influence of

intense competitive exclusion.
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Estimating the relative populations of the various groups is more difficult.  Since

virtually no data are available on the groups that made the three minor pottery styles,

only the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group and the Chiribaya group will be considered here. 

For each of these groups, we have the close to the bare minimum of chronological

control needed to assess the relative changes in their populations: data for an early

period, data for a late period, and the knowledge that neither was present before or

after these times.  If we consider simply the number of sites occupied by each group in

their early and late periods, respectively, the trend is immediately apparent.  Table 7-6

shows that the number of sites occupied by the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group declined

dramatically over time, while the number of sites occupied by the Chiribaya group

increased slightly or enormously, depending on the measure used.  As before, the true

pattern probably lies between the extremes shown in the table, and as a rough guide to

the general trend, we can take a mean of the changes in the four measures for each

group and conclude that the number of sites used by Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people in

their later period was less than half what it had been previously (42%), while the

number of sites used by Chiribaya people more than tripled (333%).  This shifting

balance of settlements is precisely what would be expected if the Chiribaya group had

been competitively excluding the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group, as the group number

data suggest.  Note that the figures cited here and in the following tables do not sum

simply to those listed earlier in this chapter, because here multi-component sites are

counted separately for each pottery style that was found on the site, while in the

lumped figures used earlier they are counted only once for each time period.

The logic of simply counting sites assumes that the total number of sites is

significant in itself, regardless of the relative lengths of the time periods, essentially as
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Table 7-6. Total number of sites by group and time period, and changes over time.

we did earlier with the "maximum" analytical model.  Table 7-7 presents the total site

areas by pottery style and the changes in them over time, which are also to be

interpreted with the "maximum" model.  The pattern is even stronger here than with

the site number data.  The total area, which the "maximum" model takes as an index of

the maximum population in the period, of Ilo-Cabuza sites is only about 16% of the

total area occupied in the preceding Ilo-Tumilaca times.  The later Chiribaya sites, on

the other hand, total from half again as much area to fourteen times as much area as

the early Chiribaya sites, depending on the measure used.  The mean of the various

measures of change in total Chiribaya site area is a huge 616% increase.

The "maximum" model essentially assumes that all the sites were occupied

contemporaneously at some point so that the differing durations of the time periods do

not matter, but that is an extreme position, and part of the changes in total site areas

probably does in fact relate to non-contemporaneous occupations across the differing

amounts of time represented.  Table 7-8 shows the same site area data corrected for

differing period lengths by dividing the total area by the number of centuries

represented by each period, as appropriate for the "average" analytical model. 

Adjusting the data in this way makes the decline in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population

Site type,
Certainty

Ilo-Tumilaca
Sites

Ilo-Cabuza
Sites

Percent
Change

Algarrobal
Chiribaya sites

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya sites

Percent
Change

All sites,
Definite 11 4 36% 7 25 357%

All sites,
Probable 14 7 50% 24 27 113%

Domestic,
Definite 6 3 50% 2 15 750%

Domestic,
Probable 9 3 33% 15 17 113%
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Table 7-7. Total site areas by group and time period, with percent change over time.

look even more precipitous, while the Chiribaya population either dwindles slightly or

expands considerably, depending on the measure used.  The mean of the four measures

is a 311% increase.  Since the "maximum" and "average" analytical models themselves

are extreme cases, either concentrating the occupation as much as logically possible or

spreading it out as evenly as logically possible, the truth is probably in between them. 

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population seems to have declined drastically and finally

disappeared, while the Chiribaya population increased probably by several times and

persisted after the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group was gone.  Although the figures vary

somewhat depending on the selection of data and analytical models used, the condition

for applying the competitive exclusion effect is clearly met.

The relative patterns of group sizes can be specified and illustrated a bit more

clearly in order to give a better impression of the population history of the coastal

valley, but at the price of implying a degree of precision that is not actually present in

the data.  The tables and graphs that follow are illustrative, then, but represent

increasingly arguable departures from the original data.  Let us continue presenting

Site type,
Certainty

Ilo-Tumilaca
Area

Ilo-Cabuza
Area

Percent
Change

Algarrobal
Chiribaya area

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya area

Percent
Change

All sites,
Definite 28.9 4.3 15% 7.0 50.8 726%

All sites,
Probable 37.0 5.5 15% 40.7 60.7 149%

Domestic,
Definite 22.3 4.2 19% 3.2 45.8 1431%

Domestic,
Probable 32.1 4.2 13% 35.3 55.6 158%

Mean change - - 16% - - 616%
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Table 7-8. Total site areas per 100 years by social group and time period, with percent

change over time.

both the "maximum" and the "average" model, in order to get some idea of the range

of uncertainty imposed by the analytical methods themselves.  We have already

calculated mean estimates of the changes in total site area and total site area per year

for each of the two social groups, as indices of population changes.  If we arbitrarily

set the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya group "population" to 100 units, then we can

calculate backwards to the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya "population" by dividing 100

by the mean change in Chiribaya "population" in each model.  Setting the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza "population" on the same scale is more problematic.  We cannot

standardize the area figures directly, because the areas and conversion factors vary

depending on whether or not cemeteries are included in the area, and whether the sites

attributions are limited to definitely identified sites, or probable sites are also included.

 Since we have to choose some link from the arbitrary scale based on the change in

Chiribaya site area to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza areas, let us assume that site

Site type,
Certainty

Ilo-Tumilaca
Area/
100 years

Ilo-Cabuza
Area/
100 years

Percent
Change

Algarrobal
Chiribaya
Area/100 years

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya
Area/100 years

Percent
Change

All sites,
Definite 28.9 1.7 6% 4.7 16.9

360%

All sites,
Probable 37.0 2.2 6% 27.1 20.2 75%

Domestic,
Definite 22.3 1.7 8% 2.1 15.3 729%

Domestic,
Probable 32.1 1.7 5% 23.5 18.5 79%

Duration in
years 100 250 - 150 300 -

Mean change - - 6% - - 311%
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Table 7-9. Ratios of total Ilo-Tumilaca site area to total Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya site area under "maximum" and "average" analytical models.

recognition is best when the material is most plentiful, and so select the Post-

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and the Ilo-Tumilaca as probably the best representatives

of the true relative site areas of the two traditions.  We then calculate the ratio of Ilo-

Tumilaca to Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya site areas for each of the four selections

of sites, and for each model.  Table 7-9 shows these calculations for all the site

selection criteria.  The ratio of Ilo-Tumilaca site area to Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya site area is about the same within each set of site selection criteria for each

analytical model, which allows us to set the Ilo-Tumilaca "population" as the mean of

these ratios for each analytical model.  Finally, we calculate the Ilo-Cabuza

"population" from the mean change from the Ilo-Tumilaca area observed earlier.

The midden deposits at Chiribaya sites are consistently and obviously much

deeper and denser than those at Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites.  Most of the Chiribaya sites

were probably occupied much longer or more densely than their Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

counterparts.  The domestic architecture of the two groups tends to corroborate this

"Maximum" analytical model "Average" analytical model
Site type,
Certainty

Ilo-Tumilaca
Area

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya Area Ratio

Ilo-Tumilaca
area/100 yr

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya
area/100 yr Ratio

All sites,
Definite 28.9 50.8 57% 28.9 16.9 171%

All sites,
Probable 37.0 60.7 61% 37.0 20.2 183%

Domestic,
Definite 22.3 45.8 49% 22.3 15.3 146%

Domestic,
Probable 32.1 55.6 58% 32.1 18.5 174%

Mean ratio - - 56% - - 169%
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impression.  As noted in Chapter 6, only Chiribaya residences have heavy compound

perimeter walls, which suggests both a need to keep neighbors out and a greater

investment and permanence in the construction itself, both of which in turn suggest

denser and longer-lasting occupations.  The large posts characteristic of Chiribaya

compounds also may indicate more substantial constructions intended for denser or

longer lasting occupations.  Moreover, the entire area of each site is included in the

total area figures, even though in cases such as some cemeteries at Chiribaya Alta, the

Chiribaya component covers the entire site area and the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

component covers only part of it.  Both the apparently greater population represented

per unit area and the more complete occupation of the areas tallied for the Chiribaya

sites cause the raw site area totals to overrepresent the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

population relative to the Chiribaya population.  In an effort to correct for this

overrepresentation, we can cut the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza "populations" in half relative

to the Chiribaya indices.  This adjustment is actually conservative given the

differences in artifact distributions and cultural deposits noted during excavation and

survey; Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites in general could easily prove to contain only one

quarter as much, or even less, cultural material per unit area as do Chiribaya sites. 

Table 7-10 shows the standardized "population" indices for both the "maximum" and

"average" analytical models, both simply calculated from total site areas and

conservatively adjusted for the difference in apparent density and/or duration of

occupation at the sites.

Finally, Figures 7-4 and 7-5 are graphical illustrations of the adjusted population

indices over time, in order to give a visual impression of the relative populations of the

two groups and how they changed over time.  Figure 7-4 shows the "maximum" model

data, in which the data points represent the maximum "population" during a given time
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Table 7-10. Relative "population" indices for each group and time period, using

"maximum" and "average" models, each with raw and adjusted site area totals.

period.  This maximum is placed near the beginning of the time period if the

population is known to have declined, and near the end if it is known to have

increased.  This procedure produces the least irregular possible combination of growth

and shrinkage rates except at the beginning of the Ilo-Tumilaca period, when

immigration into the valley could reasonably explain a rapid jump in population, and

the end of the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, which Moseley, Tapia, Satterlee, and

their colleagues (Moseley and Feldman 1992; Moseley and Tapia 1991; Satterlee

1991, 1992) suggest came to a sudden end during and immediately after a major El

Niño event.  Figure 7-5 shows the "average" model data, in which the data value

represents an average "population" present during the entire time period.  The

"average" model is best depicted as a bar chart rather than a line graph.  Since the

"average" model includes both the total site area and the duration of the period in the

plotted values, the relative "populations" should be visually gauged not simply by the

height of the bars, but rather by their area.  That is, the total number of Post-Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya people who ever lived in the valley is shown as being several times

the total number of Ilo-Tumilaca people, even though the bars are of comparable

Model
Ilo-Tumilaca
"Population"

Ilo-Cabuza
"Population"

Percent
Change

Algarrobal
Chiribaya

"Population"

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya

"Population"
Percent
Change

"Maximum",
Raw areas 56 9 16% 16 100 616%

"Maximum",
Adjusted 28 5 16% 16 100 616%

"Average",
Raw areas 169 10 6% 32 100 311%

"Average",
Adjusted 85 5 6% 32 100 311%
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Figure 7-4. Relative population trends based on the "maximum" analytical model.

height, because the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya time period lasted much longer.

Although these two graphs differ in detail, they lead to the same general

conclusions.  The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population was small to moderate in size,

declined markedly after an initial boom, and trailed off gradually.  The overall size of

the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza "population" would be even smaller if more aggressive, and

probably more accurate, corrections had been made for the lower depth, density, and
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Figure 7-5. Relative population trends using the "average" analytical model.

 completeness of coverage per unit area of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza versus Chiribaya

sites.  The Chiribaya population, on the other hand, grew substantially as time passed,

outlasted the small but persistent Ilo-Cabuza group, and by virtue both of large

population and long duration left the great bulk of the archaeological remains found in

the coastal valley.  The only substantial difference between the two analytical models

is in the impression of the trend in the total population of the valley, that is, the sum of
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the populations of the two groups at any given time.  Under the "maximum" model, it

appears that the total population of the valley increased substantially over time, while

the "average" model suggests that the valley's population declined slightly after the Ilo-

Tumilaca style disappeared.  The actual pattern should lie between the two illustrated

extremes, and so most likely would have been a modest to strong increase over time. 

As already noted, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza "population" indices are probably still too

high due to the conservative correction applied for the shallower, lower density

remains at Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites; if these indices had been more aggressively

corrected, both analytical models would show the total valley population increasing. 

The patterns illustrated in these graphs, like those in the preceding tables, correspond

well to the conditions expected under the operation of the competitive exclusion

effect.

Group differences in competitive ability

The last characteristic expected of situations in which the competitive exclusion

effect acts is that there be a difference in the competitive abilities of the groups

involved.  Setting aside the problems of logical circularity discussed earlier, we can

infer directly from the change in group size and number that the competitive abilities

of the groups differed.  If all the groups had been equally able, one would not have

gained members at the expense of the others.

An essential feature of the competitive exclusion effect is that the competitive

exclusion curve is steep.  The slope of this curve reflects both the amount of unmet

demand for resources and/or members, and the relative difference in the abilities of the

various groups to satisfy the demand.  Of course, demand is not simply "met" or

"unmet"; it is relatively more or less satisfied as the cost of the resources demanded is

lower or higher.  The scarcer the resource and the more people want it, the higher the
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"price" and the greater the degree of "unmet" demand in that more people have to do

without this or some other resource because it is so expensive.  Similarly, social

groups are not simply "equal" or "different" in their competitive abilities; they may be

relatively more or less well-matched.  Either or both of these factors may be important

in causing the competitive exclusion curve to be steep.

In the coastal Osmore valley, there is no obvious reason independent of the

observed trends in group size and number themselves to suspect that one group was

markedly more competitively able than the other.  They appear to have had similar

subsistence bases, used similar subsistence and craft technologies, and mostly lived in

similar sizes, types, and locations of sites.  Warfare does not seem to have been a

significant factor, so differences in weaponry or tactics would not have lead to large

differences in competitive ability.  There may have been differences in competitive

ability in other arenas, perhaps involving ideology or social organization, but they are

not evident archaeologically and so must remain hypothetical.

On the other hand, there is good reason to suspect that demand for resources

significantly outstripped supply.  Population seems to have risen by several times over

not too many generations, reaching unprecedentedly high levels, in a highly restricted

environment with severely limited resources.  The physical evidence of stress and

elevated mortality, while not grossly high, does indicate a scarcity of subsistence

resources.  Considering that the previous period had seen a much smaller, presumably

better-provisioned population in the coastal valley, and presumably well, or at least

efficiently, provisioned populations under the Tiwanaku peace and regional

administration in the middle valley, people's expectations may have been relatively

high, and so could have been badly unsatisfied even if they were getting enough food
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to survive.  The resulting intense competition could have caused even minor

differences in the competitive abilities of the various groups to have manifested

themselves often and strongly, leading to shifting group sizes and declining group

number through the many possible mechanisms of boundary porosity, differential

demographic variables, and emigration.  That is, the admittedly incomplete evidence

suggests that in the coastal Osmore valley case, the competitive exclusion curve may

have been steep in large part due to high demand for scarce resources, and less because

of marked differences in competitive ability between the groups.

Competitive exclusion in the coastal Osmore valley

In order to apply the competitive exclusion effect to the coastal Osmore case, we

had to show that four conditions held true for the observed phenomena in the valley. 

Since data were available primarily for the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya

traditions, most of the discussion focussed on them.  First, the groups had to have

occupied overlapping social and ecological niches.  Both groups were shown to have

exploited many of the same resources, while some other resources were used much

more by one group than the other, some by one group exclusively.  Whether the non-

overlapping resource distributions identify items that were in significant demand only

by one group, or items that were most hotly contested by both could not be

determined, but sufficient resources were found to be in demand by both groups that

the niches clearly overlapped enough to allow competition to be possible.

Second, there had to be some evidence that competition actually occurred or that

circumstances were such that it would be reasonable to infer it.  The population of the

valley was shown to have increased dramatically and reached unprecedentedly high

levels during the early and middle Late Intermediate Period, suggesting that
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competition must have intensified.  A variety of indicators of stress suggested that

there was significant unmet demand for resources, which implies competition.  These

indicators included high incidences of pathologies in human skeletal material that

suggest poor hygiene and diet; a survivorship pattern suggesting a moderate degree of

physical stress, albeit not unusually high for pre-urban populations; and the investment

of labor to build an ambitious canal and irrigated field system, which presumably

would not have been undertaken unless arable land had been in high demand. 

Differences in ceramic decoration and technology, textiles, burial rituals, and the

construction of the mound and ditch around Chiribaya Alta all suggested increasing

emphases on the marking of social boundaries, which may correlate to increasing

inter-group competition.  A notable lack of evidence of warfare and minimal evidence

of the increasing use of less preferred resources tend to contradict the other lines of

evidence, but seem to be outweighed by the preponderance of indications that

competition increased to high levels in the early and middle Late Intermediate Period.

Third, the balance of population had to have shifted such that one group gained

members at the expense of the others until all but the growing group went extinct. 

Precisely this pattern was demonstrated with the number of groups in the valley, which

decreased from five to two to one in successive archaeologically distinguishable

periods.  The required pattern was also shown in the relative sizes of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza group, which declined in size over time, and the Chiribaya group,

which grew and became the only group in the valley.

Finally, the groups had to be shown to have differed in competitive ability.  This

condition is acknowledged to be circular, and satisfying the third condition

automatically implies the fourth.  Nevertheless, a broad view of the evidence
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suggested that it was probably more the magnitude of the unmet demand for resources

than significant differences in the competitive abilities of the groups that caused the

competitive exclusion curve to be steep in the coastal Osmore case.

All the conditions are met, and the competitive exclusion effect appears to

correspond reasonably well to the reconstruction of events in the coastal Osmore

valley during the early and middle Late Intermediate Period.  The decline in group

number from five to one appears to be an expectable result of the action of strong

competition, specifically as represented on a TGN graph by a competitive exclusion

curve so steep that the equilibrium group number is one.

What the competitive exclusion effect does not specify is the mechanism by

which the surviving group actually garnered the resources and membership of the

other groups.  The evidence discussed earlier suggests that warfare, raids, and conquest

were not the principal mechanisms in this case.  The demographic and

paleopathological evidence suggests that neither of the two well-studied groups was

markedly more prolific or long-lived than the other, although as Hassan (1978) has

pointed out, even small differences that would not have been detected in the present

samples can have profound effects on population sizes over a relatively small number

of generations.  Demographic differences within the groups, perhaps relating to

differences in marriage or child care practices, cannot be ruled out as mechanisms for

the observed changes in group size and number, but neither are they indicated by the

data.

The two most likely remaining mechanisms are emigration and the large-scale

"osmosis" of individuals through "porous" group boundaries (Barth 1969).  The

possibility of gradual or wholesale emigration of the declining groups cannot be
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evaluated without additional detailed data from neighboring and more remote valleys

and coastal areas.  Emigration is a deus ex machina explanation properly regarded with

scepticism by many archaeologists, but given that at least some of the Late

Intermediate Period groups in the valley had clearly immigrated a few generations

earlier, emigration should not be discarded out of hand as a possible mechanism.

I find the mechanisms of boundary porosity to seem the most likely in this case,

largely because there seems to have been a significant and increasing difference in the

relative status and quality of life between the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

groups (Barth 1969; Ellemers et al. 1990).  The Chiribaya group seemingly increased

over time not only in size and resource share, but also in prestige and general

desirability of group membership compared to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group.  The

Chiribaya had greater access to various resources that were specially valued not only

for their practical utility but also for ritual, social, or quality-of-life reasons, such as

corn, cuyes, guava and lucuma fruit, molle seeds possibly used for making chicha

beer, and possibly preferable seashore areas for shellfish collecting and fishing.  This

differential access to special resources would have been desirable not only in itself, but

also for the relatively elevated status or prestige that it probably implied.

Chiribaya craft goods, most notably their ceramics but also textiles, pyroengraved

gourds, metal goods, and so on became increasingly elaborate, some even in

apparently common peoples' houses, and would have seemed increasingly preferable

to the declining quality and variety of comparable Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza products.  The

trends over time are clearest in the ceramics themselves (Appendix B).  While

Chiribaya pottery became technically better and homogeneous, Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

pottery became increasingly poorly made and plain.  The handles of Chiribaya wooden
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spoons were always decorated with fairly simple silhouette shapes, but Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza spoons became simplified from the early varieties with profile

llamas on the handles to later ones with the same simple notches as the Chiribaya

examples (Appendix D).  The temporal development of many of the other craft goods

remains to be demonstrated by careful study of grave lots.  Regardless of the temporal

trends, however, the quantities and quality of many Chiribaya craft items were never

approached by the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza equivalents, at least those that are known to

date.  Chiribaya tombs and midden occasionally contain small metal items such as

copper fishhooks, copper composite hook barbs, or silver alloy sheet cutouts that were

probably sewn on clothing, but Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people seemingly had no access

to metals at all.  Pyroengraved gourds are known from Chiribaya contexts, but not

from Ilo-Tumilaca ones.  Again, the Chiribaya material culture would have been

desirable not only in itself, but also for the relatively higher status that it probably

connoted.

The Chiribaya also vastly dominated the cemeteries and domestic areas of the

clearly most central and impressive site in the coastal valley, Chiribaya Alta.  Some

Ilo-Tumilaca burials are known from certain cemeteries at Chiribaya Alta (Jessup

1990a,b, 1991; Williams and Buikstra n.d.), but they are rare.  Moreover, my

impression from unsystematic inspections of the site is that Ilo-Cabuza ceramics are

not found there, which may suggest that members of the Ilo-Cabuza group were

excluded from what was probably the highest-status burial area in the valley.  Finally,

a few truly chiefly Chiribaya burials are known, indicating that the Chiribaya had some

very wealthy and/or powerful leaders; nothing of the sort is known for the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza group.  The Chiribaya as a group probably enjoyed a relatively

higher status because they controlled the most important site in the valley, and had the
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most stratified social structure with the most impressive leaders.

Given these apparent differences in prestige, organization, and quality of life, it

would not be surprising if Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people had actively sought ways to

become Chiribaya, through marriage, adoption, other forms of fictive kinship or

personal alliances, and so on (see Ellemers et al. 1990).  As Barth (1969) noted, these

processes are known to have lead to shifts in population from one group to another on

the order of ten percent per generation, which would be more than sufficient to

account for the changes in population and group number observed in the

archaeological record.  What set the process of diverging group prestige in motion is a

question for speculation, but once started, the higher status of the Chiribaya could have

been their principal and increasing competitive advantage in the struggle for resources

and membership that eventually led to the disappearance of all the other groups in the

valley.
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Chapter 8

The group number fixation effect

When the competitive exclusion effect has run its full course, the group number is

one and a single "exclusive" group remains in the social sphere.  This exclusive

condition may persist as a relatively stable, or at least enduring, configuration, or it

may rapidly break down and the group number rise again.  Whether we call any given

case enduring or transitory is essentially an arbitrary matter depending on the temporal

and social resolution of the data and the speed or slowness of the other social changes

to which we compare it.  Nevertheless, we can consider the factors that tend to make

the condition of exclusivity persist, and those that tend to make it break down, and

establish a few qualitative generalities about the process.

The phenomenon of the persistence of a single exclusive group may be called the

"group number fixation effect," by analogy to the genetic phenomenon in which the

elimination of all but one variant of a  trait "fixes" that variant of the trait in the

population until a new variant is introduced from outside by interbreeding or from

within by random mutation (Dobzhansky et al. 1977).  There is an important

difference between the social analogy and the genetic model, however.  Genetics deals

primarily with the reshuffling and differential propagation of existing variants, such

that some become more common and others less.  The variants themselves arise so

rarely that the process of their generation can usually be neglected.  When selection

drives all but one variant out of the system, then, "fixation" occurs simply because

there is no ready source of new variants.  Genetic fixation does not need to be

maintained or further explained; it persists automatically until the system is disturbed

from outside by the introduction of a new variant or from within by the random but
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extremely rare spontaneous generation of a new variant by mutation.

The fixation of an exclusive social group, on the other hand, is not automatic and

does require the action of some force to maintain it, because the raw material for the

multiplication of groups is always present.  Viable mutations arise rarely, but

experience teaches us that social groups split apart and move around easily and often,

for any number of reasons.  When a group remains the only one in a social sphere, we

can infer that some process is inhibiting the fission of the exclusive group and the

introduction of new groups from outside, or is acting to restore the group number to

one rapidly whenever it does rise.

In terms of the equilibrium group number model, fixation means simply that the

equilibrium group number remains one, which in turn means that the sum of the

psycho-rational curve and the competitive exclusion curve has a minimum at one.  The

two curves interact to produce their sum, of course, but basically fixation occurs when

the psycho-rational curve remains as it was when competitive exclusion occurred or

moves to the left, and/or the competitive exclusion curve remains as steep as it was

when competitive exclusion occurred, or grows steeper.  There may be cases in which

one curve shifts to favor an increase in group number but is overruled by an opposing

shift in the other curve, but the logic of the arguments still works in the same way.  To

explain the persistence of a group number of one, we must explain the persistence or

leftward shift of the psycho-rational curve, and/or the persistence or steepening of the

competitive exclusion curve.  To explain a rise in group number after an episode of

competitive exclusion, we have to explain a rightward shift of the psycho-rational

curve, and/or the reduction in slope of the competitive exclusion curve.

The group number may remain one for any of various reasons.  First, the
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conditions that originally lead to competitive exclusion, usually a steep competitive

exclusion curve, will often remain in force even after the competition has driven all

but one group to extinction.  Unless the population of the single group has declined,

the productivity of the territory has increased, or the lifestyle expectations of the

people have changed, if a new group appears in the social and ecological niche, the

parameters of demand and supply will still be the same and will still contribute to a

steep competitive exclusion curve.  In fact, in many cases the conditions that lead to

unmet demand and competition may actually continue increasing in severity after

competitive exclusion has driven the group number to one, simply due to the

continued growth of the regional population.  Without some compensating changes in

technology, territory, or natural conditions, the typical rising population will tend to

push the competitive exclusion curve steeper and steeper over time.  The steepness of

the competitive exclusion curve, however, is also influenced by the degree of

difference in competitive ability between the groups in the social sphere.  If the

differences in competitive ability are about the same when new groups arise, or if

unmet demand was the principal factor that made the competitive exclusion curve

steep, then the same competitive exclusion process that initially reduced the group

number to one will tend to recur and restore the group number to one if it rises for any

reason.

Second, the competitive ability of the exclusive group relative to any possible new

arrivals may be increased beyond even the level that initially allowed it to

competitively exclude its former neighboring groups, simply by virtue of its having

won the competition.  Specifically, such an exclusive group will generally be

unusually large, giving it both more military and more economic power than most

potential competitors.  It will also already control all the resources in the area, making
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it difficult for a new group to establish an initial foothold.  In addition, the very

process of successful competition will often have increased the competitive ability of

the exclusive group through its adoption of competitively useful traits from or in

response to its former competitors, through imitation, absorption of members of the

other groups, or effective responses to challenges posed by other groups.  Because of

these mechanisms, an exclusive group may have an usual "hybrid vigor" born of the

combined virtues of many of the groups that originally competed in the social and

ecological niche.  The unusually high competitive ability that an exclusive group may

have acquired by virtue of its success may contribute to an even steeper competitive

exclusion curve, in effect making the group even more able to competitively exclude

new groups from the outside than it was originally.

Third, the unification of all the people in a social sphere into a single group may

reduce the variability in some traits that might otherwise encourage fission into

multiple social groups.  When everyone participates in a single social structure and

culture, the people will be more similar to each other than when they participate in

multiple social organizations and cultures.  In a monoethnic setting, the lines along

which fragmentation might most easily take place may be fewer and less pronounced,

and the options perceived as possible features to be adopted by a new group may be

more restricted, than in a multiethnic one.  This argument follows the genetic analogy,

suggesting that fixation may persist because new groups may arise rarely.  In terms of

the equilibrium group number model, the relative homogenization of people in a single

group may tend to shift the psycho-rational curve further to the left.  Specifically,

individuals may be less inclined to form or join a splinter group because the gains to

be had from splitting off into a group similar to the one they are leaving may seem

small relative to the risks of fission.
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On the other hand, there are several parallel reasons why the group number may

not remain at one for long.  First, sometimes the conditions that lead to the original

competitive exclusion may not worsen or even remain constant.  Population or

individual expectations may decline, reducing demand relative to supply, or

innovations in technology or changes in natural conditions may increase supply

relative to demand.  In the absence of information to the contrary, it may be reasonable

to suspect that the competitive exclusion curve would relax, simply because its

steepness during the competitive exclusion process was an extreme case.  The random

variation of population and conditions should be expected to generally shift extreme

values back towards more typical ones, which may not be sufficient to hold the group

number down to one.

Second, the competitive ability of the exclusive group may decline.  When a

group is exclusive, some of the traits that originally allowed it to succeed at the

expense of other groups may not be exercised.  Random variation, lack of practice,

forgetfulness, and so on may allow these traits to drift away from their original highly

competitively able states.  To dredge up a maligned old term, an exclusive social group

may become "decadent" or lose its competitive edge through the lack of challenges by

other groups.  The result would be to reduce the difference between the originally

superior competitive ability of the exclusive group and the competitive ability of any

new group that might appear from outside the social sphere, lowering the competitive

exclusion curve and possibly shifting the optimum group number to a value higher

than one.

Even if the absolute competitive ability of the exclusive group does not change,

the relative differences in competitive ability will be small if the exclusive group splits
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for any reason, simply because members of both groups will share most of their

cultural traits.  The effect of fission of an exclusive group is the same as that of

decadence in the face of new groups from outside: the difference in competitive ability

between the groups is small, reducing one component of the steepness of the

competitive exclusion curve and possibly allowing the optimum group number to rise

above one.

Third, the very unification of all the people in a social sphere into one group may

increase the likelihood of the group splitting up.  I argued earlier that an exclusive

group benefits from a homogenization effect that reduces the magnitude of differences

which might encourage fission.  However, the original presentation of the equilibrium

group number model in Chapter 2 based much of its argument on the apparent

tendency of people to divide their social world into multiple groups using grosser or

subtler criteria depending on the heterogeneity or homogeneity of the people around

them.  The unification of all people into one group shifts the focus of their competition

away from the other groups that have been extinguished to subgroups within the

exclusive group.  While the differences on which fission might be based may well be

relatively more subtle, they may still be sufficient and in fact may seem more salient

than ever once there are no external groups to compete with.  This shift in focus

effectively moves the psycho-rational curve to the right, without directly affecting the

competitive exclusion curve.

The fission of an exclusive group in which the material correlates of group

membership have become relatively homogenized will be prone to occur along lines of

subtle differentiation which may not be very evident in the archaeological or even

ethnographic record.  At least initially, the groups might be expected to differ along
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political or ideological lines, and only gradually to develop broadly visible

differentiating features.  In many cases there may be a limited number of symbols such

as flags or features of personal appearance that would explicitly mark membership in

the newly differentiated groups, but the bulk of the material culture will be very

similar and the distinguishing items rare and hard to detect.  Sometimes the apparent

condition of fixation may be a fiction created by archaeologist's inability to recognize

group numbers higher than one in the absence of the marked differences in material

culture that probably take some time to develop.

The net balance of the factors discussed above, that is, whether the group number

remains one or rises, is probably an empirical matter controlled by the historical

particulars of any given case.  One generalization, however, is that where the principal

factor that caused the competitive exclusion curve to be steep was high unmet demand,

then a group number of one may tend to persist relatively longer because the

conditions that lead to it are defined by population, technology, and natural resources

and so are relatively fixed, or at least slow to improve.  This stability resulting from

unmet demand may be even more pronounced if demand continues to rise relative to

production, typically due to a growing population.  On the other hand, when the

principal factor was marked differences in competitive ability between the groups, the

group number may not remain at one for as long, because new groups from outside or

the relatively similar groups that would arise from the fission of the exclusive group

may be more closely matched than those that originally competed to exclusion, and the

resulting competitive exclusion curve may not be steep enough to return the group

number to one.

Another generalization is that many of the forces that tend to maintain the group
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number at one will generally be strongest during the process of competition and

immediately after the competitive exclusion effect has lead to the monoethnic

condition.  The forces maintaining monoethnicity may tend to gradually decline after

the group number has been reduced to one, as population, demand, and supply factors

shift for any number of reasons, as the exclusive group declines in competitive ability

through disuse and random variation of the traits that originally lead it to success, as

competition encourages the exclusive group to split up, and as increasing

homogenization within the exclusive group makes any resulting splinter groups ever

more closely matched in competitive ability.  As time passes, opportunities will

continually arise for new groups to appear from outside or for the exclusive group to

split, while the forces that tend to combat the multiplication of groups may be both

weakening due to reduced differences in competitive ability, changing economic

circumstances, and the declining competitive ability of the unchallenged exclusive

group.  Specific cases may vary, but in general the exclusivity of a single group may be

expected to become more fragile over time.  An intruding group or a fission of the

exclusive group that might be easily squashed to reduce the group number back to one

shortly after the competitive exclusion effect took place might lead to a lasting group

number greater than one if it were to occur some time later.

Unlike the other "effects" of the equilibrium group number model, the fixation

effect is less an expectable outcome of certain conditions and more a condition with

various possible explanations.  Fixation is a useful concept in that it defines a

condition that can at least theoretically be shown to exist or not, and which then guides

consideration of why it occurred for as long as it did, and why it finally broke down.
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Chiribaya monoethnicity

The Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya appear to have been the exclusive occupants

of the coastal Osmore valley for over one hundred years following the disappearance

of the last Ilo-Cabuza people.  Though probably true, this simple claim is surprisingly

difficult to document.

The ending date for any social group is typically difficult to establish with

precision archaeologically, especially if the group dropped to a small size, because the

material remains from the last years of its existence will be scarce.  In the case of the

Ilo-Cabuza pottery style and the social group that is supposed to have produced and

used it, I have estimated the ending date from the two latest radiocarbon dates

associated with the style (Appendix C).  The one-sigma error terms of these two dates

both reach up to around AD 1250, which I choose as the conventional ending date. 

This procedure is a reasonable but rather arbitrary one, and the date could easily be a

century or more off in either direction.

Similarly, the ending date for the post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya is not known

with precision.  The six latest available radiocarbon dates for Chiribaya contexts fall

between AD 1250 and 1300, while the one-sigma error bars for two of them reach well

past AD 1350 (Appendix C).  The strong clustering of these dates suggests beyond

much doubt that the Chiribaya style was indeed present in force at least until the last

years before AD 1300.  Two of the late dates are from the coastal Osmore (Hv-1091

and Beta 51073, both from Loreto Viejo), so the Chiribaya style evidently lasted this

long not only in other areas, but also specifically in the coastal Osmore valley.  Since

some Chiribaya occupation probably occurred after the deposition of the latest material
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recovered for radiocarbon dating, it is reasonable to suspect that the true ending date

was a bit later still, although simply using the error bars, as noted earlier, is a

somewhat arbitrary way to quantify this reasonable supposition.  Moseley and his

colleagues (Moseley 1990; Moseley et al. n.d.; Moseley and Richardson 1992;

Moseley and Tapia 1991; Satterlee 1992) have suggested convincingly on the basis of

geoarchaeological evidence that the Chiribaya in the coastal Osmore and the spring

settlements along the adjacent coastline vanished shortly after their agricultural base

and some of their settlements had been severely damaged by a massive flood and

accompanying mudslides in an El Niño event that they tentatively date around AD

1350.  Based on these lines of evidence, I have set a conventional ending date for the

Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya at around AD 1375, although like the Ilo-Cabuza

ending date, this estimate could also be perhaps seventy-five years off in either

direction.  The estimated ending dates of the two traditions, then, suggest that the

Chiribaya group was indeed the only one present in the coastal valley for a time, but

the possible errors are so large that the duration, at least, of this exclusive occupation

is in considerable doubt.

Another way to show that the Chiribaya had occupied the valley exclusively

would be to find consistent stratigraphic superposition of Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya midden over Ilo-Cabuza midden, but only rarely the reverse.  Although the

PCCT excavations were specifically designed to seek examples of such

chronologically important superposition, the only convincing cases that were found in

excavation showed the Algodonal Early Ceramic to be much earlier than the Late

Intermediate Period styles.  None of the Late Intermediate Period styles were found in

good superposed contexts, either domestic or mortuary, although there were hints that

some of the Ilo-Tumilaca domestic material at El Algodonal might be below some of
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the Chiribaya deposits.

Several sites found during the site survey offer limited chronological insights,

especially those in which occupation or mortuary debris was associated with the

reclaimed fields irrigated by the main Osmore canal.  These reclaimed fields are useful

in this context because they were located on quaternary river terraces elevated well

above the valley bottom, and so were also good places for domestic settlements. 

Moreover, many of these terraces seem to have been prone to disastrous mudslides

from the steep slopes above them, and on some terraces, some of the reclaimed fields

were clearly rebuilt after most or all of the terrace had been covered by mud.  The

rebuilt fields are easily identifiable by their sharper contours, better preserved stone

retaining walls, piles of construction debris around their margins, and their slightly

depressed elevations relative to the unreconstructed, mud-blanketed fields around

them.  These repeated destruction and construction events offer a series of

chronological moments to which pottery-bearing debris can sometimes be associated.

The ideal evidence would be repeated examples of Ilo-Cabuza pottery associated

with the construction of covered fields, with only Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

pottery associated with the reconstructed fields.  Naturally, the data are not so clear

cut.  Table 8-1 lists the reclaimed field sites that are most promising for chronological

purposes.  While Chiribaya sherds and burials were visible at three of the sites,

definite Ilo-Cabuza sherds were not found at any of them.  Since most of the visible

material probably dates to after the last major mudslide at any given site, the absence

of Ilo-Cabuza sherds and presence of Chiribaya material tends to support the claim

that the Ilo-Cabuza group was gone before the last round of mudslides and rebuilding,

while the Chiribaya remained alone in the valley.  However, given that the Ilo-Cabuza
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Table 8-1. Reclaimed field sites with diagnostic ceramics and/or rebuilt fields.

population was evidently very small relative to the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

population, the absence of Ilo-Cabuza material from the very small numbers of surface

sherds on these site must be taken as less than conclusive.

What the table does show is consistent with the Ilo-Tumilaca style as an early

variant, and Chiribaya as a style that lasts until much later, just as the radiocarbon

dates indicate.  At site 200, an area of habitation remains at the lowest part of the

Site Recut IT IC ITC PF Ch Ch
tomb

ES Interpretation

182 - - - - P - - - Possible Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza component,
inconclusive.

200 - Y - Y 1 1 - - Probable Ilo-Tumilaca component, possibly
before fields.  Possible later Chiribaya
component.

204 Y - - - - - - - Inconclusive.

208 Y Y - Y - 1 Y - Probable Ilo-Tumilaca component, possibly
before fields.  Possibly later Chiribaya burials.

215 Y * - * * Y Y Y * Only in deeply covered stratum.Ilo-Tumilaca
component covered by mudslide, fields built,
covered again, rebuilt.  Chiribaya tombs
probably intrusive into latest fields, possible
Chiribaya occupation and probable Estuquiña
occupation may postdate agricultural use of
fields.

233 Y - - - - - - Y Estuquiña occupation on fields may postdate
their agricultural use.

Site: PCCT site survey number; see Appendix F.
Recut: Fields rebuilt in part of area after being covered by a mudslide.
IT: Ilo-Tumilaca sherds.
IC: Ilo-Cabuza sherds.
ITC: Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds that cannot be identified more precisely.
PF: Non-diagnostic Pasta Fina sherds.  Pasta fina is a paste type typical of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds.
Ch: Chiribaya sherds.  None were more precisely identified at these sites.
Ch tomb: Chiribaya style rectangular stone-lined tombs.
ES: Estuquiña sherds.
Y: Definitely present.
P: Possibly present.
1: One example present only.
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terrace, closest to the river and most distant from the canal, includes numerous Ilo-

Tumilaca and indeterminate Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds.  This area was also divided

into rectangular fields like the rest of the quaternary river terrace.  There is no evidence

of domestic structures, and the midden is patchy and highly variable in depth.  It seems

more likely that the fields were built over the remains of an earlier habitation, scraping

away midden in places and filling with it elsewhere, and destroying any cane wall

trenches, stone-lined storage pits, or other features, than that the fields were abandoned

early in the Late Intermediate sequence and reused for residential purposes that left

only a scatter of domestic debris and almost no stylistically later material at all.

Site 208 is similar, with an Ilo-Tumilaca component that might predate the fields.

 The very small amount of Chiribaya material is probably due to a small number of

looted tombs.  I suspect that when fields and Chiribaya tombs are found in the same

place, the tombs are probably later intrusions that were built after the fields were

abandoned.  Given the impressive effort the Chiribaya expended to preserve the bodies

and goods of the dead in well constructed, sealed tombs, usually placed in sandy

ravines or hillsides with no other apparent use, it seems unlikely that these tombs

would be placed in fields subject to frequent irrigation and the obviously resulting

decay.  The tombs are rectangular, a form I believe to be typical of the post-Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya in contrast to the cylindrical tombs of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza groups, so it is unlikely that they predate the fields.  That

leaves the Chiribaya building tombs in abandoned fields, presumably long after the

Ilo-Tumilaca group that lived there before the fields were built had vanished.  Whether

their Ilo-Cabuza descendants were still around cannot be resolved with this

information.
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Site 215 yields the same conclusions but with more convincing evidence.  At this

site, all the Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material below the elevation of the

canal is found in a thin stratum exposed in the scarp at the river's edge.  This stratum is

some three m below the present field surface on the terrace.  The implication is that an

Ilo-Tumilaca domestic or mortuary site was located on the terrace and was covered by

one or more deep mudflows, on top of which the reclaimed fields were constructed. 

These fields in turn were partially buried at least once, and only the central portion was

rebuilt.  No Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material is associated with the destroyed or rebuilt

fields, so the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group may have been small or gone by the time of

the last mudslide.  Within the area of rebuilt fields are numerous looted Chiribaya style

rectangular tombs.  These tombs are unusually deep, but most of the depth is below the

capstones, all of which would have been within fifty cm of the rebuilt field surface. 

The Chiribaya tombs were probably not buried by mud and then unwittingly farmed

over, but rather were probably intrusive into the final use surface of the rebuilt fields. 

As I argued above, roughly contemporary fields and tombs mean that the tombs

probably postdate the abandonment of the rebuilt fields.  The same area is also marked

by habitation debris and cane wall stubs, indicating a domestic occupation that

unfortunately is not in clear stratigraphic relationship to the looted tombs.  The surface

scatter includes Chiribaya material that may relate to the occupation or the looted

tombs, and Estuquiña material that is almost certainly associated with the domestic

occupation.  Although the chronological placement both of the final disappearance of

the Ilo-Cabuza group and the first appearance of people using Estuquiña pottery are

still vague, site 215, like site 208, places the Ilo-Tumilaca style early in the Late

Intermediate sequence and appears to show the Chiribaya tradition continuing on alone

later.
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The weight of the radiocarbon and stratigraphic evidence, though somewhat

ambiguous, nevertheless argues that the Chiribaya group did indeed occupy the valley

exclusively for some time, possibly several generations or longer.  Following the first

generalization about the fixation effect, this finding is not surprising.  In Chapter 7, we

concluded that the principal factor that caused the competitive exclusion curve in the

Late Intermediate Period coastal Osmore to be steep was unmet demand for resources,

rather than particularly marked differences in competitive ability between groups.  The

data are not fine enough to resolve trends in population within Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya times, but it appears that the population of the valley was quite large, and it

is reasonable to suspect that it took a considerable period of growth during the Post-

Algarrobal phase to reach that size.  With unmet demand as the principal component

of intense competition in the valley, and with population and hence unmet demand

continuing to grow even more, it is not surprising that whatever processes lead to the

Chiribaya group's success in competitively excluding all the other groups continued to

function and maintained the Chiribaya as the exclusive group in the valley.

On the other hand, it may be in this period that the equation of pottery style and

social group is least reasonable.  The second generalization from the fixation effect is

that the exclusive group may become more susceptible to competition from outside

groups or to fission as time passes.  It is precisely in the later Post-Algarrobal phase

that the Chiribaya might be most expected to break up into rival political groups with

similar material cultures, and it is also this period for which our temporal and stylistic

resolution is perhaps the poorest for the entire Late Intermediate Period.  It is quite

possible that Chiribaya pottery in the coastal Osmore valley represented more than one

social group, and it is both especially likely to have done so and especially likely to
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have escaped detection doing so during the Post-Algarrobal phase.  There is no

evidence to suggest that the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya were not a single social

group, but the model warns us that this point would bear further verification.

The Estuquiña pottery style and the people that made it were present in the middle

Osmore valley throughout much of the Post-Algarrobal phase, yet they seem to have

penetrated into the coastal Osmore valley only in small numbers and only right near

the end of the Chiribaya tradition.  Setting aside the possibility that the people who

used Chiribaya pottery split up into more than one social group, the Chiribaya as a

whole seem to have excluded the Estuquiña people successfully for over 150 years in

what may be an example of enduring fixation.  When the Estuquiña style does appear

in the coastal valley, it is found mixed in with the grave goods of the latest Chiribaya

tombs at San Geronimo (Jessup pers. com.) and San Geronimo II (PCCT 128, Owen

1991b; Appendix F), which suggests that the Estuquiña pottery users were

contemporary and perhaps congenial with the last Chiribayas.  Estuquiña material also

appears on top of the rebuilt fields of sites 215 and 233 (Table 8-1), which places the

Estuquiña style very late in the Late Intermediate Period sequence, after the last of the

big mudslides, and suggests that the users of Estuquiña ceramics preferred sites that

had recently been used by the Chiribaya, or were still in use by them.  Either the

Chiribaya themselves adopted Estuquiña pottery after a long period of resistance, or

the Chiribaya shared the valley with Estuquiña people after a long period of social

group fixation.

Moseley, Tapia, Satterlee, and their colleagues (Moseley et al. n.d.; Moseley and

Richardson 1992; Moseley and Tapia 1991; Satterlee 1991, 1992) have suggested that

the Chiribaya declined and disappeared shortly after they had been severely weakened
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by a huge flood that wiped out agriculture and settlements on the entire valley floor

and the intake to the main Osmore canal, and accompanying mudslides that destroyed

sites on the valley walls, elevated river terraces, and in some coastal spring systems. 

Such an event would have had complex repercussions, since the disaster itself and the

hardships that followed would eventually have resulted in declines on both sides of the

supply and demand equation, that is, in population and demand, as well as agricultural

productivity.  The data and the model together suggest that the disastrous El Niño

event may have reduced the Chiribaya competitive ability sufficiently to break down

the condition of fixation and allow a new group marked by Estuquiña pottery to share

the valley with the Chiribaya after the flood.  Moreover, the apparently intimate and

peaceful relations between the two groups, as indicated both by mixed grave lots and

shared site locations, suggests that competition was not severe, that is, that unmet

demand was low by the time the Estuquiña pottery users arrived.  Perhaps the

Chiribaya population had been significantly reduced, while the coastal valley's

agricultural potential recovered relatively well.

In terms of the equilibrium group number model, in the later aftermath of the

flood it is possible that the slope of the competitive exclusion curve was reduced both

by the weakening of the Chiribaya group's competitive ability, which would have

made the difference in competitive abilities between the Chiribaya and Estuquiña

groups less, and also by the reduction in unmet demand due to a relatively greater drop

in population than in productivity.  The equilibrium group number shifted up to at

least two.  If we include the coastal spring sites in the social sphere, then the evidence

of San Miguel and Gentilar settlements (Penman and Bawden 1991) in these coastal

pockets would increase the group number even further in the late Late Intermediate

Period.  The Niño disaster may have shifted the coastal Osmore and the adjacent
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coastal areas from an overpopulated region occupied by one exclusive social group to

a relatively underpopulated place experiencing the gold rush effect for a second time.

A few anomalous extended pit burials in stratigraphically post-Chiribaya positions

at Chiribaya Baja (Jessup pers. com.) and Loreto Viejo (Unit 2304) may represent still

another social group, albeit apparently a very small one.  These burials do not in any

way resemble Estuquiña burials from the middle valley (Williams et al. 1989), nor San

Miguel or Gentilar burials from the Azapa area, which continue the general Chiribaya

pattern.  The Chiribaya Baja examples were buried with provincial Inka ceramics

(Jessup pers. com.), so these burials may pertain to a group or class of people in

contact with the Inka state in late prehispanic times.  By the time of these possibly Inka

burials, however, the Chiribaya group had apparently disappeared, leaving the few

Estuquiña pottery users, the perhaps fewer Inka-related individuals, and the coastal

spring settlements of San Miguel pottery users to play out the permutations of the

equilibrium group number model in the coastal Osmore valley.
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Chapter 9

The model and the results: summary and evaluation

The previous chapters have done two things.  First, they presented the equilibrium

group number model as a general and synthetic approach to understanding the fission

and fusion of social groups, and developed a series of specific "effects," or processes

that affect group number and are understandable outcomes of the model in response to

particular circumstances.  Second, they defined archaeologically detectable material

correlates of each of the effects, and used these material correlates to show that the

effects fit and explain some of the most interesting aspects of the culture history of the

coastal Osmore valley and the Tiwanaku state.  The substantive results are important

because the Tiwanaku state was one of the largest and longest-lived indigenous states

in the New World, and one that appears to have collapsed dramatically in a process

that has not yet received the study it merits.  The Osmore drainage, and especially the

coastal segment of it, offers a well controlled case in which the valley's small size,

relative isolation from neighboring areas, and extraordinary archaeological

preservation make it practical to reconstruct the repercussions of Tiwanaku's collapse

on a outlying region in some detail.  In addition, I hope that identifying and labeling

some effects of the equilibrium group number model as general and understandable

patterns will provide useful building blocks for explanations and comparisons of

changing numbers and relations of social groups in other archaeological or

ethnographic settings.  What follows is a brief summary of the equilibrium group

number model and the six effects derived from it, a summary and evaluation of the

utility of the model in general and for the Osmore drainage in particular, and a

consideration of other implications and applications of the model and of the

substantive results of the Osmore drainage research.
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The equilibrium group number model is a graphical, qualitative approach to

understanding the interaction of a wide variety of forces that affect the number of

discrete social groups in a given social sphere and a given social and ecological niche.

 (These and other special terms are defined in the preceding chapters).  Forces

affecting the number of groups are qualitatively plotted on a Tension vs. Group

Number (TGN) graph, which has the number of social groups as the horizontal axis

and an intentionally vague variable labelled "tension" as the vertical axis (see Figure 2-

4).  Tension is variously defined for different forces that affect group number, with the

idea that all the definitions could theoretically be standardized to a single scale if the

proper conversion factors were known.  People act in such a way as to reduce the total

"tension" in their society, so the equilibrium group number is that which minimizes the

sum of the tensions caused by each of the forces acting upon group number.  Most

forces that affect group number, including psychological factors related to categorizing

behavior and rational-maximizing decisions or calculations related to maximizing

economic, political, and ideological values, are all argued to have a generally concave

up shape, usually with a minimum at or above one group.  The sum of these forces

should have a similar shape, so for most purposes all of them are lumped as a single

line representing all the psycho-rational forces.  The force of competition or

competitive exclusion has a different shape, always tending downward towards a

group number of one.  The sum of the psycho-rational and competitive exclusion

forces will generally have a concave-up shape with a minimum at or above one group.

 This minimum is the equilibrium group number towards which the society will tend to

move.

Various circumstances will shift the psycho-rational and competitive exclusion
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curves around in predictable ways, and changes in the population or extent of the

social sphere and niche will also have predictable outcomes that will lead to

predictable change or stability in group number.  These expectable general processes

are called "effects" of the model, and six are developed in detail in Chapters 3 through

8.  Material correlates of each effect are defined and applied to the events of particular

time periods in the Osmore drainage or the Tiwanaku state itself, in order both to

illustrate the use of the model and to explain a major portion of the culture history of

the coastal Osmore drainage and the events in the Andes that affected it.

The social sphere size effect suggests that as a social sphere expands or contracts

in population or geographic extent, if the equilibrium group number remains constant,

the groups within the social sphere will grow or shrink, fuse or split, in accordance

with the changing size of the social sphere.  A social sphere may change in size as a

result of internal growth or decline in population, movement of people, or changing

degrees and nature of social contacts through exchange, travel, and so on.  This effect

describes the action of changing social sphere size in isolation, without regard to other

factors which may change the equilibrium group number while the social sphere

changes in size.  Under some circumstances, these additional factors may moderate or

reverse the trends implied by the social sphere size effect.  All other things remaining

equal, individual groups will tend to grow as the social sphere expands, and to fuse

together if the expansion involves incorporating additional groups.  All other things

remaining equal, individual groups will tend to shrink as the social sphere contracts,

and to subdivide or fission if the contraction involves the loss of entire groups.

The minimum viable group size effect describes the limiting case in which the

social sphere becomes so small that the number of people present are sufficient to
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maintain only a small number of social groups, often only one.  In this case, the small

number of people in the social sphere overrides any psycho-rational forces that might

otherwise encourage the formation of more distinct groups.

The cascading divisions effect is a special case of the social sphere size effect as it

applies to collapsing states.  The cascading divisions effect describes the process by

which an organizational split high in an administrative hierarchy may propagate

downward through the hierarchy as the failure of each administrative link reduces the

social sphere size of the splinter group through the loss of contact with higher levels of

the administration and with parallel groups that were accessible primarily through their

common links with superiors.  The people in the new and smaller social sphere divide

themselves up into more groups in order to maintain the number of groups in their

social sphere in accordance with the social sphere size effect.  Since this subdivision

will typically be along the lines of the administrative hierarchy, it severs the next lower

administrative link or links, which further isolates the new subgroups, shrinks their

social spheres further, and causes the process to repeat itself.

The cascading divisions process continues until the increasingly numerous and

small social spheres reach their "salient level," or the level at which forces independent

of the state hierarchy come into play to prevent the social spheres from splitting

further.  If the state grew by absorbing existing groups and maintaining their

organizations and leaders as the lower levels of the state administration, that is, if it

was an empire, then the subdividing may stop when it reaches the level represented by

the originally independent groups, which will have had traditional and practical

reasons for their unity.  The salient level will be relatively high and the resulting stable

groups relatively large and complex.  If the state grew by demographic expansion or
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diffusion, or "mechanically," such that the culture was relatively uniform across the

state and the administrative divisions were relatively arbitrary in relation to local

conditions, then the subdividing may continue down to the level of settlements or kin

groups, since there will be few ideological or practical incentives to maintain the old

state groupings.  The salient level will be low and the resulting stable groups small and

simply organized.  These ideas lead to various material correlates in the post-collapse

distribution of cultural traits and political groupings that can be used to make

inferences about the expansion and organization of the collapsed state.

The gold rush effect describes what happens when a new social and ecological

niche opens up, through climatological, hydrological, technological, or social changes

that may make an area absolutely or relatively more attractive for settlement than it

was before.  Competition is relatively low, and various incentives for the immigration

of new groups or the splitting of existing ones lead to a rapid proliferation of distinct

social groups.

The competitive exclusion effect comes into play as competition intensifies, either

because of rising unmet demand for resources or increasing differences in the

competitive abilities of the groups present.  Unmet demand probably increases most

commonly due to population growth, but changing expectations or declining

productivity could also increase unmet demand.  Differences in competitive ability are

probably less common causes for competitive exclusion, and may often involve

advantages in military strategy or technology that are enjoyed by only one group. 

Either factor (or both) may steepen the competitive exclusion curve to the point at

which the equilibrium group number is one.  All but one of the groups are absorbed,

are driven out, or dwindle away by any of various mechanisms, leaving the social
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sphere unified as a single social group.

Finally, the group number fixation effect describes the circumstances in which a

social sphere continues as a single social group, undivided.  Unlike biological fixation,

group number fixation must be actively maintained by some combination of forces,

since new groups may always arrive from outside the social sphere or arise internally

through fission of the exclusive group.  Forces that can maintain group number

fixation include strong unmet demand and elevated competitive ability on the part of

the exclusive group.  The forces maintaining fixation tend to decay with time, and the

most useful analysis generally begin by characterizing a given case as having been

fixed for a relatively short or long time, and then consider the reasons why.

Other effects beyond the six presented here could probably be developed from the

equilibrium group number model.  In addition, the discussion could be extended to

consider the various possible mechanisms by which a group may disappear from the

social and ecological niche in question, since people need not literally leave the region

or die out in order to move out of the niche.  Alternative outcomes to emigration and

extinction include the divergence of the social and ecological niches that competing

groups occupy, leading to independent groups that do not compete, or to

interdependent specialization or symbiosis.  Another outcome that could be considered

is the subsumption of one group into another at a lower social status level, such as an

impoverished class, a lower caste, serfs, or slaves.  All of these are equivalent to a

reduction in group number, since in each case one or more groups effectively leave the

social and ecological niche in question.  In the case of absorption of a disadvantaged

class, not only is the absorbed group demoted in level to a subdivision of the absorbing

group, which reduces the group number as the equilibrium group number model
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demands, but also the resulting compound group changes its social and ecological

niche to one involving a new subsistence strategy that includes a dominated labor pool.

On the other hand, the further the model is pushed, the more serious the problems

of defining groups, levels, niches, and social spheres become relative to the yield in

understanding the social processes.  The equilibrium group number model, like most

general models, is at its best when it is simplest.  In the interest of preserving this

parsimony as well as out of mercy for the reader, this discussion will leave the

implications of the model at the six simple effects already described.

Applying the model and its effects to the Osmore drainage paid off in a number of

concrete ways.  The most obvious is that to the extent that the reader finds the

equilibrium group number model to be valid and the dramatic changes in group

number to be among the more interesting and essential features of coastal Osmore

prehistory, using the model both made the proposed reconstruction of culture history

plausible and explained why things happened as they did.  The details and implications

of these explanations are laid out later in this chapter.

In addition to this substantive benefit, using the model helped improve the

analysis and presentation of the data.  Each effect implied a series of specific questions

to be asked of the archaeological data in order to justify the proposed explanations of

culture historical processes, which gave purpose, direction, and focus to the

reconstructions of population history, chronology, comparisons to material cultures in

other regions, analysis of midden contents, and so on.  These sorts of analyses are

often included in any comprehensive archaeological report, but using them to test the

fit of a theory moved the analyses away from dry description and towards process-

oriented explanation.
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Some specific implications of the model led me to reconsider data that had not

seemed important before.  For example, the three minor ceramic styles in the coastal

valley, Osmore Multicolor, Ilo Multicolor, and Viboras, were all rare, poorly

understood, and originally seemed to be sidelights to the overall flow of events in the

valley that could reasonably be ignored or relegated to a brief mention.  As the

equilibrium group number model began to suggest that the gold rush effect might

apply to the early Late Intermediate Period, it became clear that there should have been

numerous small, shortlived groups present in the valley at that time.  The minor

ceramic styles and the people who made them suddenly became relevant, since they

were evidence of exactly the multiplicity of groups that the model predicted.  The

seemingly insignificant footnotes to coastal Osmore prehistory became expectable,

important features of the prehistoric record.  Because the minor styles now had to carry

explanatory weight, I had to perform additional analyses concerning them, such as a

careful consideration of their ceramic associations in the site survey data in order to

establish their temporal placement, that otherwise would never have been done.

Similarly, the BR Early Ceramic style did not seem particularly important to

understanding the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza groups until the model

suggested that the two later styles arose during a radical change in circumstances from

earlier times.  To clarify the events that led to the gold rush effect and the rise of the

two major Late Intermediate Period cultures, it became necessary to understand what

the coastal valley and its inhabitants were like immediately beforehand.  I have done

the best I can by hypothesizing from the limited survey data currently available, but

this question will lead directly to additional fieldwork that might otherwise have been

delayed or never carried out.
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As important as the contributions of structure and analytical insights were to the

analysis of the coastal Osmore data, any reasonable theoretical orientation should have

provided similar benefits of guiding the argument and focussing attention on certain

data.  What is special about the equilibrium group number model specifically is that it

goes to the heart of one of the basic issues of social process, the existence and

interaction of social groups, and approaches it from a new angle.  Previous theory has

focussed on processes within individual groups (Adams 1966; Beckerman 1983;

Conrad and Demarest 1984; Kosse 1990; Oliver and Marwell 1988; Tainter 1988;

etc.), the dynamics of specific interactions between groups, such as the relations

between a growing empire and the polities on its periphery (D'Altroy 1992; Browman

1978), or one particular type of interaction such as warfare (Carniero 1970; Peoples

1982; Webster 1975; Wilson 1988; Vining 1981).  The equilibrium group number

model is different in that it attempts to model in a general way the entire system of

social groups at once, considering not the details of what goes on within any one group

or between any subset of the groups, but rather the overall trend in fission, fusion,

immigration, immigration, the shifting of individuals between groups through

boundary "osmosis," and extinction of groups that leads to changes in the number of

groups in a region, hence their sizes, and ultimately their social complexity.

Applying each of the six effects yielded specific substantive insights on the

processes of cultural change in the coastal Osmore valley and the neighboring regions

that affected it.  The social sphere size effect seems to fit the pattern of expansion of

the Tiwanaku state in several regions, including the valley of Tiwanaku itself, the

middle Osmore valley around Moquegua, and possibly other areas as well.  The

implication is that the growth of the Tiwanaku state in at least some geographic
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directions was driven by the expansion of its social sphere, rather than the reverse as

was the case with the Inka empire.  The Tiwanaku social sphere grew in the core

region through population growth in situ, and in peripheral regions both through

population growth due to immigration and natural increase in areas already linked to

Tiwanaku, and through extending and intensifying links with ever more distant areas

through population movement, exchange and diplomatic contacts, and so on.  This

expansion of the social sphere resulted in the increasing size of the Tiwanaku state as a

distinct social group in accordance with the social sphere size effect, such that the

number of groups in the social sphere did not get too large.  The growth of the

Tiwanaku group led to increasing organizational complexity through the predictable

effects of scale (Johnson and Earle 1987; Kosse 1990).  The same effect, incidentally,

suggests that other groups may have consolidated and grown in size and complexity at

about the same time, perhaps including the polities on the western side of lake Titicaca

that were eventually subsumed by Tiwanaku (Stanish 1992), or the group or groups at

San Pedro de Atacama (Rodman 1992).  Browman (1978), Kolata (1983), Nuñez and

Dillehay (1978), and others have made related arguments concerning the importance

of long-distance exchange contacts in the growth of Tiwanaku, while Goldstein

(1989a,b) sees enormous growth simultaneously in population and complexity of

Tiwanaku people in the middle Osmore valley.  Recasting these ideas in terms of the

social sphere size effect shows how they can be consistent with a more general model

that describes other changes in the region, as well.

Meanwhile, the Tiwanaku state never seems to have extended into the coastal

Osmore valley, although there may have been extremely limited exchange of decorated

goods or a few visitors from Tiwanaku areas such as the middle Osmore valley. 

Instead, the population of the coastal valley declined from formerly higher levels, and
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while a Tiwanaku temple, a hierarchy of large habitation sites, canal and field systems,

and quantities of decorated ceramics, textiles, and other craft goods in Tiwanaku

altiplano style dominated the middle valley, a single small social group with a unique

local ceramic style seems to have eked out a living perched between the river and the

lomas within a few km of the mouth of the coastal Osmore river.  I suggest that this

period illustrates the minimum viable group size effect, in which the population of the

coastal valley became so small that it could support only a single social group, which I

label after the type site as the BR Early Ceramic.  The reason for the minuscule

population of the coastal valley and its apparent shift from the valley floor towards

lomas and possibly marine resources may relate to hydrological repercussions of the

large-scale Tiwanaku irrigation works in the middle valley.  Intensive irrigation around

Moquegua may have deprived the coastal valley of enough water to maintain

dependable agriculture, a large population, and more than a single social group.

The Tiwanaku state, or at least the parts around the southern end of lake Titicaca

and the middle Osmore valley, collapsed around AD 1000 in a pattern that corresponds

to some of the material correlates of the cascading divisions effect with a low salient

level.  What these terms mean is that the breakdown of the administrative hierarchy of

the Tiwanaku state may have begun at a relatively high level, and propagated

downwards through the hierarchy until all but the lowest, most local links were

broken, as opposed to a pattern of "lateral pruning," in which the collapse of the state

is the accumulated result of local groups independently splitting off from the

administrative hierarchy.

If this interpretation is correct, it has several implications.  First, it suggests that

relatively high-level politics were the cause or at least the critical symptom that lead to
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the state's collapse, rather than widespread managerial failures or grassroots unrest.  In

this interpretation, the initial steps in Tiwanaku's collapse would have involved the

splitting off of large chunks of the state under leaders that were formerly high in the

state hierarchy, possibly Tiwanaku nobility living in the urban capital itself.  Second, it

suggests that the state administrative hierarchy was a somewhat arbitrary imposition

on a relatively homogeneous society that was not marked, at least in the regions

discussed here, by profound cultural divisions, or that these divisions were not

reflected in the state administrative hierarchy itself.  Once it began to break down, the

remaining subunits of the hierarchy did not correspond to existing group identities at a

sub-state level, and so had little reason to persist.  The Aymara kingdoms of the

Lupaqa, Colla, and others on the western margin of lake Titicaca may be exceptions,

but in much of the state there was nothing to maintain fragments of the hierarchy in the

absence of the state itself until the units had dissolved down to a small regional level. 

Third, this pattern of collapse is expected in states which grew "mechanically," that is,

by population expansion and/or unusually thorough cultural diffusion, such that the

state is composed of a relatively homogeneous culture, rather than an assemblage of

heterogeneous parts like the Inka empire.

These arguments about the growth and collapse of Tiwanaku and the strangely

unimpressive concurrent events in the coastal Osmore valley are based on a heavy

dose of theory and respectable, but not overwhelming, data.  They are interesting and

plausible, but aside from the negligible presence of Tiwanaku in the coastal Osmore,

definitely need further evidence to confirm or disprove.  The repercussions of

Tiwanaku's collapse on the coastal Osmore valley, on the other hand, are dramatically

attested to by ample survey, excavation, and lab analysis results from the Proyecto

Colonias Costeras de Tiwanaku, and the events clearly correspond to the expected
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material correlates of the remaining effects of the equilibrium group number model.

The events in the coastal Osmore valley associated with the collapse of Tiwanaku

and its immediate aftermath clearly correspond to the gold rush effect.  The coastal

valley became a more desirable place to live when Tiwanaku collapsed, possibly

because the abandonment of Tiwanaku irrigation works in the middle valley increased

the flow of the coastal segment of the river, and possibly also because the loss of the

state superstructure in the middle valley made conditions there comparatively worse,

with lower production, more competition, increasing isolation and hostility between

local groups.  Certainly the coastal valley was able to support a far greater population

than had lived there while Tiwanaku controlled the middle valley.  As many as five

distinct new social groups appeared in the coastal valley, just as expected under the

gold rush effect.  The Ilo-Tumilaca group evidently immigrated to the coastal valley

from the middle valley.  Another group that made what I call the Viboras style of

pottery may have immigrated from a similar region or split off from the Ilo-Tumilaca

group.  The early (Algarrobal phase) Chiribaya group may have immigrated from

another valley further south, or may have developed in situ from Ilo-Tumilaca roots or

a melding of the local and Ilo-Tumilaca traditions, presumably in contact and

synchrony with similar developments in neighboring valleys.  Two additional variants

of the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya pottery style, Osmore Multicolor and Ilo Multicolor,

probably represent still other social groups with origins closely tied to the Chiribaya. 

If the local Early Ceramic tradition continued, the people who made those ceramics

would represent yet a sixth group.

Although equating ceramic styles with social groups, reconstructing migrations,

and debating the cultural and regional origins of groups are lines of argument often
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relegated to the bad old days of non-anthropological archaeology, they are not only

relevant, but crucial, to the prehistory of the coastal Osmore valley.  At least for the

Ilo-Tumilaca and Algarrobal phase Chiribaya groups, for which the most

archaeological data are available, these issues have been dealt with in a rigorous

manner.  Pottery was not simply assumed to mark social groups, but was shown to

covary with a wide variety of domestic and mortuary material cultural traits that seems

to leave little doubt as to the existence of distinct social groups.  Migrations were not

carelessly asserted because of isolated material similarities, but were argued on the

dual basis of the virtual identity in a broad spectrum of material cultural traits between

the supposed immigrant and parent groups, and the clear absence of any remotely

plausible antecedents in the coastal valley, again based not only on pottery, but on a

wide range of traits made available not only by the archaeologist's good intentions but

also by the extraordinary preservation of organic artifacts in the coastal desert.  The

same rigor could not be fully applied to the other three ceramic styles, since the data

available for them are few, but in light of the strong arguments possible for the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya groups, I believe that the similar conclusions reached

for the minor styles on less compelling grounds are nonetheless reasonable.

The collapse of Tiwanaku in the middle Osmore valley evidently led directly to

the gold rush effect in the coastal valley.  It is probably not correct to form images as

dramatic as those of fleeing refugees, but nevertheless the effect of collapse was not

only to alter the organization, settlement pattern, and lifestyles of people within the

territory of the former state, but also to send people moving outward as displaced

persons, settlers seeking better opportunities, or perhaps colonists of the new local

polities.  In accordance with the gold rush effect, these groups were initially small and

numerous, lending the territory beyond the former state's periphery an unusually
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diverse, multiethnic character.

The population of the coastal valley grew rapidly in the wake of Tiwanaku's

collapse, and the competitive exclusion effect set in.  The three minor ceramic styles

and the groups presumably responsible for them disappeared quickly.  The Ilo-

Tumilaca group's population declined as they shifted to the increasingly perfunctory

Ilo-Cabuza style of pottery.  Meanwhile, the Chiribaya population exploded.  The later,

highly populous Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya society was characterized by highly

elaborated craft goods that probably indicate increasingly specialized production, by

the construction of circumvaling mounds and ditches around the prominently located

central site of Chiribaya Alta, and the elaborate interment of individuals who probably

represent powerful leaders with large quantities of craft goods, food, and even human

attendants.  The prestige of the Chiribaya seems to been rising along with their

population and political and economic organization, which all are expectable results of

the effects of scale as the group grew larger and larger.  The Ilo-Cabuza group, on the

other hand, was marked by declining elaboration of material culture which may

indicate reduced general wealth, and no evidence of a leadership class or other social

hierarchy.  Various resources that were probably especially valued, including corn,

cuyes, and various fruits, were all primarily controlled by the Chiribaya and not the

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people.  While the Ilo-Tumilaca group shared the site of

Chiribaya Alta with the Algarrobal phase Chiribaya for high-status burials, the Ilo-

Cabuza people may have been excluded from it.  Eventually, the Ilo-Cabuza group

also disappeared, leaving the huge population of the Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

as the sole social group in the valley.

Given the great population growth and hence increasing resource scarcity implied
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by the survey data (interpreted conservatively and in several different ways), it is not

surprising that the competitive exclusion effect should have run its course.  Moreover,

the increasing divergence in wealth, prestige, and social complexity between the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya groups offers ready mechanisms by which the number

of groups in the coastal valley might have dropped from five to one.  The

disappearance of social groups does not imply the physical demise of individuals or

family lines, only the disappearance of an ethnic or other group identity.  When it is

clearly preferable to be a member of one group over another, people can be expected to

find ways in which to change their affiliation from the less to the more preferred

group.  The particular means could involve marriage patterns, adoptions, voluntary

servitude, simple shifts of residence, or even some sort of tacit or explicit conversion

procedures.

Of course, immigration and demographic or health differences could also have

been involved.  Any material correlates of immigration will probably be found in the

neighboring areas that hypothetically received these immigrants; at the moment there

is no evidence for immigration but research in the area is too preliminary to rule it out.

 Paleopathological and demographic studies of the human remains find no significant

health or mortality differences between the groups, but very small differences that

would be undetectable with the present samples could still have been sufficient to

contribute to the disappearance of the Ilo-Cabuza group.

The competitive exclusion effect fits the archaeological data and explains that the

number of social groups in the coastal valley would be expected to decline just as it

did in response to increasing competition for resources due to population growth.  The

model does not specify what mechanisms might have been involved, and several
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reasonable possibilities, including immigration and demographic differences, cannot

be ruled out, but the positive evidence available suggests that at least part of the

process took place through the "osmosis" of individuals across "porous" social group

boundaries from groups of lower and declining status and power to the group of

highest and growing status, wealth, and organization.

The model also does not specify why the valley's population rose, but rising

populations should be no surprise during and after an episode of the gold rush effect. 

While the gold rush effect is in progress, ample resources are available and people may

prefer to have large families in order to increase their labor pool and for whatever

other values large families may have, while few of the common limitations on family

size such as low fertility or high infant mortality due to poor nutrition and health are in

effect.  Practices and values that result in large families and rapid population growth

are free to develop, if not actively encouraged by the gold rush circumstances (see

MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Pianka 1970; Kirch 1984 on r and k selection in

colonizing populations).  These practices may persist for some time after the

population has begun to strain the available resources and competition begins to heat

up, as is routinely observed by demographers in the modern "demographic transition"

(Theodorson and Theodorson 1969).  When the competitive exclusion effect follows

on the heels of the gold rush effect, it is reasonable to suspect that the competitive

exclusion effect is driven by population growth resulting from practices established

during the gold rush effect.  Conversely, we can suggest that when the gold rush effect

occurs, an episode of competitive exclusion may generally be expected to follow.  It

certainly did in the coastal Osmore.

Finally, the Chiribaya tradition remained the only one in the coastal Osmore
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valley for an uncertain period of time, probably several generations at least, in an

example of the group number fixation effect.  The fixation effect can be maintained by

various factors, including high unmet demand for resources, high competitive ability

on the part of the exclusive group, and any number of factors that might keep the

psycho-rational curve far to the left on the TGN graph.  I suggested that in the coastal

Osmore case, the unmet demand due to high population relative to the productivity of

the valley probably continued or more likely increased over time and served as a

principal factor in preventing other groups from immigrating to the coastal valley and

the Chiribaya group from splitting up.  Although this explanation is plausible given the

data at hand, it cannot be properly confirmed or disproved.  It is not even clear what

conceivable material evidence might be capable of confirming or discounting such a

claim.  Explaining stasis is intrinsically harder than explaining change.  In addition, the

proximate mechanisms maintaining the fixation effect are not specified.  It is easy to

imagine unmet demand for resources giving the Chiribaya a strong incentive to keep

newcomers out of their valley, as well as giving newcomers little incentive to try to

move in, but why the pressure should keep the Chiribaya group together rather than

split it apart is not so clear.  Perhaps as resource scarcity increased the pressure to

fission, incipient splits were ever more strongly suppressed.  Alternatively, perhaps the

Chiribaya did not remain a single social group at all, but after splitting apart simply did

not diverge sufficiently in material culture to be recognizable as more than one social

group.  It may be some time before sufficient fieldwork and analysis has been done to

even begin to approach these questions about the organization of the latest, most

complex and numerous Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya people.

We might generalize a little further and describe a general process that could

occur in many cases of the collapse of states.  When the state collapses, competition
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within the old state territory increases due to the loss of organization, dispute

resolution mechanisms, and overarching political control.  Any local tensions that

were contained by the state may break out with more force than ever, since some or all

factions will probably feel that they were discriminated against under state suppression

of their disputes.  The loss of the state's organization may also lead to declining

productivity and increasing unmet demand as state infrastructural features such as

canal, field, and water allocation systems, coordinated agricultural planning and

scheduling, wild resource conservation practices, and so on break down for lack of

management and maintenance.  Overall, the conditions within the boundaries of the

former state generally worsen.  Meanwhile, the peripheral and even further outlying

regions come to look more attractive than before.  They may have been relatively less

populated because people preferred to live closer to the core to maximize personal

opportunity, minimize transportation costs, and so on.  If so, farmland and other

resources will be relatively more available, wild resources and soils will be less

depleted, and in general the outlying areas will offer better opportunities than the

crowded and now disorganized core.  In cases such as the coastal Osmore valley,

agricultural or other practices under the state may have actively deprived the outlying

zones of water or other resources such that the areas were unattractive for settlement

while the state existed but materially improved after the state disappeared.  Both

pushed by the poor conditions in the core and pulled by the opportunities of the

outlying regions, people will tend to move outward in the wake of the state's collapse. 

In terms of the equilibrium group number model, the collapse of a state is prone to

lead to the gold rush effect in the former periphery and beyond.

The expected result of the gold rush effect is a proliferation of small, distinct

social groups in the outlying areas.  These groups will tend to grow until their
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territories are fully exploited, and continue to grow even as competition becomes more

and more intense.  The competitive exclusion effect comes into play, and eventually a

small number of large groups dominate the former margins of the collapsed state.  The

same effect may occur within the boundaries of the former state as well, leading to the

reunification or reformulation of the state, or the processes that led to the state's

collapse may continue to act to suppress the unification of the resulting splinter

groups.  The large groups in the periphery will be naturally selected and intentionally

adjusted to be the most competitively able of the gold rushing settlers or the local

groups with which the immigrants competed, so they will tend to be efficient and

probably well organized.  The effects of scale will also tend to require increasing

social, economic, and political complexity, all of which may come relatively easily to

people whose cultures recently derived from one of a state.  The result of the collapse

of the original state, then, is a halo of large, complex societies, perhaps at the chiefdom

or even state levels, surrounding what had once been the core of the defunct state.

Since this "halo of complexity" scenario is derived from work in the coastal

Osmore valley, it naturally seems to apply to the collapse of Tiwanaku and the rise of

the Chiribaya in that region rather well.  It may also describe the events in the

Cochabamba region and elsewhere when Tiwanaku collapsed, but more data will be

needed to show that.  As plausible as the halo of complexity scenario sounds, finding

other examples is surprisingly difficult, and that in itself is illuminating.

A few possible other cases suggest themselves, but each is a poor fit for one

reason or another.  The Maya florescence in the northern Yucatan after the Maya

collapse in the Peten might be one example, but the northern Maya seem to have

already become numerous and complex before the collapse in the Peten (Hammond
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1982).  The rise of European chiefdoms with the collapse of the Roman empire might

be another example, but again, these political units seem to have formed well before

the Roman empire was defunct, and moreover, Rome did not collapse in the abrupt

sense that the term usually implies (Bowersock 1988; Tainter 1988).  A quick review

of the careers of the early Mesopotamian states shows that their rises and falls were

more a matter of transient military and administrative successes and "political

fragmentation" (Cowgill 1988) than collapse in the sense of qualitatively changing

levels of cultural and sociopolitical complexity (Yoffee 1988b).

Part of the difficulty in finding other cases may be due to a relative dearth of

scholarly attention paid to periods between the collapse and rise of states.  Collapse in

the abrupt sense may not be so common in prehistory, either (Yoffee 1988a; Cowgill

1988).  The most important reason, however, is probably that few states were

surrounded by sufficiently underdeveloped peripheries and neighboring areas for the

gold rush effect to have taken place on a pronounced and widespread basis when they

collapsed.  Tiwanaku may have been an unusually "pristine" state not only in its rise,

but also in its collapse, bounded on at least some sides by a relative vacuum of

sociopolitical development.  Presumably the fragments of the collapsed Wari state to

the north would not constitute such a vacuum, but the coastal Osmore and possibly

adjacent Pacific coast valleys to the south, the Cochabamba area, and maybe other

zones such as San Pedro de Atacama and the jungle east of Titicaca would.  If future

research upholds the halo of complexity scenario for the collapse of Tiwanaku, then

pursuing how Tiwanaku came to be and remained along some of its frontiers a solitary

 state surrounded by underexploited, underdeveloped outlands rather than the

apparently more common chiefdoms and secondary states might offer further insights

into the nature of one of the earliest, largest, and longest lasting regional states in the

Andes.
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All of this discussion of Tiwanaku and the halo of complexity scenario has been

qualified with limitations to certain parts of the Tiwanaku's territory and periphery. 

One virtue of the equilibrium group number model is that despite its inherent

generality and vagueness, its explicit focus on the interactions of social groups inhibits

exactly such overgeneralizations as would result by characterizing the entirety of the

Tiwanaku state with a single pattern of interaction or collapse.  Tiwanaku grew,

operated, and probably collapsed in different ways in different parts of its territory, and

the forces affecting group number were different from place to place.  Trying to

shoehorn the entire state process at any one time into one of the six effects of the

model leads to contradictions and simply highlights the heterogeneity of the state. 

Instead, the best understanding of the state and its interactions with other groups is

gained by modelling the group numbers of various social spheres defined from the

local or regional point of view, spaced throughout the territory of the state and around

its periphery in order to reflect the regionally variable nature of the state's interactions

and impact on group numbers.  The analyses presented here have focussed primarily

on the social sphere of people in the coastal Osmore valley, drawing some parallels to

possibly analogous areas.  The full picture remains to be completed with other

subregions of the Tiwanaku state.

As satisfying as it might be to characterize Tiwanaku in one way and contrast it

with the Inka and Wari states, for example, the result would be little more than a

parody of the states involved.  Tiwanaku seems to have grown through the social

sphere size effect in parts of its core area, in the middle Osmore drainage, perhaps in

the Cochabamba area, and possibly to the south towards San Pedro de Atacama.  It

may have grown by competitive exclusion along the western shores of lake Titicaca as
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it absorbed existing complex polities there, perhaps driven more by unmet demand

than by dramatic differences in competitive ability (but see Kolata 1992, who argues

that Tiwanaku never lacked for subsistence resources).  Tiwanaku seems to have

affected group numbers differently in the middle Osmore and the Atacama areas, and

it may have collapsed in different ways regionally, as well.  The Inka state probably

grew in part through the social sphere size effect in its initial development in the area

around Cuzco (Bauer 1992), while it clearly expanded its imperial territory later

through competitive exclusion driven less by unmet demand for resources than by its

exceptionally high competitive ability both in military and to a lesser degree in

administrative sectors (D'Altroy 1992).  The Wari state is even less well known, but in

places it seems to have gained and retained territory probably by competitive exclusion

in much the same way as did the Inka (Schreiber 1987), while in others even the

presence of major Wari centers seems to have had little effect on the group number or

any other feature of the local social sphere (Isbell and McEwan 1991; Borges 1988). 

A meaningful comparison of the growth, functioning, and collapse of states using the

equilibrium group number model, or any other model for that matter, would require a

complex, variegated analysis and regional data of a quality that is presently available

for few regions.  In the end, the principal benefit would probably be in understanding

the variability within each state, as much as the commonalities and differences

between them.

In summary, the equilibrium group number model is a broad, graphical conception

of the interaction of psychological categorizing, rational or economic decisions, and

the force of competition as it works between social groups.  The model and the six

effects derived from it correspond well to the turbulent culture history of the Osmore

drainage and the neighboring areas that affected it, through the expansion and collapse
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of the Tiwanaku state, and its lasting aftereffects even beyond the state's former

boundaries.  The model makes the changing numbers of social groups in the Osmore

drainage understandable.  By fitting them to general processes independent of the

specific case, it also makes them potentially comparable to similar events in other

times and places.  The model focussed and organized a variety of distinct analyses on a

coherent set of testable hypotheses, and more could certainly be derived from it. 

Ultimately, the study of the processes affecting the number of groups in an area should

complement the already richly developed study of the processes that occur within

growing, shrinking, or stable groups, providing another way of looking at some of the

most fundamental and sometimes dramatic developments of past and present human

societies.
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Appendix A

Proyecto Colonias Costeras de Tiwanaku 1989-90, Sitework Report

This appendix is a condensed and updated version of an unpublished sites report

entitled Proyecto Colonias Costeras de Tiwanaku, 1989-90 Field Report, dated June

26, 1991.  Copies of the original report are on file with the Programa Contisuyu and

have been distributed to interested individuals and organizations.  An abbreviated

version in spanish was submitted to Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INC) offices in

Lima, Moquegua, and Ilo, and to various interested individuals.

The Proyecto Colonias Costeras de Tiwanaku (PCCT) was conceived in 1988 in

order to examine the expansion of the Tiwanaku state into the coastal Osmore valley

of southernmost Peru (see Figure 1-1).  The results of the mapping, surface collection,

and excavation conducted in 1989-90 forced the project to shift its focus.  Published

sources (Mujica 1985; Mujica, Rivera, and Lynch 1983; Ponce 1977; Kolata 1987;

Santoro and Ulloa 1985) indicated that there were Tiwanaku colonies in the coastal

Osmore valley, generally referring to the site of Loreto Viejo, and Loreto Viejo is the

name and type site for Tiwanaku-related ceramics of the region (Rivera 1980;

Berenguer 1978; Dauelsberg 1985; Santoro and Ulloa 1985).  Surface ceramics

suggested that the site of El Algodonal also had a component related to Tiwanaku. 

Nevertheless, PCCT found little clear evidence of the Tiwanaku state in the coastal

Osmore valley.  Instead, the Tiwanaku-like sites pertain to a local variant of

Goldstein's (1985, 1989a,b) Tumilaca phase, roughly dated around AD 900 to 1050

(see Chapter 1 and Figure 1-5).  During this time, Tiwanaku's hegemony in the middle

Osmore Moquegua region broke down, the middle valley's population divided into a

number of comparatively isolated subgroups, and people moved into the upper Osmore
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valleys such as the Otora (Bermann et al. 1989; Stanish 1985, 1992; Watanabe and

Stanish 1990).  It now appears that during this phase, settlers moved down into the

coastal Osmore valley as well.

PCCT excavated Tumilaca phase habitation areas at the sites of El Algodonal and

Loreto Alto, and a Tumilaca phase cemetery at El Algodonal.  Loreto Alto was

originally thought to be a storage complex associated with El Algodonal and Loreto

Viejo, but test excavations proved it to be a single-component habitation site that may

be a key to understanding the Tumilaca phase in the coastal Osmore.

The original research design called for excavations in Chiribaya settlements, in

order to contrast them with the Tiwanaku-related material.  Since much of the

habitation area of both El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo proved to be Chiribaya, a

considerable quantity of this comparative material was collected.  The cemetery at

Loreto Viejo was surface collected or excavated around 1960 by Gary Vescelius, and

although never published, this material was the basis of the interpretation of Loreto

Viejo as a Tiwanaku colony.  PCCT surface collected and excavated in the Loreto

Viejo cemetery, but encountered only Chiribaya material.

Finally, PCCT encountered unexpected early occupations that are probably allied

to the local coastal late preceramic, the Huaracane phase of the middle Osmore, and

the Alto Ramírez phase of northernmost Chile.  Two early ceramic habitation terraces

were located at El Algodonal underneath the Tumilaca phase cemetery, and were

excavated for comparative purposes and as salvage, since I feared that they would be

destroyed by looters.  Several test excavations were placed in the large area of early

ceramic habitation terraces at Loreto Viejo.  One burial tumulus at Loreto Viejo was

test excavated at the request of a representative of the Moquegua INC office, in
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connection with a request for a land grant including the tumuli.  A report was filed

with the Moquegua INC, and the land grant was denied.

PCCT is part of the Programa Contisuyu, a coalition of archaeologists who work

in the Osmore drainage and share data and resources.  The PCCT 1989-90 fieldwork

was authorized by Resolución Suprema No. 386-88-ED, and funded by Fulbright-Hays

Fellowship P022A80009 and National Science Foundation Dissertation Improvement

Grant 8903227.  I arrived in Perú April 5, 1989.  Fieldwork began May 5, 1989 and

alternated with periods of lab work, ending June 6, 1990.  Lab work continued through

September 23, 1990.  I left Perú on September 24, 1990.

Personnel

Bruce Owen (University of California, Los Angeles) directed the project in all its

phases, and is the author of this report.  PCCT is my doctoral dissertation research. 

Starting and running PCCT was made much easier through the help of David Jessup

(University of Chicago), who had already established contacts and procedures for

extended archaeological work in the Ilo area, and who had partially completed a field

house, lab, and storage facility in the outlying hamlet of Algarrobal where I lived for

over a year.  I gained access to many of the specialists who have worked on the PCCT

collections through Jane Buikstra (University of Chicago) and her enormous Chiribaya

Project, which conducted large-scale cemetery excavations and analyses while I was in

the field.  Both David Jessup and Jane Buikstra have been extremely helpful with

logistical matters and open with their data and interpretations.  Mike Moseley, Don

Rice, Garth Bawden, Charles Stanish, and other members of Programa Contisuyu have

also contributed important insights and comments from the beginning of PCCT to

now.
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I was ably assisted in the field by Gerardo Felipe Carpio Díaz (UCSM, Arequipa),

Edmundo de la Vega (UCSM, Arequipa), Cecelia Chavez (UCSM, Arequipa),

Augusto Cardona Rosas (UCSM, Arequipa), Adan Oligario Umire Alvarez (UCSM,

Arequipa), Wilbert Vera Robles (UNSAA, Cuzco), Rick Reycraft (University of New

Mexico), Guy Pinneo (Princeton University), and José Moya Yachachin (Ataura,

Junin), all of whom excavated units, directed workers, maintained field notes with

drawings, and took photographs.  Felipe and José also acted as assistant field directors

when necessary.

In the lab, Niki Clark (University of Chicago), Juana Lazo (UN, Cuzco), and

Cecilia Quequezana (Instituto Nacional de Cultura, Arequipa, Peru) handled textile

conservation.  Kari Sandness (University of Nebraska, Lincoln) collected bone

samples for a dietary study comparing the Tumilaca and Chiribaya phases.  Dr. Sloan

Williams (University of Chicago) collected bone and soft tissue samples for a

biodistance study based on DNA restriction fragment length polymorphisms that will

assess whether the Tumilaca phase settlers were a distinct breeding population from

the Chiribaya.  Dr. Arthur Aufderheide (University of Minnesota, Duluth) dissected

the better preserved human remains to ascertain age, sex, and pathologies.  Sloan

Williams, Shelly Burgess (University of Chicago), and Phil Hartnady (University of

Missouri) determined preliminary age, sex, and gross pathologies for many of the

human remains.  Shelley Burgess returned in 1991 for a thorough paleopathological

analysis of the human remains from the cemetery at El Algodonal, which resulted in

revisions to the preliminary demographic data as well.

In both the field and the lab, I was helped especially by Valentin Avelino Córdova

Cotori, Andrés Moya, Pascual Pompeyo Rojas Aliaga, María Colana Bedoya, and
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David Schwartz.  Assisting in the field and lab were Hugo José Amézquita Dávila,

Edgar "Yayo" Santiago Del Castillo Eguiluz, Mario Silvestre Calizaya Cayo, Walter

Gregorio Amézquita Dávila, and César [patronym unknown].  Ian Curry, Catherine

Martinez, Banks Lee Leonard, Niceas Juarez, and Elaine Hubner all volunteered

valuable time in the field or lab on various occasions.

Manuel Pacheco deserves special thanks not only for sharing his great knowledge

of the coastal Osmore valley, his frequent emergency car repairs, and allowing us to

process flotation samples alongside his irrigation tank, but also for his boundless

enthusiasm, advice, and personal support.  In this Manuel must share the credit with

his wife Darina and children Doris and Rojelio, who always made us more than

welcome in their home.

Field, lab, and analytical methods

All three sites were mapped in detail.  A grid of control points at known

coordinates were marked on the site with flags, using a theodolite and 30 meter tapes. 

For each rectangle of control points, two tapes were stretched along parallel sides of

the rectangle.  A third tape was stretched perpendicular to them and moved along the

rectangle as features were drawn in on the map sheet.  Because of the steep, irregular

terrain at Loreto Alto, this method was used only for the central part of the site, and

the rest was mapped from air photos.  Coarse elevation data were collected at El

Algodonal and the central portion of Loreto Alto.  Only Loreto Alto was finally

contour mapped, using both field and stereo pair air photo data.

Only El Algodonal was systematically surface collected.  The site map was

divided into sixteen sampling strata based on differing surface features such as terrace
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shape and size, slope, stonework, and so on, and a computer program generated

random coordinate pairs within each stratum.  Each collection unit was a circle five

meters in diameter centered on a random coordinate pair, and enough non-overlapping

units were collected to approximate a 10% sample of each stratum.  Additional

collection units, occasionally varying in size and shape, were placed intentionally in

order to collect material of interest, including unusual ceramic concentrations and

human remains.  Within each collection unit, all cultural material on the surface was

collected.

All reasonably intact human remains and some textiles, ceramics, and other

artifacts were collected from the surface of the looted Tumilaca phase cemetery at El

Algodonal.  These collections often extended as much as 50 centimeters below the

surface, in backdirt from looters' pits.  We attempted to collect human remains such

that each collection unit represented as much as could be found of a single individual

and the artifacts clearly associated with it, but this was often difficult in practice.  The

location and size of each collection area was noted.  The cemetery at Loreto Viejo

proved to be Chiribaya, and only the most intact human remains and artifacts exposed

on the surface were collected.  Fragmentary, looted material was judged less important

at Loreto Viejo, because good samples of other Chiribaya cemeteries are already

available for study.

Excavation units in the habitation areas of all three sites were not placed

randomly, but rather were located purposefully in order to sample well-preserved

terrace surfaces in different areas of each site.  In some cases, especially at Loreto

Alto, accessibility and the need to have teams working close enough together to share

equipment such as cameras were also considerations in the placement of excavation
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units.  Most units were placed towards the back edges of terraces, since experience

showed that in most cases the living surface was eroded away in all but the back

portion of the terrace.

Excavations proceeded in natural stratigraphic units as far as possible, with

arbitrary subdivisions made as appropriate.  Each stratum was described with a code

indicating its site, unit, level, and locus, for example, LV 2510-2-3/1.  Loreto Viejo

was coded as LV, Loreto Alto as LA, and El Algodonal as AD, to distinguish it from

the Chiribaya site of El Algorrobal.  Excavation units were typically 1.5 X 1.5 meter

squares, each of which was given a three or four digit identification number.  Three

digit numbers are units at El Algodonal, numbers from 1001 to 1999 are units at

Loreto Alto, and numbers from 2001 to 2999 are units at Loreto Viejo.  Numbers

ending in 1xx or 2xx are surface collections in habitation areas, those ending in 3xx

are surface collections or excavation units in cemetery areas, and those ending in 5xx

are excavation units in habitation areas.  This system became somewhat inconsistent

when early ceramic habitation remains were discovered underneath the Tumilaca

phase cemetery at El Algodonal in units numbered 3xx.

Each excavated provenience within a unit was labeled with a level and locus

number.  A new level was begun when the soil changed in any way from that above it.

 A new locus was begun when a level was not uniform across it's surface.  For

example, a floor might be level 3, locus 1, while the fill of a posthole dug into it might

be level 3, locus 2.  All notes and provenience information are keyed to these unit-

level-locus codes; there are no additional tomb numbers, feature types, etc.  Most

tombs were assigned their own unit number and were not further subdivided in the

proveniencing system, but a few are identified with full unit-level-locus proveniences.
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When it was necessary to identify an artifact or soil sample within a locus for

point-proveniencing or to distinguish it from another similar item, the object received

a special collection number that was also recorded in the field notes.  A full

provenience code looks like AD 525-15-11/1, meaning El Algodonal, unit 525, level

15, locus 11, special collection 1.  In this case, locus 11 is the fill of a pit, and special

collection 1 is a post that was standing in it.

Notes concerning stratigraphy, soil types, artifact content, photographs, general

procedure, and interpretations were taken on standardized forms, and maps were

drawn showing the location of loci and elevations relative to a local floating datum for

each unit or group of adjacent units.

At least one flotation sample was collected from each locus except for some

tombs and strata cuts.  Flotation samples were measured in graduated buckets, and

were always eight liters or the entire locus, if it totalled less than eight liters.  All the

additional soil in the locus was passed through 1/4 inch screens, and in most cases all

the cultural material was collected except for bits of chaff and cane under about 1 inch

in length.  Material collected included not only artifacts such as plain body sherds and

river cobbles with pounding wear, but also all other plant material, camelid dung, fish

scales, shell fragments, feathers, string, hairs, and so on.  Except for items that seemed

fragile or likely to be lost, all the material was bagged together for later separation in

the lab.  Appendix E describes the results of analyzing this material.  In a few cases,

test trenches were dug without screening or redeposited or sterile overburden was

discarded without screening.

The early flotation samples were floated in a water tank and the light fraction
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skimmed by hand.  Later samples were floated in one of two similar modified SMAP-

type machines (Pearsall 1989).  748 of the 893 light and heavy floatation fractions

have been separated by hand at a macroscopic level into relatively detailed categories

for future analysis.

Artifact preservation is naturally excellent and the soils are sandy, so most

artifacts did not need to be cleaned and were stored without any potentially harmful

intervention.  The two primary exceptions were ceramics and textiles.  All ceramic

vessels and sherds were soaked for a minimum of one week in a series of clean water

baths changed daily, in order first to clean them and then to dissolve out their high salt

content and prevent exfoliation.  Most of the textiles were gently flattened, dry

brushed clean and stored rolled in acid-free paper.  The collections are now stored in

the field house in Algorrobal.

The ceramic data presented here are based on lab analysis of washed sherds. 

These results differ somewhat from the field impressions reported in the 1991 site

report, and should be considered more correct.

 
Local terms

Several local terms are used throughout the PCCT notes and papers.  Possibly

most important are "ceniza volcanica," "volcanic ash," and "Huaynaputina ash".  These

refer to a distinctive powdery, light grey, slightly glittering volcanic ash that was

deposited over a large area of southern Perú by the eruption of the volcano

Huaynaputina, near Arequipa, in the historically documented year AD 1600.  This ash

is easily recognized, and often is found as a thin stratum overlaying a layer of fine,

carbonized plant material.  No other volcanic ash fall is known for the entire prehistory
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of the Osmore drainage, so strata of volcanic ash serve as convenient indicators that

everything below them is either prehistoric or dates to the very first decades of Spanish

presence in the region.

"Fardo" or "mummy bundle" refers to the tightly flexed, usually seated human

remains enveloped in textiles and often elaborately trussed up with wool or vegetal

fiber ropes that are found in Late Intermediate Period burials.  The human remains are

often fully or partially mummified.

"Quincha" refers to a type of cane wall construction in which vertical, small-

diameter canes are placed in a shallow trench and held in position with horizontal

canes tied in place.  Quincha walls and associated roofs are typically supported by

vertical posts.  The term does not imply mud or any other type of coating over the

canes, and little evidence for such coatings is found in excavations.

"Estera" refers to a type of mat made from dried plant stalks laid parallel to each

other and fixed in position by widely spaced pairs of identical stalks woven through

them perpendicularly.  The perpendicular pairs twist around each other like a two-ply

rope.  A few examples are twined with cotton string instead of the plant stalks, and

esteras range in tightness from gapless structures to openwork screens.

El Algodonal

El Algodonal is located on a quaternary river terrace on the south side of the

coastal Osmore valley, about 12 km from the mouth of the river.  Figure A-1 shows

that the site is composed of an oblong area of Late Intermediate Period habitation

terraces and retaining walls, most of which presumably supported the front edges of

terraces that have been obscured by erosion and slumping.  Within this area are several
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Figure A-1. El Algodonal.
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larger terraces or plazas, and there is a separate cemetery at the east end that has no

Late Intermediate Period habitation remains, but overlies buried Early Ceramic

habitation terraces.  Looting in 1991 exposed evidence that the virtually featureless

area southeast of unit 510 is an burial tumulus similar to those of the Alto Ramírez

period in the Azapa valley (Muñoz 1987), presumably associated with the Early

Ceramic habitation terraces.  Both ends of the site are cut by deep channels that were

enlarged artificially in this century to control runoff during rare but severe rains.  Some

of the lower edge of the habitation area was eroded away by the river in the past, but

the presence of a few prehistoric retaining walls in parts of the eroded scarp  suggest

that not a great deal has been lost.  Part of the cemetery is being  actively eroded by the

river, and local people  say that many tombs have been  consumed in the last

generation.

The surface of the Late Intermediate Period habitation terraces is strewn with

rocks and artifact-rich backdirt from the looting of Chiribaya tombs scattered about the

site.  Some terrace retaining walls are partially intact, but many of the terraces are

poorly defined.  Unlike many Chiribaya sites, there are no traces of cane walls visible

on the surface.  Excavations found that in almost all cases the vertical canes had been

removed, leaving only wall trenches that are invisible on the surface.  Most of the

lower edge of the site is a steep scarp from one to about six meters high that borders

the cultivated valley bottom.  The site is slightly inclined near the scarp, and grows

steeper as it rises away from the river.  The highest terraces are built in the talus slope

of the valley wall.  Some of these have collapsed and buried parts of the back of the

site.

Surface ceramics include diagnostic Chiribaya sherds, as well as sherds similar to
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those of the Moquegua Tumilaca phase and sherds similar to the Cabuza style of

northernmost Chile.  Most of the excavations at El Algodonal encountered both

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics, although a few were essentially pure

Chiribaya.  The ceramics showed no intelligible patterning in stratigraphic sequence

and most units encountered relatively thin cultural deposits, suggesting that the

cultural material was deposited over a relatively short period of time.  The mixture of

styles could indicate that both styles were in use at the same time in the same general

vicinity, if not by the same people, or it could indicate depositional mixing, perhaps

such that earlier material of one style was redeposited with later material of another

due to terrace modifications, cleaning, or prehistoric burial looting.  These mixed

contexts were not included in most of the analyses reported here (see Appendix E).

Part of the site to the west of the western drainage ditch is in modern use for

agricultural processing tasks.  A recent stone corral and a number of recent graves

further disturb this area.  Towards the other end of the site, immediately west of the

eastern drainage ditch there is a particularly well-preserved rectangular terrace.  The

well-laid retaining walls of this terrace may have been augmented in historical times to

create a rectangular corral, and a looter's pit shows dense feces deposits on the terrace

surface.

The cemetery comprises the eastern extreme of the river terrace, and extends onto

the talus slope above and east of it.  According to local people, the area of cylindrical

stone-lined tombs and pit burials may have continued a hundred meters or more

upriver in the talus of the valley wall, but this narrow band of cemetery has been

almost completely eroded by the river within the last sixty years.  Surface and

excavated material from the cemetery includes Tumilaca-like and Cabuza-like remains
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in close association, but not a trace of Chiribaya material.

Underneath the steeper back part of the cemetery, excavations encountered two

partially preserved, buried habitation terraces characterized by burnt brown to black

undecorated neckless olla sherds reminiscent of Carrizal ceramics from the coast

around Ilo (Bolaños 1987).  These terrace surfaces were already buried by up to 130

cm of talus when the cemetery was in use.

There appears to be very little soil formation on the site, but most areas have been

covered by a few centimeters to two meters of material that has slid or washed down

from higher terraces or the valley wall.  Most of the more exposed terrace surfaces

seem to have suffered erosion down to the subsoil level prior to being covered,

especially where the front edges of terraces have collapsed.  Occupation deposits are

most often preserved at the rear of terraces, where erosion was weakest and protective

deposition most rapid.  When preserved, occupation deposits are generally shallow,

from a few centimeters to 50 centimeters thick, resting on a distinctive natural subsoil.

 Soils are mostly sandy silts derived from granite, with high proportions of gravel and

rocks.  The soil has a very high salt content, with occasional cement-like chunks and

layers held together by crystalline salt.  Organic preservation is excellent.

A coordinate grid used for mapping and locating collection and excavation units

was oriented parallel to the length of the site.  The coordinate axes were labeled R

(perpendicular to the river, 35 degrees west of north), and C (perpendicular to the

coast, 55 degrees east of north).  Points farther from the river took higher R

coordinates; points farther from the coast took higher C coordinates.  The datum was

marked on a large, high rock near the west end of the site, and arbitrarily set at 200R,

200C, and relative elevation 200 meters, so that all coordinates and elevations would
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be positive.

The habitation area of El Algodonal was divided into sixteen sampling strata for

surface collection.  Ten percent of the area of each stratum was surface collected as

described in the Methods section, totalling 130 random samples.  An additional 45

samples of varying size were placed purposefully.  The research design called for the

immediate analysis of the surface collections, and the use of the resulting data to help

place excavation units.  Unfortunately, the surface ceramics proved too small and

eroded to form the basis of a sound ceramic typology, and the analysis of the surface

collections was left until a good ceramic typology could be developed from the better-

preserved excavated material.

The excavation units except for mortuary units in the cemetery are summarized

below.  The cemetery is described in general below, but the mortuary data from the

cemetery are more fully reported and analyzed in Appendix D.  Not all numbered units

were excavated, and contiguous units often received discontiguous numbers, so the

descriptions that follow are not in numerical order.

  
AD 503, 505, 506, 509: A Chiribaya habitation terrace

These four contiguous 1.5 X 1.5 m units were the first ones excavated, and were

located near the western end of a long, moderately broad terrace from 8 to 10 m wide

and 56 m long in the lower central part of the site.  They were intended to begin a large

areal exposure, but the complexity of the features and the unexpected density of

midden material made excavation much slower than planned.  Excavation strategy was

subsequently shifted to a program of isolated test pits, to be expanded if they

encountered preserved, Tiwanaku-related living surfaces.
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The living surface of this terrace appears to have eroded away, leaving a flat

subsoil surface cut by a number of shallow trenches and deep pits (Figure A-2).  The

pits were filled with stratified gravelly midden of varying artifact density with plentiful

Chiribaya sherds.  About 8% of the diagnostic ceramics from good contexts are Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza.  Near the bottom of pit 503-4-4 was a complete mummified

camelid with golden brown wool, a small brush-like ornament with a silver sheet

bangle nearby in the fill, and two large cobbles with fresh-looking battering damage. 

Pit 505-6-4 contained layered low and high artifact density gravelly midden, two

mummified llama legs with fur, and a similar brush-like ornament with a sheet silver

bangle.  A concentration of ash and burnt bone were found at the bottom of pit 506-4-

3.  Pit 505-6-5 contained similar gravelly midden, with a concentration of charcoal at

the bottom.  Pit 506-4-2 contained loose, high artifact density gravelly midden, two

mummified camelid legs with fur, and a broken camelid cranium and mandible.  Pit

506-4-8 was shallow and filled with loose, high artifact density gravelly midden, with

a large rock in the center of the fill.  Pit 506-4-6 was small, round, and vertical-sided,

possibly a posthole, although no trace of a post was found.  Shallow depression 506-4-

7 contained plentiful molle seeds.  Trench 509-5-2 contained low density midden and

a few cane fragments laying lengthwise near the bottom of the fill, suggesting that it

may have been a quincha wall trench.  Pit 509-5-4 was filled with almost sterile soil.

Overlaying part of the area was a dense, disordered mat of corn or cane stalks and

chaff with some domestic refuse up to about 6 cm thick.  Above this in one area was a

thin region of clay with a low density of artifacts, followed by gravelly soil with some

artifacts and a cap of natural water and wind deposition.

This area probably contains the poorly-preserved remains of a quincha
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Figure A-2. AD 503, 505, 506, 509: A Chiribaya habitation terrace.
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construction.  The parallel trenches may indicate several rebuildings.  If the stalks in

the midden are cane rather than corn, they midden might be decayed wall and roof

material, while the clay layer could be melted daub, although only a small volume of

clay is represented.  Pits 509-5-4 and 506-4-6 could have held structural posts.  The

trenches are oddly shallow, suggesting that the living surface may have been eroded

away or removed by later occupants.  If this is the case, then the material laying on the

subsoil probably was deposited secondarily, and does not pertain directly to the wall

trenches.

AD 510: A Chiribaya habitation terrace

This single 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located at the back edge of a relatively narrow,

rectangular terrace about 5 m wide and 18 m long, immediately downhill from a

confusing complex of crossing stone walls that may indicate repeated modification of

the retaining walls of the terrace above.  The terrace above contains several looted

stone-lined cylindrical tombs with vertical slabs forming the lowest courses of stones.

The somewhat irregular subsoil had one post-hole like pit filled with very low

artifact density soil, and a shallow depression filled with corn stalk or cane fragments

with gravel and few artifacts.  Over these deposits were a number of large rocks and a

layer of gravelly soil with cane or corn stalk fragments, twigs, and some other garbage

including sherds and human bone.  This lense of cultural material was much thicker to

the rear of the terrace and overlay the possible posthole, suggesting that it accumulated

secondarily from the terrace above.  A patch of volcanic ash overlay this lense, and

was in turn overlain by a thin cap of nearly sterile natural overburden.

Sherds were primarily Chiribaya, with about 9% Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza.  As in AD
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503-509, the probably Chiribaya habitation surface appears to have been eroded away,

leaving only a few subsurface features.  The nearby tombs in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

style and some weathered human bone in the middeny deposit suggest that the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds may come from looted or eroded tombs.  Since this material

was deposited prior to the 1600 Huaynaputina eruption, the tombs would have to have

been open before that time, probably before Spanish contact.

AD 511, 513, 514, 515, 517, 523, 524: A Chiribaya habitation terrace

This medium-sized roughly rectangular terrace, from 9 to 10 m wide and about 15

m long, is located at the base of the talus slope at the upper rear edge of the site

(Figure A-3).  It first appeared interesting when a few sherds from apparent terrace-

leveling fill in the 1.5 X 1.5 m test pit AD 511 appeared to be non-Chiribaya.  An

uncontrolled 4 X 0.5 m strata cut (AD 513) failed to find an intact habitation surface,

but located a substantial trench about 45 cm wide and 30 cm deep relative to the

eroded surface that probably held a quincha wall defining the south end of the terrace. 

A second 3 X 0.75 m uncontrolled strata cut (AD 514) located a possibly intact living

surface under the talus at the rear of the terrace, as well as another large trench about

90 cm wide and 70 cm deep that probably held a substantial quincha wall along the

back edge of the terrace.  A concentration of reconstructible sherds of a small Ilo-

Tumilaca or Tiwanaku V jar (Appendix B) were found in what was probably a

subfloor offering context.

Despite the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material from subsoil features, subsequent

excavations encountered virtually pure Chiribaya ceramics, and the occupation on this

terrace was analyzed as one of the few unmixed Chiribaya areas at El Algodonal.  This

terrace also provides one of the few examples of stratigraphic superposition between
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Figure A-3. AD 511, 513-5, 517, 523-4.
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the Late Intermediate Period styles at El Algodonal, suggesting that the meager Ilo-

Tumilaca material was deposited prior to the Chiribaya occupation.

Four contiguous units were excavated off the north side of strata cut AD 514. 

These units encountered habitation remains including patches of unprepared floor

deposits.  A round pit about 40 cm across that contained a concentration of coprolites 

large enough to suggest repeated use as a latrine, and a separate, second concentration

of coprolites contained quantities of molle seeds, as well.  At a stratigraphically lower

level, a shallow ovoid hearth about 100 cm long and 60 cm wide was found with a

large, unburnt wooden spoon without the decorative handle carvings found on the

smaller spoons from mortuary contexts.  Several parallel trenches perpendicular to the

back edge of the terrace that probably indicate a multi-roomed rectangular quincha

structure at the rear of the terrace.  Part of a circular trench with a few upright canes in

it was recognized in one unit.  This feature is reminiscent of cylindrical quincha

features from the Chiribaya sites of Chiribaya Baja and La Yaral, but lacks the

evidence of intense burning sometimes associated with them.  The plan suggests that

this cylindrical structure may have been inside a small rectangular room, which is also

typical of examples excavated by David Jessup at Chiribaya Baja.  The floor and

midden deposits contained large quantities of molle seeds.  Restricted areas below the

floor contained concentrations of cuy feces.

Near the bottom of the deep middeny fill of unit AD 511 was an intentionally

placed offering comprising a strap-handled olla about 30 cm in diameter, heavily

sooted on the outside, that apparently had a basket and two rocks placed inside it, and

a cord wrapped once around it vertically.  It was placed upright in the fill.  It was

capped by a layer of pink clay with molle seeds and branchlets on top of it, and the
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immediately surrounding soil had an unusual concentration of brown and white

feathers in it.  The olla seems to have been largely intact when placed, but was broken

and partially collapsed when found.  Around and below it, the soil was hard and

stained dark, as though cemented by a dark liquid.  The fill contained Chiribaya

sherds.  The unit was capped by an undisturbed layer of volcanic ash, so the offering is

pre-AD 1600.

AD 512: A Chiribaya tomb

This tomb was discovered and exposed by looters during our weekend absence

from the site, but they did not succeed in removing the capstones or contents.  The

tomb appears to be intrusive into the largest terrace or plaza on the site, but any

stratigraphic information was destroyed by the looters's cut.

The tomb was an unlined rectangular cut with rounded ends about 97 cm long by

45 cm wide, dug about 185 cm down into the hard natural subsoil.  It was capped by

stone slabs and pink clay in typical Chiribaya fashion, peaking about 36 cm below the

surface.  The well-preserved fardo sat in the north end of the tomb, looking south

across grave goods that included a cylindrical kero-shaped basket, four Chiribaya

bowls most like Jessup's (1990b,1991) San Geronimo (Late Chiribaya) phase, a set of

pan pipes, a wooden stick with red painted bands, several pieces of wood probably

comprising a model boat, a cloth bag probably containing coca, and a San Miguel jar.

AD 516: A probably Chiribaya terrace and deep subsoil test

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located at the foot of the large boulders of a low terrace

retaining wall forming the back edge of a poorly defined habitation terrace.  A lense of

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds in the adjacent drainage channel suggested that the area
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might have an Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza component, possibly deeply buried.  Excavation

encountered two thin lenses of midden deposits with a total of seven diagnostic

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds.  Excavation continued approximately one

m down through an extremely hard, gravelly, sterile subsoil with large boulders that

eventually made further digging impossible.  If there is an earlier component in this

area, it must be buried at a greater depth, and must have been covered by a sizable

landslide.

AD 519: An Ilo-Cabuza pit burial of an adult and a child

This burial and one of the two tombs in the adjacent unit AD 520 were exposed

when a terrace retaining wall and the upper part of the fill behind it collapsed.  The

burial pit was dug into fill and subsoil about 20 cm behind the terrace retaining wall. 

The unlined pit had no remaining evidence of a constructed cap, but appeared to be

unlooted and largely intact.  It contained a 45-50 year old male in a seated, flexed

position with poorly preserved textile wrappings, an unusual net bag, cobs of corn,

tubers, and a jar in Ilo-Cabuza style.  Roughly in the lap of the male were the poorly

preserved remains of an infant or small child.  This is one of the few Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza burials recovered from outside the cemetery, it contained one of the

few males, and it is one of the few burials containing more than a single individual.

AD 520: Two Ilo-Tumilaca tombs

Tomb AD 520-2-2 was dug into the fill and subsoil about 80 cm behind the

terrace retaining wall that collapsed and exposed it and the pit burial AD 519.  Looters

apparently opened the tomb and disturbed the upper contents, leaving much of the

body and the poorly preserved textiles in disarray but apparently largely complete. 
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The lower part of the tomb appeared to be undisturbed.  The tomb was actually a pit

with three courses of mortared stones forming an ovoid wall around the upper part of

the cavity and at least one large stone slab mortared in place as a capstone.  It

contained the disturbed but largely complete remains of a female over 50 years old, a

pair of leather sandals, and a slightly unusual Ilo-Tumilaca jar.  It also contained the

mummified foot of an infant or small child, possibly pertaining to burial AD 519.

Tomb AD 520-2-3 was a cylindrical stone-lined tomb dug into the fill and subsoil

of the same terrace immediately behind burial AD 520-2-2.  The position of the stones

of the two tombs indicates that AD 520-2-2 was constructed first, and AD 520-2-3 was

built later, incorporating the end of one of AD 520-2-2's capstones into the penultimate

course of its wall.  AD 520-2-3 was not obviously exposed when the terrace retaining

wall collapsed.  Nevertheless, the capstones had been removed, but the contents did

not appear to have been disturbed.  The tomb contained the flexed, seated remains of a

24-28 year old male with partially preserved wrappings, a red decorated coca bag, a

gourd bottle, and an Ilo-Tumilaca tazon (slope sided bowl).

AD 521: A probable Chiribaya habitation terrace and Chiribaya tomb

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located at the foot of a terrace retaining wall forming

the back edge of a moderately large rectangular terrace about 8 m wide and at least 11

m long in the southwestern extreme of the site.  About 18 cm of moderate density

occupation debris lay on the original terrace surface, and was covered by thick layers

of gravelly talus with some artifacts which evidently slumped down from the terraces

and rocky slopes above.  During the deposition of this overburden, apparently after

garbage ceased to accumulate on the terrace, a Chiribaya tomb was dug into the

overburden and subsoil, just at the edge of the unit.  The tomb was found undisturbed.
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The occupation debris contained a concentration of small fish and a diagnostic

Chiribaya sherd that could be like either Jessup's (1991) Algarrobal (early Chiribaya)

or Yaral (middle Chiribaya) phase.  The later, intrusive tomb (AD 521-16-2) was a

typical Chiribaya tomb with two parallel mortared stone walls and a cap of mortared

stone slabs.  It contained a very well preserved fardo of a 45 to 50 year old male with a

wad of botanical material in its mouth, wrapped in three shirts, with a decorated bag of

coca, a wooden model boat with an oar, a gourd bottle, a wooden spoon, a cuy, a pair

of leather sandals, cobs of corn, tubers, a large and a small bowl-shaped basket, the

smaller containing the feet and ears of a camelid, a jar and a bowl most like Jessup's

San Geronimo (late Chiribaya) style, and a kero most like Jessup's Yaral (middle

Chiribaya) style.  The stratigraphic relationship of the ceramic styles corresponds

nicely to Jessup's (1991) Chiribaya ceramic sequence, although the presence of both

Yaral and Algarrobal phase ceramics in the same tomb, if they are properly identified,

may be problematic.

AD 522: A Chiribaya habitation terrace and Chiribaya tomb

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located near the front edge of the lowest terrace of the

site.  This appears to be a natural, rather than a constructed terrace.  It is currently

about 12 m wide, but has been eroded by the river since the Chiribaya occupation. 

Several tombs and superficial layers of midden are exposed in the resulting scarp.

The natural subsoil has a complex structure which may be the remnants of a

stream channel.  Into the surface of this subsoil was dug a large Chiribaya tomb mostly

outside the excavation unit.  Over the tomb cut accumulated several distinct layers of

occupation refuse totalling from 30 to 50 cm thick.  A nearly sterile surface layer
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probably washed down from the scarp forming the rear of the terrace.

The midden layers included Chiribaya sherds, as well as about 12% Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds.  Near the middle of the midden deposits was an informal

floor bounded by a row of stones, which at the time protruded about 20 cm above the

floor.  Midden accumulated on both sides of the row of stones, and a hearth was dug

into the midden late in the sequence.

The tomb, which definitely predates all of the midden deposits, was opened by

looters who dug into it through the excavation unit.  It was a large but otherwise

typical Chiribaya tomb, 203 cm long, with two parallel mortared stone walls and a cap

of mortared stone slabs.  The poorly preserved human remains were crushed by the

capstone that the looters pushed into the tomb to open it, but they appear to have been

of an aged individual, flexed and seated in the north end of the tomb, looking down the

length of the tomb.  The tomb was cleaned, and among the artifacts left by the looters

were a chert point, a two rectangular copper alloy sheet bangles, a silver sheet

fragment with punched holes, a concentration of small bones (possibly cuy or bird),

and a bowl and kero both most like Jessup's (1991) Yaral (middle Chiribaya) style.  An

additional tomb was noted in the north edge of the excavation unit, but was not

opened.

AD 525, 529, 530: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza house under mixed midden

These three contiguous 1.5 X 1.5 m units are located at the back edge of the

central section of a long, narrow terrace from 5 to 9 m wide and 64 m long in the upper

central part of the site (Figures A-4 and A-5).  A stone-lined pit, probably for storage,

is about four meters away near the front edge of the terrace.  An intact burial of
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Figure A-4. Units AD 525, 526, 529, 530, and surrounding area.
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Figure A-5. Units AD 525, 529, 530.
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uncertain cultural affiliation (AD 526) in an unlined pit near the front edge of the 

same terrace was discovered when erosion from our own foot traffic exposed the top

of the fardo's head.  Because the surface of the terrace was eroded away, this burial

could not be related stratigraphically to the nearby house or midden, except that it

probably postdates the construction of the retaining wall supporting the front of this

terrace.

The back of the terrace was defined by a dry-laid stone retaining wall. 

Excavations revealed a wall trench running parallel to this wall about 18 cm away

from it, turning 90 degrees to form the corner of a rectangular quincha structure.  The

segment perpendicular to the terrace retaining wall still had numerous vertical canes in

situ.  Several pits and the bases of three posts, six to nine cm in diameter, suggested

structural supports both along the walls and inside the enclosed space, possibly to

support a roof.  Two posts formed a pair on opposite sides of the wall trench, and the

third was in the inside corner.  The inside post of the pair was in one of a cluster of

three or four adjacent postholes, suggesting repeated replacement of this pole.  One of

these holes was an open airspace covered by a rock, forming a cavity that was perhaps

used as a storage or hiding place.  It contained nothing.  That it was still open suggests

that there was little traffic over this void, perhaps indicating a brief final occupation or

low intensity of use.  Near the rear wall was a well-defined pit about 20 cm in diameter

cut into the sterile subsoil and bordered on one side by a hard concretion possibly

cemented by wetting the salty soil.  This pit contained an offering of large blackened

plainware sherds, probably comprising most of a reconstructible vessel, with a single

large mussel shell, a corn or cane stalk, and a layer of ash and charcoal at the base.  It

was not clear whether or not the vessel was intact when placed in the hole, nor whether

it was intrusive into the house floor context or predated it.
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Areas of compacted casual floor were encountered inside the structure, and a

possible patch outside the structure.  Over these floor deposits were finely divided

horizontal occupation layers bounded by the wall trenches.  In the occupation deposits

on the floor inside the quincha structure was a small, shallow hearth probably not big

enough for cooking.  Also inside the structure was a small, shallow concentration of

molle seeds.  The surface outside the structure was somewhat irregular, the soil was

softer, and contained a high density of molle seeds concentrated in slight depressions

as well as distributed throughout the area.

Midden accumulated in all of these areas, mounded up against the rear terrace

retaining wall, crossing the wall trenches and lapping over the stone terrace retaining

wall onto the higher terrace surface.  These layers of midden probably postdate the

structure, although their contents do not differ notably from the more horizontal layers

and trench and pit fills below.  The canes and posts that were still in situ were cut off

at a roughly uniform elevation, suggesting that the structure may have been leveled to

the ground surface by intentional cutting or natural weathering before the midden

accumulated over it.  This wedge of midden may relate to a later occupation of the

terrace, or it may have been dumped or scraped over the front edge of the terrace

above.  A pocket of volcanic ash was mixed into the top layer of the midden,

indicating that the material was deposited prior to AD 1600.

The ceramic assemblage, mostly from the thick and dense midden overlaying the

architectural features and floor, contained the highest proportion of Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds of any habitation area at El Algodonal.  Only 44% of the

diagnostic ceramics are Chiribaya, while 56% are Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza.  The house

construction, with small posts set on either side of the wall trenches rather than in the
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wall trench itself, corresponds to the Tumilaca phase architecture documented by

Goldstein (1989a) at Omo, and differs from both Tiwanaku V quincha architecture

there and the Chiribaya quincha architecture at Chiribaya Baja and elsewhere at El

Algodonal, which tends to have larger posts directly in the wall trenches. 

Interestingly, it also differs from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza quincha architecture at

Loreto Alto, where no postholes were noted at all.

AD 526: A pit burial of uncertain affiliation

This intact burial, located about one m from the front edge of the habitation

terrace sampled by units 525, 529, and 530, could not be stratigraphically related to

those units because the terrace surface was eroded away (see Figure A-4).  The roughly

round burial pit was unlined, and there was no evidence of a constructed tomb cap.  It

contained the flexed, seated, well-preserved fardo of an adult male wrapped in plain

brown textiles, and an unusual undecorated globular black ceramic bottle with a short,

narrow spout and strap handle in an unidentified style (see Figure B-25).  A textile

strap comprised part of the wrapping.  The overall impression of the fardo and burial

pit is more similar to those of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition than the Chiribaya

tradition, but it could well reflect the practices of a non-local variant or a different

ethnic group.

AD 527: A Chiribaya habitation terrace with possible later reuse

This 1.5 X 3.0 m unit was placed at the back of the largest terrace or plaza at El

Algodonal, against one of the large stones of the impressive retaining wall forming the

back edge of the terrace or plaza.  Two of these stones are about 160 cm wide, while

the largest one in this unit is about 90 cm wide.  Surface traces suggested that this wall
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might have been fronted by a low stone-faced bench that would have suggested a

possible public function for the terrace.  Excavation revealed no hint of the

hypothesized stone-faced bench, and that quite to the contrary, the impressive stone

retaining wall had been hidden behind a substantial quincha wall parallel to it, set in a

trench about 50 cm wide and 60 cm in front of the retaining wall.  A shallow posthole

was dug directly in the trench, and contained the base of a heavy post about 25 cm in

diameter.  This post was either burned or severely weathered down to about the level

of the subsoil on either side of the trench, and then covered by midden.  Both the

massiveness of the rear terrace quincha wall and the large post in line with it are

consistent with Chiribaya habitation constructions from AD 514, Loreto Viejo,

Chiribaya Baja, and elsewhere.

The ceramics from this midden were mostly Chiribaya, with about 14% Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza.  One of the retaining wall stones proved to rest on a 15 cm thick

layer of midden indistinguishable from the rest, indicating that the retaining wall was

built or rebuilt in Chiribaya times or later.

Later, several large stones were laid, possibly with mortar, over the midden in an

L shape not aligned with the terrace retaining wall.  Whether or not these stones were

the base of a wall, subsequent deposition was somewhat different on either side of

them.  "Inside" the "corner," a more complex series of levels was deposited, including

one rich in coprolites, but on both sides the deposition of rich midden very similar to

that under the stones continued.  During the course of this deposition, a pocket of

Huaynaputina volcanic ash accumulated "inside" the "corner," suggesting that some of

the midden material may be either redeposited or post-AD 1600 in date.  A late

prehistoric to early historic occupation would be consistent with the possible structure
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built over Chiribaya midden and not aligned with the earlier terrace retaining wall. 

However, a large stone-lined storage pit excavated as unit AD 528 is only 3 m away,

and had only shallow deposits above the prepared floor, suggesting that some of the

artifact-bearing material on the terrace nearby may be backdirt dug out of the pit by

post-AD 1600 looters.

AD 528: An ovoid stone-lined storage pit of unknown affiliation

This vertical-sided, ovoid stone-lined storage pit about 170 by 140 cm across is

located about 3 m west of unit AD 527, near the west rear corner of the largest terrace

or plaza at El Algodonal.  The pit is in a slight rise above the terrace surface, possibly

composed of the backdirt from its original excavation.  This pit is one of two in this

terrace.  The excavation unit was a pie-shaped quadrant on the floor of the pit, which

was empty to just a few cm above its probably prepared floor.  No Huaynaputina ash

was noted in the excavation.  Since this protected location would probably have

gathered some ash had it been open in AD 1600, the pit is either post-AD 1600 or,

more likely, has been dug out since 1600.  The mortared stone walls of the pit were

well constructed, with an effort to make a smooth interior surface, and extended to a

depth of about 150 cm from the terrace surface.  Several protruding stones probably

formed a stairway for easier access.  The compacted floor appears flat but is actually

slightly concave, and it starts at the level of the bottom of the stone wall.  There was

some burning in the pit, leaving one or more thin layers of soil with carbon and ash

totalling one to three cm thick directly on the compact floor.  Later, an irregular layer

of two to fifteen cm of soil with artifacts accumulated in the pit, and this was

subsequently covered by up to ten cm of apparently windblown sand and silt.  There

were no diagnostic artifacts, and the only evidence of the products stored in the pit
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may come from the flotation samples.

AD 531: A rectangular stone-lined storage pit with a burial

This rectangular stone-lined pit is about 220 cm long, 100 cm wide, and 105 cm

deep from the present terrace surface to the flat, intact floor.  The excavation unit was

a one m square at one end of the pit, which is the only rectangular stone lined pit on

the site that is not clearly a Chiribaya style tomb, which usually have only two stone-

faced walls and are smaller and deeper.  It is located northwest of the center of one of

the larger terraces or plazas.

The four mortared stone walls of the pit were well constructed, with an effort to

make a smooth interior surface.  Several protruding stones probably formed a stairway

for easier access.  On the unprepared subsoil floor of the pit were laid four overlapping

estera mats, oriented square with the walls of the unit.  The two bottom mats were

similar and of a fine texture, while the upper two were successively coarser.  Over

these mats accumulated soil with corn chaff, domestic debris, and an extraordinary

density of molle seeds, reaching 24 cm to 30 cm in thickness.  The upper portions of

this deposit were probably disturbed by looters, although the unit was placed to avoid

the obvious disturbance in the other end of the pit.  Within the thickness of the fill was

a well-preserved fardo of a 20 year old female probably in situ, flexed but flattened as

though it had been originally placed on its back, and wrapped in a coarse, plain textile.

The estera mats and molle seeds suggest that this pit was used for storing molle,

or possibly for storing another food crop such as corn with molle seeds mixed in to

control insect infestation.  The cultural affiliation is uncertain, since any sherds in the
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fill need not be associated with the pit's construction or use.  The fardo is not

diagnostic in itself.  It may have been buried by people reusing the pit after it was

abandoned and partially filled.  The departure from the usual flexed, seated position

suggests a different, possibly later burial tradition.

AD 532: A Chiribaya tomb

This tomb was discovered when I stepped on and collapsed a large void while

walking across the site.  Voids of this type seem to migrate upwards from tombs as

soil filters into them.  The tomb was excavated to salvage it from imminent looting.

The intact Chiribaya tomb, about 90 cm long by 35 cm wide, had two parallel

mortared stone walls, the fardo and offerings were placed at one end, and the walls

were sealed with a cap of stone slabs and mortar.  It contained the fardo of a 3 to 6

month old infant with extreme cranial deformation in a flexed, seated position with its

back against the west end of the tomb and its face turned to the north.  In its lap was a

coarse miniature jar with a stopper of wadded plant fibers.  At its feet was a small

handled bowl most like Jessup's (1991) San Geronimo (Late Chiribaya) phase,

containing a wooden spoon and several tubers.  Most of the tomb was open, empty

space.

AD 533: A Chiribaya tomb

This Chiribaya tomb is one of several looted rectangular and cylindrical stone-

lined tombs near the back edge of the largest terrace or plaza at El Algodonal.  We

salvaged this tomb when we noticed that although it was open, it appeared to have

most or all of its contents intact and in situ because they happened to be hidden from

view.  The original tomb construction pit was extended as a tunnel under the northwest
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side of the original cut.  Three courses of mortared stones were laid in two parallel

rows forming just the upper sections of the chamber walls, and only in the part that did

not tunnel under the edge of the cut.  The final chamber was about 120 cm long, 35 cm

wide, and 174 cm deep, with about 40 cm formed as an unreinforced tunnel.  The

fardo and offerings were placed towards the tunneled end of the tomb chamber.  The

capstones were mortared in place.  Looters later removed the tomb cut fill and one or

two of the capstones at the southeast end of the tomb, exposing the open space at that

end of the tomb.  The tomb contents were not visible through this opening unless the

observer was lowered head down into the hole.  Why the original looter did not finish

his work is not clear, but the appearance of an empty looted tomb probably protected

the contents from later disturbance.

The tomb contained a well preserved fardo of adult size, a wooden model boat, a

camelid cranium and mandible, camelid foot bones, two flat baskets, of which one was

badly decayed, a coarse bag probably containing coca, a stick with a flat bone tied to

one end like the blade of a digging tool, a curved stick strung like a bow but with two

smaller crosspieces tied to one end, lucuma fruits and pits, and a handled bowl and

kero both most like Jessup's (1991) San Geronimo (Late Chiribaya) phase.  A wooden

spoon was in the handled bowl, and a small corn cob may have been placed in the

tomb, or may have fallen in from the fill above.

AD 372-376: Two Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terraces

While excavating around the Tumilaca phase tombs in unit AD 364 in the

cemetery of El Algodonal, we encountered unexpected strata of botanical material and

a stone retaining wall deep under the gravely talus into which the tombs were dug. 

Unit AD 373 was started as a two m square within the cemetery unit AD 364, in order
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to clear the habitation features.  Unit AD 372 was placed inside the northwest corner

of AD 364.  It uncovered a higher terrace there with similar midden (not illustrated). 

The back edge of this upper terrace was outside the unit.  Both terraces were set high

up on a steep (23 to 30 degree) gravelly talus cone.  The ceramics associated with both

terraces are all Algodonal Early Ceramic style (see Appendix B).

Unit AD 364 was expanded by units AD 375 to the east and AD 376 to the west. 

After the Tumilaca phase tombs in these units were excavated and the inclined talus

layers removed, the upper terrace was seen to extend all the way across the three units

AD 375, 364, and 376.  The upper terrace had several shallow informal hearths, eight

or more cross-cutting filled pits, and a series of occupation layers totalling about 24

cm thick.  The base of one of the pits was lined with perpendicularly criss-crossing

reeds or stems.  Another pit had a whole yuca (Manihot) tuber with the stalk and

leaves attached placed at the top center of the fill.

The lower terrace and retaining wall extended into AD 376.  The entire length of

the retaining wall was exposed, although the terrace surface itself may have continued

 beyond the excavation units both to the west and slightly to the east.  The retaining

wall comprised two to four irregular courses totalling about 45 cm high and

emphasizing two large stones of 60 and 90 cm in length.  Additional stones

representing perhaps two more courses had collapsed.  The wall was not mortared, but

instead had dense masses of fine rootlets stuffed in some of the interstices.  The lower

terrace surface in AD 376 had a layer of compressed midden resting on a casually

compacted floor and several filled pits.

The lower terrace surface had numerous features (Figure A-6).  A somewhat

irregular, slightly constricted globular neckless olla about 44 cm deep, 50 cm in
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Figure A-6. AD 372, 373, 375, and 376.
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maximum diameter, and 35 cm across at the rim, sooted on the outside from firing or

cooking, was set about 60 cm into the terrace subsoil, slightly askew from upright. 

This feature was excavated separately as unit AD 374.  It had a mortared stone neck

and mouth constructed over it, forming an aperture about 13 cm across and a few cm

above the terrace surface, with an irregular disk of unbaked clay with chaff "temper"

about 20 by 17 cm across and 4 cm thick resting over the opening.  The olla was

cracked but intact and in situ, and empty except for about nine liters of fine soil which

had filtered in.  An offering or cache included a large rock and two flat river cobbles,

one of which was pecked or battered around the edge and the other of which was fire

blackened on one face.  Several smaller rocks and various nondescript plant material

was also included, all neatly arranged in a shallow depression.  A large garbage-filled

pit about 110 cm across included an unusual form of mat or coarse textile made from a

more flexible fiber than most esteras, and twined together with white cotton string

rather than vegetable fiber.  This mat was placed horizontally in the center of the fill,

near the top.  Another large pit and four smaller pits from 35 to 70 cm in diameter

were also found in the lower terrace surface.  The large pit was evidently left as an

open hole for a time, because the long botanical fragments of the floor deposits run

smoothly from the terrace surface over the edge of the pit and down along the sloping

pit wall.  One of the small pits contained a large unmodified rock in the top middle of

the fill.  Another contained an intact gourd vessel, and a third contained a large pale

green stone bead, both in the center top portions of the pit fill.  Only the back edge of

the terrace is preserved; the front portion was probably largely removed by erosion of

the talus cone, and a bit more was destroyed by looting of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tombs.
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The complex stratigraphy was interpreted to indicate that the lower terrace had

been abandoned and covered by a meter or more of gravelly talus when the upper

terrace was cut into the slope, such that the upper terrace rested on strata that covered

the lower one.  The three radiocarbon dates from these terraces (Appendix C) suggest

the opposite order of occupation, however.

The upper terrace was as much as 130 cm below the modern talus slope, and the

back edge of it must be deeper still.  The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs originate from

about 10 to 40 cm below the current talus surface; some cut into the terrace surfaces,

but others did not reach the terraces at all.  There was probably a considerable

temporal gap between the abandonment of the later, upper terrace and the construction

of the tombs.  The radiocarbon dates from four of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs

(Appendix C) confirm this clear stratigraphic relationship.

Neither terrace had any evidence of architecture other than the stone terrace

retaining wall.  The structures, if any, either did not involve subsoil trenches or

postholes, or were located away from the back edges of the terraces.  This absence of

evidence of domestic architecture even where preservation appears to be excellent

parallels results from late preceramic sites on the coastline just north of the Osmore

valley (Karen Wise, pers. com.).  The numerous apparently special objects placed in

the top center of pit fills suggests that some of the pits may have had ceremonial

functions.

AD 301-371 and 376-396: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery

The cemetery at El Algodonal is divided by differing degrees of disturbance into

three distinct areas (Figure A-7).  Area one is on a moderately steep slope and is badly
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Figure A-7. AD 301-371, 376-396: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery.
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looted.  Area two, immediately to the east of area one, is a very steep slope that is

being eroded by the Rio Osmore, so that tombs are exposed and partially collapsed,

and tomb contents are sliding down the slope.  According to local informants, an

unknown but considerable number of tombs have been lost to the river over the last

sixty years or so.  Area three, immediately above area one, is a steep, featureless

gravelly talus slope covering tombs many of which had had their capstones removed

prior to the 1600 Huaynaputina ashfall, but were never markedly disturbed or looted in

the modern sense.  Two early ceramic phase habitation terraces were discovered

underneath the tombs of area three, and are described under units AD 372-376.

Area one was badly looted, although we did locate a few burials that were largely

or completely intact.  The looters often left largely intact fardos in or on their backdirt,

or rummaged through the fardo without dispersing the parts much.  Some fardos were

stuffed back into looted tombs which may not have been the ones they originally came

from.  Sometimes only the upper portion of the fardo was disturbed, leaving the lower

portion and some or all of the grave goods in situ.  Fortunately, there are only two

mortuary traditions known in the coastal Osmore valley that produced comparable

fardos and decorated artifacts, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition and the Chiribaya

tradition.  In all of the work at the cemetery, no Chiribaya ceramics, diagnostic

Chiribaya textiles, or Chiribaya-style rectangular tombs were encountered.  The looted

material can therefore reasonably be treated as contemporary with the more intact

tombs, and as representative of the same population for the purposes of

bioanthropological and broad cultural analyses.

The first collections in area one were looted human remains and associated

textiles from the surface.  These collections extended as much as 50 cm down into the
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looters' backdirt in order to recover all the remains of each individual.  Eventually we

delimited a 5 X 5 m area (AD 327) and removed the loose, disturbed soil entirely in

order to find the human remains, textiles, and other artifacts dispersed through it.  In

the process, we uncovered a number of tombs and pit burials ranging from intact to

severely disturbed.  Since there was no meaningful stratigraphy or intact cultural

context, this salvage work was done without screening or measuring volume.  Each

circular collection unit was defined in order to recover as much as possible of a single

individual and any clearly associated textiles or other artifacts, and to exclude as far as

possible human remains and artifacts pertaining to other individuals.  The location and

approximate diameter of each unit was noted, but detailed notes and drawings were

made only when the unit included apparently in situ human remains or artifacts.

The same methodology was extended to area two.  Area two is a precipitous,

eroding gravel slope above a vertical drop to the rocky river bed.  Because access is

difficult, the tombs from area two appear to have been disturbed primarily by natural

erosion, and only occasionally by looters.  In some cases, only the side of the tomb

closest to the river had collapsed, leaving the fardo and artifacts relatively intact within

the remaining tomb walls.  In other cases, the fardo may have slid down the slope from

a collapsed tomb or eroded burial pit.

Later, four additional, contiguous areas (AD 364, 375, 376, and 384) were opened

in the undisturbed talus of area three, immediately above unit AD 327.  These units

were excavated stratigraphically and encountered a number of intact and nearly intact

tombs.  Part of this undisturbed area was clearly covered by a layer of volcanic ash

from the eruption of Huaynaputina in AD 1600.  The gravelly talus strata below the

ash covered cylindrical stone-lined tombs of the same type as in the rest of the
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cemetery.  Almost all of these tombs had been opened and then were reburied by a

smooth talus slope before the ash fall.  Although the capstones of the tombs had been

removed, the contents were often minimally disturbed, and the grave goods were

apparently still in situ.  This pattern of pervasive prehistoric disturbance is also

reported for similar "Loreto Viejo" style tombs from the Azapa valley (Dauelsberg

1985; Focacci 1981), but has not been noted in Chiribaya or Estuquiña cemeteries.

The burials, tombs, and contents are described in Appendix D.

Loreto Viejo

Loreto Viejo is located on and around a truncated alluvial fan roughly 20 meters

above the floodplain in the mouth of a large tributary quebrada on the south side of the

Osmore valley, about 13.5 km upriver from the coast.  The site is divided into five

areas: Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terraces, Alto Ramírez style burial mounds

that are probably associated with the Algodonal Early Ceramic occupation, Chiribaya

habitation terraces, and two Chiribaya cemeteries (Figure A-8).  These areas are

separated by apparently sterile terrain.

The Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terraces comprise the largest sector of

the site.  These badly eroded terraces and a few traces of stone retaining walls form

barely perceptible linear features along the steep, gravelly talus slope of about 19 to 27

degrees that forms the south margin of the quebrada mouth.  Below the inclined layers

of overburden, the terraces contain horizontal stratified habitation deposits up to 70 cm

thick.  Features include informal floors, hearths, and pits, with low densities of sooted

crude globular neckless olla sherds in the Algodonal Early Ceramic style.  In many

areas there is no cultural material on the surface, while scatters of shell, botanical
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Figure A-8. Loreto Viejo.
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material, human and animal bone, and low densities of coarse body sherds occur in

areas where the terrace forms are least distinct.  These areas appear to have been

disturbed and pitted some time ago, possibly by looters or people mining construction 

stones for the adjacent Loreto Viejo farm compound.  A broken shovel found in the

pitted area corroborates this interpretation.  Several Ilo-Tumilaca sherds and a

polychrome tapestry fragment in a Tiwanaku-related style were found on the surface,

but bear no relation to the habitation deposits.  I suspect that they came from a small

number of looted, intrusive Tumilaca phase tombs, although no tombs or clear

concentrations of grave goods were noted.

The area of burial mounds is on the south-western corner of the alluvial fan,

below the early ceramic habitation terraces.  Many of the mounds are not well defined,

but as an estimate there are some 20 mounds in all, including two outliers slightly to

the east of the main group.  The mounds range from about 6 m to 15 m in diameter,

and about 1 m to 3 m high.  The two mounds that were excavated are constructed of

alternating layers of sterile soil and dense layers of long stalks of a single variety of

reed.  Excavation in one of the smallest of these mounds (unit LV 2501) found a single

small, unlined tomb cut into the subsoil directly below the mound's crest.  It was

roofed with thick reed or cane stalks, and it contained the body of a three year old

child with no textiles or grave goods.  The body was apparently broken into pieces and

placed in the tomb in a non-anatomical position.  The second mound excavation (unit

LV 2511) found more complex internal stratigraphy, including burned areas, corn

cobs, and other botanical material, and was abandoned at a depth of about 15 cm due

to lack of time.  This mound construction and the mutilation of human remains is

similar to patterns reported from the Alto Ramírez phase (500 BC to AD 200) in the

Azapa valley, Chile (Muñoz 1987), and probably corresponds to the Algodonal Early
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Ceramic style in the coastal Osmore valley.

The Chiribaya habitation terraces are located on the alluvial fan near the eroded

scarp that forms the front edge of the fan, and are bounded to the northwest by the

deep channel in the fan through which the tributary drainage empties onto the Osmore

floodplain.  The alluvial fan slopes at only about 6 degrees in this area, so the

generally rectangular terraces are broad and the steps between them low, from 60 to

130 cm high.  The terraces are generally rectangular, with typical examples measuring

from 8 m by 12 m to 13 m by 41 m.  They are generally aligned with one another and

parallel to the scarp along the front edge of the alluvial fan.  Some terrace retaining

walls built of large stones up to about 70 cm in maximum dimension are still

discernable.  The surface is almost sterile except in areas disturbed by looters. 

Although no cane wall stubs are visible on the surface, excavation units in two of these

terraces found trenches parallelling the front and back edges of terraces, suggesting

that the spaces were enclosed by cane walls, if not roofed.  Except for filled features,

the occupation debris is no thicker than 25 cm.  Two sunken rectangular areas were

noted within the habitation area.  They measure about 5 m square and 7 m square, and

have traces of stone retaining walls on at least three sides.  Excavation in the larger

one (unit LV 2506) found a prepared clay floor smoothly joined to mortared stone

retaining walls.  This structure may be analogous to the sunken rectangular courts of

the Tiwanaku tradition.  All the diagnostic ceramics from the alluvial fan habitation

area are decorated in the Chiribaya style.

A number of shallow natural drainage channels, from about 6 m to 10 m wide and

up to about 2 m deep, run across the surface of the fan, roughly parallel to the deep cut

through which the tributary valley presently drains.  Where these long, narrow
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depressions pass through the habitation area, they are crossed by stone walls at 8 m to

16 m intervals, and occasionally have stone walls along the sides as well.  An

excavation unit (LV 2503) against one of these crossing walls found an informal floor

but no wall trench, suggesting that the divided depressions may have been open,

unwalled spaces.

Overlapping the Chiribaya habitation area slightly and extending up the alluvial

fan is a heavily looted cemetery area (cemetery two).  Visible tombs are rectangular

chambers without walls or with two parallel mortared stone walls, covered by

mortared stone slabs in typical Chiribaya style.  All the diagnostic artifacts noted on

the surface are Chiribaya.  Some of the tombs appear to be intrusive into the habitation

terraces, and the fill over the tombs is rich in Chiribaya artifacts, suggesting that this

cemetery may have been used late in the occupation of the terraces or after they were

abandoned.  No excavation was done in this cemetery.

Cemetery one is located on the north side of the tributary drainage, in a slight

hollow in the slope of the valley wall.  The cemetery is isolated from all the other

sectors of the site by the quebrada channel, which is about 30 m wide and roughly 15

m deep.  This cemetery is said to be the one in which Gary Vescelius collected the

Tiwanaku-related artifacts after which the "Loreto Viejo" ceramic style was named

(Watanabe pers. com.).  The cemetery is badly looted.  With the possible exception of

a basket with a shape resembling a tall, narrow-based Tiwanaku V kero, the only

diagnostic artifacts on the surface are Chiribaya.  The visible tombs are cylindrical,

stone-lined, and have mortared stone slab covers.  Limited fieldwork in this cemetery

was intended primarily to establish the presence or absence of a Tiwanaku-related

mortuary component, so the mummy bundles were not unwrapped and no systematic
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analysis has been done on the human remains or grave goods.  All the burials

encountered were Chiribaya or later, including one four-walled rectangular tomb. 

However, neither the surface collections nor the excavations are large or systematic

samples of the cemetery; other components may have been missed or may have been

removed by Vescelius's work or by looting.  In addition to the material recovered from

the excavation units, human remains, textiles, and a few other artifacts were collected

from the surface and from looted tombs.

The soil into which the Chiribaya burials were cut has several distinct dark,

sloping strata or lenses containing botanical material, ash, charcoal, and sooted

globular neckless olla sherds in the Algodonal Early Ceramic style.  This material

probably derives from habitation terraces somewhere above the cemetery.  It may

represent garbage that was thrown or swept downhill, or habitation debris or fill that

spread downhill when one or more terraces collapsed.  No terraces are visible now

within or above the cemetery.  No sample of this material was collected, because the

cemetery excavations removed only mixed overburden and the fill from the pit cuts

made by the tomb builders and later looters.

The coordinate grid used for mapping and locating collection and excavation units

was oriented to magnetic north.  The coordinate axes were labelled N (north) and E

(east).  Points farther to the north took larger N coordinates; points farther to the east

took larger E coordinates.  The datum was marked on a rock near the center of the site,

and arbitrarily set at 500 N, 500 E, so that all coordinates would be positive.  All

elevation data were collected relative to local datum points, and no topographic data

were collected for the site.  For practical reasons, most distances were measured

parallel to the ground surface, so the steeply sloping area of early ceramic terraces
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looks wider in the north-south direction on the map than it would in a true plan view.

LV 2502, 2505: A Chiribaya habitation terrace

These two contiguous 1.5 X 1.5 m units were located about two meters back from

the present front edge of a rectangular habitation terrace about 12 m wide by 41 m

long, extending from the flat terrace surface onto a slight hummock towards the front

edge of the terrace.

Excavation showed that the first feature constructed was an elongated shallow

depression in the natural subsoil which was filled with coarse, dense Chiribaya

domestic midden.  This midden clearly comprises a rocky layer, followed by a layer

rich in botanical material, followed by a layer comprised largely of ash.  The

depression is oriented correctly to have been a major wall trench perpendicular to the

front edge of the terrace, but at 75 cm wide and 20 cm deep, it is a bit broader and

shallower than would be expected.  A 50 cm deep, roughly circular pit about one meter

across was dug into the subsoil and filled with rocks up to about 20 cm in maximum

dimension, a grinding stone, and a complete cuy.  Later, a trench 35 to 45 cm wide and

about 30 cm deep was dug into the subsoil parallel to the front edge of the terrace,

probably for a quincha wall.  A shallow hole centered in the bottom of the trench

probably held a vertical post in line with the quincha wall.  An informal floor

developed just in front of the quincha wall, between it and the front edge of the terrace,

possibly indicating foot traffic on the edge of the terrace but outside the quincha

compound on it.

Towards the front edge of the terrace there was a depression in which stratified

layers of garbage accumulated.  The lower layer comprised dense botanical debris,
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while the upper layer was primarily ash.  Along the interface were some fist-sized

stones, but not enough to constitute a distinct stratum.  The top, ashy layer of this

midden extends over part of the informal floor, so the midden is probably roughly

contemporary with the floor.  It is not clear whether the floor formed next to the

midden-filled depression, or whether the depression was cut through the floor, which

may have extended further towards the front of the terrace.  No floor was noted on the

inside of the wall, although artifacts were oriented horizontally.  All the midden

deposits contained Chiribaya sherds and dense domestic debris, including shell,

feathers, textile fragments, small animal bones, corn cobs, etc.

The two complexes of midden deposits are remarkably similar, each containing a

discrete layer of dense botanical debris, another of ash, and an apparently discrete

deposition of fist-sized stones.  The major difference is that the stones are at the

bottom of the lower midden deposit, and in the middle of the upper deposit.  They may

represent some consistent pattern of activity such as a major house cleaning or some

harvest-related activity followed by a large cooking event.

The original topography is difficult to define, but it may be that the terrace was

originally about a meter narrower.  If so, the midden layers in unit LV 2505 actually

accumulated banked up on the back edge of the terrace below, reaching the level of the

apparent pathway on the front edge of the upper terrace.  The upper terrace was then

extended about a meter forward, to the terrace retaining wall presently visible,

incorporating the midden deposits as terrace fill.

LV 2503: A Chiribaya habitation terrace or activity area

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located against the foot of a stone terrace retaining wall
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that cuts across one of the shallow linear depressions that corrugate the surface of the

alluvial fan.  Downhill from the wall, the natural surface had been dug down to reduce

the slope of the bottom of the drainage channel.  The space behind the wall was filled

with artifact-bearing soil.  The shallow slope in front of the wall accumulated a series

of occupation deposits including two superimposed informal use floors.  On the

uppermost compact surface was deposited a layer of gravelly midden with a very high

density of corn stalks.  Near the center of its thickness, this layer was virtually pure

corn stalks, without soil or other artifacts.  The stalks were long (80 cm and more), and

arranged in criss-crossing patches of parallel stalks.  Over the corn stalk layer

accumulated a wedge of artifact-bearing soil that extended over the top of the lower

stones of the retaining wall.  On top of the same artifact-bearing soil, behind the

retaining wall, a few depressions captured pockets of volcanic ash from the AD 1600

eruption of Huaynaputina.

The ceramics are all Chiribaya.  The midden contained two large textile

fragments, one decorated with brown stripes.  The upper portion of the corn stalk

midden also contained clumps of small molle branches twisted together and tied into

bundles.

The absence of the usual wall trench parallel to the terrace retaining wall suggests

that this may have been open, unwalled space.  It appears to have been used for general

domestic purposes initially, accumulating garbage and experiencing repeated traffic. 

Its later use appears to have been for drying corn chaff or some related process.  The

wedge of artifact-bearing soil above the corn chaff may have been redeposited by

water running through the channel.
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LV 2504: A Chiribaya habitation terrace

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located at the foot of the terrace retaining wall that

forms the front of the terrace tested by units LV 2502 and LV 2505.  This lower terrace

is about 20 m long by 10 m wide.  The natural subsoil had been cut down to form a

level terrace surface.  The back meter or so of this surface abruptly slopes up at about a

30 degree angle to the base of a row of large rocks up to about 80 cm in maximum

dimension that forms the terrace retaining wall for the terrace above.  Along the foot of

this slope, parallel to the stone retaining wall, was dug a trench about 30 to 50 cm wide

and 30 cm deep.  A pit slightly wider than the wall trench and directly in line with it

extended about 20 cm deeper than the bottom of the trench.  The trench and pit

probably indicate a substantial quincha wall along the back edge of the terrace. The

features were covered by soil with very low artifact density.

LV 2506: A Chiribaya sunken rectangular court with a prepared floor

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located in the west corner of a rectangular depression

about 7 m square and 70 cm deep, with traces of mortared stone retaining walls on all

four sides composed of rocks up to 80 cm in maximum dimension with flat surfaces

facing inward.  On the hard, natural subsoil at the bottom of the depression was laid a

flat, prepared floor two to four cm thick, composed of the same mortar as was used in

the walls, and joining smoothly to them.  This floor had no wall trenches or postholes

within the unit, and showed no signs of ever having been modified or relaid.  It also

showed no signs of being worn down by traffic.  After the floor was laid and had

hardened (perhaps long after), the northernmost large stone in the west wall was

removed, leaving a clearly defined impression in the edge of the floor, and a hole
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below it where the base of the stone had been.  The edge of the floor was sharp, with

no sign of the stone's having been rocked back and forth or having fallen over.  No

appropriately sized stone was noted in the vicinity.  The hole left by the missing stone

was later filled by a wedge of rich apparently ordinary domestic midden that either

slumped into the depression through the gap in the wall, or was piled in the corner and

filled the gap as well.  This midden lay directly on the prepared floor, with corn cobs,

Chiribaya sherds, and plant stalks laying flat on it.

This sunken rectangular court features the only prepared floor I know of in the

coastal Osmore valley.  This feature may be a ceremonial construction analogous to

the sunken rectangular courts of the Tiwanaku tradition.  The absence of wall trenches

or postholes suggests that the space may have been open, although there could have

been quincha walls just outside the depression.  The apparent minimal wear on the

floor and lack of renovation may be due to the testing of a relatively protected corner,

or to a genuine pattern of minimal use.

LV 2507, 2510: An Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terrace

These two contiguous 1.5 X 1.5 m units were located on the narrow remaining flat

of a severely eroded terrace and the slope immediately behind it.  Deep, stratified

cultural deposits were found primarily below the visible terrace flat; the slope was

natural subsoil with sterile overburden.  The hillside slopes at about 26 degrees, and

the terrace is a barely-discernable area of shallower slope about 150 cm wide and

about 22 m long.

To facilitate discussion of the deep and complex stratigraphy in this unit, the

principle strata are identified by their provenience labels.  The sterile subsoil was cut
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to form a slightly inclined (5 to 12 degrees), rather irregular terrace surface with a

steep slope at the back.  The subsoil was evidently hard enough not to require a rear

retaining wall.  The surface was leveled by the accumulation of a two to seven cm

thick layer of ashy soil with finely divided botanical material probably deriving from

repeated domestic use of the area (2510-16-38).  During the course of this deposition,

a small depression was scooped out and used as an informal hearth (2510-16-38/1),

and two pits were dug into the subsoil and filled with garbage (2510-17-39, 2510-17-

40).  Pit 2510-17-40 contained abundant remains of small fish, including complete

heads.  After a slightly different layer of fine occupation debris (2510-15-34) covered

the first one, another pit was dug in the floor and filled with garbage (2510-16-37,

2510-15-37).  Several more artifact-bearing layers accumulated (2510-15-35, 2510-15-

36, 2510-14-34, 2510-13-33, 2510-12-15).  These layers probably pertain to the

terrace's occupation, but they have irregular forms that do not correspond well to used

surfaces nor pit fills.  2510-15-35, for example, resembles a partial ring of small to

moderate sized stones, which is covered by a dense layer of twigs (2510-14-34) in a

concave shape.  This feature included several coprolites, suggesting one possible

interpretation.  Into these confusing layers was dug a large, deep pit.  Only the edge of

this pit fell in the excavation unit, but it appears to have been over 120 cm in diameter

and at least 60 cm deep.  It was filled with several distinct strata of artifact-bearing

soil, rocks, botanical material, coprolites, and charcoal (2510-15-31, 2510-14-31,

2510-13-32, 2510-13-31), and was covered by another horizontal layer of uncertain

interpretation (2510-11-15).  This layer was cut by a pit or several superimposed pits

(2510-11-27, 2510-10-28, 2510-10-27), and was again covered by two more horizontal

artifact-bearing layers (2510-10-30, 2510-9-15).  These were cut by two pits (2510-9-

24, 2510-9-18).  On the layer covering the two pits (2510-8-15), an informal floor
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developed in one area (2510-8-18), and another pit was dug into the terrace (2510-8-

22, 2510-7-17).  This pit contained a concave-based white chert point with a red

pigment apparently outlining the area originally covered by the haft.  Two horizontal

layers accumulated (2510-7-15, 2510-6-15), another pit was dug (2510-4-13), and a

second pit was dug cutting the first (2510-8-23).  Another horizontal layer

accumulated (2510-5-15), the top of which formed the final use surface of the terrace. 

This surface contained an informal hearth (2510-6-16, 2510-5-14, 2510-4-8) that may

have been used repeatedly, an area of scattered ash near the hearth (2510-4-9), and a

large, deep pit about 90 cm in diameter and 50 cm deep, cutting all the earlier levels

down to sterile subsoil (2510-5-12, 2510-4-12).  This pit contained extremely high

concentrations of crayfish (camarón) shells, numerous whole corn cobs without

kernels, handfuls of corn chaff, some marine shell, and other domestic garbage.  A

small, hard deposit immediately on top of the pit fill (2510-4-11) may have been

formed by wetting the salty soil.  Several layers of gravelly overburden with extremely

low artifact density accumulated over these features.  When Huaynaputina erupted in

AD 1600, a small amount of finely divided charcoal and gravel was deposited on the

overburden at the rear of the terrace, and patches of volcanic ash accumulated on top

of it.  These were covered by more sterile gravelly talus.

As at El Algodonal, no evidence of architecture was noted, although the terrace

was clearly used repeatedly over a considerable period of time.

LV 2508, 2513: An Algodonal Early Ceramic activity area

These two contiguous 1.5 X 1.5 m units were located at the back of one of the

larger terraces in the central part of the early ceramic phase habitation area, lower on

the hillside than LV 2507-2510.  This terrace is 3 to 5 m wide, and about 27 m long. 
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The hillside around this terrace slopes about 19 degrees.

To facilitate discussion of the complex stratigraphy in this unit, the principle strata

are identified by their provenience labels.  The sterile subsoil was probably cut to form

a relatively level terrace, although the difference in subsoil slope between the terrace

surface and the area behind the terrace within this unit is not pronounced.  A moderate

sized informal hearth (2513-14-31, 2513-12-24) was built on the subsoil.  Substantial

ash deposits accumulated around it (2513-13-27, 2513-13-26, 2513-12-25, 2513-12-

23), separated by artifact-bearing soil presumably deriving from the use of the area

(2513-12-22).  These features were covered by a uniform layer of ash 3 to 13 cm thick

(2513-11-18).  The complete burial of the first hearth suggests that at least the upper

portions of this ash may have derived from one or more different, possibly larger,

hearths somewhere outside of the excavation unit.  A patch of compact informal floor

(2508-9-14) developed and a shallow patch of mussel (chorro) shells, charcoal, and

ash (2508-9-13, 2513-11-19) was deposited.  On top of the ash and the garbage lense a

silty yellow soil was deposited (2513-9-15) which developed a compacted informal

floor surface (2513-8-14, 2508-8-10).  This floor was covered by a layer of artifact-

bearing soil (2513-7-12, 2508-7-9) that probably pertains to the use of the terrace but

lacks evidence of traffic or activities.  A horizontal layer of artifact-bearing soil

accumulated over the floor.  A small, informal hearth (2508-6-8/2) was built on top of

it, and eleven pits were cut into it.  The pits ranged from about 17 cm across and 29 cm

deep to about 50 cm across and 55 cm deep.  Several of the pits contained clearly

stratified fills, and most had nearly vertical sides.  The pits were all filled with ash and

soil with very low to moderate densities of botanical and other remains.  One (2513-

16-36) contained a wadded mass of plant stalks packed into the bottom of the pit.  The

pits were covered by another ashy layer (2513-4-3), on top of which was built another
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small informal hearth (2513-5-4/1).  About 3 to 5 cm of gravelly soil with low artifact

densities accumulated over these features.  A thin, irregular layer of volcanic ash from

the AD 1600 eruption of Huaynaputina collected on the slope, and was covered by

another 2 to 5 cm of gravelly talus.

This area contained an extraordinary concentration of ash that accumulated over a

series of stratigraphic moments.  The large number of small to moderate sized pits

apparently dug and filled at about the same time is also unusual.  This area may have

been used intensively for cooking.  Ceramic production is also a possibility, but the

low density of sherds and the absence of wasters makes it less likely.

LV 2509: A disturbed Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation area

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located at the rear of a poorly defined terrace in the area

that appears to have been looted or mined.  The only intact feature encountered was a

small, informal hearth built on the irregular subsoil surface.  Any other cultural

deposits were evidently removed by erosion or late, severe disturbance.  The surface

was covered by a loose jumble of soil, rocks, and apparently domestic refuse.  This

material probably derives from looting or other severe disturbance higher up on the

hillside.  The artifacts in this overburden are consistent with an early ceramic phase

occupation.

LV 2512, 2514: An Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terrace and burial

Unit LV 2512 was a 1.0 X 2.5 m uncontrolled strata cut, and LV 2514 was a 1.5 X

1.5 m excavation unit dug off one of the long sides of the strata cut, using the exposed

profile as a guide.  These units were located at the back of one of the few apparently

undisturbed terraces in the western section of the Algodonal Early Ceramic terraced
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area.  This terrace appears to be largely buried by the coarse, rocky talus that covers

this part of the slope.  The visible part of the terrace is about 2 m wide and 17 m long,

and the hillside slopes about 27 degrees.  Both units were terminated arbitrarily at the

level where a burial was encountered, due to time constraints and the danger of the

trench collapsing.  Neither identifiable subsoil nor the bottom of the cultural deposits

had been reached, so the beginning of the depositional history is unknown.

The lowest levels reached consisted of horizontal layers of artifact-bearing

habitation deposits that had presumably accumulated on a terrace.  Four large pits were

excavated into these strata terrace.  Three extended beyond the boundaries of the

excavation, but were at least 1 m in diameter.  They were not excavated completely,

but one was at least 60 cm deep.  These three pits were filled with loose, coarse, rocky

soil containing pockets of botanical material.  In the fourth, about 190 cm long, 80 cm

wide, and between 20 and 40 cm deep, was placed the extended, face down body of an

adult, wearing a plain, coarse wool knee-length shirt with a rope tied around it at the

waist.  The shirt appeared to have a large neck opening which was pulled down the

back, exposing a portion of the preserved skin covering the upper back and right

scapular area.  The head and long hair were uncovered, the right arm extended along

the side of the body, and the left arm flexed with the hand resting just above the right

elbow.  A concave-based chert point was in the fill next to the head of the burial. 

Large rocks up to 45 cm in maximum dimension were piled directly on the body,

covering most of it.  The top of the burial pit could not be identified, but horizontal

occupation layers totalling between 50 and 70 cm thick accumulated on the terrace. 

These layers were patchy, irregular, and roughly horizontal layers of soil with artifacts,

including a possible patch of floor, an informal hearth, and a patch of burnt soil, ash,
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and charcoal about 14 cm across that appears too small to have been used for cooking.

 Into these layers was dug a large pit, or several superimposed pits, at least 120 cm

across and 60 cm deep.  A patch of burned soil and charcoal appears to indicate a

small fire built at the bottom of the pit, although this informal hearth could have been

located on a much earlier living surface immediately below the bottom of the pit cut. 

This pit (or pits) was filled with large rocks and coarse, loose soil with botanical

material.  The terrace was evidently abandoned, and the front portion of the habitation

deposits was eroded away, leaving a sloping surface.  Several inclined layers of loose,

rocky, artifact-bearing overburden accumulated over the eroded slope, and in these

was buried a worn textile bag filled with unidentified seeds, probably an offering.  A

thin layer of volcanic ash collected on the overburden when Huaynaputina erupted in

AD 1600, and was covered by more rocky talus.

LV 2501: A burial tumulus

This unit was located directly on the crest of the smallest of about 20 mounds in a

restricted area of the western corner of the alluvial fan, directly downhill from the

central part of the early ceramic phase terraces.  The mound is about 6 m in diameter

and proved to be built up 105 cm over the original ground level.  This unit was

excavated at the request of Manuel Garcia, who visited Loreto Viejo as a

representative of the Instituto Nacional de Cultura office in Moquegua.  Mr. Garcia

was conducting the cultural resources inventory for a denuncio (land claim) that had

been submitted by a local landowner, requesting title to a large area of the Loreto

Viejo alluvial fan for the purpose of building a chicken ranch.  Such claims are only

granted if they do not disturb archaeological remains or if funds are provided for

appropriate salvage excavations.  The obvious Chiribaya terraces on the northeastern
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part of the alluvial fan ruled out that part of the claim.  The eastern corner of the fan

was marked by large, superficially sterile pits and hummocks that I took to be spoil

heaps and borrow pits left by quarrying for a large brickmaking kiln just below the

site.  Mr. Garcia's archaeological experience near Tacna suggested to him that the

hummocks might be burial mounds, and he asked me to test this area so that he could

approve or disapprove the claim.  The hummocks proved to be burial mounds, the

landowner was unwilling to fund salvage excavations, and the claim was not

approved.  This particular mound was selected as the smallest and one of the most

clearly defined on the surface, in order to make the test as simple and rapid as possible.

 The unit was located directly on the crest on the assumption that the most important

subsurface features would be centered under the mound.

Over the roughly level and extremely hard, rocky subsoil accumulated a thin layer

of loose, fine soil with a low density of small fragments of marine shell, charcoal, and

botanical material.  Then, a small, vertical sided pit about 40 cm across and 45 cm

deep was dug into the subsoil.  This pit may cut another pit which would be located

just outside the unit to the north.  The backdirt from the pit was piled up next to it. 

The relative order of the following three events is unclear, but they probably happened

at almost the same time, perhaps in a single ceremony: a small fire was burned on top

of the pile of backdirt, leaving not only burnt soil, charcoal, and ash, but also

fragments of burnt shell; a dark, hardened patch was formed on the otherwise soft

superficial layer of the ground surface next to the backdirt, possibly by wetting the

salty soil with a dark colored liquid such as chicha; and the dismembered body of a

three year old child was placed in the pit.

The cranium and arms were separated from the body, and the torso was divided
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into two pieces at the lumbar vertebrae.  A mass of unidentified leaves was placed in

the bottom of the pit.  Then the arms were placed in the pit, followed by the torso

parts.  The lower torso was placed over the right arm, and the upper torso was placed

slightly higher and alongside the lower torso but inverted relative to it, so that the

lumbar vertebrae of the lower body were to the south and the lumbar vertebrae of the

upper body were to the north.  The cranium was placed on top of the lower body and to

the north, on the opposite side of the pit from the cervical vertebrae.  This arrangement

resulted in the flexed, articulated left arm, with the mummified left hand bent

backwards at the wrist, being on the right side of the upper body.  The articulated right

arm, under all the other body parts, was on the left side of the upper body.  Within

these major chunks, almost all the bones were articulated, and many were united by

desiccated connective tissue and areas of skin.  The legs were tightly flexed, with the

feet crossed and below the pelvis.  I cannot imagine any sequence of natural decay that

could have resulted in the observed arrangement of body parts.  The leaves, soil, and

right arm at the bottom of the pit were concreted together.  The same effect was often

noted in in situ Late Intermediate Period burials, apparently resulting from body

moisture.  This suggests that the body was not yet desiccated when it was divided and

placed in the pit.

Molle leaves and branches were loosely placed around and above the body.  There

were no textiles or other grave goods in the tomb.  Seven or eight thick lengths of cane

were laid across the top of the pit, some resting on the edge of the backdirt pile.  A

layer of long, parallel reed stalks was laid over the entire surface, covering the tomb

and the backdirt pile.  A second layer was placed with the reeds perpendicular to the

first.  A third layer was placed with the reeds perpendicular to the second.  The reed

layers vary in thickness, totalling 3 to 23 cm thick in different spots.  A small fraction
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of other plant materials, especially molle branches and leaves, but also some

leguminous seeds and unidentified broad leaves, were included with these reed layers.

 The reeds were covered by a layer of sandy soil with large rocks, and then by a layer

of more compact soil without rocks.  Another layer of reeds was laid over the entire

unit.  Some areas were laid parallel, while others appeared disordered.  A number of

large rocks were included among the reeds.  These reeds were covered by another layer

of compact soil, and another, thinner layer of reeds.  A final layer of compact, gravelly

soil finished the mound construction about 100 cm above the canes covering the tomb.

 The uniformity of the soils and reeds and the parallel form of the strata gives the

impression that the entire mound was built in a single episode, rather than accreting

gradually.  Artifacts included a very low density of shell fragments, two twisted

clumps of molle twigs each bent around and tied in a ring, and a wad of feathers tied in

a knot.  Not a single sherd was recovered from the unit.

Several later pits disturbed the upper part of the mound.  One, located directly

under the crest of the mound, contained a shallow pit burial.  The fully preserved

mummy bundle, apparently of an adult in a flexed, supine position, is wrapped in a

wool shirt with needle-knit band decorations, and tied with vegetal fiber rope.  The

discolored, concreted soil below it indicates that the body was placed in this pit before

it was desiccated.  There were no grave goods other than the textile wrappings and any

artifacts that may be inside them, but the textile, vegetal ropes, and overall appearance

correspond to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pit burials from El Algodonal.

This type of burial mound construction and the interment of dismembered bodies

in them is known from the Azapa valley Alto Ramírez phase (Muñoz 1987), and from

the Tacna area (Manuel Garcia, pers. com.).  The cane-roofed tomb construction
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differs from the Alto Ramírez examples, and many of those contain grave goods.  The

Alto Ramírez phase is roughly dated to between 500 BC and AD 200 (Muñoz 1987),

which corresponds reasonably well with the 100 BC to AD 380 dates (Appendix C)

for the Algodonal Early Ceramic material found in the nearby terraces.

LV 2511: A burial tumulus, not fully excavated

This unit was located directly on the crest of the largest of about 20 mounds in a

restricted area of the western corner of the alluvial fan, directly downhill from the

central part of the Algodonal Early Ceramic terraces.  The mound is about 15 m in

diameter; its height is roughly estimated at 3 m.  This unit was quickly abandoned at a

depth of about 15 cm, when it became apparent that the stratigraphy was substantially

more complex than unit LV 2501 and time would not permit a sufficiently careful

excavation.  However, the final phases of mound construction were apparently similar

to LV 2501, with lenses of reeds and other botanical material interdigitated with lenses

of soil.  The lenses in LV 2511, however, appear not to be uniform caps, but are more

irregular and complex.  Several areas had fires built on them before the final layer of

soil was placed over the mound.  The botanical lenses include a greater variety of

plants than in unit 2501, including various leaves, chaff, and large corn cobs.  A slight

amount of shell was noted, as were a twig tied into a hoop shape with string and a

braid of human hair with the end wrapped in string.  No ceramics were recovered.

LV 2515: A surface collection with a tapestry fragment

This surface collection unit was located in the zone of Algodonal Early Ceramic

terraces, in an area of disturbed topography with plentiful shell and botanical debris on

the surface.  A fragment of fine, decorated tapestry that may have chronological
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significance was noted on the surface, and a small area was cleared in order to collect

the entire fragment.  The fragment was folded and twisted haphazardly around and

between the rocks, gravel, and dense, loose midden that cover the slope to a depth of at

least 30 cm.  This material is clearly redeposited, probably from looting further up the

slope.  The midden contains plentiful marine shell, some botanical material, an

immature human molar, and various fragments of human bone apparently from several

individuals.  No ceramics were noted.  The fragment probably comes from a looted

tomb somewhere further up the slope, but no tomb or clear concentration of funerary

artifacts could be located.

The tapestry fragment is about half of a shirt with wide bands of rectangular

panels containing geometric profile heads with split eyes and a variety of other

geometric motifs related to the less representational aspects of Tiwanaku iconography,

executed in tan, creme, red, black, and green.  Whether this textile is actually a

Tiwanaku or a Tumilaca phase artifact remains to be determined.

LV 2301: General clearing unit in Chiribaya cemetery one

This 4.0 X 4.5 m unit was opened near the upper margin of the looted area of

cemetery one, between two deep, recent looter's pits, in an area that appeared to have

been only superficially disturbed, in order to expose intact tombs that would date the

use of the cemetery.  This unit removed the overburden and mixed fill from within the

clearly defined pit cuts made by the builders of the tombs and modern looters.  Four

intact cylindrical stone lined tombs, two looted cylindrical stone lined tombs, an

offering, a broad flat area of mortar with nothing below it, and a severely disturbed

intrusive extended burial were exposed.  The edges of two pit cuts probably containing

tombs outside the unit were discovered but not investigated further.  In two cases,
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ceramic vessels were placed in the fill directly above a tomb cover.  In some cases, the

mortared tomb covers may originally have been at or just below ground level.

The soil into which the tombs were cut included several inclined lenses rich in

charcoal and containing sooted globular body sherds corresponding to the Algodonal

Early Ceramic style.  This material does not appear to represent living areas.  Instead,

it may be midden that was dumped off of terraces further up the slope, or material

redeposited downhill when one or more terraces collapsed.  No terraces are visible

now within the cemetery or above it.

LV 2302: A post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya four-walled collared tomb

This unit was located outside of LV 2301, near the margin of the actively looted

area of cemetery one.  The rectangular "collar" was barely exposed on the undisturbed

surface and was noted during mapping.  The tomb was a rectangular chamber about 50

cm wide, 85 cm long, and 80 cm high, with four carefully laid, mortared stone walls.  

The mummy bundle contained a flexed, seated adult in the northwest end of the tomb

chamber, facing southeast across the grave goods at its feet.  It is tied with ropes, a

loosely braided hank of yarn, and a decorated textile belt.  A decorated coca bag was

on top of the head, apparently tied to the neck.  Grave goods included a wooden spoon,

two camelid feet, husked and unhusked corn cobs, a large cuy, a gourd bottle with

vegetal stopper, and a matching pair of bowls most like Jessup's (1991) Yaral (Middle

Chiribaya) phase.  Preservation is excellent.  The chamber was covered with large

stone slabs mortared in place and covered almost completely by the rounded mass of

mortar.  The tomb cover was buried, and a low rectangular wall or "collar" comprising

a single course of mortared stones was built directly over the tomb cover

approximately at ground level.  The "collar" was oriented at about 45 degrees relative
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to the tomb chamber.  We excavated the tomb through the opening in the center of the

"collar," but the tomb was clearly built and sealed before the collar was erected.

LV 2303: A possibly post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya tomb

This roughly cylindrical stone lined tomb from 50 to 65 cm across and 85 cm deep

with mortared stone walls was located within the general clearing unit LV 2301.  The

bottom course of the wall was made of large, vertically oriented stones, while the

upper portions were of smaller, randomly oriented stones.  The seated, flexed body of

an adult was wrapped in at least two brown textiles and tied with ropes and a

decorated textile belt.  Its orientation could not be clearly discerned within the textiles.

 Grave goods included a gourd bowl, two decorated bags of botanical material,

unhusked corn cobs, two non-human ribs, and a pair of sandals tied to the mummy

bundle.  The tomb was sealed with mortared stone slabs largely covered by a convex

mass of mortar.  As the tomb cut was being filled, a Chiribaya jar was placed upright

in the fill directly above the tomb.  The jar is most like Jessup's (1991) Yaral (Middle

Chiribaya) phase, although this attribution is less certain than most.

LV 2304: A disturbed intrusive extended burial

This severely disturbed burial within unit LV 2301 comprised the extended body

of an adult laid on a rectangular wooden frame resembling a cot or stretcher, with rope

and vegetal fiber ties wrapped across the narrow dimension of the frame to form the

stretcher's surface.   Recent looters had dug down to the extended burial and removed

most of the body except for some vertebrae and the mummified lower legs and feet,

which were found in situ.  Aside from a few scraps of plain brown wool cloth, the only

other artifact recovered was a length of string with five overhand knots forming loops
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at 10 cm intervals.  The center loop was tied around the neck of the dried body of a

very small lizard; each of the adjacent loops on either side was tied around the neck of

the dried body of a larger lizard, and each of the outermost loops appeared to be

empty, but was laying adjacent to a small scatter of chili pepper (ají) seeds.  They did

not reach the Chiribaya cyst tomb below.

This burial was stratigraphically superposed over a Chiribaya stone lined tomb,

LV 2310, the capstones of which were removed in the process of placing the stretcher

burial.  The Chiribaya tomb was full of sandy gravel, but the contents were not

disturbed.  One pole of the stretcher lay across the mouth of the Chiribaya tomb.  The

recent looters did not remove the stretcher, and so did not discover the Chiribaya tomb

beneath it.  The stretcher burial is clearly post-Chiribaya, and is the only one of its

kind that I know of.  Three post-Chiribaya extended burials with probable Late

Horizon ceramics were recovered from a single context at Chiribaya Baja (David

Jessup, pers. com.), but they were not laid on stretchers.

LV 2305: An offering of two pots with food (?)

This unit, within LV 2301, comprised an ovoid pit in which was found a "boot

pot" was laid on its side, and a large, two-handled olla or "chomba" next to it, mouth

down.  The large olla or "chomba" was decorated with Chiribaya designs most

resembling Jessup's (1991) San Geronimo (Late Chiribaya) phase.  It contained the

desiccated remains of a large non-human internal organ, tentatively identified by Dr.

Arthur Aufderheide as a ruminant's stomach.  It appeared to contain botanical material

including several leaves, numerous seeds resembling quinoa or amaranth, legume

(possibly algorrobo) pods, twigs, grass, and a corn kernel.  The botanical material did

not appear to have been chewed nor digested.  The mouth of the vessel was plugged
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with a mass of construction mortar.  The "boot pot" contained consolidated plant

material, some twigs and small leaves, and desiccated tissue identified by Dr.

Aufderheide as liver with adhering loops of small bowel.  The contents of both vessels

may represent food offerings, the larger one probably holding a stuffed camelid

stomach, and the smaller one containing a seasoned liver stew.

LV 2306: A probably Chiribaya tomb

Stratigraphic evidence suggests that this cylindrical stone lined tomb within unit

LV 2301 was built some time after tombs LV 2311 and LV 2308.  It is about 50 cm

across and 100 cm deep, and contained the seated, flexed body of an adult facing

approximately south.  The body was wrapped in at least two textiles.  The one

enclosing the lower body is red, while the one around the upper body is brown.  Grave

goods included a gourd bottle and a basket containing corn cobs, tubers, and a wooden

spoon.  A worn shirt was laid over the body and grave goods.  The tomb was sealed

with mortared stone slabs largely covered by a convex mass of mortar.  No ceramics

were found in this tomb, but it appears to be consistent in every way with the

Chiribaya tombs nearby.  The textiles, spoon, and possibly the basket may eventually

prove to be diagnostic.

LV 2307: A possible mortar preparation area

This unit within LV 2301 comprised a flat area at least 1.8 m wide and 1.6 m long

that had been cut into the sloping subsoil surface.  Over most of the flat surface was

deposited a layer from 1 to 10 cm thick of the same mortar that was used in the

construction of the nearby tombs.  The top surface of the mortar had impressions of

fingers in it, and had a few larger chunks of mortar projecting upwards in places.  The
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mortar was covered by overburden with a very low artifact density.  This area was

initially thought to contain a tomb, but there was nothing under the clay cap, and no

artifacts were noted.  The clay patch may represent an area used for the preparation or

discard of mortar used in the construction of one or more of the nearby tombs.

LV 2308: A disturbed possibly Chiribaya tomb

This unit within LV 2301 is a cylindrical stone lined tomb stratigraphically

between the earlier tomb LV 2311 and the later tomb LV 2306.  The mortared stone

walls of tomb LV 2308 are about 50 cm across and about 90 cm deep, with a row of

large, vertically oriented stones as the basal course of the wall.  Unlike other tombs

except 2311, this tomb seemed to have a grey mortar between the wall stones that

differed from the pink mortar of the tomb cover.  The pink mortar is like that found in

all parts of the other tombs.  The tomb was looted recently, but apparently still in situ

on the tomb's floor were two camelid feet, corn cobs with kernels, tubers, and a

fragment of vegetal rope that probably was part of the mummy bundle.  No diagnostic

artifacts were found.  The artifacts are consistent with Chiribaya grave goods from

nearby tombs and other sites, but neither do they differ markedly from grave goods of

other groups and periods.

LV 2309: A disturbed possibly Chiribaya tomb

This unit within LV 2301 is a cylindrical stone lined tomb with mortared walls

about 35 cm E-W by 45 cm N-S and of unknown height.  The tomb was looted

recently, and the only artifact recovered was a wooden spoon apparently in situ on the

floor of the tomb.  The tomb construction and spoon are consistent with a Chiribaya

affiliation.
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LV 2310: An Algarrobal phase Chiribaya tomb

This unit within LV 2301 is a tomb that was stratigraphically earlier than the

extended stretcher burial of LV 2304.  The tomb is irregular in plan, almost

rectangular near the bottom and roughly elliptical near the top, with mortared stone

walls about 50 cm by 65 cm across and 85 cm high.  In it was a mummy bundle

apparently containing the flexed, seated body of an adult facing southeast.  A whole

cuy was tied by the neck with a blue string to the ropes binding the fardo.  A brown

cloth bag with green stripes was tied to the fardo on its chest, a cane with four balls of

colored yarn and cactus spines was tied onto the fardo next to the bag, and a spindle

and whorl were tied on next to the cane.  An Algarrobal phase (early) Chiribaya bowl

containing tentatively identified beans, tubers, camelid ears and feet, and a wooden

spoon was placed in the bottom of the tomb.  The bowl was apparently tipped over

when the fardo was placed in the tomb, spilling its contents on the floor underneath the

fardo.  An Algarrobal phase (early) Chiribaya jar was placed alongside the mummy

bundle.  The tomb was presumably sealed.  Later, a pit was cut for extended burial

2304.  The capstones of tomb 2310 were removed in the process, and the tomb filled

with gravelly soil.  The contents do not appear to have been otherwise disturbed.

LV 2311: An Algarrobal phase Chiribaya tomb

This unit within LV 2301 is a tomb that was stratigraphically earlier than tombs

LV 2306 and LV 2308.  The mortared stone walls of the slightly constricted

cylindrical cyst tomb are about 70 cm across at the base and 85 cm high.  Unlike other

tombs except LV 2308, a grey mortar was used between the wall stones, and the usual

pink mortar was used only for the tomb cap.  A fardo apparently containing the seated,
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flexed body of an adult faced southeast.  Underneath and alongside the fardo were corn

cobs with kernels and twigs of a woody plant.  The fardo has a blue string tied -around

the head, holding at least two small canes in a vertical position against the side of the

head, as well as a spindle and bone whorl.  A stick with six balls of colored yarn and

an entire cuy may also have been tied to the blue string around the head.  An

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya bowl contained a mass of tentatively identified beans and

a wooden spoon, partially spilled out on the tomb floor.  Other grave goods include a

gourd bottle, a tied mass of vegetal fibers probably comprising a model boat, two

camelid ears, a wad of coca leaves, and an Algarrobal phase Chiribaya jar with a small

elliptical hole in the side plugged by a wad of wool fibers.  The tomb was sealed and

buried.  A single course or row of stones was probably placed above the tomb as a

"collar" similar to that of tomb LV 2302.  These stones were not mortared, however,

and because some were removed by subsequent looting and others were not exposed in

this excavation, the shape can only be approximately reconstructed.  The collar

appears to have been rectangular and oriented about 45 degrees from north.  In the fill

above the tomb cap, at the level of the stone collar and inside it, was found an intact

sooted incensario (a pedestalled vessel, elliptical in plan, with black line decorations

and a protruding lobe on the lip that may suggest the body and tail of a bird).

Loreto Alto

Loreto Alto perched among the steep quebradas and ridgelines high on the valley

wall on the north side of the coastal Osmore valley, about 12 km from the mouth of

the river, almost directly opposite El Algodonal, and directly above the largest area of

prehistoric terraced fields (Figure 1-3).  The site is a complex of 254 small terraces

mostly arranged in rows stairstepping up the bottoms of five steep, branching
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Figure A-9. Loreto Alto.
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quebradas that run from about 50 m to 200 m above the floodplain, with 8 central

terraces located on and around an artificially flattened ridge about 175 meters above

the floodplain (Figure A-9).  The topographic lines show the steepness of the dissected

valley wall, ranging from about 20 degrees along the less inclined quebrada bottoms to

about 45 degrees on the steepest hillsides.  Only Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds were

found at Loreto Alto, so even units without diagnostic ceramics are considered to

represent an Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza occupation.

The central terraces are divided into three clusters.  The first cluster comprises

two large flats approximately 25 meters long, and two smaller flats in a slight hollow

immediately to the southwest.  The two larger terraces were formed by artificially

levelling the ridgeline and filling behind vertical stone retaining walls around part of

its periphery.  Two small, roughly square stone-faced platforms extend from the side

of the upper terrace over the lower one.  Combined with the upper terrace, these small

platforms form the arms of a low, U-shaped platform arrangement opening to the

southeast, overlooking the lower terrace.  Units LA 1501, LA 1506, and LA 1509

sampled the two larger terraces.  The second cluster comprises two smaller terraces a

few meters to the southwest of the first cluster, on a smaller artificially flattened

ridgeline.  The third cluster is located southeast of the first, below it and on and around

an artificially modified hump in the ridgeline.  The ridge was levelled by removing the

highest portions and filling behind vertical retaining walls along both sides of the

ridgeline.  A second terrace was built by filling behind a retaining wall in a slight

hollow overlooking the ridgeline terrace.  The ridgeline terrace was sampled in a broad

area by units LA 1510 and LA 1513-1524.

Several of these central terrace flats are marked by shallow linear depressions with
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right angle bends.  The excavations in units LA 1513-1524 showed that these

depressions correspond to trenches for cane (quincha) walls, indicating that multi-

roomed rectangular cane walls enclosed most of the surface of at least four of the

central terraces.  The upper, U-shaped area in the first cluster was largely enclosed and

divided by cane walls, but no evidence of wall trenches was noted on the lower terrace.

 Units LA 1510 and LA 1513-1524 also located abundant evidence of cooking,

suggesting that these structures were at least partially residential.

The numerous surrounding terraces are different from the central ones in that they

are constructed in the bottoms of steep quebradas, rather than on top of artificially

flattened ridgelines.  These surrounding terraces generally comprise a stone retaining

wall supporting a crescent-shaped to semicircular flat in the quebrada bottom, and they

range in size from just a meter or two long to about 15 m long, with a few larger

examples.  Although no wall trench depressions are visible on the surface, 4 of the 8

quebrada bottom terraces tested had wall trenches in the subsoil.  The excavation units

were small, and could easily have missed wall trenches on the other four terraces. 

These trenches and the debris recovered from occupation contexts suggest that the

quebrada bottom terraces were residential in nature, and that many bore small, roughly

rectangular cane-walled houses.

The arrangement and location of Loreto Alto is similar to several other sites

located during survey in the coastal Osmore valley, but Loreto Alto is by far the

largest, and is the only one with central ridgecrest terraces.  Since the surrounding

terraces are in separate quebradas rather than a contiguous area, the limits of the site

are set somewhat arbitrarily, and some of the other quebrada bottom terrace sites might

be equally well considered part of Loreto Alto.  The overall structure of these sites is
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similar to the Tumilaca phase upper sector of El Yaral in the middle valley.  This part

of El Yaral also comprises a multitude of small terraces located high above the valley

floor, where access requires a strenuous climb and no water or natural vegetation is

available.  Aside from their locations and a few terraces that could serve as lookouts,

these sites do not appear to be designed for defensibility.  The quebrada bottom

terraces would be vulnerable to attack from the ridgelines above, and there are no

defensive walls.

Surface preservation is variable, but many of the terraces have retaining walls that

are largely intact.  A few are clearly intact to the finished top course of stones.  Little

water has flowed down most of these quebradas since the terraces were built.  Three of

the quebrada bottom terraces have circular, stone-lined pits visible on the surface. 

These pits differ from tombs in being slightly larger (70 to 80 cm across), having walls

that come all the way up to the terrace surface, and showing no trace of a tomb cover

or looted mortuary remains.  Two of these pits have clearly been dug out by looters,

and a local informant said that one or both contained corn cobs with kernels.  The

surface is almost sterile, and in general shows few signs of modern disturbance.

On the ridgetop terraces, most of the surface appears to have been deflated, rather

than buried.  The quebrada bottom terraces are generally less eroded, but still evidence

relatively little soil formation and redeposition.  Most of the excavations found

shallow deposits with low artifact density, suggesting an occupation much shorter

and/or less intense than those at El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo.  There is no evidence

of a cemetery within the site, but the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery site 205 is located

on the small alluvial fan at the mouth of one of the main quebradas of Loreto Alto, and

probably served the Loreto Alto settlement.  The relatively few diagnostic ceramics
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recovered all pertain to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.

The name Loreto Alto for this site is not traditional, unlike most of the site names

in the valley.  The site does not appear to have a commonly known name.  It is located

above the landholding called El Fundición and the abandoned buildings called Loreto

Nuevo, but these names are applied to other archaeological features.  The names

Loreto Alto and El Fundición are used interchangeably in PCCT fieldnotes, but Loreto

Alto is the preferred, unambiguous site name.

Due to its location, the small size of the terraces, and the presence of stone-lined

pits and depressions that might indicate additional pits, Loreto Alto initially appeared

likely to be a storage complex analogous to Inka collca sites.  For this reason, many of

the initial units were placed to test surface depressions.  None proved to be stone-lined

pits, of which there now appear to be only four on the site.  The others are postholes,

looter's holes, and possibly unlined storage pits.

Only the central part of the site was mapped using tapes and a coordinate system. 

The surrounding terraces were drawn from air photos and carefully ground checked. 

The first two clusters of central terraces and some of the nearby quebrada bottom

terraces were mapped using a coordinate grid aligned to magnetic north.  The

coordinate axes were labeled N (north) and E (east).  Points farther to the north took

higher N coordinates; points farther to the east took higher E coordinates.  The datum

was marked on a rock, and set arbitrarily at 200 N, 200 E, and relative elevation 200

meters, so that all coordinates and elevations within the mapped area would be

positive.  For practical reasons, the third cluster of central terraces was mapped using a

coordinate grid aligned to magnetic northeast and southeast, using the point 180 N,

230 E in the first coordinate system as the coordinate datum for the second.  This point
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was arbitrarily set at 200 NE, 200 SE.  The original datum was used for elevations

throughout.  Excavation units on terraces outside the coordinate systems were aligned

to magnetic north or northeast as appropriate.  Detailed topographic data were

collected for the area within the coordinate systems using a theodolite.  The

topographic lines on Figure A-8 were drawn from a stereo air photo pair, and agree

well with the theodolite and stadia rod data collected manually at the site.

Due to the very low density of surface artifacts, the central area of the site was

intensively, but not systematically, surface collected.  Surface artifacts from the rest of

the site were collected as they were noted.  Only lithics and a few non-diagnostic body

sherds were located in the central area, and only the lithics were collected.  Each

collection was assigned a unique number, and its coordinates recorded.  Only twenty

numbers were assigned for the whole site.  Of these, 9 were long, narrow, stemmed

projectile points made of white chert, one was a similar type of point made from a

brownish-grey translucent chert, and one was a concave-based point made from a grey

translucent chert.  All of these points were found on the two largest central terraces or

on the slopes within three meters of these terraces.  The stemmed points are

typologically similar to points from Tiwanaku contexts in the Moquegua area, and also

to the essentially identical points from Chiribaya contexts in the coastal valley.  The

concave based point is generally said to be an earlier type (Aldenderfer pers. com.),

and corresponds to two excavated examples from Algodonal Early Ceramic contexts at

Loreto Viejo.  It is not clear how this point found its way to Loreto Alto.  The

remaining surface material included five chert flakes from the same central area, two

pieces of a groundstone mortar or unfinished "doughnut stone" or mace head from the

same area, a flake of red volcanic material from one of the quebrada bottom terraces,

and half of a ground and polished "doughnut stone" or mace head from the slope near
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the terrace tested by unit LA 1533.

These collections, though not systematic, document an unusual concentration of

flaked lithic material, and especially points, on the surface of the two largest central

terraces.  By contrast, only two points were recovered from the entire surface of El

Algodonal, despite an intensive surface collection program and many more man-days

spent working on the site.  This anomalous density of points could be due to the

deflated surface conditions or to the relative inaccessibility of Loreto Alto to visitors

likely to pick up points.  On the other hand, it could indicate a different activity regime

with a greater focus on hunting, or perhaps a prehistoric battle.

LA 1501: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza room with a hearth

This 1.0 X 1.5 m unit was located near the middle of the uppermost large,

rectangular, central terrace.  The north profile cuts one of sixteen shallow roughly

circular depressions on this terrace.  Shallow linear depressions like those over the

wall trenches in units LA 1513-1524 suggest that this unit is approximately centered in

a rectangular cane walled enclosure about 10 m long and 7.5 m wide, which would

have been the middle one of a row of three similarly sized rooms or walled spaces. 

Unit LA 1506 is about 4 meters to the southeast.  Excavation revealed that the sterile

subsoil had evidently been cut down to a level surface, into which was dug a vertical-

sided pit about 30 cm across and 40 cm deep.  The pit contained small wood

fragments, and probably held a post that could have been the central support for a roof

over the central walled subdivision of the terrace.  About ten cm of compact soil with a

low artifact content developed on the surface, probably from foot traffic loosening the

subsoil rather than any substantial soil formation or deposition.  During the

development of this layer, an informal hearth measuring about 70 cm wide and 75 cm
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long, plus an unknown additional length outside the unit, was used near the pit, and

ash and charcoal accumulated around it, especially in a shallow depression.  The

hearth is relatively large compared to most hearths from El Algodonal and Loreto

Viejo, and suggests that at least the central room on this terrace may have had a

domestic function.  The dense domestic midden deposit in nearby unit 1506 supports

this conclusion.  Some wind deflation probably occurred.  Finally, a shallow surface

layer of silt and sand accumulated over the artifact bearing deposit.

LA 1506: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza domestic midden

This 1.5 X 2.0 m unit was located off the edge of the uppermost central terrace,

about 4 m southeast of unit LA 1501, in the corner formed by the retaining wall of the

upper terrace and one of the two small, roughly square platforms that project from it,

that is, in an inside corner of the U-shaped platform arrangement.  The dry-laid stone

terrace retaining walls are from 25 to 50 cm high, rising from the roughly horizontal

surface of the lower terrace.  Dense domestic midden with rocks accumulated in the

inside corner formed by the terrace retaining walls.  On several occasions during the

deposition of this midden, patches or lenses of hard, nearly sterile clay were deposited

over parts of the garbage.  The last midden layers lapped over the top of the terrace

retaining wall somewhat.  The midden contained diagnostic Ilo-Tumilaca sherds and

plentiful domestic refuse in large pieces, including hair, threads, shell, bone, botanical

material, fish remains, textile fragments, crayfish (camarón), large wood chips, and

pieces of tree bark and canes to 40 cm in length.  Rocks in the midden probably come

from the uppermost courses of the terrace retaining walls.

This midden could have been banked up against the terrace retaining walls from

the lower terrace, dumped off the edge of the upper terrace, or both.  It clearly
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indicates a range of domestic activities and strongly suggests that people lived on the

central terraces.

LA 1502: A nearly sterile hillslope

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located about 150 cm down the steep slope below the

foot of the platform retaining wall of the uppermost central terrace.  It was excavated

to look for refuse that might have been swept or thrown off the edge of the central

platform, but only a thin layer 1 to 3 cm thick of loose soil with rocks and a very low

density of charcoal, shell, and a few eroded sherds was found.

LA 1503: A stone lined storage pit

This unit was the fill of a cylindrical dry-laid stone-lined pit about 70 cm across

and 75 cm deep, approximately centered in a modest quebrada bottom terrace about 5

m wide and 3.5 m deep.  Units LA 1507 and LA 1505 are contiguous to the south. 

The bottom course of stones are larger and oriented vertically, while the upper courses

are smaller stones mostly oriented horizontally.  The floor was roughly flat but not

prepared in any way.  The pit was abandoned and left open.  It gradually filled with

fine windblown soil, occasional rocks collapsing from the walls, and bits of corn chaff

and charcoal.  When Huaynaputina erupted in AD 1600, considerable quantities of

volcanic ash collected in the pit, which was still only slightly filled.  This ash was

found in pure pockets, interdigitated with lenses of corn chaff, charcoal from burnt

chaff and leaves, and ash-free soil with a low artifact density, in a complex pattern

totalling about 40 cm in thickness.  In general, the unburnt corn chaff was most

concentrated in the bottom of these deposits, the charcoal a bit further up, and the ash

above that.  Additional windblown soil accumulated on top of the ashy layers.  All of
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the fill appears to postdate the pit's use, and most of it apparently relates to the AD

1600 Huaynaputina eruption.  The stratigraphy in the pit is confusing, and may

represent accumulations spanning the burning, ashfall, and earth tremors that

accompanied the eruption.

LA 1505, 1507: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace

These two units were contiguous with the stone-lined storage pit unit LA 1503, on

the southern side of a modest quebrada bottom terrace about 5 meters wide and 3.5

meters deep.  Unit LA 1505 was a 1.0 X 1.5 m uncontrolled strata cut, located so as to

section a broad, shallow depression that was suspected to indicated another storage

feature next to the superficially visible LA 1503.  This depression proved to be a

shallow, intrusive pit probably dug by a frustrated looter.  Unit LA 1507 was a 0.5 X

1.0 m unit excavated using one of the profiles of cut LA 1503 as a guide.  The terrace

was constructed of fill with a very low artifact density packed behind the terrace

retaining wall in order to make a level surface.  A compact horizontal surface

developed in limited areas on this fill.  In one area, this "floor" has a clear imprint of

an estera mat, possibly formed by wetting the soil under the estera.  About ten cm of

soil with a low artifact density accumulated over this "floor".  On the horizontal

surface of this soil in one restricted area was deposited an ashy lense about 1 cm thick.

 Another 13 cm of nearly sterile soil accumulated above this ashy lense.  No clear

occupation zone, floor, hearth, or other feature was securely identified.  The

relationship of the features to the stone lined pit in unit 1503 could not be determined,

but given the evident lack of soil development on the site, all of them might relate to

the initial construction of the terrace, rather than its use.
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LA 1504: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace with a pit and a wall trench

This 1.0 X 2.0 m unit was located on a large quebrada bottom terrace about 10 m

long and 4 m deep, roughly half of the way back from the front edge of the terrace, and

near the northeast end.  The unit was placed so that the north edge cut a shallow

depression.  Unit LA 1508 was located just off the southwest end of the same terrace. 

Excavation uncovered a trench in the subsoil parallel to the terrace retaining wall and

running roughly down the middle of the terrace's width.  It appears to stop short of

crossing the unit, suggesting that the cane wall it probably contained either was a short

partition or had a doorway in it.  After about 20 cm of artifact-bearing soil had

accumulated, a vertical-sided, flat-bottomed pit about 70 cm across and 55 cm deep

was dug through it and into the subsoil, about 12 cm behind the trench.  Ash with

charcoal was dumped in the bottom of the pit.  A 30 x 40 cm fragment of textile was

found in the pit fill, along with low densities of marine shell, botanical material,

charcoal, and a ceramic sherd.  The pit is too neatly cut to suggest a looter's hole, and

the intact ash deposit at the bottom suggests a domestic function.  It may have been

large enough to be used for storage, and it seems to have been located in a small

walled space in a back corner of the terrace.

LA 1508: A small Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza shell dump

This 1.0 X 1.0 m unit was located on the slope just off the southwest end of the

quebrada-bottom terrace tested by unit LA 1504, which is about 10 m long and 4 m

deep.  The unit was placed to investigate a concentration of mussel (chorro) shells

eroding from the surface.  This material proved to be a modest concentration of

domestic midden in a shallow natural depression, containing predominantly marine
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shell, especially mussels, but also small quantities of wool fibers, ceramic sherds,

bone, charcoal, and other domestic debris.  This midden could represent a single event

in which food garbage and other debris, possibly swept up from the terrace surface,

was dumped off the end of the terrace.  That the deposit is so small and was never

seriously dispersed probably attests to a brief occupation of the terrace.

LA 1509: The nearly sterile surface of the lower central terrace

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located on the lower of the two largest central,

rectangular terraces, straddling a subtle hummock of light-colored soil that appears to

form a right-angled corner in plan.  This apparent outline of a structure on this terrace

was either imaginary or too ephemeral to confirm through excavation.  A tiny fire,

about 15 cm across, had been burned on the hard, sterile subsoil, and a very low

density of artifacts accumulated in the surface soil.  Most of the loose soil was

evidently blown away by heavy winds.

LA 1510, 1513-1524: A multi-roomed Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza structure

These 13 contiguous units, mostly 1.5 X 1.5 m, were located on the lowest of the

central ridgetop terraces, and exposed about half of a three or four roomed cane-walled

structure with an ephemeral cooking shack on one side (Figure A-9).  Unit LA 1510

was the first excavated, in an inside corner just off the edge of the terrace.  Instead of

encountering the expected midden, LA 1510 found a wall trench with horizontal canes

in it.  Units 1513 through 1516 were laid out in a checkerboard pattern to test for

further architectural evidence, and units 1517 through 1520 were subsequently

excavated to fill in the gaps in order to better define the structure's plan.  Finally, units

1521 through 1524 were placed to define the limits of the structure.
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Figure A-10. LA 1510, 1513-1524.
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The subsoil was probably cut to level the terrace, and small amounts of fill may 

have been added behind the dry-laid stone retaining walls running along both sides of

the ridge.  A low retaining wall may have been built across the crest, as well, but only

a scatter of stones and a shallow step in the topography remain.  Two small informal

hearths were used on the subsoil surface, apparently just off the level part of the

terrace.  Several of the wall trenches contained horizontal bundles of canes, and a  few

vertical canes were also noted.  The walls were probably composed mostly of vertical

canes, held together by reinforcements made of two or three horizontal canes running

along both sides of the verticals and tied together with vegetal ties passing between the

vertical canes.  These walls formed at least three, and probably four, contiguous

rectangular rooms 1.6 to 2.1 m wide and 4.4 to 5.3 m long, communicating via

doorways 0.5 to 1.1 m wide.  The four rooms covered about 75% of the terrace.  About

half of the remaining space was occupied by a lightly built cane-walled structure

abutting the more substantial one and containing several conjoined informal hearths

and associated ash and charcoal deposits.  This shack was divided into two rooms

about 1.5 m wide and 1.3 to 1.8 m long, and closely spaced parallel wall trenches

suggest that it may have been rebuilt or modified once or twice.  After the terrace was

abandoned, almost all of the vertical canes were apparently  pulled out, leaving the

bundles of horizontal canes buried in the trench fill.  The surface of the terrace may

have eroded slightly before being covered by a shallow layer of windblown soil and

sand.  Almost no cultural material was preserved outside of the wall trenches and

burned areas, and the subsoil is only a few centimeters from the surface.  The trenches

were filled with soil containing variable densities of artifacts, including fragmentary

botanical remains, shell, feathers, and sherds.
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These excavations showed that the shallow linear depressions on several of the

central terraces probably indicate wall trenches, so that at least some of the ridgetop

terraces were walled in, if not roofed.  No postholes for wall or roof supports were

noted.  The multi-roomed structure and attached shack apparently used for cooking

suggest a generally domestic function for the terrace.  The systematic absence of

vertical canes from wall trenches at Loreto Alto, El Algodonal, and Loreto Viejo may

indicate that these sites were abandoned while there was still enough population in the

valley to make old, dry cane a scarce commodity worth gathering.  This situation

contrasts with many of the Chiribaya sites in the coastal and middle valleys, where

cane walls are often completely intact below ground level.

LA 1512: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace

This 1.0 X 2.0 m unit was located on the back portion and the slope behind a large

quebrada bottom terrace, about 13 m long and 3 m wide.  No features were noted.  A 4

to 10 cm thick darker, artifact-bearing soil layer contained fragments of botanical

material and marine shell, bits of textiles, and a chunk of wood.  This unit probably

samples material associated with the occupation of the terrace, but neither the intensity

nor the duration of the occupation appears to have been great.  The absence of a wall

trench indicates that there was no rear wall on this part of the terrace, and probably that

at least the northeast 1/3 of the terrace was not walled.

LA 1525, 1529-1531: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza house

These four contiguous units of various sizes were located towards the rear of a

medium sized quebrada bottom terrace about 7 m long and 4.5 m deep (Figure A-11). 

This terrace, like several others, is divided by a subsidiary retaining wall
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Figure A-11. LA 1525, 1529-1531.
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perpendicular to the main, front wall, forming a higher surface on the south end of the

terrace and a lower one on the north.  These units sample the lower surface.  This

terrace was selected for excavation because a looter's pit in the middle of the terrace

exposed a layer of artifact bearing ashy soil.

The terrace was constructed by cutting into the subsoil of the quebrada bottom     

and filling behind a dry-laid stone retaining wall.  The back of the terrace is      formed

by the retaining wall of the next terrace up the quebrada.  Probably at about the same

time, a secondary retaining wall was built perpendicular to the front retaining wall,

extending across the entire width of the terrace.  This wall supported a higher surface

on the southern end of the terrace.  The secondary wall had a gap in it about 50 cm

wide, probably allowing for a ramp or step between the two terrace surfaces.  A

narrow trench ran along the back edge of the lower terrace surface, curving around to

follow along the subsidiary retaining wall.  This trench had a gap directly opposite the

gap in the subsidiary wall.  Clear imprints in the side of the trench indicate that it held

a wall of vertical canes.  Inside the cane walls, two pits were dug against the back wall.

 In the bottom of the pit in unit 1529 was deposited a lense of ash similar to that in the

pit in unit 1504.  Both pits were filled with soil with a high density of domestic refuse.

 A substantial informal hearth was found in the inside corner of the structure, and ash

and charcoal from it was scattered around the floor.  This material was clearly

delimited by the wall trench, so it is presumably contemporary with the walls. 

Relatively high concentrations of domestic debris accumulated on the living surface,

including dense areas of molle seeds.  At some point, perhaps as the level of midden

and dirt was rising on the lower terrace surface, the gap in the secondary retaining wall

was filled with a single course of stones, their bases located well above the foot of the

rest of the wall.  A dense lense of molle seeds accumulated on the higher, southern
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surface of the terrace, but this cannot be stratigraphically related to events on the lower

surface.  The structure was abandoned, and most of the canes were removed from the

walls.  Several vertical cane stubs remained in unit 1531, and a tied loop of vegetal

fiber similar to those joining the horizontal canes in units 1513-1524 was found in the

trench fill of unit 1529.  A shallow depression about 3 cm inside the wall trench in unit

1531 might have held the foot of a pole supporting the cane wall or a roof.  In the wall

trench fill was a broken Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza kero.  The trench fill and overlaying

midden contained a high density of large botanical remains, including leaves, woody

roots, and branches, as well as the usual bone, sherds, charcoal, marine shell, fish

bone, and textile fragments.  A wedge of dense, coarse domestic midden accumulated

over the wall trench and hearth.  A complex leather thong artifact was recovered from

the overlaying midden in unit 1530.  This midden was covered in some areas by a

cement-like layer of nearly sterile soil, probably deposited by water.  Volcanic ash

from the AD 1600 eruption of Huaynaputina accumulated in some areas.  Finally, a

thin layer of loose soil with a low artifact density covered all of the units, probably

deposited by water and wind.

The lower part of this terrace bore a rectangular cane structure at least 2.5 m

square.  The hearth and midden deposits suggest a domestic function.  The midden

deposits over the wall trench might originally have been trapped between the cane

walls and the stone retaining walls outside them, slumping down over the wall trench

when the canes were removed.  If not, there must have been a substantial occupation

on this terrace or the one above after the cane structure was completely removed.

LA 1526: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace

This 1.5 X 1.5 m unit was located on the front edge of a well preserved, small
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quebrada bottom terrace about 5 m long and 4 m deep, immediately behind the terrace

retaining wall.  The terrace was constructed by placing virtually sterile fill, probably

derived from cutting away subsoil at the rear of the terrace, behind a dry laid stone

terrace retaining wall to create a level surface.  A small lense of charcoal was

incorporated into this fill.  A slightly compact, darker colored layer about 4 cm thick

and with a low density of artifacts developed on the fill.  This layer was in turn

partially covered by a cement-like, probably water-borne lense.  Finally, the unit was

completely covered by a thin layer of loose soil probably deposited by both water and

wind.  No features were noted.  This unit probably samples material associated with

the occupation of the terrace, but neither the intensity nor the duration of the

occupation appears to have been great.  The absence of a wall trench indicates that

there was no front wall on this part of the terrace, and suggests that at least the

southern 1/3 of the terrace was not walled.

LA 1527, 1528: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace

These two contiguous 1.5 X 1.5 m units were located on the southwest half of a

quebrada bottom terrace about 9 m long and 3 m deep, extending from just behind the

terrace retaining wall up onto the slope behind the back edge.  This terrace is the

highest one in this quebrada.  The subsoil was probably cut and moved to fill in behind

the terrace retaining wall in order to create a level surface, but the contours are not

clear.  A poorly defined layer of slightly darker soil from 3 to 30 cm thick and with a

low density of cane and other botanical fragments, bits of wool, and charcoal

accumulated on the surface.  No features were noted.  Both units were covered by

loose soil with very low artifact density, probably deposited by water and wind.  This

unit probably samples material associated with the occupation of the terrace, but
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neither the intensity nor the duration of the occupation appears to have been great. 

The absence of wall trenches indicates that there was neither a front nor a back wall on

this part of the terrace, and suggests that at least the southwestern 1/3 of the terrace

was not walled.

LA 1532: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace

This 1.0 X 2.0 m unit was located at the rear of a well preserved, medium sized

quebrada bottom terrace about 6 m long and 3.5 m deep.  The subsoil was probably cut

to level the terrace surface.  A trench was dug along the back edge of the terrace,

parallel to the front retaining wall, probably to hold a cane wall.  A layer of darker soil

about two to seven cm thick and with a low density of sherds, botanical fragments, and

marine shell accumulated on the surface.  The back of the unit was partially covered by

a wedge of rocky soil that apparently slumped down from the slope above.  The entire

unit was covered by a thin layer of loose silt and sand probably deposited by water and

wind.  This unit probably samples material associated with the occupation of the

terrace, but neither the intensity nor the duration of the occupation appears to have

been great.  The rear wall trench suggests that at least the southeastern 1/2 of the

terrace was walled.

LA 1533: An Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terrace

This 1.0 X 2.0 m unit was located at the center rear of a modest quebrada   bottom

terrace about 5.5 m long and 3.0 m deep.  The subsoil was probably cut to level the

terrace.  A trench was dug along the back edge of the terrace, parallel to the terrace

retaining wall, and a second one was dug perpendicular to the first, roughly bisecting

the terrace.  Cane walls were probably erected in these trenches.  A layer about 1 to 6
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cm thick of darker soil with a low to moderate density of sherds, shell, botanical

fragments, fish bone, textile fibers, and charcoal accumulated on the surface.  A small

amount of ash and charcoal was deposited on the this layer, but there is no clear

evidence that it was burned in situ.  The structure was abandoned, and most of the

canes removed.  One horizontal cane and several vertical cane stubs remained buried

in one of the trenches.  The entire unit was covered by a thin layer of silt and sand,

probably deposited by water and wind.  This unit probably samples material associated

with the occupation of the terrace.  The density of cultural material may be slightly

higher than on most of the other quebrada bottom terraces, but it still suggests a light,

brief occupation.  The two wall trenches suggest that a rectangular cane walled room

probably enclosed the eastern half of the terrace.  Whether the other half was also

walled was not determined.
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Appendix B

Ceramic style definitions and illustrations

Algodonal Early Ceramic

This style is defined by excavated collections from El Algodonal and Loreto

Viejo.  I have previously referred to it as "olla sin cuello", but this is a general,

descriptive term that should not be tied to a particular ceramic style.  Algodonal Early

Ceramic is the preferred name.

Paste and firing: The paste is variable, fairly hard, with coarse sand temper,

similar to and often indistinguishable from the typical Chiribaya paste I term "local

paste".  The fracture is often flaky or gritty.  Inspection at up to 45 X magnification

under a stereo microscope reveals minor porosity, but no voids attributable to plant or

animal fiber inclusions.  Visible temper inclusions are generally angular to subangular

and are largely quartz, often with smaller amounts of white to pink or red feldspar

which are the most visually apparent due to their light colors.  Some sherds have

occasional to predominating black biotite or hornblende grains.  In a typical 5 mm

square area, there are 0-3 grains ≥ 1.0 mm, 0-7 grains between .5 mm and 1.0 mm, and

many more grains in the .1 to .5 mm range.  Firing is generally uniformly reducing

across the entire thickness of the sherd, although some examples are slightly lighter in

color near the core.  Paste colors are mostly reddish browns ranging from 7.5YR5/6 to

5YR3-5/2-6 to 2.5YR3/0.

Forms: Almost all examples are globular neckless ollas (ollas sin cuello),

although a few sherds have very slight hints of upturned rims or small, thick-sectioned

handles.  Some examples of these more complex forms could conceivably be

plainwares from other traditions mixed into the assemblage, as in the illustrated
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Figure B-1. Algodonal Early Ceramic sherds from El Algodonal.
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Figure B-2. Algodonal Early Ceramic sherds from Loreto Viejo.
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example from the redeposited overburden layer AD 366-2-1.  Rim forms vary (Figures

B-1, B-2).  No carinations or distinguishable bases have been found, and the one

complete example from El Algodonal is smoothly curved and uniformly finished over

the entire outer surface, including the bottom (see inset in Figure A-6).  Sizes tend to

be large, with maximum body diameters estimated from 30 to 55 cm, and volumes

estimated from 10 to over 40 liters.  Body sherd thickness is typically from 6.8 to 7.4

mm, with occasional examples as thin as 4.1 to 4.5 mm or as thick as 7.5 to 10.1 mm.

Surface finish: The great bulk of the sherds are sooted and blackened on the

exterior and less often on the interior, often with adhering black, carbonized crusts. 

Exterior surfaces are pebble burnished with varying degrees of care, from widely

spaced casual streaks to near total coverage of the surface.  Interior surfaces appear to

have been wiped with a damp rag, leaving a fine grained smooth but not compacted

surface without clear working marks.  Surface contours are smoothly curved, not

bumpy, and generally uniformly finished.

Slip and paints: Most of the sherds were apparently either slipped or self-slipped

through the application of water to the body paste itself or the mechanical action of

pebble polishing.  The slip is difficult to distinguish from the compacted surface of the

paste.  Some sherds may have been slipped with a reddish brown slip on the rim and

generally all over the exterior and possibly interior surfaces, although the color

difference may be due simply to irregularities in firing.  Surface, possibly slipped,

colors range from 2.5YR4/4 to 5YR3-4/2-6 to 7.5YR5/6 to 10R4/4 on exterior

burnished and burned surfaces to 2.5YR3/2 on interior wiped surfaces.  There are no

additional paints of any kind.

Motifs and design organization: There is no painted nor plastic decoration.
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Comparisons and contrasts: These sherds are difficult or impossible to separate

from Chiribaya domestic wares except by the nearly exclusive neckless olla form and

the absence of Chiribaya slips, burnishing, decoration, strap handles, etc.  The neckless

olla form is known, albeit rare, in Chiribaya assemblages, so a reasonable sample of

sherds is necessary to determine an Algodonal Early Ceramic assemblage.  The

neckless olla forms of this style are similar to those of the Carrizal style from a coastal

spring drainage slightly north of the mouth of the Osmore (Bolaños 1987), but the

Carrizal style includes open forms that are not found in the Algodonal Early Ceramic

assemblages, and the pastes described by Bolaños appear to be different.  The

Huaracane style from the middle valley (Feldman 1989; Goldstein 1989a) features

neckless ollas, but is marked by fiber temper, two distinct pastes, and a variety of

forms and painted decoration that are not found in the coastal Osmore.

Occurrence, associations, dating: Algodonal Early Ceramic assemblages were

excavated from pure contexts at El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo, and were noted in

survey sites along the entire length of the coastal Osmore valley.  Many of these sites

are severely buried and eroded, often appearing as horizontal strata eroding out of

what are now steep gravelly slopes with no surface indications of occupation.  The El

Algodonal material came principally from intact habitation deposits stratigraphically

far below an Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery.  Three calibrated radiocarbon dates from

these contexts range from about 100 BC to 380 AD, including the one sigma error bars

(appendix C).

BR Early Ceramic

This style was discovered during surface survey and is known only from field

observations; no collections were made.  For this reason the description is preliminary.
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 I have previously referred to this style as "late formative", but this is a general

chronological term that should not be tied to a particular ceramic style.  BR Early

Ceramic is the preferred name.

Paste and firing: There are several pastes in this style.  One is similar to the

Chiribaya "local paste" and the paste of the Algodonal Early Ceramic style, although

some examples may be even coarser and seem to have a redder overall color, largely

due to pink to red feldspar inclusions.  Another is a sandy, lighter tan colored paste

similar to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza "fine paste" but a bit coarser in texture.  Another is

similar but has a few large inclusions.  The latter two pastes are generally not burned,

and have a uniform light oxidized color throughout.

Forms: Globular neckless ollas very similar to those of the Algodonal Early

Ceramic style comprise part of the assemblage, with occasional rudimentary upturned

lips.  Less restricted, more nearly vertical-sided open pots are also present, sometimes

with thick-sectioned vertically oriented handles either slightly below the rim or

projecting a bit above it.  There are small jars or wide-mouthed bottles with short

tubular necks and slightly everted rims.  An odd apparently globular form with a wide,

bowl-like neck was represented by two sherds from separate sites.  The open ollas

range up to 55 cm in rim diameter, and some of the constricted ones are estimated to

have reached that size at their maximum body diameter.  See Figures B-3 and B-4.

Surface finish: The sherds with paste similar to the Algodonal Early Ceramic

paste are generally finished in a similar way, as well.  The lighter colored, finer pastes

are generally casually pebble burnished with widely separated strokes on a surface that

was probably smoothed by hand or with a damp cloth.

Slip and paints: The sherds with paste similar to the Algodonal Early Ceramic

paste have a similar possible reddish to brown slip or self-slip.  The lighter colored,
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Figure B-3. lBR Early Ceramic rims from the Burgess-Reinhard site (109).
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Figure B-4. BR Early Ceramic rims from site 113.
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finer pastes often have a lighter brown to reddish brown slip, sometimes only on the

outside and sometimes inside and out.  One of the odd bowl-necked sherds was not

slipped overall, but the natural tan surface was decorated with a pale, washy red paint

or slip in a wide band around the outside of the rim and in vertical, radial stripes on the

inside of the bowl-like neck.

Motifs and design organization: The only decorative motifs are the washy bands

described above.

Comparisons and contrasts: This style might be comparable to the Wawakiki

ceramics reported by Bawden (1989) in its incipient use of painted decoration, but the

designs are quite different.  It is also similar to the Algodonal Early Ceramic, Carrizal,

and Huaracane styles discussed above, but again the forms and decoration are distinct.

 An additional possible parallel is to material from the El Atajo surface scatter recently

reported by M. Garcia (pers. com.) in the vicinity of Tacna.

Occurrence, associations, dating: This material is known only from surface

scatters at a few sites, especially the Burgess-Reinhard site (109) and a possible

cemetery associated with it (113).  No other known ceramic styles have been identified

in association with this style.  On typological grounds, I suspect that it falls in the

radiocarbon date gap of around 400 AD to 950 AD, between the Algodonal Early

Ceramic and the beginning of the Late Intermediate Period (appendix C).

Ilo-Tumilaca

The Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles were defined on the basis of intact vessels

recovered from the cemetery at El Algodonal and some related fragmentary material

from El Algodonal and Loreto Alto.  The names derive from close analogies to

ceramics of the Tumilaca phase in the middle Osmore valley as described by Goldstein
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(1989a), Pari (1980), and García (1988) (García uses the term "Maria Cupina" style),

and the Cabuza style in the Azapa region as described by Santoro (1980a), Santoro and

Ulloa (1985), and Dauelsberg (1985).  Only two undecorated, utilitarian vessels are

known from burials, and since they were not found with other diagnostic vessels, their

attribution to the style is not positive.  The utilitarian ware sherds from Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza domestic contexts are too fragmentary to allow for much useful

reconstruction, and they look extremely similar to those of Chiribaya contexts, so they

are not very useful as cultural markers.  Numerous vessels in the El Algodonal

cemetery assemblage could not be simply classified into Ilo-Tumilaca versus Ilo-

Cabuza style, suggesting that the two styles actually form endpoints of a continuum. 

The description that follows focusses on the Ilo-Tumilaca endpoint of that continuum.

 The entire, unfortunately small, Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza mortuary assemblage except for

some sherds from the looter's backdirt and habitation areas is illustrated and

categorized, and vessels of intermediate style are labeled as such.

Paste and firing: The paste is variable, but the most characteristic one I term "fine

paste".  "Fine paste" is a relatively uniform, fine grained sandy paste with fine

inclusions, mostly subangular to subrounded white, grey, pink, and occasionally red

feldspar, some angular quartz, very occasional golden muscovite, and some probable

black hornblende and/or biotite.  In a typical 5 mm square area, there are 0-2 grains > 1

mm, and 0-5 grains between .5 and 1.0 mm.  Many areas have no grains at all > .5

mm.  The fracture tends to be clean and smooth.  Although many sherds appear to be

fairly hard, others are not, and "fine paste" sherds from midden contexts are often

notably more eroded than "local paste" sherds, frequently lacking one or both original

surfaces and having rounded breaks and shapes.  The firing ranges from a uniform

5YR5-6/4-6 to slightly cored, with colors ranging from grey cores of 7.5YR4/0 to pink
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outer edges of 7.5YR5/4 to 10R6/4.  A few of these decorated vessels show minor

evidence of sooting or blackening, but most were evidently kept away from fires.

Forms: Characteristic forms are tazones, or everted straight to flaring sided, flat-

bottomed bowls; handled pitchers or jars with flaring necks; and keros, or drinking

cups in several varieties including Goldstein's (1989a) "coke glass" shape (AD 388-2-

1/1), a simple, smoothly flaring shape, a similar shape with a single raised horizontal

band around the waist pressed out from the inside, and a similar shape with a small

protuberance on one side rising above the rim (see Figures B-5 through B-12).  One

probably Ilo-Tumilaca vessel is in the form of a stylized camelid.  Unlike the Ilo-

Cabuza style, there are no curved bowls in the pure style, although one curved bowl

with intermediate designs is known.

Surface finish: External surfaces are generally thoroughly pebble burnished, with

near-total coverage except around handle attachments and other difficult areas. 

Internal burnishing is generally restricted to the inside of the rim.  Burnishing strokes

tend to be parallel by zones, such as horizontal on the body of a jar and vertical on the

neck.  Some examples may have been burnished twice, possibly once before and once

after slipping, such that a smooth but slightly matte surface is visible between the more

compact glossy strokes of a slightly less careful later burnishing.  In a few examples,

the secondary burnishing is casual, covering only 50% to 70% of the surface in streaks.

 In almost every case, it is clear that at least the black paint was applied before the final

burnishing, which often smudges the paint slightly.  Interior surfaces often show

striations suggestive of wiping with a damp cloth, and on some examples are not well

smoothed, leaving laps and globs on the surface.
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Slip and paints: Most of the vessels are slipped red to tan on the exterior except

for the flat base, and in a band around the inside of the rim.  The red slip ranges from

10R3-4/6-8 to 2.5YR4-5/4-8 to 5YR4-5/4-6, while the tans run on to 7.5YR5/6. 

Although most vessels give the impression of being strong red, washy red, or tan, in

fact there is considerable variation within individual vessels, and the colors cannot be

rigorously separated.

Monochrome decorated vessels are always painted in black, which varies from

strong and opaque to quite fugitive, and runs from 10R2.5-3/1-2 to 5YR2.5-3/1-2 to

2.5YR2.5-3/0-4.  Two additional paint colors, orange and cream or white, are used for

details, often in contrasting roles on a single vessel.  The orange ranges from 10R5/6-8

to 2.5YR5/6 to 5YR5/6.  The cream or white ranges from 10YR7/3-4 to 5YR6/2.  The

white paint is often especially fugitive, raised above the surface of the vessel, and is

generally not streaked by burnishing, even when the black is; it may be applied at a

different stage in the manufacturing process, possibly post-firing.

Motifs and design organization: See Figures B-5 to B-12.  Designs are typically

constrained to one or two horizontal band covering the main body areas of the vessel

and demarcated by horizontal black lines running around the entire circumference of

the vessel.  These bands are generally divided into repeating, roughly rectangular

panels by vertical or inclined crossing lines, such that a single panel composition is

repeated two to four times around the circumference of the vessel, occasionally with

minor variations.  Major bounding lines and filled spaces are usually black, sometimes

with white boundaries or accenting.  Typical motifs include zig-zag or sinuous lines

between straight lines, broken lines between straight lines (the "pista" or "highway"

motif), and various combinations of these.  Two-stepped black stairsteps, sometimes

solid with white outlining and sometimes simply outlined in black, occasionally have
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details suggesting eyes and mouths that evidently derive from Tiwanaku profile head

motifs.  One example, AD 379-1-1/4, clearly shows the Tiwanaku profile head motif. 

Small circles or ellipses with central dots, usually in orange or cream, probably derive

from puma spots and eyes in Tiwanaku designs.  One tazon, AD 391, has a distinctive

black outlined design ("crab") that Goldstein (1985) noted as typical of the Tumilaca

phase at Omo.  A few examples use white dots to fill bounded areas, but not along

black lines as is common in the Chiribaya tradition.

Comparisons and contrasts: Most of the Ilo-Tumilaca motifs can be found in the

rollouts of two vessels in Goldstein's (1985) Figure 47a and b, which he classifies at

Tiwanaku VI (now called Tumilaca phase).  Some of the forms and motifs are echoed

in his Chen Chen phase illustrations (1989a: Figures 22d, 24d,e, 26d, 78), but overall

the fit is better with his Tumilaca phase (1985, 1989a:Figures 32, 84), Pari's (1980)

vessels from the site of Tumilaca, and García's "Maria Cupina" style vessels from La

Yaral in the middle valley, which are included in Goldstein's (1989a) Tumilaca phase.

 Nevertheless, none of these styles match perfectly, which is appropriate for local

variants at a time thought to be characterized by small scale political and cultural

fragmentation.  The "Loreto Viejo" style of the Azapa valley (Dauelsberg 1985) is also

similar but distinct.

Occurrence, associations, dating: Ilo-Tumilaca ceramics are dated to around 950

AD to 1050 AD in calibrated years (appendix C), and appear to be contemporary with

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics in the coastal Osmore valley.  Ilo-Tumilaca

ceramics are probably found along the entire length of the coastal Osmore valley,

although it is often difficult to distinguish them from transitional or Ilo-Cabuza sherds

in surface scatters.
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Figure B-5. Ilo-Tumilaca (Tiwanaku V?) kero.
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Figure B-6. Ilo-Tumilaca keros.
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Figure B-7. Ilo-Tumilaca keros.
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Figure B-8. Ilo-Tumilaca flaring kero and "coke-glass" kero.
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Figure B-9. Ilo-Tumilaca tazones.
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Figure B-10. Ilo-Tumilaca tazon and jar.
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Figure B-11. Ilo-Tumilaca jar and tazon.
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Figure B-12. Ilo-Tumilaca jar, tazon, and sherd.
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Ilo-Cabuza

The Ilo-Cabuza style is the other extreme of the Ilo-Tumilaca to Ilo-Cabuza

stylistic continuum described above.  It was defined on the basis of intact vessels

recovered from the cemetery at El Algodonal, some related fragmentary material from

El Algodonal and Loreto Alto, and close analogies to the Cabuza style in the Azapa

region as described by Santoro (1980a), Santoro and Ulloa (1985), and Dauelsberg

(1985).

Paste and firing: The paste is variable, but is always different from the typically

Chiribaya "local paste," and only rare examples are made of the typically Ilo-Tumilaca

"fine paste".  Inclusions are subangular, generally derived from granite, with

occasional composite grains of quartz or feldspar and biotite or hornblende.  Grains

include grey to white feldspar, black hornblende, relatively frequent golden muscovite,

and occasional angular quartz.  Many examples have small flecks of muscovite and/or

biotite flakes visible on the vessel's surface, either included in the slip or in the paste

where the thin slip has spalled off over such grains.  In a typical 5 mm square area,

there are 0-1 grains > 2 mm, 0-2 grains between 1 and 2 mm, and 0-2 grains between

.5 and 1.0 mm.  Another, coarser paste has 0-3 grains between 1 and 2 mm, and 2-8

grains between .5 and 1.0 mm.  Paste color ranges from 2.5YR5/6 to 5YR5-6/4 to

7.5YR5-6/4 to 10YR6/4.

Forms: Typical forms are rounded bowls, handled jars, and keros.  One tazon is

known with definite Ilo-Cabuza designs; it may be transitional from the Ilo-Tumilaca

style in which tazones are the standard open form.  Forms are often irregular, with

wavy rims, oval rather than round plans, and so on.  See Figures B-13 to B-18.
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Surface finish: Surfaces are casually pebble burnished, leaving streaks and areas

unburnished.  Burnishing is generally restricted to the outside and the area

immediately inside the rim, and is generally horizontal in some areas and vertical in

others, as in the body and neck of jars.  In most, but not all examples, burnishing

seems to have been done before painting, since designs are not smeared or streaked by

burnishing lines as in Ilo-Tumilaca vessels.  Surfaces are often irregular, with rough

depressions, lumpy contours, and visible laps and gouges in the clay.  The burnishing

compacts the surface in streaks but does not leave as glossy a finish as in most Ilo-

Tumilaca examples.  Surfaces have a dusty, matte look.

Slip and paints: Slip is generally washy, transparent red, clearly casually wiped on

with a cloth or similar material such that parts of the lower body areas and random

angular patches are sometimes missed, leaving the paste color to show through.  Slip is

typically applied only to the outside and in a sloppy band around the inside of the rim

on jars and some bowls, while other bowls are completely slipped inside and out. 

Some vessels are not slipped at all.  The red slip ranges from 10R3-5/6-8 to 2.5YR4-

5/4-6 to 5YR4-5/6-4 to 7.5YR5/6.

Decorative motifs are painted exclusively in a weak, transparent black, which is

often extremely fugitive.  The black ranges from 10R3/1-2 to 5YR2.5-5/2-4 to

2.5YR2.5-4/0-2.

Motifs and design organization: All designs are done in black lines, without solid

filled areas nor filling techniques such as dots or hatching (see Figures B-13 to B-18). 

The principal design element is a tall, narrow panel bounded by straight lines and

containing one to three vertically oriented sinuous lines or numerous horizontally

oriented sinuous lines.  On jars, these panels generally connect horizontal

circumferential lines.  Bowls are generally decorated on the exterior with the same
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type of panels, but they are pendant from the rim, which may or may not have a black

line along it, and there is no lower demarcating line.  The inside rims of bowls and jars

are often decorated with pendant arcs or squiggles.  One bowl has an extremely

fugitive complex interior design with numerous long sinuous lines.  A few variants

occur in which the sinuous lines are not bounded by straight lines, the pendant arcs are

on the outside of a bowl, or the motifs are reduced to nearly unrecognizable cursory

scrawls.

Comparisons and contrasts: The Ilo-Cabuza style is very similar to the Cabuza

style of the Azapa area (Dauelsberg 1985), as noted above.

Occurrence, associations, dating: Ilo-Cabuza ceramics are dated to around 1000

AD to 1250 AD in calibrated years (appendix C), and appear to be contemporary with

post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics in the coastal Osmore valley.  Ilo-Cabuza

ceramics are probably found along the entire length of the coastal Osmore valley,

although it is often difficult to distinguish them from transitional or Ilo-Tumilaca

sherds in surface scatters.

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

The term Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza is used for pieces in the same tradition as the Ilo-

Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles, but which cannot be classified as one or the other

either because they have a mixture of traits such as decoration typical of one on a form

typical of the other, intermediate traits, or are insufficiently complete to determine

which style is represented.  The same term also describes the entire continuum,

including the endpoint styles.  The excavated vessels from El Algodonal are illustrated

here in Figures B-19 to B-21 to show that the apparently distinct Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-

Cabuza styles in fact are connected by a range of intermediate examples.
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Figure B-13. Ilo-Cabuza bowls.
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Figure B-14. Ilo-Cabuza bowls.
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Figure B-15. Ilo-Cabuza bowl and jar.
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Figure B-16. Ilo-Cabuza jars.
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Figure B-17. Ilo-Cabuza bowl and jar.
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Figure B-18. Ilo-Cabuza keros.
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Figure B-19. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza keros
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Figure B-20. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tazones.
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Figure B-21. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tazon and bowl.
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Figure B-22. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza camelid-shaped bottle.
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Figure B-23. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza (?) cooking pot and Ilo-Tumilaca jar with
Chiribaya-like motifs.
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Figure B-24. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza deep plates.
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Figure B-25. Posibly Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza bottle.
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Viboras

The Viboras style was discovered and described based on looted whole and

fragmentary mortuary material at a single site (214), on a single visit during the valley

survey.  No surface collections were made during the survey, so the description that

follows is preliminary and incomplete.

Paste and firing: Pastes are variable, but tend to orange-brown colors.  One vessel

has more and larger inclusions than "fine paste", while another has few, fine light and

dark colored inclusions.

Forms: Typical forms include tazones, wide flaring tazones or deep straight-sided

plates, globular jars, small-necked jars or handled bottles, and incensarios (Figure B-

26).

Surface finish: Surfaces are irregular, contours are lumpy, and both interiors and

exteriors are generally wiped but not burnished.

Slip and paints: The thin, red, washy slip is similar to the Ilo-Cabuza slip but

generally a bit darker in color.  Slip is sloppily applied on exteriors and in some cases

also on a band around the inside of the rim.  Most painted designs are in a washy

black, similar to Ilo-Cabuza, but an incensario fragment and possibly a tazon also have

a white or cream paint.

Motifs and design organization: The black line design motifs are variants of

Tumilaca phase crosshatching and figures.  They were recognized as aberrant

Tumilaca designs in the field, but unfortunately only one was sketched (Figure B-26).

Comparisons and contrasts: One similar open tazon or deep plate was recovered

from Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation debris at Loreto Alto.  The normal tazon form

and the absence of rounded bowls most resembles the Ilo-Tumilaca style, as do the
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Figure B-26. Viboras tazon and Ilo Multicolor offering.
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black line motifs and the occasional use of white or cream paint.  The pastes, slips,

paints, and finishing are closer to Ilo-Cabuza examples.  The Viboras material could

be shoehorned into the Ilo-Tumilaca style, but even with such a small collection it was

recognized as aberrant and would clearly widen the definition of the style significantly.

Occurrence, associations, dating: The Viboras style was noted at only a single

site on the northern margin of the central part of the coastal valley.  On purely stylistic

grounds, I would guess that the Viboras style was contemporary with the end of the

Ilo-Tumilaca style and the early Ilo-Cabuza style.

Chiribaya in general

The Chiribaya style, first isolated and named by Ghersi (1956), has recently been

subdivided by Garcia (1988) and subsequently and more rigorously by Jessup (1990b,

1991), who studied hundreds of vessels from mortuary contexts he excavated at San

Geronimo and from Jane Buikstra's Chiribaya Project mortuary excavations at

Chiribaya Alta.  Jessup's seriation appears to be sound, and I have used it throughout

this analysis.  Jessup defined three Chiribaya stylistic and chronological "phases",

starting with the Algarrobal phase, running through the Yaral phase, and concluding

with the San Geronimo phase.  I found that although some pieces can definitely be

assigned to the Yaral phase, in practice the Yaral phase tended to be a residual

category for pieces that did not clearly fall in the San Geronimo category.  Because I

was uncertain of the reliability of this distinction, for my purposes I have lumped the

possibly distinct Yaral and San Geronimo phases together as the "Post-Algarrobal"

phase.

The stylistic descriptions that follow are largely cribbed and condensed from

Jessup's excellent but unpublished reports and illustrations (1990b, 1991), although the
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illustrations here are a substantial sampling of the Chiribaya vessels excavated by

PCCT.  The descriptions differ slightly from Jessup's in emphasis, reflecting my

understanding of the features and which ones I found most useful in dealing with my

much smaller sample of vessels.  I did not do an independent analysis of Chiribaya

ceramics and do not claim to have improved on his seriation; Jessup's papers are still

the most complete authoritative treatment of Chiribaya ceramics available.

Jessup (1990b) notes that all the phases of the Chiribaya tradition share features in

common.  Except for incensarios (conical-footed incense burners), virtually all vessels

have flat, round bases.  The most common forms are handled jars, rounded bowls, and

cantaros, or large restricted vessels analogous to Inka arybaloids.  Less common forms

include chombas or open pots, tazones or straight-sided everted bowls, keros or

drinking cups, and small jars with long tubular spouts.  Strap handles are common.  Jar

handles run from the rim to the shoulder.  Rims are simple and rounded.  All shapes

are regular, symmetrical, and straight.  Overall slip is red, and a defining feature on

many decorated vessels is a black line along the edge of the rim marked by white dots.

 The diagnostic white dot treatment is most often absent from Algarrobal phase

vessels.  Many designs, especially on jars, consist of trapezoidal panels, often with

semi-circles on one edge; the combination of these panels and semi-circles yields

additional effects.  The panels are often outlined and detailed with parallel lines of

different colors, often with a row of white dots, and often enclose stairstep patterns

similar to those in the Ilo-Tumilaca style.  Paint colors are black, white, orange, and

brown, and there appear to have been fairly strict conventions for their appropriate use

and oppositions.
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Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

Paste and firing: Decorated examples, at least, are generally made of "fine paste",

as described under the Ilo-Tumilaca style.  Jessup notes that the paste colors range

from 7.5YR4-5/6 to 5YR6/6 with the pinker color outside and the more orange in the

center.

Forms: Common forms are rounded bowls and handled jars with a rim

protuberance above the handle.  Less common forms include tazones, cantaros, and

others (see Figures B-27 and B-28).

Surface finish: Contours are smoothly curved but surfaces are generally not

obviously pebble burnished.  Burnishing may have been done before the slip was

applied, or the surfaces may have been smoothed with a damp cloth or some other

method.  Most pieces have a dry, dusty, matte surface.

Slip and paints: Exteriors are slipped with a thin, transparent, washy red slip of

about 10R3-4/6-8.  Bowls are entirely slipped inside, but often only partway down on

the outside.  Jars, cantaros, and tazones are slipped outside and on a band inside the

rim.  Paints include black, white, orange, and brown, but bowls have only black and

white.

Motifs and design organization: Many vessels feature the black line with white

dots as a rim and/or design border element.  All designs are on the outside of the

vessels.  Bowls most often have a flattened eight-pointed star around a central

rectangle.  Other bowl motifs include pendant semicircles, pendant chevrons,

"butterflies" or "bowties", and a vertical sawtooth pattern.  Jars most often have

trapezoidal panel decorations with variants of the usual stairstep pattern that are more

vertical and have more steps than later phases.  See Figures B-27 and B-28.
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Figure B-27. Algarrobal phase Chiribaya jar.
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Figure B-28. Algarrobal phase Chiribaya bowls.
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Comparisons and contrasts: Algarrobal phase Chiribaya vessels are similar in

some respects to the Maitas-Chiribaya style of the Azapa valley (Dauelsberg 1985).

Occurrence, associations, dating: Jessup says that Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

vessels are known only from Chiribaya Alta, but PCCT encountered examples in the

cemetery at Loreto Viejo, and I noted others in the Chiribaya Project mortuary

collections from La Yaral in the middle valley.  The PCCT site survey found numerous

sites along the length of the coastal valley with Algarrobal phase Chiribaya sherds on

the surface.  Radiocarbon dates for the Algarrobal phase should be forthcoming from

the Chiribaya Project, but as of now the dating is somewhat circumstantial.  I estimate

that the phase lasted from about 975 AD to 1125 AD (see appendix C).  Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya ceramics are consistently associated with Osmore Multicolor and Ilo

Multicolor (see below) in Jessup's mortuary lots, and on the surface of surveyed sites

in the coastal valley (appendix F).

Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

Since this category is a combination of Jessup's Yaral and San Geronimo styles, it

does not have a tight definition.  Rather, it is operationally defined here as anything

Chiribaya that is not Algarrobal phase.

Paste and firing: Virtually all decorated vessels are made of what I term "local

paste", discussed above under Algodonal Early Ceramic.  This is a coarse, sandy paste

with highly visible large white inclusions up to 1 or 2 mm across.  According to

Jessup, the color is brown, 7.5YR5/6 with minor variations, and the core often retains

a dark grey, reduced appearance.

Forms: Common forms are rounded bowls and handled jars.  Other forms are

added in the San Geronimo phase, including handled bowls, handled cylindrical or
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slightly everted keros, some with rim protuberances opposite the handle, cantaros,

chombas, and incensarios with hollow conical pedestal bases. The rim protuberance

over jar handles and the tazon form are both absent.  See Figures B-29 to B-33.

Surface finish: Surface finish ranges from smooth but unburnished in some Yaral

phase vessels to extremely thoroughly and regularly pebble burnished in San

Geronimo phase vessels.  All examples have smooth, round contours.

Slip and paints: The slip is a strong, opaque red, 10R3/6.  Bowls are slipped on

the inside and partway down on the outside.  The paints are black, white, orange, and

brown, all strong, opaque colors with little variation within or between vessels.

Motifs and design organization: Virtually all vessels have the black rim with

white dots, and virtually none have designs on the handle.  Yaral phase bowls have

only exterior decorations, with pendant half-stars of 2, 3 or 4 points, and butterflies or

bowties.  Yaral phase jars and other forms are decorated with trapezoidal panel motifs.

 Yaral phase stairstep patterns have no more than 3 steps.  San Geronimo phase bowls

are decorated only on the inside, with pendant three-pointed half-stars, pendant

semicircles, and two bands of motifs that cross the entire diameter of the bowl to form

an X.  San Geronimo phase jars and other forms have fewer trapezoidal panels and

more simpler horizontal or zigzag band designs.  A common San Geronimo motif is a

band with alternating semicircles.  San Geronimo stairstep patterns also have only 3

steps, and the steps are not sharper than about 90 degrees.  See Figures B-29 to B-33.

Comparisons and contrasts: Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya pottery was

produced in much greater quantity than Algarrobal phase vessels, so it is what is

usually illustrated or displayed as Chiribaya in the few publications and museums that

deal with the style at all.
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Figure B-29. Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya keros.
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Figure B-30. Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya cantaro.
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Figure B-31. Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya jar and bowl.
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Figure B-32. Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya bowl.
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Figure B-33. Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya bowl.
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Occurrence, associations, dating: Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya ceramics are

found all along the entire coastal Osmore valley (appendix F), in numerous sites in the

middle Osmore valley (Garcia 1988; Goldstein pers. com.) and up into at least one of

its high tributary valleys, the Otora (Stanish 1992a).  The Chiribaya and Maitas-

Chiribaya material from the Azapa area is similar but distinguishable (Dauelsberg

1985; Santoro and Ulloa 1985).

Osmore Multicolor

This variant of the Chiribaya tradition was tentatively identified and named by

Jessup (1990b, 1991) based on a small number of vessels.  I continue with his usage

here, and what follows paraphrases his reports and illustrations.  The illustrations here

are large sherds from the surface of sites visited by the PCCT site survey.  See Figure

B-34.

Paste and firing: Paste is variable, but often resembles that of Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya (what I call "fine paste").

Forms: Forms are primarily jars and cantaros.

Surface finish: Surfaces are similar to Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.

Slip and paints: The red exterior slip is about 10R3-4/6-8.  Only black and white

paints are used.

Motifs and design organization: Motifs are sometimes chaotic variations of

Algarrobal phase Chiribaya designs, with the diagnostic addition of chains of black

outlined rhomboids touching at diagonally opposite corners and filled with black

crosshatching.  Many rims are plain, but a few have the Chiribaya black line with

white dots.  Vertical stairsteps, S-scrolls, up and down pointing arrows or "umbrellas",

and the pista or "highway" design described under the Ilo-Tumilaca style also appear.
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Figure B-34. Osmore Multicolor sherds.
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Comparisons and contrasts: Jessup notes that this style has features in common

with some examples of the broadly defined Churajón style of Arequipa.  It also shares

features with Algarrobal phase Chiribaya, Ilo-Tumilaca, and Chiribaya vessels from

the Azapa valley.

Occurrence, associations, dating: Osmore Multicolor is consistently associated

with Algarrobal phase Chiribaya in mortuary contexts and on surveyed sites, and its

stylistic similarities to that style and to Ilo-Tumilaca also suggest that it is probably

contemporary with them.  If so, Osmore Multicolor falls in the Early Late Intermediate

Period.

Ilo Multicolor

This variant of the Chiribaya tradition was tentatively identified and named by

Jessup (1990b, 1991).  I continue with his usage here, and what follows paraphrases

his reports and illustrations.  The illustration here is a single miniature vessel found in

situ as an offering at site 231 during the PCCT site survey.  See Figure B-26.

Paste and firing: Paste is generally similar to the "fine paste" used in Ilo-Tumilaca

and Algarrobal phase Chiribaya wares.

Forms: Forms include rounded bowls, jars, keros, and cantaros, including one

with protuberances suggesting the head, wings, and tail of a bird.  None of the vessels

have rim protuberances.

Surface finish: Surfaces are similar to Algarrobal phase Chiribaya.

Slip and paints: Jessup lists a variety of colors for the variable red slip (10R4/6-8,

5YR4/4, and 2.5YR4/4).  On bowls, slip covers the inside but only goes partway down
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the outside; on other forms.  Paints are mostly black and white, although jars may have

some orange elements.

Motifs and design organization: Rims may be plain, decorated with the typical

Chiribaya white dots on black ground, or decorated with alternating black and white

dots.  Bowls most often have pendant shallow semicircles or V designs made up of

multiple parallel black and white lines.  Small jars have bands of horizontal or vertical

parallel black and white lines.  Jars and cantaros have stairstep designs.

Comparisons and contrasts: No likely similar style is known other than Chiribaya

itself, of which Ilo Multicolor is a simplification.

Occurrence, associations, dating: Ilo Multicolor is associated with Algarrobal

phase Chiribaya in the cemeteries at Chiribaya Alta, and the one surveyed site at which

it was definitely recognized also had a marked Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and

Osmore Multicolor component, as well as a few Ilo-Tumilaca sherds.  These

associations and the technical similarities to Algarrobal phase Chiribaya suggest that

Ilo Multicolor probably dates to the Early Late Intermediate Period.
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Appendix C

Radiocarbon dates and stylistic chronology

The interpretations presented in this dissertation are heavily dependent upon the

chronological relationships of ceramic styles and associated social groups.  Prior to

this work, the consensus opinion was that the coastal Osmore ceramics that resembled

Tiwanaku models probably dated to Tiwanaku V, and that the Chiribaya tradition

developed out of this style and was temporally later.  The Ilo-Cabuza style was not

recognized as a distinct category in the coastal Osmore valley, but the extremely

similar Cabuza style in the Azapa valley was dated rather improbably to AD 400 or

earlier (Dauelsberg 1985) and as late as AD 1200.  Maitas (or Maytas), the early

variant of Chiribaya in the Azapa valley, was also dated as early as AD 700, and was

considered to be a late Tiwanaku style (Dauelsberg 1985).

Even before starting the PCCT fieldwork, it seemed that the simple Tiwanaku-to-

Chiribaya sequence did not hold up well.  The Tiwanaku-related ceramics of the

coastal Osmore more resembled Goldstein's post-Tiwanaku Tumilaca phase (Goldstein

1985, 1989a), leaving a relatively short period of time for the proposed radical

transformation from Tiwanaku-like to Chiribaya decoration.  Moreover, there are

extremely few vessels known that might be transitional between Tiwanaku and

Chiribaya traditions.  The surface preservation of sites with the Tiwanaku-related and

Chiribaya ceramics was similar enough to suggest that one style might not be

markedly older than the other.  The published radiocarbon dates for late Tiwanaku-

related and "Loreto Viejo" ceramics overlapped substantially with Chiribaya dates (see

Tables C-3 and C-4 below).  Both in Chile and in the coastal Osmore, the Cabuza

(analogous to Ilo-Cabuza) and Loreto Viejo (analogous to Ilo-Tumilaca) styles are
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found in the same cemeteries with similar burial practices and nonceramic grave

goods, suggesting that they might be contemporary or closely related.  No cases of

stratigraphic superposition that might resolve the chronological issues have been

published.  Some of the radiocarbon dates reported from Chilean excavations of

supposedly Chiribaya and Tumilaca-phase contexts are confusing and I suspect that

they may be based on material from mixed midden and looted tomb contexts.

In order to resolve the chronological problems in the region, I submitted 16

samples of charcoal, twigs screened from middens, wood, and wool cloth to Beta

Analytic for radiocarbon dating with 13C corrections.  Funds for these dates were

generously contributed by the UCLA Friends of Archaeology, the Wenner-Gren

Foundation, UCLA's Latin American Center, and Guy Pinneo, a project volunteer. 

This appendix reports the radiocarbon results, along with limited but corroborating

other lines of evidence, that form the basis of the chronology used throughout this

dissertation.

Tables C-1 and C-2 list the raw and corrected radiocarbon dates and related

details.  The date(s) in parenthesis is (are) the corrected date(s), including 13C

adjustments, calibrated using Stuiver and Reimer's (1986) University of Washington

Quaternary Isotope Lab Radiocarbon Calibration Program (CALIB) Rev. 2.0,

bidecadal atmospheric data, intercept method A.  The dates before and after the

parentheses indicate the date minus and plus the corrected 1-sigma error, respectively.

 These corrected errors include both the measurement error and the calibration data

error, so the ranges are not symmetrical.  Reversals in the calibration curve

occasionally produce several possible corrected dates for a single radiocarbon

measurement; the error range is based on the earliest and latest calibrated dates when



Culture or style Context Material Provenience Beta ID Dendro-corrected
years AD

14C years
AD, 13C
adjusted

14C years
AD, raw

13C
/12C ‰

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya sherds

Ashy midden layer high in
LV 2505 strata

Twigs LV
2505-5-6

51073 1252 (1272) 1285 1220 ±60 1190 ±60 -26.3

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya sherds

Ashy midden layer low in
LV 2505 strata

Twigs LV
2505-9-11

51074 1047 (1182) 1246 1090 ±60 1070 ±60 -26.4

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya sherds

Bottom of midden above
Chiribaya tomb

Twigs AD
522-5-1

51066 1043 (1169) 1230 1080 ±60 1070 ±60 -25.6

Post-Algarrobal
Chiribaya sherds
with some Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

Midden that crosses above
wall trench associated with
post AD 525-15-11/1

Twigs AD
525-7-1

51067 1182 (1245) 1270 1150 ±60 1120 ±60 -26.9

Tumilaca style cane
house construction

Post assoc. with wall trench
below midden AD 525-7-1

Wood
post

AD
525-15-11/1

51068 960 (1012) 1039 930 ±80 850 ±80 -30.0

Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

Dense midden deposit near a
multi-roomed cane structure
on upper central ridgeline
flat

Twigs LA
1506-5-2

51069 1169 (1230) 1267 1140 ±60 1080 ±60 -28.3

Ilo-Cabuza Floor around hearth below
midden with Ilo-Cabuza
kero sherd; same house as
LA 1530-5-4

Wood
charcoal

LA
1525-5-1

51071 1162 (1216) 1253 1110 ±50 1090 ±50 -26.2

Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

Wall trench fill, same house
as LA 1525-5-1

Twigs LA
1530-5-4

51072 1007 (1035) 1169 1000 ±80 960 ±80 -27.6

Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

Hearth in kitchen of multi-
roomed cane structure

Wood
charcoal

LA
1518-2-2

51070 998 (1021) 1039 960 ±50 910 ±50 -28.0
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Culture or style Context Material Provenience Beta ID Dendro-corrected
years AD

14C years
AD, 13C
adjusted

14C years
AD, raw

13C
/12C
‰

Ilo-Cabuza, crude
variant

Tomb with jar in crude
variant of Cabuza style

Wool
textile

AD
339.01

51059 1043 (1169) 1230 1080 ±60 1170 ±60 -19.8

Ilo-Cabuza, similar
to Arica-Cabuza

Tomb with jar similar to
Arica-Cabuza style

Wool
textile

AD
354.06

51060 1012 (1030) 1160 990 ±60 1070 ±60 -19.7

Ilo-Tumilaca, local
variant

Tomb with kero in variant
of Moquegua-Tumilaca
style

Wool
textile

AD
363.05

51061 960 (999) 1024 910 ± 60 970 ± 60 -20.7

Ilo-Tumilaca, very
like Moquegua-
Tumilaca

Tomb with kero virtually
identical to Moquegua-
Tumilaca style

Wool
textile

AD
383-1-1.10

51065 900 (991) 1021 900 ± 60 980 ± 60 -19.8

Algodonal Early
Ceramic sherds

Midden compacted onto
informal floor, lower terrace

Wood
charcoal

AD
376-6-9

51064 220 (253, 304, 315)
372

200 ± 60 130 ± 60 -29.2

Algodonal Early
Ceramic sherds

Informal floor deposit with
compact surface, upper
terrace

Wood
charcoal

AD
375-8-1

51062 77 (123) 215 80 ± 50 0 ± 50 -29.9

Algodonal Early
Ceramic sherds

Informal floor deposit with
compact surface, upper
terrace

Twigs AD
375-8-1

51063 97 BC (1) 66 AD 50 BC
 ± 60

80 BC
 ± 60

-26.5
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multiple dates are listed within the parenthesis.

Tables C-3 and C-4 list comparative published radiocarbon dates and their

calibrated ranges using the same procedures as applied to the PCCT dates.  I assume

here that the published dates are reported raw and uncalibrated.  All of the following

Figures and discussion are based on calibrated dates.  The PCCT dates are plotted

graphically in Figure C-1, and the suggested durations of the various styles are plotted

in Figure 1-5.  The suggested chronological phases are rather generous in length,

including most of the 1-sigma error bars, on the assumption that I probably do not

have the very earliest or latest dates for any phase.

Algodonal Early Ceramic style

The Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terraces that were excavated at El

Algodonal were clearly stratigraphically much earlier than the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

cemetery above them.  The habitation terraces had eroded along their front edges and

been completely covered by unbroken, parallel, inclined layers of gravelly talus by the

time that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tombs and pit burials were dug into the talus slope.

 Many of the tombs did not reach deep enough to even touch the Algodonal Early

Ceramic terrace surfaces, some cut through them, and one incorporated a large stone in

the retaining wall of the lower terrace into the bottom course of the tomb wall without

disturbing it's position.  Nevertheless, the absolute date of the Algodonal Early

Ceramic material and the duration of the terraces' occupation was unknown, and three

radiocarbon dates were submitted to resolve these questions.

Analysis of the stratigraphic profiles suggested that the upper of the two terraces

excavated at El Algodonal was built on top of strata that had buried the lower terrace. 



Culture or style Context Material Provenience Lab ID Dendro-corrected
years AD

14C years
AD, as
reported

Reference

Maytas-Chiribaya Tomb Unknown Azapa-71, tomb 480 I-11,641 1262 (1280) 1379 1255 ±75 Focacci 1981

Maytas-Chiribaya Tomb "Coronta y
camote"

Azapa-6, tomb 141 I-11,622 1210 (1276) 1394 1235 ±130 Focacci 1981

Maytas-Chiribaya Unknown "Sorona" Azapa-71 I-11,621 1216 (1264) 1281 1185 ±75 Focacci 1981

Chiribaya? 
[Correction:  Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza?]

Looted cemetery surface
collection, 10 m from
Hv-1091

Human hair
and tissue

Loreto Viejo, probably
cemetery 1

Hv-1081 1229 (1267) 1281 1200 ±60 Geyh 1967

Chiribaya Yaral Beta-22846 1246 (1252) 1270 1160 ±50 Stanish and
Rice 1989

Maytas-Chiribaya Tomb Coca leaves Azapa-6, tomb 141 I-11,625 990 (1058, 1078,
1125, 1136, 1156)
1260

1040 ±145 Focacci 1981

Chiribaya Yaral Beta-22845 1012 (1027) 1153 980 ±50 Stanish and
Rice 1989

Chiribaya?
[Correction: Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza?]

Looted cemetery surface
collection, 10 m from
Hv-1081

Cloth (must
be wool)

Loreto Viejo, probably
cemetery 1

Hv-1091 990 (1024) 1157 970 ±70 Geyh 1967

Chiribaya Yaral Beta-19323 999 (1020) 1166 990 ±80 Rice et al. 1990

Maytas Unknown "Sorona" Playa Miller 9 I-11,624 893 (988) 1026 895 ±80 Focacci 1981

"Loreto Viejo" style Tomb Human
tissue

Azapa-71, tomb 1 I-11,447 1190 (1259) 1278 1170 ±75 Focacci 1981

"Loreto Viejo" style Tomb Human
tissue

Azapa-71, tomb 3 I-11,446 977 (1018) 1152 950 ±75 Focacci 1981
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Culture or style Context Material Provenience Lab ID Dendro-corrected
years AD

14C years
AD, as
reported

Reference

Tumilaca phase
ceramics
[Correction: Chen
Chen phase?]

Tomb Charcoal Chen Chen cemetery,
70 m from Hv-1076

Hv-1077 1020 (1043, 1105,
1112, 1150) 1175

1020 ±65 Geyh 1967,
Disselhoff
1967

"Asoc. Tiwanaku" Tomb Cloth
(probably
wool)

Pica-8, tomb 7-6 IVIC-792 985 (1021) 1135 960 ± 70 Rivera 1978

Tumilaca phase
ceramics
[Correction: Chen
Chen phase?]

Tomb Cotton
cloth

Chen Chen cemetery,
70 m from Hv-1077

Hv-1076 956 (999) 1026 910 ± 65 Geyh 1967,
Disselhoff
1967

Tumilaca phase Structural post for cane-
walled house, possibly
reused

Wood Omo M11-1406,
Structure 5, Room C4,
Square S20E30

Beta-26649 776 (883) 961 780 ± 70 Goldstein 1989

Chen Chen phase Structural post for cane-
walled house

Wood Omo M10-1758,
Structure 13 (subphase
A)

Beta-26650 880 (897) 986 830 ± 60 Goldstein
1989a

"Alta Ramírez?
Asoc. a Tiwanaku"

Unknown, probably
burial offering

Basketry Cáñamo-3 Tk-101 772 (830, 859) 894 760 ± 60 Rivera 1978

"Alta Ramírez
/Tiwanaku"

Unknown, probably
burial offering

Charcoal Azapa-83 GaK-5810 724 (830, 859) 897 760 ± 70 Rivera 1978

"Tiwanaku" Unknown, probably
burial offering

Cloth
(probably
wool)

Azapa-6 GaK-5917 681 (785) 892 730 ± 80 Rivera 1978
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For this reason, I hoped that dates from the two terraces would show a considerable

spread, and perhaps suggest part of the duration of the style.  Unfortunately, the dates

came out in reverse order, with the upper terrace dating earlier than the lower one (see

Table C-2).  This may be due to errors in recording or interpreting the complex

stratigraphy, to contamination, or to the stochastic nature of radiocarbon dating itself. 

Two of the dates came from the floor of the upper terrace, one run on charcoal and the

other on woody twigs both screened from general floor deposits with compacted

surfaces suggesting that they had been trampled during the terrace's use.  Although

they were collected from the same, seemingly good context, these two dates do not

overlap at the 1-sigma level.  Again, the reason for this discrepancy is unknown.

Since the Algodonal Early Ceramic dates are not internally ordered or concordant,

they should be taken as general estimates only.  Based on these dates, I suggest that the

Algodonal Early Ceramic style was in use minimally from about 100 BC to AD 400,

and probably longer.  This range is in reasonable agreement with dates for related early

ceramic material including Huaracane at AD 50 (Goldstein 1989a), Alto Ramírez at

500 BC to AD 200 (Muñoz 1987), Site 55 in the Carrizal spring system at 186 BC

(Bawden 1989a, Bolaños 1987) and Wawakiki at AD 340 (Buikstra n.d.).  Given the

long gap between the last Algodonal Early Ceramic date and the first Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya dates, the paltry few BR Early Ceramic sites that are

supposed on stylistic grounds to represent the intervening occupation seem inadequate.

 For this reason, in the chronological chart of Figure 1-5, I rather arbitrarily extended

the transition between the two Early Ceramic styles to after AD 650, but flagged it

with question marks.
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Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles

One issue to be resolved concerned whether or not the makers of the Tiwanaku-

derived ceramics in the coastal Osmore valley were in fact a single ethnic and

chronological unit.  Excavations showed that their garbage and burial offerings

included pottery that ranged from pieces very similar to the finely made Tumilaca style

of the middle valley, which is clearly derived from Tiwanaku traditions, to relatively

cruder variants of the northern Chilean Cabuza style.  Since the entire range was found

in the same habitation sites and cemeteries, associated with the same house types,

tomb types, and artifact assemblages, and since they appeared to comprise a

continuous spectrum of variation from one to the other, I suspected that these ceramics

could be treated as markers of a single group of people.

In order to test this interpretation, I dated plain, featureless fragments of wool

textiles from four tombs that contained highly diagnostic, intact ceramic vessels: a

kero in a style very similar to the Moquegua-Tumilaca style (AD 383), a kero in a

slightly aberrant Tumilaca style (AD 363), a jar very similar to the better-made Cabuza

style vessels from northern Chile (AD 354), and a crude jar evidently derived from the

Cabuza-like style (AD 339).  Textiles were selected because very similar textiles are

available from many tombs, allowing for the strictest comparability of results, and

because a reasonably large sample could be consumed for dating without materially

diminishing the information available from the tomb.  I expected all four dates to

cluster tightly.

Instead, the four tombs fell out in chronological and stylistic order with the fine

Tumilaca-like kero earliest, the variant kero just slightly later, the Cabuza-like jar later

yet, and the crudest, most "derived" jar latest.  I still believe that these styles are parts
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of the same tradition, but the evidence strongly suggests a chronological development 

within that tradition, starting from an elaborated, closely Tiwanaku-derived style with

correlates to be found over a broad area of the south-central Andes, and ending with a

crude, local style that does not even relate closely to its contemporaries a few valleys

to the south in Chile.  (This style may actually be present in northern Chile, but

overlooked due to its unimpressive quality.)  These radiocarbon results supported the

impression that the Ilo-Tumilaca and Ilo-Cabuza styles could be separated both

stylistically and chronologically.

The suggested order of Ilo-Tumilaca followed by Ilo-Cabuza is supported by one

small piece of stratigraphic data.  Tomb AD 389 was apparently reused in antiquity. 

An Ilo-Tumilaca tazon and a human scapula were found embedded in a thick layer of

compacted earth that formed the floor of the reused tomb, but clearly overlay an earlier

floor.  The burial above this layer included an Ilo-Cabuza bowl and jar.

The four tomb dates are plotted graphically at the bottom of Figure C-1, under the

heading "El Algodonal cemetery".  Several additional dates bear on the Ilo-Tumilaca

to Ilo-Cabuza development.  First, all four dates from the residential site of Loreto

Alto fall within the same general span as those from the El Algodonal cemetery.  The

ceramics from Loreto Alto are exclusively from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition. 

Second, a structural post associated with a cane-walled house in units AD 525, 529,

and 530 at El Algodonal also falls in the same range.  This house is built in the style

observed by Goldstein (1989a) at the Tumilaca phase site of Omo M11, in the middle

Osmore valley: it has small posts located on either side of the trench for the cane wall.

 Later Chiribaya cane walls in the coastal Osmore valley often have larger posts
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Figure C-1. PCCT radiocarbon dates.
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located directly in the wall trench.  This change in house construction style may not

coincide exactly with the Tumilaca/Chiribaya distinction, however, since García

(1988) illustrates cane wall construction with a few small posts alongside the wall

trenches from one compound excavated at Yaral in the middle Osmore valley,

apparently associated with early (Algarrobal phase) Chiribaya ceramics.

The two latest dates from Loreto Alto suggest that the extension of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition to perhaps AD 1250, which is considerably later than 

expected, is well founded.  One of these late dates is from a hearth directly below a

midden that contained a large fragment of an extremely crude Ilo-Cabuza kero.  The

late date associated with a stylistically extreme kero are exactly what would be

expected for the end of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition.

However, the other late date is from a midden that contained burned sherds of two

separate Ilo-Tumilaca vessels, not of the finest finish, but clearly from the supposedly

earlier end of the range of variation.  Because the date itself is so well corroborated by

the one from the hearth, I suspect that the midden is properly dated, but that the Ilo-

Tumilaca style sherds were either curated items or were redeposited with later

material, perhaps in the course of a reconstruction or cleaning event.  An even later

date from a tomb with supposedly similar ceramics is reported from the Chilean site of

Azapa-71 (I-11,447, in Focacci 1981; see Table C-4).  This coincidence of two

apparently incorrect dates is disturbing, but I suspect that the Azapa date, too, is in

error.

My interpretation of these dates is that the Ilo-Tumilaca style, associated with the

first Moquegua area settlers in the valley, lasted from about AD 950 to 1050.  The

same group, living at the same sites and using the same cemeteries, gradually shifted
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Figure C-2. Suggested durations of styles in calendar years.
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to the Ilo-Cabuza pottery style, lasting from about AD 1000 to 1250.  For the purposes

of excavations in residential areas, these two styles are rarely distinguishable, but

instead must be generally be lumped as the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition, lasting

from AD 950 to 1250.  The suggested durations of the various styles are plotted

graphically in Figure C-2.

Chiribaya styles

The distinction of Algarrobal phase Chiribaya and Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya, based on Jessup's (1990b, 1991) work, is discussed in Appendix B.  PCCT

excavations in habitation areas encountered only post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya

deposits.  Two samples from post-Algarrobal phase contexts at El Algodonal and two

from Loreto Viejo were dated as shown in Table C-1 and Figure C-1.  These dates

overlap almost completely with the Ilo-Cabuza dates, suggesting that the late portion

of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition was contemporary with the middle to late portion

of the Chiribaya tradition.  The end of the post-Algarrobal Chiribaya phase is a bit

speculative.  I have put it at AD 1375 in order to accommodate the 1-sigma error bars

of two published dates from northern Chile (I-11,642 and I-ll,622, Focacci 1981), and

to concord with hypotheses by Moseley, Satterlee, and Tapia (n.d.) based on

geological observations that place the end of the Chiribaya phase slightly after a large

flood that probably occurred around AD 1350.

Despite the overlapping dates, both the raw chronological data and the population

reconstructions elaborated in Chapter 7 suggest that most Chiribaya people lived after

most Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people, and especially that most Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribayas lived after most of the Ilo-Tumilaca.  There are two small stratigraphic

hints that this might have been the case.  The first is an odd Ilo-Tumilaca or possibly
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even Tiwanaku V miniature jar that was found in a subfloor, probably ritual context at

El Algodonal in unit AD 514.  Four excavation units testing the deposits in and above

this floor found virtually pure Post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya material overlaying the

Ilo-Tumilaca jar.  The second is the radiocarbon dated quincha structure at El

Algodonal in units AD 525, 529, and 530.  As noted above, this structure was built in

the style noted by Goldstein for Tumilaca houses, and the associated radiocarbon date

corresponds to the suggested Ilo-Tumilaca time period.  It is covered by midden that

contains roughly half and half Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya sherds.  On the other hand, the very mixing of Post-Algarrobal phase

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics in this and most other middens

excavated at El Algodonal suggest that the styles were either in use at the same time

and in close physical proximity, or that one occupation followed rapidly upon the other

at the very same sites.

Since the Algarrobal Chiribaya phase is earlier than the dates from my Chiribaya

contexts, it must be contemporary with the earlier part of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tradition.  Table C-3 lists two published dates from the Chiribaya habitation area of the

middle-valley site of Yaral (Beta 22854 and Beta 19323, in Stanish and Rice 1989)

that fall within the hypothesized duration of the Algarrobal phase.  Yaral is known

from earlier work (Garcia 1988) and recent cemetery excavations by Jane Buikstra's

Chiribaya Project to have a substantial Algarrobal phase Chiribaya component. 

Another published date that falls in the inferred Algarrobal phase (Hv 1091, in Geyh

1967) is from the cemetery at Loreto Viejo, which my limited excavations found to

contain some Algarrobal phase Chiribaya burials.  The beginning date of the

Algarrobal phase is highly speculative; the Algarrobal phase could have started even

earlier than the Ilo-Tumilaca style if the Chilean date from Playa Miller 9 (I-11,624,
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Focacci 1981) is good.  Although there are as yet no dates that can be definitely

associated with Algarrobal phase ceramics, since that stylistic distinction was not

recognized when the existing samples were collected and published, the dates shown

tend to support a hypothetical Algarrobal phase lasting from about AD 975 to 1125.  I

interpret these dates to suggest that the Algarrobal phase (early Chiribaya) lasted from

about AD 975 to 1125, and that the post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya styles lasted from

about AD 1075 to 1375.  It is still possible, although I suspect unlikely, that the

Chilean interpretations are correct for their Maitas-Chiribaya material, and that the

Chiribaya style developed prior to the collapse of Tiwanaku in northern Chile before

appearing in southern Perú.

Stable isotope results

An interesting incidental finding is that the 13C/12C stable carbon isotope ratios for

the four samples of wool cloth are dramatically higher than those of any of the other

samples, which were all from burned or unburned woody plants.  This difference was

expected, and tends to confirm the hypothesis that the camelids that provided this wool

ate significant quantities of "C4" plants, which for biochemical reasons have higher
13C contents than most other ("C3") plants.  In the Andean highlands, corn was the

only common "C4" plant in the prehispanic Andean human diet, and at least in the

central highlands, there are not normally any "C4" plants in camelid diets, either

(Hastorf 1990).  On the coast, however, the desert conditions probably favor other,

non-corn C4 plants that camelids might eat, so the isotopic data do not necessarily

imply that camelids were foddered with corn plants or allowed to graze on corn

stubble, as they would in the highlands.

More importantly, it is clear that the dates from this animal material would not
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have been comparable to the wood and charcoal dates if the stable carbon isotope

ratios had not been measured for all the samples (see the corrected and uncorrected

dates in Tables C-1 and C-2).  The difference between the mean stable isotope

corrections for the two materials in this particular study amounts to approximately 115

radiocarbon years; the difference between the largest corrections in these samples is

170 years.  The presumed absence of stable carbon isotope ratio corrections in most or

all published dates makes their utility for detailed comparisons questionable.  In fact,

the lack of stable isotope corrections might partially explain some of the anomalously

late dates from northern Chile (such as Focacci's "Loreto Viejo" date from Azapa-71,

tomb 1, shown in Table C-3), many of which were run on human tissue or wool

textiles that may have had severely distorted isotopic compositions relative to wood-

based samples.

Conclusions

The radiocarbon dates and a few stratigraphic and stylistic arguments clearly

support a reconstruction of the culture history of the coastal Osmore valley in which a

group of settlers from the Moquegua area moved to the coastal valley around AD 950,

right when the Tiwanaku state was breaking up.  Concurrently or shortly thereafter, the

Algarrobal Chiribaya style began to develop, and both were in use at the same time in

the coastal valley.  As time passed, the two groups' ceramic styles diverged ever

further, leading to the post-Algarrobal phase Chiribaya styles and the Ilo-Cabuza style.

The absolute dating and relative positions of these styles are summarized in

Figure C-2.
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Appendix D

Mortuary Analysis

This appendix is a version of a paper entitled The Social Legacy of Tiwanaku in

the Cemetery at El Algodonal, expected to appear in Bioarchaeological Studies in the

South Central Andes, edited by Jane Buikstra.  It reconstructs aspects of the social

organization of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group through the analysis their burials in the

cemetery at El Algodonal.

In order to understand the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya groups and their

interactions, the clearest possible picture of how they were organized is needed.  Many

archaeologists (O'Shea 1984; Ravesloot 1988; Tainter 1975a,b, 1976, 1977a,b; Peebles

1971; Binford 1971; Saxe 1970; etc.) have noted that information recovered from

burials is particularly suited to shed light on social organization, since funerary

activities are likely to be influenced by many or all of the deceased's social roles, and

because these activities often result in remains clearly associated with a single person.

 On the other hand, burial remains are the result of intentional behavior, which adds a

degree of complication and uncertainty to their interpretation.  The archaeologist

cannot know how the funerary ritual reflected the needs of the living as opposed to

those of the deceased, nor the extent to which it responded to ideals or beliefs as

opposed to physical and social reality (Ucko 1969, Hodder 1982, Pearson 1982).

Despite the caveats, mortuary evidence is one of the best sources of information

about past social organization.  This analysis addresses three specific issues, framed in

terms used by Saxe, O'Shea, Tainter, and others.  First, how socially complex was the

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group, as suggested by the number of distinct social roles or

specializations available to people?  A complex society, in these terms, is one in which
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there are many different and possibly independently cross-cutting roles that a person

might play.  Such roles might be economic specializations (farmer, potter), societal

functions (priest, warrior), or family or life-history roles (child, mother).  A simple

society is one in which there are fewer such roles, or where most of the roles are

uniformly played by most of the people such that they are not distinct.

Second, to what extent was the society "ranked," that is, to what extent was access

to some roles limited not by ability or interest but by genealogy?  Highly ranked

societies are often considered more complex or organized, although that need not be

the case.

Finally, how did the society's organization change over time?  In Chapter 7, we

saw that the Chiribaya population expanded dramatically, and they apparently

developed increasing degrees of occupational specialization and a wealthy elite while

the two groups shared the valley.  If the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group did not change in

the same way, there must have been some difference between the groups or asymmetry

in their relationship that could provide clues to the processes of their interactions and

development.

The cemetery at El Algodonal

The cemetery at El Algodonal occupies about 0.15 ha on the eastern end of the

site, where the former Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terraces were deeply buried

under a steep gravelly talus slope.  An unknown fraction of the cemetery has been

eroded away by the river in recent times.  The cemetery has been heavily looted, but

otherwise the preservation of textiles, wood, plant material, and human and animal

tissue is very good.  Sherds of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza tradition were common on the
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looted surface.  Despite the plentiful evidence of Chiribaya occupation in the terraced

western portion of the site, we did not encounter a single Chiribaya sherd, diagnostic

Chiribaya textile, or rectangular tomb typical of Chiribaya burials during weeks of

work in the cemetery.  The Algodonal Early Ceramic domestic habitation component

is physically below and artifactually distinct from the burials in the cemetery.  All the

mortuary material from the cemetery, including burials without diagnostic ceramics

and surface collections, can be attributed with confidence to the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

tradition.

The burials, about half in simple pits and half in roughly cylindrical, stone-lined

tombs (Figure D-1, Table D-1; burial data tables are arranged from poorest to richest

within subadult and adult categories), were dug into the 20 to 30 degree talus slope

without any apparent surface markers.  The tombs range from 28 to 78 cm in diameter

and 46 to 91 cm from the slightly concave dirt floor to the top of the walls, and were

originally sealed with large capstones.  Some are dry laid stone, many are mortared

with a pinkish clay, and two were dry laid with broad tree leaves layered between the

stones.  The local workmen identified these leaves as pacay (Inga sp.), which fits well

with Towle's (1961) comments on pacay leaves observed in Paracas mummy bundles

and packed around cadavers in the Chillon valley.  Some tombs have large stones set

vertically as the lowest course of the tomb wall, with smaller stones in random or

horizontal positions forming the upper courses.  The tombs were capped with a few

large stones.  Two burials were pits with a few mortared stones forming a poorly

defined lip and tomb cap.

The human remains were tightly flexed, completely enveloped in one or more

large wool shirts or sacks, and bound on the outside in often complex patterns with
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Figure D-1. A relatively small and simple cylindrical stone lined tomb. [The north

arrow is correct here.  It was backwards in the dissertation as it was filed.]
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twisted vegetal fiber rope, with or without additional wool rope ties.  The bodies were

not obviously treated in any way prior to being wrapped, except that a few had quids 

of coca leaves in their mouths, and one had a mass of plant fibers in its nose

(Aufderheide n.d.).  These may have been inserted after death.  The elaborate braided

and plaited hairdos may also have been fashioned after death, since they are generally

in good condition and show no signs of growing out (Karl Reinhard pers. com.).  A

few individuals had a dark blue to green thread around the crown of the head outside

the cloth wrappings, sometimes with four slender cane or reed segments five to ten cm

Burial
ID Disturbance

Stone lined
or Pit Orientation Sex

Age
group

Adult/
subadult

338 sealed, intact P NE - 2 S
371 sealed, intact P SW - 1 S
382 sealed, intact P E - 1 S
342 sealed, intact P ? - 1 S
357 opened, unknown date S SE - 1 S
368 medium disturbed S SE - 1 S
376 sealed, intact P E - 1 S
377 sealed, intact P E - 1 S
380 sealed, intact S NE - 1 S
336 severely disturbed S ? - 1 S
365 severely disturbed <1600 S SE - 1 S
390 slightly disturbed P ? - 1 S
367 opened <1600 S E - 2 S
370 medium disturbed S E - 1 S
379 sealed, intact S NE - 1 S
363 sealed, intact P E - 2 S
366 medium disturbed <1600 S E - 1 S
362 medium disturbed S ? ? - ?
335 severely disturbed S ? M? - A
386 sealed, intact P E F 5 A
520a medium disturbed P ? F 6 A
334 sealed, intact P NE F 5 A
348 sealed, intact P E M 3 A
354 opened, unknown date S W F 6 A
389 severely disturbed S ? ? - A
341 severely disturbed S ? F 5 A
369 sealed, intact P E F 4 A
381 opened <1600 P E F 5 A
519 sealed, intact P S M 5 A
361 medium disturbed S ? ? - A

520b slightly disturbed S E M 4 A
339 severely disturbed S ? F 4 A
378 medium disturbed S ? M? - A
383 opened, unknown date S E M 5 A

Table D-1. Burial types, conditions, and demographics of analyzed burials.
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long held in vertical positions by the thread and spaced equidistantly around the head. 

The mummy bundles were placed in upright, seated positions, with the torso (pelvis,

chest cavity, and shoulders) facing within 45 degrees of east in all but three cases that

could be identified.  The few crania that were in their original positions and not

obscured by textiles were not turned, but faced down rather than looking forward

towards the east.

Grave goods varied considerably in type and number (Tables D-2, D-3, D-4), and

it is the variability in these items that provides grist for most of this analysis.  Typical

items included one or two decorated ceramic vessels (no cooking pots), a basket, a

decorated cloth bag generally containing coca leaves, a pair of sandals, the head and

mandible of a camelid, often with skin and fur, a whole guinea pig with skin and fur, a

wooden spoon, a wad of raw wool, whole yuca roots (Manihot sp), corn cobs (Zea

mays), often with kernels and sometimes unhusked, seeds and pods of pacay (Inga sp),

beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), and bolls, fibers, and seeds of cotton (Gossypium

barbadense).  All the cloth in the cemetery is wool (Boytner 1992a,b), even though

scraps of complex, decorated cotton textiles were recovered from midden contexts at

the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza site of Loreto Alto just across the narrow valley.  The plant

inventory was more limited than that of Chiribaya tombs; for example, no lucuma

(Lucuma bifera), guava (Psidium guajava), or ají peppers (Capsicum sp.) were

encountered although all are common in Chiribaya burials (Dendy pers. com.).

Six of the seven stone lined tombs with large upright stones around the base

contained subadults.  Both stone lined tombs with leaves rather than mortar between

the stones contained small children with relatively few grave goods.  Both pits with

mortared stone margins and caps contained old females.  These patterns hint at some



Burial
ID

Coca
(g)

Corn
(g)

Corn
cobs

Yuca
(g)

Pacay
(g)

Bean
(g)

Achira
(g)

Cotton
(g)

Raw
wool

Camelid
heads

Cuyes Bird Shell

338 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
371 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
382 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
342 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
357 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
368 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
376 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
377 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
380 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
336 0.5 - - - - - - - - - - - -
365 - - - - - - - 0.3 X - - - -
390 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
367 - - - 8.8 - - - - - - - - -
370 - 4.5 2 17.9 - - - - - - - - -
379 3.8 114.5 5 - - - - - X - - - -
363 - 1.1 - - 0.7 - - 0.5 - - - - -
366 25.0 - - 27.8 0.3 - - 0.2 X 1 1 - -
362 0.6 44.8 12 299.4 - - 3.8 - X - 1 - -
335 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
386 - - - - - - - - X - - - -
520a - - - - - - - - - - - - -
334 - - - - - - - - X - - - -
348 - - - - - - - - X - - - -
354 12.6 - - - - - - - X - 1 - -
389 - 0.6 1 - - - - - X - - - -
341 - 14.7 4 - 1.5 0.7 0.4 - - - - - -
369 19.3 - - - - - - - X - - - -
381 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -
519 - 9.8 10 41.7 0.4 - - 0.5 - - - X 4
361 - 29.2 6 9.5 - - - - X 1 1 X 2

520b 18.4 - - 78.6 - 1.0 - - X 1 1 X 1
339 - 6.2 2 8.8 - 0.2 0.2 0.3 - 1 1 - -
378 - 15.4 4 0.2 2.1 1.1 - 0.2 - 3 1 - 2
383 107.6 38.4 11 0.4 4.7 0.5 - 0.4 X - 1 X 1

T
able D

-2. Plant and anim
al offerings in analyzed burials.
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Burial
ID

Ilo-Tumilaca
pots

Ilo-Cabuza
pots Bowls Tazones Jars Keros

Other pot
forms Baskets Spoons Gourds

Head
thread Sherd Sandals

338 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
371 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
382 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
342 - - - - - - - - - - A - -
357 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
368 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -
376 - - - - - - - - - - A - -
377 - - - - - - - - - - B - -
380 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -
336 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
365 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
390 - - - - - - - - - - D - 2
367 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
370 - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
379 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - -
363 1 - - - - 1 - - - - B - -
366 - - - 1 - - - - C - C 1 -
362 - 1 1 - - - - 1 N - - - -
335 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
386 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
520a 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - 2
334 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - 2
348 - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
354 - 1 - 1 1 - - - - - - - -
389 - 2 1 - 1 - - - - - - - 2
341 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
369 - - - - - - - - - - A 1 -
381 1 - - 1 - - 1 1 C - - - 2
519 - 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - -
361 - - - - - - - - C - - - -

520b 1 - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - -
339 - 2 1 - 1 - - 1 N - - - 2
378 - 2 2 - - - - 1 N 2 - - -
383 2 - - 1 - 1 - 1 C - D - -

T
able D

-3. C
raft goods in analyzed burials.
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Burial
ID

Narrow striped
textile

Loop stitch
band

Other decorated
textile Shirts Bags Beads

Tied
ornaments

338 - 1 - 1 - - -
371 - - 1 - - - -
382 - - - - - - -
342 - - 1 3 - - -
357 - - - - - - -
368 - - - - - - -
376 - - 1 - - - -
377 - - - - - - -
380 1 - - - - - -
336 - - 3 2 - - -
365 - - - 1 - - -
390 - - 1 - - - -
367 - - - - - - -
370 2 - 2 1 - 10 -
379 - - - - - - -
363 - - - 2 - - -
366 - - 4 - 1 - 3
362 1 - - - - - -
335 - - - - - - -
386 - 1 - 2 - - -
520a - - - - - - -
334 - - - 1 - - -
348 - - 1 2 - - 1
354 - - 2 - 1 - -
389 - - - 1 - - -
341 - - - - - - -
369 - 1 1 2 1 - -
381 - - - - - - -
519 3 1 - 1 1 - -
361 2 - - - 2 - -

520b 1 - 3 1 2 - -
339 - - - - - - -
378 - - - - - - -
383 1 - 2 2 2 6 1

T
able D

-4. T
extiles and personal adornm

ents in analyzed burials.
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complex and specific ideas about appropriate funerary practices, but the details are

probably unrecoverable.

Many of the burials were severely disturbed by modern looters.  Fortunately, the

looters often toss the mummy bundle intact or only partially damaged into their

backdirt.  For this reason, the sample of usable human remains, and of textiles with

direct age and sex associations, is larger than the sample of reasonably intact burials.

Some tombs were encountered with their capstones removed, yet with the

contents of the tomb largely or entirely intact.  In the most striking cases, the human

remains were clearly in their original positions, with fragile vegetal ropes still in place,

ceramic vessels and baskets upright at the bottom of the tomb, spoons resting in bowls,

and so on.  In several cases this treatment can securely be dated to before the

historically documented eruption of the volcano Huaynaputina, which blanketed the

region with volcanic ash in AD 1600.  No other such event is known from historical or

archaeological sources.  An undisturbed layer of this Huaynaputina ash rested on the

gravel slope above four of the opened burials.  These opened burials had been covered

without a trace by slumping gravel before the ash fell.

Dauelsberg (1985) suggests that analogous cemeteries in the Arica area (those

with "Loreto Viejo" and "Cabuza" ceramics) were systematically looted in antiquity,

although they were apparently more severely disturbed in the process.  He suspects

that the prehistoric looting reflected the attitudes of local people towards the intrusive

Tiwanaku-related foreigners.  The same might hold true in the coastal Osmore,

although here the undisturbed tomb contents suggest some respect or fear, as well.  It

is also possible that carefully opening some tombs was part of the ritual system of the

very group that interred them.
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Field and lab methods

Fieldwork at El Algodonal was divided between the habitation areas and the

cemetery, including the Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation terraces below it.  Two

stone lined tombs (AD 520a and AD 520b) and a pit burial (AD 519), all with Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics, were excavated in the habitation area, and are included in

the analyzed sample.  The rest of the burial sample is from the cemetery.

In the cemetery, relatively intact mummy bundles and concentrations of human

remains were collected from the looted surface and the looters' backdirt.  A 5 X 5 m

area just inside the looted area was cleared down to undisturbed soil, exposing

additional looted material and several intact burials.  Additional areas were then

stratigraphically excavated in the undisturbed talus immediately upslope from the

looted area.  The excavated and cleared areas total 91.5 square meters, or about 6% of

the extant cemetery area.  Additional burials were salvaged from the eastern end of the

cemetery, where they had been exposed by erosion (Figure D-2), for a total of 34

burials sufficiently intact for analysis.

All soil except some overburden layers was screened through 1/4" screen.  The fill

in the bottoms of burials was collected as soil samples for finer screening or  flotation

later.  Most of these samples have been processed and rough sorted, and unsystematic

inspection suggests that they contain little more than small fragments of the

macroscopic artifacts collected during excavation.  None of this floated material is

included in the present analysis.

In the lab, intact and partially intact mummy bundles were recorded and

unwrapped by Juana Lazo (Universidad Católica Santa Maria, Arequipa).  Human
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Figure D-2. Detail map of the cemetery at El Algodonal.
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remains with good soft tissue preservation were dissected by Dr. Arthur Aufderheide

(University of Minnesota, Duluth), who recorded age, sex, pathology, and cadaver

treatments.  Dr. Sloan Williams (Los Alamos National Laboratory) and Phil Hartnady

(University of Missouri) made preliminary age and sex observations, and Shelley

Burgess (University of Chicago) did the final detailed analysis of all the human bone

which provides the demographic data used here.  Ran Boytner (University of

California, Los Angeles) recorded, analyzed, and curated the textiles with help from

Cecilia Quequezana (Instituto Nacional de Cultura, Arequipa).  Fibers were identified

by the smell of burning tiny samples and by inspection with a 45 X stereo microscope.

I identified the plant remains by macroscopic and microscopic comparison with

specimens identified when fresh by local people, archaeological plant material

identified by John Dendy (Washington University) for the Chiribaya Alta project, and

published sources, especially Towle (1961).  I identified the animal remains by

comparison with modern complete guinea pig, rat, lizard, frog, and fish skeletons. 

Most of the bird material from burials was unmistakable since it consisted of feathers.

 Fish were generally represented only by isolated vertebrae, and so were excluded from

the analysis as probably being contamination from fill.  Shell from burials was not

further identified, and may also represent fill contamination.  The distribution of shell

in burials proved to be highly patterned, however, and since its presence or absence in

the analysis has little effect on other results, it is included with the caveat that it could

be spurious.

Analytical methods

Despite the popularity of principal components analysis and cluster analyses

among archaeologists who analyze mortuary data (O'Shea 1984; Tainter 1975b;
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Richards 1984; Ravesloot 1988; Pearson et al. 1989; etc.), in the interest of wider

understanding and accurate critical assessment, this analysis emphasizes several

simple techniques that aid in an essentially manual inspection of the data for

intelligible patterns.  Principal components analysis is a late step in this analysis; at

least in this case, it tends to corroborate patterns already detected by simpler methods,

and serves primarily as a heuristic to suggest a refined lumping of categories for a final

bout of simple tests.

Both qualitative (presence/absence) and quantitative (number and mass) data were

recorded as appropriate; these data were reduced to presence/absence for some

purposes, and retained as quantitative values for others.  Data management and

statistical analyses were done using SAS statistical software, especially the FREQ

(Fisher's exact test), TTEST, CORR, and FACTOR (principal components)

procedures.

Interesting results in other contexts have been achieved by categorizing grave

goods as "sociotechnic" versus "technomic" (Tainter 1975b; Peebles 1971; Binford

1962) in function, but in this sample it proved impossible to categorize more than a

handful of objects in this way.  Similarly, contrasting local versus imported goods may

be useful (Tainter 1975b; Peebles 1971; Arnold 1980), but with the possible exception

of coca leaves (John Dendy, pers. com.), there are no clearly imported goods in these

burials.  Even the rare colorful feathers could be from local wild "parrots" still found

in the valley (Manuel Pacheco, pers. com.).  Tainter (1977a,b, etc; see also Arnold

1980 and Pearson et al. 1989) suggests estimating the labor costs of grave goods and

lots, but these estimates also proved virtually impossible to make with a useful degree

of precision (see Charles and Buikstra 1983).
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Since more sophisticated approaches could not be applied, summary variables

were calculated based on simple counts, masses, and presence/absence of artifacts and

artifact types, weighting all equally (Table D-5, Table D-6).  This approach is certainly

inaccurate, since some items were undoubtedly more economically or symbolically

important than others, but at least it avoids introducing additional errors.  Finally,

since preservation of textiles was variable, totals were calculated both with and

without textiles i ncluded.

The first and simplest analytical method was to print tables of the burial data

sorted by categories such as sex, age, pit versus stone lined tomb, and so on.  A second

round of sorting by multiple keys further clarified some relationships.  Inspection of

these sorted tables suggested many of the patterns which were later borne out by more

detailed analyses.

Second, the sample was divided into groups according to dichotomous variables

such as male vs. female or pit vs. stone lined tomb and the presence or absence of each

grave good type or characteristic was tabulated for each group.  Since the sample size

is small, Fisher's exact test was used to assess the significance of any differences in

percent presence in the two groups.  Two-tailed probabilities of less than .10 were

considered significant for all tests.

Third, the quantitative data were divided according to the same variables, and the

means of each group compared using a t test.  (An approximate t test was used where

the groups' variances differed significantly [p<.05] based on the folded form F statistic

[SAS Institute 1988:943]).  A significant difference in the mean amount of an item

could indicate a difference in the frequency that the item is present at all, a
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Table D-5. Definitions of lumped and summary variables.

Lumped variables Definition

Animals (MNI) Camelid head + cuy + bird

Plant taxa Number of the following present: achira, yuca, coca, maize, pacay, bean,
cotton

Food plant mass Achira + yuca + maize + pacay + bean

Pots Bowls + tazones + keros + jars + other forms

Textile items Shirt + bag + panuelo + other textile forms (does not include textile fragments
of unknown form)

Decorated textiles Narrow striped cloth items + items with loop stitch bands + items with other
decoration (mostly elaborated selvages and seams) (counted even if form is
unknown)

Misc. items Model boat + gourd + shell + metal + leather + leaf cylinder "cigarette" + tied
"ornament" + raw wool + panpipes + number of the following present: sandal,
bead, thread around head with or without canes, sherd placed as grave good 
(Note that some of these types are also analyzed separately.)

Animal-plant Number of the following present: achira, yuca, coca, maize, pacay, bean,
cotton, bird, camelid head, cotton, shell

Textile-coca Decorated textiles plus the number of the following present: shirt, bag, coca,
raw wool

Summary grave
wealth variables Definition

Total items Pots + textile items + animals (MNI) + basket + spoon + misc. artifacts + plant
taxa

Total items no tex As above, less textile items

Total types Textile items plus the number of the following present: basket, sandal, leather,
achira, coca, maize, yuca, pacay, bean, camelid head, cuy, bird, spoon, raw
wool, cotton, zampona, boat, bead, gourd, shell, metal, leaf cylinder
"cigarette", tied "ornament", bowl, tazon, kero, jar, other form of pottery,
thread around head with or without canes, sherd placed as grave good

Total types no texAs above, less textile items



Burial
ID

Total
pots

Misc.
items

Animals
MNI

Food plant
taxa

Food
plant (g)

Textile
items

Decorated
textile items

Total
items

Total items, no
textiles

Total
types

Types, no
textiles

Animal-
plant

Textile-
coca

338 - - - - - 1 1 1 - 1 - - 2
371 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1
382 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
342 - 1 - - - 3 2 4 1 2 1 - 2
357 1 - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 - -
368 1 - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 - -
376 - 1 - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 - 1
377 - 1 - - - - - 1 1 1 1 - -
380 - - - - - - 1 1 1 1 1 - 1
336 - 1 - 1 - 2 3 4 2 3 2 1 3
365 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 3 2 3 2 2 2
390 - 2 - - - - 1 2 2 2 2 - 1
367 1 1 - 1 8.8 - - 3 3 3 3 1 -
370 - 2 - 2 22.4 1 4 5 4 5 4 2 2
379 1 1 - 2 114.5 - - 4 4 4 4 2 2
363 1 1 - 3 1.8 2 - 7 5 6 5 4 1
366 1 7 2 4 28.1 1 4 16 15 14 13 6 4
362 1 1 1 4 348.0 - 1 9 9 9 9 4 3
335 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
386 1 1 - - - 3 1 5 2 4 2 - 3
520a 1 1 - - - - - 2 2 2 2 - -
334 1 2 - - - 1 - 4 3 4 3 - 2
348 - 4 - - - 2 1 6 4 5 4 - 3
354 2 1 1 1 - 1 2 6 5 6 5 1 4
389 2 2 - 1 0.6 1 - 6 5 6 5 1 2
341 - 2 - 4 17.3 - - 6 6 5 5 4 -
369 - 5 - 1 - 3 2 9 6 8 6 1 5
381 2 1 1 - - - - 6 6 6 6 - -
519 1 5 1 4 51.9 2 4 13 11 10 8 7 3
361 - 3 3 2 38.7 3 2 12 9 9 8 5 3

520b 1 3 3 3 79.6 3 4 13 10 12 10 6 5
339 2 1 2 5 15.4 - - 12 12 12 12 7 -
378 2 4 4 5 18.8 - - 17 17 12 12 8 -
383 2 5 2 6 44.0 4 4 21 17 19 17 9 5

T
able D
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difference in the amount of the item when present, or both.  In order to separate the

effects of differing presence/absence from differing amount when present, the same

tests were repeated using only burials that contained the good in question.

To avoid overlooking important patterns, correlation coefficients were calculated

for all pairs of burial variables.  Variables that correlated with others in intelligible

ways or that correlated with many other variables were used to divide the burials into

contrastable groups for the simple tests described above.  None of these less-obvious

dichotomizing variables resulted in independent conclusions important enough to

report here.

After the obvious patterns had been found, the burials were divided into two

groups by the most influential factor identified manually, adult versus subadult, and

the presence/absence data for each of the two groups were subjected to principal

components analysis.  Principal components were inspected directly and after each of

three different rotations (varimax, quartimax, and procrustean oblique on a varimax

prerotation; SAS Institute 1988).  The factors contributing to the two most important

principal components were used to create two new summary variables by which the

burials were divided for a final round of simple dichotomous tests.

The point of principal components analysis is to identify groups of variables that

covary independently of other variables.  Each group of covarying traits is taken to

represent one social role, or "social dimension" in Saxe's (1970) terms.  There are both

conceptual and technical weaknesses to this approach (Braun 1981 discusses some of

them), but judiciously applied, it still provides a useful exploratory tool.
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Quality of the sample

The sample used for most of the analyses presented here comprises 34 burials that

are sufficiently intact for analysis.  Additional individuals from looted contexts are

used for the overall demographic profile of the cemetery (83 total), while the relatively

intact mummy bundles from the looted surface are added to the burial sample for

considerations of the age and sex associations of textiles used to wrap cadavers (61

total).

Though small, the sample is not seriously biased by age, sex, or pottery style

(Table D-7).  Females tend to be somewhat older than males.  Stone lined tomb burials

are significantly more often disturbed than are pit burials.  Since stone lined tomb

burials tend to contain more grave goods, the sample suffers from an indeterminate

underrepresentation of burials with large grave lots, a common problem which must be

taken into account when considering the overall distribution of goods in the burial

population.  Ilo-Cabuza ceramics are found only with adults, while Ilo-Tumilaca

ceramics are found with subadults as well.  Although this may indicate a temporal

change in burial practices, to avoid confounding age and temporal effects,

comparisons of burials based on pottery styles is limited to burials of adults only

Demography and population estimates

The demographic data for the 83 ageable individuals recovered from excavated

and looted contexts conform to Weiss's (1973) model life table MT:22.5-50, which is

towards the high mortality end of the normal range of variation for preindustrial

populations (Table D-8; Figure D-3).  Despite the tuberculosis and anemic disorders

noted by Burgess (1992), the group's overall mortality pattern was still better than
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some other prehistoric Andean populations (Owen and Norconk 1987), and

comparable to some provincial Roman populations (Weiss 1973).  This population

could be considered stressed, but not unusually so.

No age group or sex is disproportionately represented or missing; the cemetery

was evidently used by a complete population.  Saxe (1971) suggests that this result

indicates an egalitarian society, in the sense that people were not divided into

categories sufficiently marked to require separate cemeteries.  A more cautious

interpretation is that if there were specific categories of people who were buried in

other places, they must have included either a small number of individuals or a

complete mix of demographic types, such as an entire settlement or a chiefly family. 

Given that there were evidently a limited number of higher-status burials with Ilo-

Tumilaca pottery at Chiribaya Alta, the cemetery at El Algodonal can reasonably be

taken as representative of the general Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population with the

Female Male
Probably

Male
Unknown

sex
Ilo-

Tumilaca
Ilo-

Cabuza TotalAdult
/Sub-
adult

Age
Group Yrs # % # % # % # % # % # % # %

Subadult 1 0-4 - - - - - - 14 70 2 25 - - 14 41

Subadult 2 5-14 - - - - - - 3 15 1 13 - - 3 9

Adult 3 15-
24

- - 1 25 - - - - - - - - 1 3

Adult 4 25-
34

2 25 1 25 - - - - 1 13 1 17 3 9

Adult 5 35-
44

4 50 2 50 - - - - 3 38 1 17 6 18

Adult 6 45+ 2 25 - - - - - - 1 13 1 17 2 6

Adult ? ? - - - - 2 100 2 10 - - 2 33 4 12

? ? ? - - - - - - 1 5 - - 1 17 1 3

Total 8 24 4 12 2 6 20 59 8 24 6 18 34 -

Table D-7. Demographic data and ceramic style for analyzed burials.
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exception of a limited number of higher status individuals or families.

No spatial patterning could be detected in the distribution of ages, sexes, pits,

stone lined tombs, pottery styles, or overall richness of burials within the cleared and

excavated areas of the cemetery (see Figure D-2).  There is no indication that the

location or limited area of collection introduces any bias into the sample.

El Algodonal has the largest visible Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery in the valley,

yet it represents only a tiny population.  The areas cleared and excavated were chosen

in part because they appeared to have the densest mortuary remains.  Assuming for the

sake of argument that this density holds for the entire cemetery area, and that fully one

half of the original area has been eroded away or buried by talus, then as a generous

upper limit the cemetery originally held a maximum of 1600 burials.  A minimal

estimate is 200 burials, and a best guess calculation yields 600 to 800, which still

seems high based on field impressions.  Radiocarbon dates and pottery associations

suggest that the cemetery was used for the full duration of the Ilo-Tumilaca to Ilo-

Female Male Unknown sex Total
Adult/
SubAdult

Age
Group Years # % # % # % # %

Subadult 1 0-4 - - - - 27 64 27 33

Subadult 2 5-14 - - - - 9 21 9 11

Adult 3 15-24 1 4 3 20 - - 4 5

Adult 4 25-34 9 35 1 7 - - 10 12

Adult 5 35-44 5 19 3 20 - - 8 10

Adult 6 45+ 5 19 3 20 1 2 9 11

? ? ? 6 23 5 33 5 12 16 19

Total 26 31 15 18 42 51 83 -

Table D-8. Demographic data for all aged or sexed individuals represented by ≥10
bones.
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Figure D-3. Survivorship curve with best fitting model life table data.

Cabuza development.  Estimating this period as 300 years, there were a maximum of

5.3 burials per year, a minimum of .7, and most likely 2 to 2.7 burials per year.  The

best fitting model life table from Weiss (1973) implies a crude death rate of .0495

deaths per person per year, which in turn implies that the population using the

cemetery comprised at most 108 people, minimally 14 people, and most likely 40 to 54

people at any given time.  Even if the period of use of the cemetery is significantly

overestimated, the cemetery still represents at most a small hamlet.

Pottery style and social change over time

This analysis treats the entire cemetery as representative of a single population. 

This treatment is justifiable only if there was little temporal change in relevant traits

during the period of the cemetery's use.  Four radiocarbon dates from burials at El

Algodonal and four dates from domestic midden at the site of Loreto Alto indicate a

long period of use of the cemetery and occupation of Loreto Alto by people using the
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same styles of pottery, lasting from around AD 950 to 1250 (Appendix B).  The dates

suggest a temporal development in the pottery styles, with the fine, Tiwanaku-like Ilo-

Tumilaca style lasting from about AD 950 to 1050 and grading into the cruder Ilo-

Cabuza style, lasting from about AD 1000 to 1250.

Adults with Ilo-Tumilaca pottery and those with Ilo-Cabuza pottery do not differ

in presence/absence or amounts of virtually any artifact or burial trait, and there is no

significant difference in the overall richness of adult burials with the two styles of

pottery (Table D-9).  Although it was originally suspected that the cruder Ilo-Cabuza

pottery might be the lower-quality end of a spectrum of contemporary pottery

variation, the lack of any significant difference in the amount of associated non-

ceramic goods suggests that there was no marked status difference between the two

styles.  Since there is no indication of any significant change over time in types or

quantities of grave goods placed in burials, it is reasonable to analyze the entire

cemetery as a unit, despite its extended period of use.

The two significant correlations to the stylistic change in pottery are exceptions

that prove the rule.  First, the wooden spoons found with Ilo-Tumilaca pottery have the

profile of a camelid cut into the handle, like the wooden spoons from Tumilaca phase

contexts in Moquegua.  The wooden spoons found with Ilo-Cabuza pottery have

geometric notches similar to spoons from Chiribaya contexts.  Second, the rounded

ceramic bowl form is unknown in the Ilo-Tumilaca style and the Moquegua Tumilaca

style, but is common in Ilo-Cabuza and Chiribaya style ceramics.  These variations in

spoon styles and bowl forms are exactly what would be expected if the Ilo-Tumilaca

pottery style were earlier and more directly related to Moquegua Tiwanaku traditions

and the Ilo-Cabuza style were later and more local, that is, more like Chiribaya.
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Table D-9. Selected grave goods by ceramic style.

Presence/Absence Amount present (only in burials with item)
Ilo-Tumilaca
Adult N=5

Ilo-Cabuza
Adult
N=5

Ilo-Tumilaca
Adult

Ilo-Cabuza
Adult

Item
# % # %

Fisher's
Exact test
2-tailed
p= N Mean Std N Mean Std

T test
2-tailed
p=

Head string ± canes 1 20 0 0 1.0
Sherd as offering 0 0 0 0 -
Ilo-Tumilaca pottery 5 100 0 0 -
Ilo-Cabuza pottery 0 0 5 100 -
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza 1 20 2 40 1.0
Bowl (rounded) 0 0 3 60 .17 - - - 3 1.3 .58 -
Tazon (angular) 3 60 1 20 .52
Kero 1 20 0 0 1.0
Jar 2 40 4 80 .52
Pots, any type 5 100 5 100 - 5 1.4 .55 5 1.8 .45 .24
Spoon with llama 2 40 0 0 .44
Spoon with notches 0 0 2 40 .44
Spoon, any type 2 40 2 40 1.0
Basket, any type 2 40 2 40 1.0
Sandal(s) 3 60 2 40 1.0
Gourd 1 20 1 20 1.0
Shell 2 40 2 40 1.0
Bead(s) 1 20 0 0 1.0
Tied ornament (?) 1 20 0 0 1.0
Cloth-narrow stripes 2 40 1 20 1.0 2 1.5 .71 1 3.0 - .33
Cloth-loopstich band 0 0 1 20 1.0
Cloth-other decorated 2 40 1 20 1.0 2 2.5 .71 1 2.0 - .67
Cloth-all decorated 2 40 2 40 1.0 2 4.0 0 2 3.0 1.4 .50
Shirt 3 60 2 40 1.0 3 1.3 .58 2 1.0 0 .50
Bag 2 40 2 40 1.0 2 2.0 0 2 1.0 0 -
All cloth items 3 60 3 60 1.0 3 2.7 1.5 3 1.3 .58 .23
Camelid head 1 20 2 40 1.0
Cuy 3 60 3 60 1.0
Bird/feathers 2 40 1 20 1.0
All animals (MNI) 3 60 4 80 1.0 3 2.0 1.0 4 2.0 1.4 1.0
Raw wool 3 60 2 40 1.0
Cotton 1 20 3 60 .52
Maize (grams) 1 20 4 80 .21 1 38.4 0 4 8.0 6.2 .02 *
Maize cob (number) 1 20 4 80 .21 1 11.0 0 4 4.25 4.0 .23
Yuca root (grams) 2 40 3 60 1.0 2 39.5 55.3 3 16.9 21.9 .55
Bean (grams) 2 40 2 40 1.0 2 .75 .35 2 .65 .64 .86
Pacay (grams) 2 40 1 20 1.0 1 4.7 0 2 1.25 1.2 .26
Achira (grams) 0 0 1 20 1.0 - - - 1 .20 0 -
Coca (grams) 2 40 1 20 1.0 2 63.0 63.1 1 12.6 - .63
All plants (grams) 2 40 5 100 .17 2 61.8 25.2 4 21.7 21.6 .11
Pit 1 20 1 20 1.0
Stone lined tomb 2 40 4 80 .54
Lumped and summary variables below are based on all burials, with or without item
Animal-plant 5 2.6 3.4 5 4.7 3.1 .28
Textile-coca 5 1.9 2.1 5 2.0 1.7 .91
Total artifacts 5 9.2 7.8 5 10.8 4.8 .71
Total artifacts, no textiles 5 8.6 6.9 5 10.0 5.1 .52
Total types 5 8.6 6.9 5 9.2 3.0 .86
Total types, no textiles 5 7.6 6.1 5 8.4 3.5 .81
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The Ilo-Tumilaca style is thought to have lasted about 100 years in the valley,

while the Ilo-Cabuza styles lasted much longer, about 250 years.  Yet more burials

with Ilo-Tumilaca pottery were found than with Ilo-Cabuza pottery (Tables D-7 and D-

9). This biased representation of styles may indicate that the population using the

cemetery was larger in the earlier time period, and declined into the later Ilo-Cabuza

times.

The cemetery at El Algodonal says nothing about temporal changes among people

buried elsewhere.  If my impression is correct that only Ilo-Tumilaca, and not Ilo-

Cabuza, burials are found at Chiribaya Alta, then there could have been a marked

demotion or the complete loss of the category of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people

important enough to be buried at the valley's principal place.  This change, if it

occurred, did not visibly affect the burial practices of the more ordinary people interred

at El Algodonal.

Gender roles

The sample of adults of known sex is small, but nonetheless it shows some strong

patterns.  Only males were buried with shell, feathers or complete birds, and the

ornaments (ritual objects?) that are made of bone, wood, or cane wrapped with string. 

Burials of males were significantly more likely to include yuca, shirts, textiles with

narrow multicolored stripes, and decorated textiles in general (Table D-10).  These sex

biases in access to textiles were also significant in the larger sample that includes

relatively intact mummy bundles from looted contexts (Table D-11).  Almost all of the

non-significant differences in artifact frequency favor males.  Burials of males had

significantly higher total plant mass (excluding coca), and significantly higher total
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Table D-10. Selected grave goods by sex.

Presence/Absence Amount present (only in burials with item)
Female
 N=8

Male
N=4 Female Male

Item # % # %

Fisher's
Exact test
2-tailed
p=

N Mean Std N Mean Std
T test
2-tailed
p=

Head string ± canes 1 13 1 25 1.0
Sherd as offering 1 13 0 0 1.0
Ilo-Tumilaca pottery 3 38 2 50 1.0
Ilo-Cabuza pottery 2 25 1 25 1.0
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza 2 25 0 0 .51
Bowl (rounded) 1 13 0 0 1.0 1 1 - 0 - - -
Tazon (angular) 2 25 2 50 .55
Kero 0 0 1 25 .33
Jar 5 63 1 25 .55
Pots, any type 6 75 3 75 1.0 6 1.5 .55 3 1.3 .58 .68
Spoon with llama 1 13 1 25 1.0
Spoon with notches 1 13 0 0 1.0
Spoon, any type 2 25 1 25 1.0
Basket, any type 2 25 1 25 1.0
Sandal(s) 4 50 1 25 .58
Gourd 0 0 1 25 .33
Shell 0 0 3 75 .02 *
Bead(s) 0 0 2 25 .33
Tied ornament (?) 0 0 2 50 .09 *
Cloth-narrow stripes 0 0 3 75 .02 * 0 - - 3 2.0 1.0 -
Cloth-loopstich band 2 25 1 25 1.0 2 1.0 0 1 1.0 - -
Cloth-other deco 2 25 4 75 .22 2 1.5 .71 3 2.0 1.0 .59
Cloth-all decorated 3 38 4 100 .08 * 3 1.7 .58 4 3.3 1.5 .15
Shirt 3 38 4 100 .08 * 3 1.7 .58 4 1.5 .58 .72
Bag 2 25 3 75 .22 2 1.0 0 3 1.7 .58 .22
All cloth items 4 50 4 100 .21 4 2.0 1.2 4 2.8 .96 .36
Camelid head 1 13 1 25 1.0
Cuy 3 38 2 50 1.0
Bird/feathers 0 0 3 75 .02 *
All animals (MNI) 3 38 3 75 .55 3 1.3 .58 3 2.0 1.0 .37
Raw wool 4 50 3 75 .58
Cotton 1 13 2 50 .24
Maize (grams) 2 25 2 50 .55 2 10.5 6.0 2 24.1 20.2 .46
Maize cob (number) 2 25 2 50 .55 2 3.0 1.4 2 10.5 .71 .02 *
Yuca root (grams) 1 13 3 75 .07 * 1 8.8 - 3 40.2 39.1 .56
Bean (grams) 2 25 2 50 .55 2 .45 .35 2 .75 .35 .49
Pacay (grams) 1 13 2 50 .24 1 1.5 - 2 2.6 3.0 .83
Achira (grams) 2 25 0 0 .52 2 .30 .14 0 - - -
Coca (grams) 2 25 2 50 .55 2 16.0 4.71 2 63.0 63.1 .40
All plants (grams) 4 50 3 750 .58 4 2.8 2.1 3 4.3 1.5 .32
Pit 3 38 2 50 1.0
Stone lined tomb 3 38 2 50 1.0
Lumped and summary variables below are based on all burials, with or without item
Animal-plant 8 1.6 2.6 4 5.5 3.9 .06 *
Textile-coca 8 1.8 2.1 4 4.0 1.2 .07 *
Total artifacts 8 6.3 3.1 4 13.3 6.1 .02 *
Total artifacts, no textiles 8 5.3 3.2 4 10.5 5.3 .06 *
Total types 8 5.9 3.0 4 11.5 5.8 .05 *
Total types, no textiles 8 5.1 3.2 4 9.8 5.4 .09 *
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Table D-11. Textiles by sex, including looted mummy bundles.

grave wealth by any of the four measures.  On the other hand, a number of artifact

categories, including ceramic vessels, plants, raw wool, and animals, appear have been

buried equally with both sexes, and there is no detectable difference in burial treatment

such as orientation or burial in stone lined tombs versus pits.  Males more often had

coca bags and coca leaf, but the difference was not statistically significant (see

Cartmell et al. 1991).  No artifact type or category was preferentially buried with

females.

The bulk of the patterning is in the frequency of presence of specific goods; the

amount of most items interred with males averaged more than the amount interred

with females, but not significantly (Table D-10).  The gender differences noted are

mostly quantitative, not qualitative; there were few goods and no textile traits (Boytner

1992a,b) that were strictly limited to one sex, but males were generally buried with

more goods than females.  The gender difference is generally most pronounced in

textile clothing (not including coca bags); the feathers and tied ornaments uniquely

associated with males may also be articles of clothing or personal adornment. 

Although the hair styles of these cadavers have not been studied, the preliminary

impression is that the more elaborate braided and plaited styles were generally on

males (Aufderheide n.d. and pers. com.).

Presence/Absence Amount present (only in burials with item)
Female
 N=17

Male
N=9 Female Male

Item # % # %

Fisher's
Exact test
2-tailed
p=

N Mean Std N Mean Std
T test
2-tailed
p=

Cloth-narrow stripes 1 6 3 33 .10 1 1.0 - 3 2.0 1.0 .48
Cloth-loopstich band 4 24 1 11 .63 4 1.0 0 1 1.0 - -
Cloth-other deco 6 35 8 89 .01 * 6 1.2 .41 8 3.3 4.8 .26
Cloth-all decorated 7 41 9 100 .004 * 7 1.7 .76 9 3.7 4.5 .23
Shirt 10 59 9 100 .06 * 10 1.7 1.1 9 1.6 .7 .74
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Interpretation of these mortuary differences by gender is difficult, since we have

no access to the beliefs and motivations of the people who selected and placed the

grave goods (Pearson 1982; Hodder 1982).  Nevertheless, this analysis proceeds from

a conventional assumption that is probably more often right than wrong, in order to

suggest some reasonable if unprovable conclusions based on the information available.

 The assumption is that the grave goods interred with a person's cadaver reflect in a

general way the person's real or idealized condition in life (Saxe 1970, 1971; Binford

1971; Tainter 1977; Peebles 1971; Arnold 1980).  Given this assumption, it appears

that in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza society there were not rigidly differentiated male and

female roles, but rather a tendency for males to have greater access to goods and/or

varied social roles than females.

That the gender differences should be strongest in aspects of clothing, and

especially decorated clothing and adornment, might suggest that in general males were

more involved in activities that involved personal display, either to impress others or

to identify status or affiliation.  Perhaps males moved about the countryside more than

females, making it more important for them to wear clothing that offered cues about

affiliation or status to strangers (Wobst 1977).  This prehistoric gender bias is

diametrically opposed to the distribution of elaborate clothing, ornaments, and

hairstyles among many traditional Andean people today.  Modern Andean females

may well be more mobile and/or more involved in social or economic relations

mediated by personal display than are males.  It is possible that these gender roles have

reversed since prehistoric times.
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Age roles

The sample of sufficiently intact burials is too small to be effectively split into the

six age categories used for the demographic analysis, or even into a three-way

subadult/adult/old division (Table D-8).  This analysis divides the population simply

into adult and subadult age categories.

Burials of adults were significantly more likely than burials of subadults to

include many artifact types (Table D-12).  Even where it is not statistically significant,

the difference almost always favors adults.  Coca is an exception; there is no

significant difference in the presence or absence of coca between burials of adults and

subadults (see Cartmell et al. 1991).  Burials of adults have significantly greater grave

wealth by any of the four measures (Table D-12).  The difference is primarily in the

frequency of presence of various artifacts; although the mean amount of many items

when present is higher in burials of adults, only in the case of ceramic vessels is the

amount found with adults significantly greater than the amount found with subadults.

Although textile clothing, especially decorated textiles, was strongly patterned by

gender among adults, textiles were distributed more evenly across age classes (Table

D-12).  In the larger sample that includes the relatively intact looted mummy bundles

(Table D-13), adults are significantly more likely to have shirts, and have more of

them, but decorated textiles of all kinds still appear to have been distributed

independently of age category.  It may be that access to decorated textiles was

determined in part by sex from an early age, while access to other categories of goods

was related to other roles or other aspects of gender roles that were not adopted until

adulthood.
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Table D-12. Selected grave goods by adult vs. subadult.

Presence/Absence Amount present (only in burials with item)
Adult
 N=16

Subadult
N=17

Adult Subadult

Item # % # %

Fisher's
Exact test
2-tailed
p=

N Mean Std N Mean Std
T test
2-tailed
p=

Head string ± canes 2 13 6 35 .23
Sherd as offering 1 6 1 6 1.0
Ilo-Tumilaca pottery 5 31 3 18 .44
Ilo-Cabuza pottery 5 31 0 0 .02 *
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza 3 19 2 12 .66
Bowl (rounded) 3 19 0 0 .10 3 1.3 .58 0 - - -
Tazon (angular) 4 25 2 12 .40
Kero 1 6 3 18 .60
Jar 7 44 1 6 .02 *
Pots, any type 11 69 6 35 .08 * 11 1.6 .52 6 1.0 0 .02 *
Spoon with llama 3 19 1 6 .34
Spoon with notches 2 13 0 0 .23
Spoon, any type 5 31 1 6 .09 *
Basket, any type 4 25 1 6 .18
Sandal(s) 6 38 3 18 .30
Gourd 2 13 0 0 .23
Shell 5 31 0 0 .02 *
Bead(s) 1 6 1 6 1.0
Tied ornament (?) 2 13 1 6 .60
Cloth-narrow stripes 4 25 2 12 .40 4 2.0 .82 2 1.5 .71 .51
Cloth, loopstich band 3 19 1 6 .34 3 1.0 0 1 1.0 - -
Cloth, other decorated 5 31 7 41 .72 5 1.8 .84 7 1.9 1.2 .93
Cloth, all decorated 8 50 9 53 1.0 8 2.5 1.3 9 2.0 1.3 .45
Shirt 8 50 6 35 .49 8 1.5 .53 6 1.7 .82 .65
Bag 6 38 1 6 .04 * 6 1.5 .55 1 1.0 - .44
All cloth items 10 63 7 41 .30 10 2.3 1.1 7 1.6 .79 .14
Camelid head 4 25 1 6 .18
Cuy 7 44 1 6 .02 *
Bird/feathers 4 25 0 0 .04 *
All animals (MNI) 8 50 1 6 .01 * 8 2.1 1.1 1 2.0 - .92
Raw wool 9 56 3 18 .03 *
Cotton 4 25 3 18 .69
Maize (grams) 7 44 3 18 .14 7 16.3 13.2 3 40.0 64.5 .59
Maize cob (number) 7 44 2 12 .06 * 7 5.4 3.2 2 3.5 2.1 .53
Yuca root (grams) 6 38 3 18 .26 6 23.2 31.2 3 18.2 9.5 .80
Bean (grams) 5 31 0 0 .02 * 5 .70 .37 0 - - -
Pacay (grams) 4 25 2 12 .40 4 2.2 1.8 2 .50 .28 .29
Achira (grams) 2 13 0 0 .23 2 .30 .14 0 - - -
Coca (grams) 4 25 3 18 .69 4 39.5 45.5 3 9.8 13.3 .33
All plants (grams) 10 63 7 410 .30 8 33.3 25.3 5 35.1 15.6 .93
Pit 5 31 8 47 .48
Stone lined tomb 9 56 9 53 1.0
Lumped and summary variables below are based on all burials, with or without item

Animal-plant 16 3.1 3.4 17 1.1 1.7 .05 *
Textile-coca 16 2.2 2.0 17 1.3 1.2 .13
Total artifacts 16 8.6 5.6 17 3.2 3.8 .003 *
Total artifacts, no textiles 16 7.2 5.1 17 2.5 3.5 .004 *
Total types 16 7.5 4.7 17 2.8 3.3 .002 *
Total types, no textiles 16 6.6 4.4 17 2.4 3.1 .004 *
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Table D-13. Textiles by adult vs. subadult, including looted mummy bundles.

The total grave wealth among subadults is relatively uniform and low, while

among adults it is more broadly dispersed, possibly multimodal, and higher (Figures

D-4 and D-5).  Two modes in the distribution of goods among burials of adults appear

to correspond to a distribution with a lower central tendency for females, and a

different distribution with a higher central tendency for males.  One interpretation of

these distributions is that subadults were relatively undifferentiated socially and played

a limited range of roles, while adults achieved variable numbers and types of roles,

strongly influenced but not simply determined by gender.

These patterns create the impression that most people's social roles were achieved

in adulthood, rather than ascribed from birth.  The unusually rich burial of a 3 to 3.5

year old Ilo-Tumilaca child (AD 366) might, however, indicate that some social roles

or statuses were ascribed.  Additional evidence of ascribed rank may be systematically

missing from the sample, because high ranking people may have been interred at

Chiribaya Alta.

Other roles and principal components analysis

Inspection of crosstabulations, correlation coefficients, and numerous runs of the

simple tests used above failed to detect clear patterning within the adult and subadult

Presence/Absence Amount present (only in burials with item)

Adult
 N=33

Subadult
N=28 Adult Subadult

Item # % # %

Fisher's
Exact test
2-tailed
p=

N Mean Std N Mean Std

T test
2-tailed
p=

Cloth-narrow stripes 6 18 6 21 .76 6 1.7 .82 6 1.2 .41 .21
Cloth-loopstich band 5 15 2 .07 .44 5 1.0 0 2 1.0 0 -
Cloth-other deco 14 42 11 39 1.0 14 2.4 3.7 11 1.6 1.0 .50
Cloth-all decorated 18 55 18 640 .60 18 2.7 3.3 18 1.6 1.0 .21
Shirt 21 64 10 36 .04 * 21 1.6 .87 10 1.6 .70 .93
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Figure D-4. Grave wealth distribution among adults.

age categories beyond the gender effects already noted.  This may be due in part to the

reduced sample size in each of the age categories, but it might also reflect a genuine

lack of additional strong patterns.  It did appear, however, that several textile variables

and coca seemed to vary quite independently of the trends in plant, animal, and other

artifacts which tended to loosely covary along with the summary wealth measures. 

These two groups of covarying artifacts could represent additional "dimensions of

variability" or social roles available to adults.

To explore this pattern and to seek others that might have been missed in the

simple analyses, the presence/absence data for adult and subadult burials were

separately subjected to principal components analysis using several coding and

lumping schemes and various different factor rotations.  The different factor rotations

produced very similar results, but increased lumping of variables clearly reduced the

intelligibility of the results.  Only the most intelligible results are reported here.
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Figure D-5. Grave wealth distribution among subadults.

Among burials of adults, the strongest patterns were exactly those noted in the

manual analysis (Table D-14).  Principal component one seems related to subsistence

production, since it is largely comprised of plant and animal goods, including shell. 

Three confusing additions are wooden spoons, bird material (representing birds hunted

for food?), and a strong negative loading on raw wool.  Principal components are

independent, so wool's role in component two does not explain its negative loading in

component one.  Principal component two seems related to personal effects and

clothing, largely measuring coca and coca bags, shirts and decorated textiles, raw wool

(raw material for textiles), and bird material (representing feathers used for personal

decoration, maybe sewn on textiles?).  The one confusing element in this component is

shell.  Cotton loads strongly on the subsistence production component, rather than the

textile component.  In these burial contexts cotton is always raw fiber or string, never

cloth, so it fits comfortably with the crops of component one rather than the textiles of
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Table D-14. Principal components factor loadings, adults only.

component two.

The eigenvalues of the principal components drop off dramatically after the

second principal component (Figure D-6), indicating that the first two components are

the most important for understanding this data.  One can invent interpretations for the

subsequent principal components, but both the difficulty of interpreting the

associations of items and their lower eigenvalues suggest that they may be spurious. 

In any case, the burials do not suggest any clear specialist roles beyond the general

subsistence and display roles of the first two principal components.  By contrast, a

number of specialized activities appear to be represented in contemporary Chiribaya

burials (Jessup 1991, pers. com.).

Item,
Adults only

Component
1

"Subsistence"

Component
2

"Coca/
decorated
clothing"

Component
3

Component
4

Component
5

Component
6

Maize * 81 -14 14 3 7 2
Yuca * 82 34 * 40 -7 0 -15
Minor plants * 83 -3 18 11 25 2
Camelid head * 42 18 * 59 * -47 -1 -24
Bird * 57 * 69 6 4 5 -21
Cuy 21 18 * 91 -2 11 -20
Cotton * 85 -10 24 28 -5 13
Spoon * 40 -15 * 71 15 -22 -37
Shell * 71 * 51 20 -2 7 -30
Raw wool * -39 * 76 6 21 -6 16
Shirt 2 * 59 -36 * 38 -25 36
Decorated textiles 1 * 88 -12 19 8 -11
Bag 19 * 78 8 14 * 41 -9
Coca -17 * 57 27 * 44 * 55 8
Basket 37 -37 * 69 * 38 -17 -11
Kero 31 18 20 * 83 6 -6
Bowl or tazon 13 -3 * 86 15 15 29
Jar 2 -5 -14 -25 -15 * 86
Tied ornament (?) 6 22 2 * 73 -35 -19
Head string ± canes 2 26 -1 * 81 25 -11
Sandal -28 -37 15 -2 * -70 34
Stone lined tomb 29 -5 * 51 -10 * 54 -8
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Figure D-6. Eigenvalues of first six principal components, adults only.

In order to evaluate the two principal components in simpler terms, the variable

loadings were used to create two lumped categories of artifacts, animal-plant and

textile-coca (Table D-5).  As expected, the two new variables do not correlate

significantly with each other (Table D-15).  That they do not correlate suggests that the

two sets of artifacts may in fact be two discrete assemblages that were associated with

people for different, independent reasons.  Both variables are significantly higher in

burials of males than females (Table 10).

The animal-plant variable correlates highly with all the grave wealth variables,

while the textile-coca variable does not (Table D-15).  All of these variables are
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Table D-15. Pearson's correlations and significance for summary variables, adults

only.

calculated from combinations of the same artifact counts, so they are not independent.

 Nevertheless, it seems that the overall richness of the burial relates more to the

representation of the "subsistence" role than to the "personal effects and display" role. 

Perhaps overall status as measured by the quantity of grave goods had more to do with

subsistence production than with the social interactions that might be indicated by

elaborated clothing.

Among burials of subadults, a single principal component dominates all the others

(Figure D-7, Table D-16).  Not surprisingly, the lumped animal-plant and textile-coca

variables which were independent among adults are significantly correlated among

subadults, and both correlate significantly with the overall richness variables (Table D-

17).  These results accord with the earlier indications that subadults were

undifferentiated in their social roles; the primary variability is not in which items, but

rather how many items they were buried with.  Both the principal components and the

lumped-variables analyses suggest that the "subsistence" and "personal effects and

display" roles were only played in adulthood, giving the impression once again of

(Adults) Pots
Textile
-coca

Animal-
Plant

Total
items

Items, no
textiles

Total
types

Types, no
textiles

Pots
1.0

0
-.09
.75

.29

.26
.37
.16

.46
* .07

.44
* .09

.48
* .06

Textile-
coca

-.09
.75

1.0
0

.15

.59
.39
.13

.18

.50
.43

* .09
.28
.29

Animal-
Plant

.29

.26
.15
.59

1.0
0

.91
* .0001

.94
* .0001

.88
* .0001

.90
* .0001

Total items .37
.16

.39

.13
.91

* .0001
1.0

0
.97

* .0001
.98

* .0001
.96

* .0001
Items, no
textiles

.46
* .07

.18

.50
.94

* .0001
.97

* .0001
1.0

0
.94

* .0001
.97

* .0001
Total types .44

* .09
.43

* .09
.88

* .0001
.98

* .0001
.94

* .0001
1.0

0
.98

* .0001
Types, no
textiles

.48
* .06

.28

.29
.90

* .0001
.96

* .0001
.97

* .0001
.98

* .0001
1.0

0
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Figure D-7. Eigenvalues of the first six principal components, subadults only.

achieved rather than ascribed roles.

Social stratification

The degree of socioeconomic stratification in archaeological populations is often

assessed by considering the shape of the distribution of overall wealth or energy

expended in burials (e.g. Binford 1971; Tainter 1977; Arnold 1980; Pearson et al.

1989).  Distinguishable modes in the distribution of grave wealth are taken to indicate

discrete socioeconomic strata, while a smooth distribution suggests a less formally

stratified society.  In this analysis, the four wealth measures produce very similar

results.  These results (Figures D-4 and D-5) have already been assessed in terms of

age and sex patterns, which seem adequate to explain much of the variability.

The principal departure from a smooth distribution seems to be due to gender
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Table D-16. Principal components factor loadings, subadults only.

differences among adults.  The standard deviations of the wealth measures are

comparable for males and females, which suggests that neither sex was particularly

more stratified than the other.  The richest burials appear not to be extreme outliers

that might indicate distinct social strata, but rather simply the high end of a unimodal

distribution of male grave wealth.  These burials would probably appear even less

distinctive if looting had not preferentially destroyed stone lined tomb burials, which

tend to be richer than pit burials.

The only suggestion of marked stratification in this population is the unusually

rich burial of the subadult AD 366, although as Peebles and Kus (1977) noted, one rich

child burial does not necessarily indicate a ranked society.  There were apparently

Item,
Subadults only

Component
1

Component
2

Component
3

Component
4

Component
5

Component6

Maize -8 * 82 7 15 26 -2
Yuca * 55 * 37 17 * 39 -25 -7
Minor plants * 70 * 37 -34 -17 27 1
Camelid head * 99 -5 -3 2 0 2
Bird 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cuy * 99 -5 -3 2 0 2
Cotton * 56 21 -11 -34 * 62 -2
Spoon * 99 -5 -3 2 0 2
Shell 0 0 0 0 0 0
Raw wool * 57 19 * 38 -28 * 39 1
Shirt -20 8 -4 33 * 82 -4
Decorated textiles 18 * -38 -22 * 68 7 * 42
Bag * 99 -5 -3 2 0 2
Coca * 56 21 * 37 20 17 2
Basket -8 -16 23 -13 -16 * 84
Kero -6 * 91 4 -26 -5 -1
Bowl or tazon * 73 -13 10 -12 -15 -7
Jar -8 -26 29 -24 -17 * -55
Tied ornament (?) * 99 -5 -3 2 0 2
Head string ± canes 33 4 *- 81 1 6 -3
Sandal -11 2 10 * 87 12 -9
Stone lined tomb 29 14 * 89 4 -3 2
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Table D-17. Pearson's correlations and significance for summary variables, subadults

only.

richer Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burials at Chiribaya Alta, so additional evidence of one or

more small but elevated socioeconomic strata may simply be missing from El

Algodonal.

Conclusions

A number of methodological conclusions come out of this analysis.  Fortunately

for archaeologists who wish to compare disparate published burial analyses, it made

little difference whether the number of artifacts or the number of types was used as a

summary measure of grave richness, largely because few items that were counted were

commonly represented by more than one example.  (Many plant and animal remains

that might have varied more in quantity were treated only as presence/absence data

because of variable preservation.)  Principal components analysis proved to be a useful

exploratory tool, although it revealed little that had not already been discovered using

simpler techniques.

(Subadults) Pots
Textile-
coca

Animal-
Plant

Total
items

Items, no
textiles

Total
types

Types, no
textiles

Pots
1.0

0
-.08
.75

.49
* .04

.43
* .09

.50
* .06

.46
* .06

.51
* .04

Textile-coca -.08
.75

1.0
0

.61
* .01

.72
* .001

.63
* .01

.69
* .01

.63
* .01

Animal-Plant .49
* .04

.62
* .01

1.0
0

.93
* .0001

.92
* .0001

.95
* .0001

.94
* .0001

Total items .43
* .09

.71
* .001

.93
* .0001

1.0
0

.97
* .0001

.99
* .0001

.97
* .0001

Items, no
textiles

.50
* .04

.63
* .01

.92
* .0001

.97
* .0001

1.0
0

.99
* .0001

1.00
* .0001

Total types .46
* .06

.69
* .01

.95
* .0001

.99
* .0001

.99
* .0001

1.0
0

.99
* .0001

Types, no
textiles

.51
* .04

.62
* .01

.94
* .0001

.97
* .0001

1.00
* .0001

.99
* .0001

1.0
0
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Unfortunately for archaeologists working in regions with poorer organic

preservation, textiles and perishable plant material proved to be very important in the

analysis.  Ceramic vessels, the mainstay of many archaeological analyses, turned out to

be almost incidental.  Pottery did not play a role in gender differences, was only one of

many variables contributing to the age dependent patterning, and did not enter into any

of the usable principal components.  Pottery was significantly correlated with three of

the four overall grave wealth measures (Tables D-15 and D-17), so it could have

served as a rough surrogate for them had the preservation not been so exceptional. 

However, since no burial contained more than two vessels, an analysis limited to

pottery could not have produced overall grave wealth histograms of any utility.

The first goal of this analysis was to assess the social complexity of Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza society in terms of numbers of distinct social roles or "dimensions of

variability".  The burial data suggest only a few such dimensions, specifically adult

versus subadult, adult male versus adult female, and two adult dimensions of

variability apparently related to subsistence production and to personal effects and

decorated clothing.  There is no indication of specific economic or other

specializations, nor of distinct socioeconomic stratification, although people of high

socioeconomic status might be selectively missing from the sample due to their use of

the cemeteries of Chiribaya Alta.  The impression is one of relatively few social roles,

suggesting a simple, homogeneous social organization.

The second goal was to consider the degree of ranking, or limitation of access to

certain roles by factors such as genealogy.  Since the few dimensions of variability

among these burials seem to be largely explained by the life-history variables of age

and sex, there is little indication of ranking.  The relative uniformity of subadults'
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grave goods in comparison to those of adults also suggests that the few differences that

did exist were achieved in adulthood rather than ascribed at birth.  A single subadult

buried with an unusual number of grave goods may indicate an occasional case of

ascribed status, and once again, evidence of the upper, potentially ascribed ranks may

be found elsewhere at Chiribaya Alta.

The final goal was to evaluate any temporal changes in social structure.  None at

all were detected.  In general, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people of El Algodonal seem

to have changed little over some 300 years of occupying the valley.  There might have

been changes within, or even the loss of, an upper social stratum buried at Chiribaya

Alta, but they did not visibly affect the rest of the population.

Admittedly, this analysis tries to squeeze a great deal from an inadequate burial

sample.  Still, the results suggest, however tentatively, a reasonable picture of the

aftermath of Tiwanaku's collapse and the rise of Chiribaya complexity.  The small

number of settlers from the fragmented middle Osmore valley were relatively

unorganized, probably community-level agriculturalists, with at most a thin stratum of

leadership remaining from their Tiwanaku state heritage.  There was little economic

specialization among them, nor did ascribed rank limit individual achievement within

the narrow range possible in their society, with the probable exception of the

apparently small highest social stratum.  Males probably played more, or at least more

materially recognizable, social roles, although females were probably not excluded

from any.  With the possible exception of the loss of the top social stratum, little

changed among these people from the time they arrived in the valley, through their

apparent decline in population, to their eventual disappearance from the archaeological

record.
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The society of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza inheritors of Tiwanaku could hardly be in

greater contrast to that of the Chiribaya.  Based principally on his analysis of the

contents of tombs at the site of San Geronimo, Jessup (1990a,b, 1991) concluded that

Chiribaya society become increasingly stratified, developing at least part-time

specialization in distinct pursuits such as fishing, herding, pottery making, and

metalworking.  The physical center of Chiribaya ideology and power seems to have

been the site of Chiribaya Alta, an impressive settlement on a bluff, demarcated by

banks and ditches and surrounded by vast cemeteries where people were buried with

quantities of textiles, ceramics, food, and other offerings.  At Chiribaya Alta,

extremely rich tombs were concentrated in cemetery four (Williams and Buikstra,

n.d.), which contains only stylistically late Chiribaya ceramics (Jessup 1990b).  The

dramatic wealth and late date of these tombs suggests that political ranking and

leadership also increased, and eventually involved impressive trappings and

presumably some degree of power (see Williams and Buikstra, n.d.).

Sharing the valley with the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza settlers, and possibly even

descended from them, the Chiribaya population grew larger over time (Chapter 7),

developed an entirely new iconography, and changed in the course of a few hundred

years from their presumed village agriculturalist roots to a partially occupationally

specialized society with extreme wealth or status differences and possibly social

ranking, all strong indications of an elaborated chiefdom organization.  The legacy of

the collapsed state was simplicity and stasis, while renewed complexity arose, if not

from different roots, at least in a new and distinct idiom
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Appendix E

Midden analysis

One of the principal aims of PCCT's excavations was to collect comparable field-

screened and flotation samples of domestic refuse from the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and

Chiribaya groups, and from the Algodonal Early Ceramic group when that material

was unexpectedly encountered.  These midden samples were to serve three purposes.

First, the ceramic assemblages would serve to identify the cultural affiliation of

each context excavated, including any associated features.  In addition to simply

serving as markers by which to divide the excavated samples for other analyses, the

ceramics were expected to help to suggest the temporal and/or social relationships

between the groups by the degree to which the styles were pure or mixed in different

contexts and any cases of stratigraphic superposition of styles or grading of mixed

assemblages.

Second, the detailed analysis of the domestic refuse at the between-group level

would allow the partial reconstruction and comparison of the subsistence and

economic strategies of the groups, in order to determine to what extent they

specialized or emphasized different crops or other resources, or shared a common

productive base.  Evidence of surplus production, local and long distance exchange,

and so on were also sought in this general analysis.

Third, within-group analyses were intended to assess the degree of variability in

domestic debris that might indicate different degrees of socioeconomic specialization

and/or stratification.  The organization of activity areas, architecture and other features

associated with refuse from evidently higher-status versus lower-status domestic units,
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and so on were expected to help in reconstructing and contrasting the social,

economic, and political structures of the various groups.  In contexts with mixed

ceramic styles, patterning of subsistence and craft refuse with respect to the relative

content of different ceramic styles might reinforce the between-group conclusions and

shed light on inter-group relations.

PCCT succeeded in gathering and processing the desired field-screened samples,

as is outlined below.  The flotation samples were collected, floated, and 748 of the 893

samples, each with light and heavy fractions, have been rough sorted.  The final

sorting, identification, recording, and analysis remains to be done, so the discussion

that follows is based entirely on field-screened collections.  The first two of the three

analytical goals have been met and the results are described in the following pages: the

ceramic assemblages have been categorized and the degree of mixing carefully

evaluated, and the midden has been extensively characterized and contrasted at the

group level.  Because the number of analyzed samples was a bit small to support

further subdividing and there was no obvious patterning within the stylistic groups in

ways that was important to the thrust of this dissertation, and because of time

constraints, the third goal of reconstructing and contrasting within-group patterning

has been deferred.  Activity areas, particularly cooking areas, were found at all three

excavated sites, midden was found in a possible ritual context at Loreto Viejo, and

potentially status-related differences in midden contents and architecture were noted at

Loreto Alto; the collections and coded data are expected to support a variety of

additional analyses in the future.

Data collection and preparation

During excavation, all soil except for an eight-liter flotation sample from each
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stratigraphic unit other than a few mixed or nearly sterile overburden layers was

passed through 1/4" screens, and all the cultural material was collected from the

screens.  Cultural material was defined as everything except unworked, naturally

present rocks.  The one category of cultural material that was intentionally not

collected was small pieces of corn or cane stalks of minuscule width and under about

one inch in length, which were present in such quantities that collecting them from a

single screen took hours and added only a negligible mass to the bags of larger

fragments that were collected.

Apparently because of the density of gravel and botanical material in many of the

excavated contexts, many items that would normally pass through a 1/4" screen were

collected in these samples, most notably large quantities of molle seeds, which are the

size and shape of peppercorns.  It is not clear whether there are any systematic biases

in the collection of these items, but it is certainly possible.  A few quinoa or amaranth

stalks with seeds on them were recovered from the screens, but clearly the presence or

absence of near-microscopic evidence such as quinoa seeds is not addressed by the

screened data at all.  All categories of the field-screened material are analyzed here,

but conclusions concerning small seeds such as molle, coca, and quinoa should be

considered tentative until the flotation data have been analyzed.

Field-screened material was all bagged together except for items that seemed

likely to be damaged or lost in the general bag.  These bags were returned to an indoor

lab, where they were separated and rebagged into rough categories by semi-skilled

workers.  Ceramics were washed in order to make the surfaces and pastes visible, and

soaked in a series of water baths for at least a week to rid them of salts.  All the other

midden material was rebagged without any treatment.
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Based on field notes, drawings, and photographs, I coded all the excavated

contexts by type of deposition, such as pit fill, floor, slump from upslope, and so on,

and selected a subsample of context types that appeared to be best associated with the

occupations of the domestic areas (the final analyzed subsample is described in a later

section).  These contexts were sorted into more detailed categories by the author and

several skilled assistants, principally José Moya Y., Raúl Rosas H., and Gerardo

Carpio D., whose work I supervised closely in order to maintain consistency among all

the coders.  Each category of material was counted and/or weighed as appropriate, and

recorded on a standardized coding sheet using numeric codes to indicate the nature of

the material.  All material was coded except for ceramics and marine shells, which

were separated for special handling.  I coded all the ceramics, and Helberth Gamarra

B. coded all the shell.  Other categories such as animal remains, fish remains,

coprolites, and so on, were separated after coding and stored together to facilitate

specialized analyses in the future.

The coding sheets had spaces for both a written description of the material and a

series of corresponding numeric codes that were taken from an extensive key that was

posted on the wall of the lab for easy access.  The coding system centered on three

hierarchical codes.  The first code identified a general category (ceramic, unworked

botanical material, animal remains, worked bone, etc.).  The second varied depending

on the first, but generally identified a subcategory such as animal or plant species as

well as could be determined, and the third added another, crosscutting subcategory

such as part of the plant or animal (seed, stalk, vertebra, etc.).  All items were further

divided into completely burned, partially burned, and unburned.  I personally checked

every line of every coding sheet to ensure that the written and coded descriptions
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matched.  Once corrected, if necessary, and approved, the numeric codes only were

entered directly into a dBASE III+ file by my full-time typist and beautiful lover, Lía

Zuñiga M..

Both the artifact coding sheet data and the context data, including screened and

floated soil volumes, type of soil, interpretation of deposition, excavators, and so on,

were completely proofread before analysis.  The data coding sheets were set up in a

tabular format directly analogous to the database structure, to simplify data entry and

checking.  I wrote a program that worked with the "SoundBlaster" audio board and

driver software for the PC that allowed the computer to read the data files aloud.  I

listened to the computer and read along on the original coding sheets, stopping to

correct typographical errors whenever a discrepancy occurred.  This was a laborious

process, but a large number of errors were corrected.

Subsample selection and general midden characteristics

The analyzed subsample is a selected subset of the recorded data, which was

already selected to meet the provenience quality requirements used initially to choose

stratigraphic units to be cataloged.  Of these, only samples screened from over 15 liters

of soil, and only  samples that proved to have over 3 grams of cultural material per

liter of screened soil were included.

These restrictions were added for statistical reasons.  Many artifact categories are

relatively rare, so small units and units with very low artifact densities tend to have no

examples of them.  The small units therefore introduce many cases of absence or zero

frequency that are due more to the inadequacy of each sample size than the absence of

the item from the vicinity.  On the other hand, the presence of a single item in a small
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sample introduces an anomalously high frequency or density in that sample, because

the value of any standardizing variable such as volume or total artifact mass is

relatively low.  The result is a mix of artificial zero values and artificial high values for

less common categories, which is hard to interpret intuitively and gives unsatisfactory

results with statistical significance tests.  Moreover, the small and low density units are

much more common at Loreto Alto than at the other two sites, probably due to

differences in the duration and intensity of occupation of the site.  This unbalanced

distribution of sample sizes introduces a bias such that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group

is characterized by a poorly-behaved distribution of most artifact categories, with

many zero values and many anomalously high outlying values, which does not lend

itself to meaningful comparisons with the better-distributed data from other groups. 

The thresholds of unit size and density described above were selected not with any a

priori knowledge of the size or density of a useful stratigraphic unit, but in an iterative

process that balanced the need for reasonably well-behaved distributions of variables

against the need for a reasonably large sample size.

By eliminating the small and low density contexts, the midden analysis is

effectively limited to comparisons of the activities that result in medium to large sized,

medium to dense deposits of domestic refuse.  If the small or low density deposits

represent not only inadequate samples, but also different types of activities or

occupations, as they well might, then these activities are ignored in the analysis that

follows.

Table E-1 describes the final, analyzed subsample.  Despite the considerable

amount of excavation described in Appendix A, the strict limitations on context types,

mixing, size, and density yield final sample sizes that are rather small.  The entire



Context type
Algodonal Early Ceramic Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza Mixed Ilo-Tumilaca

/Cabuza and Chiribaya
Chiribaya

Num
ber Liters

Total
g/l

Bot.
g/l

Num
ber Liters

Total
g/l

Bot.
g/l

Num
ber Liters

Total
g/l

Bot.
g/l

Num
ber Liters

Total
g/l

Bot.
g/l

Area near hearth 1 52 17.2 0.5 1 18 16.0 1.9

Floor 1 27 16.2 2.0 1 18 10.7 1.9

Hearth 1 32 6.9 0.3

Midden in pit 1 128 11.3 9.5 1 184 19.6 2.2 1 278 45.3 10.2

Occupation zone 3 100 3.9 0.4 1 32 4.6 0.4

Open midden 2 93 8.9 3.7 4 537 15.1 3.5 29 2695 39.5 3.4 12 1035 39.8 11.4

Pit fill 5 514 8.1 4.7 1 58 4.2 0.7 1 107 26.7 1.6 3 232 12.9 1.2

Placed fill 2 495 17.9 0.7

Pos. occupation zone 2 107 5.6 1.1 3 54 6.3 0.5 1 40 3.5 0.1 2 131 6.1 0.5

Prob. assoc. w/occupation 4 213 9.0 0.7

Trench fill 1 56 7.7 0.3 2 52 16.5 8.2 7 541 9.6 2.3

Means - 72 7.9 4.4 - 76 13.2 2.6 - 94 34.5 3.0 - 79 26.0 6.5

Totals (weights in kg) 13 942 7.4 4.1 10 757 10.0 2.0 38 3578 123.0 10.6 32 2512 65.3 16.4

Number: Number of stratigraphic units in the sample.
Liters: Total volume of screened soil .
Total g/l: Mass of all analyzed cultural material per liter of screened soil.  Single items over 300g, such as posts and grinding stones, are excluded.
Bot. g/l: Mass of botanical material per liter of screened soil.  Included in total above.
Means of "Total g/l" and "Botanical g/l" columns are weighted by volume.

T
able E

-1. T
he analyzed m

idden sam
ples by context type and cultural affiliation.
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sample of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material comes from only 10 stratigraphic units

totaling only 757 liters of screened soil, and the total mass of analyzed Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza artifacts, including the heavy sherds, small lithics, and bone, was

only 10 kg.  The other samples are larger, but not generous.  Table E-1 shows that the

mean volume of the stratigraphic units analyzed is about the same for each of the four

cultural-stylistic groups, although the amount of cultural material in them was

somewhat more variable.  It also shows that the four groups are represented by slightly

differing assortments of context types.

Table E-1 also demonstrates an important substantive difference between the four

social groups.  Even after the low density contexts predominant at the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza site of Loreto Alto are excluded, the Chiribaya and predominantly

Chiribaya mixed deposits tend to be exceptionally rich in artifacts compared to

deposits of other groups.  In the analyzed samples, Chiribaya and predominantly

Chiribaya mixed midden has two to three times as much mass of cultural material per

liter of soil as Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza midden.  This ratio would be even higher if the

many lower density Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza deposits were included.  This finding

suggests that Chiribaya occupations may have been denser or longer-lasting than Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza occupations, and supports the claim in Chapter 7 and Appendix F

that in order to use site areas as indices of relative population, Chiribaya site areas

should be multiplied by some factor around 2 or 3 in order to make them more

comparable to Algodonal Early Ceramic and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza site areas as

population indices.  The tendency of Chiribaya deposits to be thicker than Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza deposits, both at the excavated sites and sites located during the

survey, suggests that a greater correction factor might be appropriate, but the midden

analysis cannot address its magnitude.
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The ceramic analysis described below proved that 40% of the analyzed

stratigraphic units and 60% of the cultural material by weight were from contexts with

mixed Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya ceramics.  This material was analyzed as a

separate "mixed" category, including stratigraphic units with from 8% to 56% Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza material.  The mixed material was not consistently intermediate

between the "pure" assemblages, nor could any other sensible pattern be detected in

the pooled results or in a casual inspection of various values ordered by the relative

proportions of the two styles present.  These inconclusive and confusing results are

reported in this appendix, but are not incorporated into the rest of the dissertation.

Assigning cultural affiliations to habitation contexts

Except for the terraced habitation area of El Algodonal, all the excavated areas

samples remains that were clearly from occupations by a single cultural group.  As

described in Appendix A, the buried habitation terraces under the cemetery at El

Algodonal had only Algodonal Early Ceramic sherds, as did the hillside terraced area

at Loreto Viejo.  The alluvial fan terraces at Loreto Viejo were purely Chiribaya, and

the entire site of Loreto Alto was purely Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza.  These field

impressions were substantiated when all the ceramics were analyzed.  The analyzed

stratigraphic units from these areas were assigned to the appropriate ceramic style

category based simply on where they were located, without further analysis of the

ceramics in individual units.

Much of the material from the habitation terraces at El Algodonal included both

Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics in varying proportions, so the ceramics

from each excavated area had to analyzed separately.  Careful inspection of ceramic
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inventories from each level-locus in the excavated sample suggests that there is no

intelligible patterning of variation in the proportions of ceramic styles within the

undisturbed primary stratigraphic sequences of the excavation units.  That is, there is

no patterned superposition of differing styles within single units, nor are there clear

differences between contiguous units.  For this reason, "blocks" of contiguous

excavation units are used as the standard unit for the ceramic analysis.  Each block,

comprising all the in situ loci of the types selected for analysis (midden, pit fills,

trench fills, hearths, etc.), is considered a temporally and culturally homogeneous unit.

 All the stratigraphic units within the block are considered to relate to the same

ceramic style or mixture of styles, even if few or no ceramics were found in that

particular level and locus.  This simplification is reasonable, since most of the

analyzed stratigraphic units were directly in contact with or bracketed by level-loci

with diagnostic ceramics.

The ceramic assemblages from the habitation terraces at El Algodonal vary at the

level of the entire block from almost pure Chiribaya with minimal Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza material, to largely Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza with a considerable

admixture of Chiribaya sherds.  This mixture of ceramic styles occurs in all types of in

situ deposits, from domestic midden, to debris on informal floors, to pit and wall

trench fills.  There is no stratigraphic indication that one or the other style of pottery is

intrusive or became mixed with the other through some site disturbance process; on

the contrary, they generally appear to have been deposited in the same way, at the

same time, mixed with the same domestic garbage.  Especially since the radiocarbon

dates indicate that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya styles were contemporary,

the possibility must be considered that the El Algodonal material represents refuse

either of two distinct groups living in such close proximity that their domestic garbage
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was consistently commingled within their living areas, or of one group that, unlike its

single-style contemporaries at Loreto Alto and Loreto Viejo, used both styles of

pottery at the same time.

Quantifying the mixing at El Algodonal: A mixing model

The ceramic data from the three excavated sites offer a rare opportunity to

rigorously assess the degree of mixing in the different excavation blocks at El

Algodonal.  For analytical purposes, let us disregard any possible differences in site

function, and consider the collections from Loreto Alto to be representative of a "pure"

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic assemblage, those from the low terraces of Loreto Viejo

as representative of a "pure" Chiribaya assemblage, and those of the habitation area at

El Algodonal as simple mixtures of the two "pure" assemblages.  It is then possible to

calculate the proportions of "pure" Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic debris and "pure"

Chiribaya ceramic debris required to produce the sherd mixture observed in each

excavation block at El Algodonal.

These proportions are useful in deciding whether a given block should be

considered as pertaining primarily to one or the other cultural group, or as being in fact

significantly mixed.  They also provide a scale along which the mixed blocks may be

ordered according to their proportion of one or the other style.  This ordering can then

be used in the analysis of other midden contents, for comparison with the "pure" Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya contexts from the other two sites.  Since the multi-

ethnic nature of early LIP settlement in the valley probably played a crucial role in the

sociopolitical development of the region, the analysis of these mixed contexts in

contrast to the "pure" ones has the potential to lead to important conclusions about the

nature of multiethnicity at El Algodonal.  As noted above, the initial results from the
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mixed contexts have been difficult to interpret, and are not used in the body of this

dissertation.  I am convinced that they nevertheless reflect a past social reality, and that

future studies of this and other mixed collections, probably using the ceramic analyses

described here as a foundation or at least a datum, may yet help unravel the

multiethnic puzzle in the coastal valley.

The first step in quantifying the mixing is to establish the composition of the two

"pure" ceramic assemblages.  The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza "pure" assemblage is

represented by all the coded ceramics excavated from Loreto Alto, and the Chiribaya

"pure" assemblage is represented by all the coded ceramics excavated from the low

terraces at Loreto Viejo.  Since this analysis is intended to characterize the overall

ceramic assemblage, the small and low density units were not excluded.  For each of

these two groups, the percentage of diagnostic Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya

sherds is calculated, both as the number of diagnostic sherds divided by the total

number of sherds, and as the mass of diagnostic sherds divided by the total mass of

sherds.  There is no theoretical reason to prefer count or mass data, so both are

presented.  Since "Fine" paste is associated with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery (but not

exclusively) and "Local" paste is associated with Chiribaya pottery (but not

exclusively), the same procedure is followed with sherds of "Fine" or "Local" paste. 

Many diagnostic sherds are made of these pastes, so some of the same sherds enter

into both analyses.  Table E-2 shows the raw count and mass data on diagnostics and

pastes for the "pure" Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza assemblage, the "pure" Chiribaya

assemblage, and each block at El Algodonal.

The percentages that characterize the two "pure" assemblages are listed in Table

E-3.  This table indicates why a relatively sophisticated approach is necessary to



Block
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

diagnostics
Chiribaya

diagnostics Fine paste Local paste Entire assemblage

Number Grams Number Grams Number Grams Number Grams Number Grams

* 521 0 0.0 4 20.3 2 26.5 26 559.2 43 767.1

515/517/523/524 2 7.3 33 98.3 6 37.8 171 3396.0 243 3946.8

503/505/506/509 12 48.1 43 251.7 169 618.8 424 2874.8 1011 6238.8

* 510 2 36.9 6 52.0 5 25.2 69 540.1 79 600.4

522 28 145.7 62 328.4 230 778.3 727 4105.0 1708 9489.4

527 59 382.1 110 584.9 439 1494.7 889 5199.2 3046 17490.4

* 516 4 26.5 3 31.5 18 101.0 40 273.0 162 1144.7

* 511 3 25.2 1 1.6 15 56.6 49 579.4 153 1389.7

525/529/530 114 842.6 28 181.6 229 9073 259 2151.7 2326 15766.3

"Pure" Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

95 739.8 0 0.0 129 569.2 11 79.6 579 3369.2

"Pure" Chiribaya 1 22.7 85 558.3 6 15.9 1245 9804.2 1683 12953.5

* Blocks marked with an asterisk have sample sizes small enough to cast doubt upon the ceramic analysis results for them.

T
able E

-2. C
ount and m

ass data for "pure" assem
blages and blocks at E

l A
lgodonal.
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Percent of sherd number Percent of sherd mass

Pure I-T/C
n=579

Pure Chiribaya
n=1683

Pure I-T/C
3369 g

Pure Chiribaya
12954 g

Ilo-Tumilaca
/Cabuza

16.41 0.06 21.96 0.18Diagnostics

Chiribaya 0.00 5.05 0.00 4.31

Fine paste 22.28 0.36 16.89 0.12Pastes
of non-
diagnostics Local paste 1.90 73.98 2.36 75.69

Table E-3. "Pure" Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya ceramic assemblages.

quantify the mixtures of these two assemblages: by count or mass, the "pure" Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza assemblage has a much higher proportion of diagnostic sherds than

does the "pure" Chiribaya assemblage.  Characterizing a mixed assemblage simply by

the ratio of diagnostic sherds, for example, would severely overestimate the proportion

of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material in the mixed lot.  If equal amounts of Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya diagnostics were found, for example, the simple

interpretation would be that the mixture contains about half Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

material; taking the differing proportions of diagnostics into account as described

below, the mixture proves to contain less than one quarter Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

material.  The situation with the paste types is even more complex, since although

their proportions in the "pure" assemblages differ dramatically, they are not associated

exclusively with one assemblage or the other.

Figure E-1 graphically represents the simple mixing model for diagnostic sherds. 

In the pure Chiribaya assemblage on the far left, there are Cpure% Chiribaya

diagnostics, and 0% Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza diagnostics.  In the pure Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza assemblage on the far right, there are Tpure% Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

diagnostics, and 0% Chiribaya diagnostics.  In a mixed assemblage composed of i%

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics, there are Cmix% Chiribaya diagnostics and Tmix% Ilo-
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Figure E-1. Mixing model for diagnostic sherds.

Tumilaca/Cabuza diagnostics.  To calculate the proportion of the "pure" Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza assemblage (i) in a mixed lot based on the observed percentages 

Cmix and Tmix of diagnostic sherds, we solve the following equation based on similar

triangles:

Where

Tmix = Percent of mixed assemblage that is I-T/C diagnostic

Cmix = Percent of mixed assemblage that is Chiribaya diagnostic

Tpure = Percent of pure I-T/C assemblage that is diagnostic (16.41% in table E-3)

Cpure = Percent of pure Chiribaya assemblage that is diagnostic (5.05%)

i = Fraction of mixed assemblage that is "pure" I-T/C

C ) i-(1
T i  

C
T

pure

pure

mix

mix =
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Resulting in the following formula for i:

To calculate the same proportion based on paste types, we first subtract out the

amount of each paste type that is present in the "pure" assemblage in which it is less

prevalent.  This adjustment reflects a simple model illustrated in Figure E-2 in which

there is a constant amount of each paste present in both assemblages, plus a variable

amount that ranges from zero in one "pure" assemblage to an observed higher value in

the other "pure" assemblage.  Using this model, the value of i based on pastes is given

by

Where

Fmix = Percent of mixed assemblage that is Fine paste

Lmix = Percent of mixed assemblage that is Local paste

Fconst = Percent of Fine paste in pure Chiribaya assemblage (constant part) (.36%)

Lconst = Percent of Local paste in pure I-T/C assemblage (constant part) (1.90%)

Fvar = Percent of Fine paste in pure I-T/C assemblage minus Fconst (9.14%)

Lvar = Percent of Local paste in pure Chiribaya assemblage minus Lconst (67.92%)

i = Fraction of mixed assemblage that is "pure" I-T/C

The example values given above are all based on sherd counts, but both sherd

T
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Figure E-2. Mixing model for pastes.

count and sherd mass calculations are presented and evaluated below.

Quantifying the mixing at El Algodonal: Results

The results of these calculations for each excavation block in the El Algodonal

habitation terraces are given in Table E-4.  The four blocks in which the sample size is

small enough to throw the results into doubt are flagged.

The values based on diagnostic sherds, both by count and by mass, correspond

reasonably well with field impressions, which were also based largely on diagnostic

sherds.  A few other data tend to corroborate the general results based on diagnostic

sherds.  First, block 525/529/530 contained the only house construction at El

Algodonal in the style described by Goldstein for Tumilaca phase structures in the

Moquegua area (thin posts located on either side of the cane wall), and it is precisely

this block that has the largest fraction of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics.  The walls

and posts in other blocks such as 527 and 503/505/506/509 correspond more closely to
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Count MassBlock
All units from El
Algodonal (AD)

I-T/C % (i)
by diagnostics

I-T/C % (i) by
paste

I-T/C % (i)
by diagnostics

I-T/C % (i) by
paste

* 521 0 18% 0 17%
515/517/523/524 2% 10% 2% 5%
503/505/506/509 8% 57% 6% 48%
* 510 9% 19% 19% 17%
522 12% 51% 13% 45%
527 14% 62% 18% 56%
* 516 29% 60% 22% 62%
* 511 48% 51% 84% 30%
525/529/530 56% 75% 60% 65%

* Blocks marked with an asterisk have sample sizes sufficiently small to cast doubt on the calculated results.

Table E-4. Percentage of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics by block by various methods.

Chiribaya norms (larger posts in line with the cane wall), and these blocks contain

relatively more Chiribaya pottery.

The values based on pastes arrange the excavation blocks in an order grossly

similar to that based on diagnostic sherds, but there are many discrepancies, the

differences are less clear, and the values tend to indicate a much higher percentage of

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery in any given mixed lot.  The paste and diagnostic sherd

measures in fact correlate (Pearson's product-moment correlation) significantly at the

.05 level (p=0.04) when calculated on the basis of sherd count, but do not correlate

significantly when calculated on the basis of sherd mass (p=0.47).  I suspect that there

is some real association of Fine paste with the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza assemblage, and

of Local paste with the Chiribaya assemblage, but that the trend is obscured by

difficulties in consistently categorizing paste types visually.  Variable proportions of

both paste types may have been classified as "other" or "indeterminate".  Alternatively,

the relationship of these two paste types to the stylistic/cultural units may be more

complex, possibly having to do with differences in activities involving ceramics, or
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access to clay or temper sources based on factors independent of the ceramic style

used.

Because the distinctions based on paste types seem to be less secure than those

based on stylistically diagnostic sherds, the rest of this analysis will use the values

based on diagnostic sherds.  It should be borne in mind, however, that these figures are

sometimes based on small numbers of sherds and that the same method applied to

paste types generally suggests a greater fraction of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material in the

mixed assemblage than the diagnostic sherds indicate.

A methodological point of interest is that the results calculated from sherd counts

are all generally within 5 to 10% of those calculated from sherd mass, except where

fewer than ten sherds are involved.  The two quantification methods are equally useful

for this analysis.  The results are also fairly insensitive to variations in lumping,

excluding cases, weighting, and averaging; a variety of approaches were tried in the

course of exploratory analysis, and the general order, distribution pattern, and

magnitudes of the mixing values for each excavation block were not notably affected

by the variations in analytical methodology.  The results calculated from the diagnostic

ceramics are fairly robust and probably represent real patterns, rather than artifacts of

the laboratory and analytical methods.

Based on the mixing values calculated from diagnostic sherds (Table E-4), the

excavation blocks fall into three broad categories.  The first group, comprising blocks

521 and 515/517/523/524, contains effectively pure Chiribaya ceramics, with

negligible Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material.  These blocks are included in the Chiribaya

sample for further midden analysis.  Applying the mixing model allowed us to

conclude that the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza component in the 515/517/523/524 block really
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represents only about 2% of the assemblage, and can be reasonably considered

negligible.

The second group comprises blocks 527, 522, 510, and 503/505/506/509.  These

blocks all contain 6 to 19 percent Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics.  This amount of Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery seems too much to consider intrusive, but it is nevertheless

embedded in a primarily Chiribaya assemblage.  These excavation blocks can be

interpreted in various ways.  They may sample essentially Chiribaya households that

used minor quantities of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics; they may represent essentially

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza households that used largely Chiribaya wares for their decorated

pottery; the may be households that were in some other manner transitional between

the two stylistic groupings (although no transitional burials are known); or they may

indicate depositional or redepositional mixing due to two distinct groups living in

close proximity.  Further ceramic and midden analysis may help distinguish between

these possibilities.

The last group comprises blocks 516, 511, and 525/529/530.  These blocks

contain large proportions of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery.  The two small blocks, 511

and 516, contained only 4 and 7 diagnostic sherds, respectively, and the calculated

proportions of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material in them must be taken as very

approximate.  The larger block, 525/529/530, has a respectable 142 diagnostic sherds

and yields a high 56 to 60 percent of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza material.  As noted above,

this block contained remains of a cane walled structure constructed in the style

described by Goldstein (1989a) for the Tumilaca phase in the Moquegua area.  The

high representation of Chiribaya ceramics (40 to 44%) precludes considering this

material as the remains of a household of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people in the manner
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of households at Loreto Alto, while the house construction suggests that neither does it

represent an essentially Chiribaya household that used a lot of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

pottery.  A reasonable hypothesis is that this block samples refuse of a principally Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza household that also used Chiribaya pottery, or had immediate

neighbors that used Chiribaya ceramics.  Again, further ceramic and midden analysis

may tend to confirm or disconfirm this hypothesis.

All of these blocks with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramic components of 6% to 60%

are treated as a "mixed" category in the rest of the midden analysis.  Applying the

mixing model allows us to conclude that none of the El Algodonal assemblages should

be included in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sample, not even the 525/529/530 block,

which includes a Tumilaca-style structure and midden in which by simple count 80%

of the diagnostic sherds are Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza.

The final cultural affiliations assigned to all the habitation units excavated by

PCCT are summarized in Table E-5.

Analytical methods: Standardized measures and statistical tests

The first problem in interpreting midden data is measuring how much of any

given item is present, or how common it is.  The most obvious approach is to simply

count or weigh the items of interest, but total counts and weights reflect how much

excavation was done in each area as much as they do prehistoric activities.  The next

alternative is to standardize by the volume of soil excavated for each context, that is, to

divide the number or mass of the items from stratum A by the volume of stratum A. 

Where the nature of the deposits and the soil deposition regimes are relatively uniform

across all the stratigraphic units being analyzed, standardizing by volume is an
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Units or Block Style/group Percent I-T/C
(i) by count

Percent I-T/C
(i) by mass

AD 373-376 Algodonal Early Ceramic 0 0
LV 2507-2510,               
LV 2513-2514

Algodonal Early Ceramic 0 0

LA 1501-1533 Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza 100% 100%
LV 2502-2506 Chiribaya 0 0
* AD 521 Chiribaya 0 0
AD 515/517/523/524 Chiribaya 2% 2%
AD 503/505/506/509 Mixed: Chiribaya with Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza
8% 6%

* AD 510 Mixed: Chiribaya with Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

9% 19%

AD 522 Mixed: Chiribaya with Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

12% 13%

AD 527 Mixed: Chiribaya with Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

14% 18%

* AD 516 Mixed: Chiribaya with Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

29% 22%

* AD 511 Mixed: Chiribaya andIlo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

48% 84%

AD 525/529/530 Mixed: Chiribaya and Ilo-
Tumilaca/Cabuza

56% 60%

* Blocks marked with an asterisk have sample sizes small enough to cast doubt on the calculated style mixtures.

Table E-5. Cultural affiliations of all excavated habitation units.

excellent solution that avoids many of the logical pitfalls that other approaches

encounter.

Unfortunately, PCCT excavated in areas with wildly differing densities of cultural

material and markedly differing soil deposition mechanisms and rates.  The cultural

debris on the Chiribaya and mixed Late Intermediate Period habitation terraces is

much denser than in other contexts, as shown in Table E-1.  The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

refuse from Loreto Alto is mostly of extremely low density, and Table E-1 shows that

even the dense middens there still have substantially less cultural material per unit

volume of soil than the middens from Chiribaya areas.  Finally, the Algodonal Early
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Ceramic deposits, especially those at Loreto Viejo, accumulated in an entirely different

depositional regime from the Late Intermediate Period refuse.  The later midden is

mostly mixed with minimal soil and gravel, probably material that was scuffed up or

swept from the occupied terrace surfaces themselves.  The Algodonal Early Ceramic

terraces are located on steep, gravelly slopes, and at least at Loreto Viejo they seem to

have accumulated to sometimes considerable depths through the mixing of domestic

debris with a continual influx of gravelly talus migrating down onto the occupied

terraces from the hillside above.

Some of the variation in midden density is probably due to differences in activities

or settlement behavior between the groups, but much of it is demonstrably not. 

Standardizing the PCCT data by excavated volume would have the predictable effect,

for example, of making the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group appear to have significantly

less of everything than either of the other groups.  While this finding would certainly

tell us something about the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza occupation of Loreto Alto, it is not

very illuminating.  The low density of midden at Loreto Alto might indicate a brief

occupation, a low density of settlement within the site, an impoverished population, or

refuse disposal practices or natural conditions such as high winds that discouraged the

accumulation of dense garbage heaps.  Screened soil volume is not a good

standardizing variable for the PCCT collections; a different approach is needed to

bring out the contrasts between the groups more clearly.

No single variable stands out as a reasonable one by which to standardize the

midden data.  In some areas, for example, it may be appropriate to standardize, directly

or indirectly, by the amount of grinding stone present, since groundstone food

preparation equipment might be a rough index of the number of people in an area and
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duration of their occupation (Russell 1988).  In the coastal Osmore sites, however, I

could identify no artifact category that was both ubiquitous and could be reasonably

argued to act as an index of population independent of inter-group variation in material

culture or refuse disposal practices.

An alternative approach is to tally the percentage of all excavated stratigraphic

units in which the item of interest is present; common items with have a high

percentage presence or ubiquity (Pearsall 1989, Popper 1988).  This method considers

only presence vs. absence; it disregards the amount present in any given unit.  Since

the number of units in the PCCT analyzed sample is very small, ubiquity may take

only a limited number of values: there are precisely eleven possible ubiquity values (0,

10%...100%) for any item in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sample of ten contexts.  The

effect of chance on ubiquity figures from such small samples is high, and few patterns

will prove to be statistically significant.  With such small numbers of sampling units

and the excellent preservation of virtually all types of artifacts, it seems inappropriate

to limit the analysis to ubiquity and to discard the information contained in the amount

of the item present in each context.

For lack of a better solution, then, the PCCT data are standardized by a variety of

bulk measures of cultural material such as the total mass of cultural material from the

stratigraphic unit, the total mass of botanical material from the stratigraphic unit, and

other values as appropriate, such as the total mass of shell, animal remains, and so on.

 Dividing the mass of corn cobs, for example, by the total mass of cultural material,

gives simply the percentage of the midden collection by mass that is corn cobs.  Such

percentage data suffer from a number of well-known failings.  First, an increase in one

category necessarily causes a decrease in the others.  If a group adds corn to their diet,

for example, percentage data will automatically make it appear that other crops were
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used less, which may not be a valid conclusion.  Second, percentage data reflect only

differences in the composition of an assemblage, not the absolute amount of it or of

any item in it.  If the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza group really was generally impoverished

relative to the Chiribaya, percentage data will never show that.  This failing is also the

advantage of these standardizing variables: they evaluate the composition of the

midden independently of the otherwise confounding differences in density and

amount.

Wherever possible, a variety of standardizing variables are used with each item

being evaluated, and a conclusion is considered supported if most or all of the ways of

measuring the item give the same result in the statistical tests.  These different

measures are only partially independent, since the mass of all botanical material might

be used as a standardizing variable when it also enters into the total mass of all cultural

material, which is used as another standardizing variable.  Another partially dependent

standardizing variable is "identified botanical material," which excludes the large mass

of sticks, twigs, and cane and/or corn stalk and leaf fragments that are included in "all

botanical material".  I suggest that using such large, lumped categories as

standardizing variables is particularly reasonable when the items being standardized

comprise minuscule fractions of these totals.  The total artifact mass, often measured

in kilograms, is in practice relatively independent of the mass of squash seeds, which

may represent only a few ten-thousandths of the total.  Alternatively, when the artifact

category is not botanical, then the total mass of botanical remains is truly an

independent standardizing variable.  In the tables of results and significance tests that

follow, each item is standardized in several different ways, and each line identifies not

only the item being evaluated, but also the variable that it is standardized by for that

particular test.
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When the standardized values of any artifact, for example "shell/total artifact

mass," are calculated for each of the analyzed stratigraphic units, they are generally

distributed in a very non-normal pattern.  Standardized measures of rare artifacts are

usually distributed as many zero values and a few relatively large values, while

measures of more common artifacts may be far from normal due to the random

sampling effects inherent in small sample sizes.  These non-normal distributions are

difficult to describe with a single figure such as a mean or median.  Means are highly

susceptible to outlying values, both low (zero) and high, such that the mean often gives

a misleading impression of the prevalence of the item.  Medians are less sensitive to

outlying values, but are zero for all items that are found in fewer than half of the

stratigraphic units, so they do not capture the prevalence of less-common items and

cannot distinguish between items that are uncommon and those that are absent.  Worse

yet, since items are more often absent from small sampling units than from large ones,

rare items are prone to have zero medians more often in groups of small units than in

groups of large units, where the median will more often be small but not zero.  The

effect is that medians make rare items disappear preferentially from samples in which

the sampling units are small, like those from Loreto Alto.  Some measure of the

amount of the item present is necessary, simply to get an idea of how much is present

and to answer the important question of which group has more or less of the item.

For descriptive purposes in the analysis that follows, all the midden from all the

stratigraphic units is pooled together, and the total mass of the item in question from

all the stratigraphic units is divided by the total standardizing variable (such as total

artifact mass) of all the stratigraphic units.  This method is equivalent to a weighted

mean of the measures.  It yields a single standardized figure for the entire group of
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stratigraphic units that is insensitive to variations in sample size and non-normal

distributions of values across different units.  This is the value that is reported to

describe the prevalence of each item in the tables that follow.

For the purposes of statistical testing, however, it is necessary to maintain the

separate values of each stratigraphic unit.  Because these values are distributed so non-

normally, parametric statistics such as t-tests and chi-square tests give meaningless

results, in effect because the variances of the non-normal distributions are so large that

two such distributions are almost never found to be significantly different.

The analysis that follows uses a non-parametric significance test, the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test, to determine whether the prevalence of an item is significantly different

in different groups.  This test in effect arranges the values from both distributions in

numerical order, and evaluates the probability of that order resulting from random

sampling of a single population.  The magnitudes of the values are ignored.  If the

values from one group are sufficiently improbably clustered at the low or high end of

the ranking, then the groups are deemed to have been drawn from significantly

different populations.  The rank-sum test does not assume that the samples are

normally distributed.  It is less sensitive, and so more conservative, than the common

parametric tests are to differences between samples of more normally distributed data.

 For data such as the archaeological material discussed here, however, parametric

statistics are so confounded by the non-normal distributions that the non-parametric

tests that make fewer assumptions about the data actually find many more statistical

differences and seem to better capture the variability in the data.

Because the data are so ill-behaved, none of these approaches is perfect. 

Occasionally a Wilcoxon rank-sum test will indicate that group A has significantly
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more of an artifact than group B, while the lumped total value for the artifact for each

group will indicate the opposite.  These anomalies are possible because the lumped

total value is more sensitive to extreme outliers than the non-parametric significance

test.  When the two ways of characterizing the data disagree, the pattern one chooses to

see in the data depends on what aspect of the distribution (the magnitude of occasional

outliers or the frequency of moderate values) seems most important for the question at

hand; there is no correct or incorrect interpretation.  In this analysis, these cases are

generally treated as inconclusive or ambiguous.

Finally, some artifacts are excluded from the analysis in order to prevent

unwanted distortions of the remaining data.  All single items with mass greater than

300 grams are excluded, since the presence of one such large, rare item in the

standardizing variable would reduce the standardized amount of all the other items

drastically.  Most of the excluded heavy items are wooden posts and rare large stone

items, typically cobbles with grinding or battering wear.  Several other categories of

cultural material, such as ash, mortar, and finely divided materials such as some

deposits of feces that were collected along with considerable quantities of dirt, are

excluded from the analysis in order to maintain a fair representation of other midden

contents.

 
Results and conclusions

Selected midden analysis results are presented in tables in the body of the

dissertation, specifically Tables 7-1, 7-2, and 7-5.  Table 7-1 lists the major

components of domestic midden by broad categories for the Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza groups, and indicates whether one group had significantly more than

the other.  Table 7-2 does the same for marine shell varieties.  Table 7-5 compares the
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prevalence of selected items in Algodonal Early Ceramic contexts with both Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya groups.  Table E-6 summarizes the differences and

similarities of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya midden qualitatively.  Finally,

Tables E-7 through E-16 list the basic midden data and statistical tests of difference

between all of the groups in all the detail that was attempted here.  The data are coded

in much greater detail than these summary data indicate; future work may make further

use of comparisons between different parts of plants, degrees of burning, axial bones

versus limb bones versus foot bones, and so on.

In all of these tables, the values are masses in grams unless specified otherwise.  A

few types of items, such as large seeds, are also measured by counts.  Categories such

as plant and animal species or varieties include all parts of the animal or plant unless

specified otherwise.  "Bean," for example, includes seeds, pods, and attached twigs.

The second goal of the midden analysis was to reconstruct and compare the

subsistence and economic strategies of the prehistoric groups, including exchange and

other specialized activities.  All three analyzed groups clearly employed mixed

subsistence strategies emphasizing farming of corn, yuca, beans, and various

subsidiary crops; herding camelids for wool, meat, and probably transport; and

gathering marine resources, primarily shellfish but also including fish.  The relative

importance of the different foods in the diet are difficult to reconstruct, due to

unknown variation in the survival of recognizable refuse after processing, disposal

patterns, preservation, and recovery.  No attempt is made here to determine the

proportions of foods actually consumed.  Nevertheless, it seems that the emphases

changed over time (see Table 7-5), possibly in response to increasing population and
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More in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza More in Chiribaya No significant difference (selected)

Overall density
Botanical/all
Botanical/screened volume All/screened volume

Animal remains
Animal/all Cuy
Large animal/all Cuy feces/feces Camelid feces/all
Camelid feces/feces Feces/all Large animal/animal

Plant remains
Maize cobs, etc/all maize Maize Achira

Algarrobo (?, weakly) Algarrobo (?, moderately)
Molle Bark
Guava Beans

Black beans/beans Lucuma (exclusively) Black bean/all
Black bean/botanical
Coca

Squash (minuscule amounts) Cotton/all (?, weakly) Cotton (?, most measures)
Gourd Pacay

Tubers/identified botanical (lots) Tubers/all
Tubers/botanical
Yuca

Marine and riverine resources
Algae

Crayfish Fish Shell/all
Crepipatella slipper shell 3% Aulacomya mussel <1% Balanus barnacle <1%
Choromytilus mussel 84% Chiton chiton 30% Concholepas false abalone 1-2%

Donax small surf clam 4% Echinoidea sea urchin <1-6%
Perumytilus <1%, exclusively Fissurella limpet 2-16%
Semele clam 9%, exclusively Oliva olive shell <1%
Tegula snail 2%, exclusively Turritella snail <1%

Textiles
Textiles in general

Wool textiles/textiles Wool textiles/all
Colored thread/textiles Wool textiles/all botanical
Colored thread/threads Cotton textiles Colored thread/all

Colored thread/all botanical
Ceramics

Ceramics/all
Burned ceramics (?, mostly)

Fine paste Local paste Decorated ceramics
Miscellaneous

Wood chips/all
Rope
Flaked lithics

Wood and chips Groundstone <300g
Charcoal Land snail shell Human remains

Table E-6. Qualitative comparison of Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza midden.
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the need to use less desirable resources as it became harder to find or produce

increasing amounts of the most favored ones to meet the rising demand.  There is little

evidence for hunting;  projectile points are rare, and the vast bulk of the animal bone is

from camelids.  Bird bone is scarce.  None of the three groups appears highly

specialized, although differences in the plant and shellfish species mixes can be

construed to imply either differences in cultural preferences, or that the Chiribaya had

generally better access to many probably preferred resources than the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza people at Loreto Alto.  There is no evidence at all for long-distance

exchange except for a variety of coca that is currently said to come from further north

on the Peruvian coast (John Dendy, pers. com.); nothing else in the middens could not

have been produced locally.  The relative scarcity at Loreto Alto of some probably

prized items, such as cuyes and various tree fruits, that are significantly more common

at El Algodonal suggests that there may even have been very little exchange between

sites within sight of each other in the coastal valley.  There is virtually no evidence for

craft production other than the craft goods themselves, although this absence may be

due to the small size of the sample.

Despite real changes in emphasis, the entire known ceramic-period prehistory of

the coastal Osmore valley is characterized by people who used grossly similar settled,

agro-pastoral subsistence strategies with little exchange within or beyond the coastal

valley.  Within that general subsistence scheme, however, the Chiribaya people left

denser, deeper refuse with significantly more remnants of many valued products than

did the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza people at Loreto Alto, suggesting that the Chiribaya may

have lived in denser and/or longer-lasting settlements, and may have had preferential

access to some resources or areas including several tree crops and a variety of shellfish

species.



Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Corn/all 2.27 0.27 3.07 15.06 .17 * .002 * .0001 * .0001 * .007

Corn/all botanical 36.48 1.34 35.51 59.20 .62 * .0004 * .0001 * .0001 .74

Corn/identified botanical 81.51 14.42 177.56 304.44 .59 * .0001 * .0001 * .0001 .42

Corn cob, husk, kernels/all 19.91 0.15 0.94 2.80 .19 .16 * .0003 * .003 * .002

Corn cob, husk, kernels/all botanical 35.84 0.74 10.89 10.99 .55 * .02 * .003 * .02 .12

Corn cob, husk/identified botanical 80.09 7.94 54.48 56.53 .50 * .02 * .001 * .002 .31

Corn cobs & kernels/all corn 98.26 55.06 29.14 14.90 .96 * .002 * .05 * .03 .86

Corn flower/all 0.0081 0.0418 0.0435 0.2847 .78 * .0001 * .0009 * .004 * .01

Corn flower/all botanical 0.015 0.211 0.504 1.119 .84 * .0001 * .0007 * .0007 .13

Corn flower/identified botanical 0.03 2.27 2.52 5.76 .97 * .0001 * .006 * .007 .32

Tubers/all 2.05 0.68 0.02 0.13 .55 * .007 .34 * .04 * .0001

Tubers/all botanical 3.69 3.44 0.18 0.52 .98 * .04 .30 * .04 * .0005

Tubers/identified botanical 0.24 36.88 0.88 2.68 .46 * .02 * .06 * .01 * .002

Yuca/all 2.03 0.57 0.01 0.12 * .03 * .03 .12 .85 * .0001

Yuca/all botanical 3.65 2.86 0.11 0.46 * .03 * .07 .10 .94 * .0002

Yuca/identified botanical 2.25 30.72 0.55 2.35 .19 * .09 .29 .73 * .0008

Yuca peel/all 0.482 0.416 0.009 0.061 * .03 * .01 .20 .76 * .0002

Yuca peel/all botanical 0.868 2.104 0.101 0.238 * .05 * .07 .20 .83 * .0006

Yuca peel/identified botanical 1.94 22.37 0.51 1.22 .21 * .04 .37 .65 * .002

Yuca peel/yuca 23.79 73.46 91.53 52.04 .59 .77 .44 .35 .39

Yuca root/all 1.545 0.150 0.001 0.056 .34 .37 .79 .22 * .03

Yuca root/all botanical 2.782 0.760 0.009 0.219 .38 .44 .76 .22 * .03

Yuca root/identified botanical 0.31 8.15 .05 1.13 .75 .42 .94 .18 * .04

Yuca root/yuca 76.21 26.54 8.47 47.96 .59 .77 .44 .35 .39
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Beans/all 1.21 0.08 0.08 0.31 * .03 * .007 .50 .95 .15

Beans/all botanical 2.18 0.42 0.95 1.21 * .07 * .05 .65 .87 .33

Beans/identified botanical 4.87 4.48 4.77 6.18 .14 * .02 .98 .71 .68

Brown bean/all 0.0094 0.0100 0.0002 0.0067 .85 .29 .48 .30 * .008

Brown bean/all botanical 0.017 0.050 0.002 0.027 .85 .31 .48 .30 * .008

Brown bean/all beans 0.779 12.048 0.197 2.198 .56 .13 .63 .20 * .006

Black bean/all 0.136 0.018 0.017 0.236 .21 * .002 .33 .56 .48

Black bean/all botanical 0.245 0.091 0.194 0.926 .41 * .004 .30 .64 .29

Black bean/all beans 11.23 21.69 20.35 76.82 .96 * .04 * .09 .58 .11

Pallar/all 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 * .009 * .0001 - - -

Pallar/all botanical 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 * .009 * .0001 - - -

Achira/all 0.12 0.35 0.05 0.26 .82 .52 .88 .22 .11

Achira/all botanical 0.22 1.78 0.55 1.00 .97 .84 .58 .17 .18

Achira/identified botanical 0.50 19.11 2.73 5.16 .48 .96 .48 .17 .25

Squash/all 0.0040 0.0020 0.00 0.0002 .74 .11 * .05 * .006 .31

Squash/all botanical 0.0073 0.0101 0.00 0.0006 .67 .12 * .05 * .006 .31

Squash/identified botanical 0.016 0.108 0.00 0.003 .59 .11 * .04 * .004 .32

Squash, number of seeds/all 0.0269 0.0299 0.0008 0.0015 .67 .11 * .05 * .04 .95

Squash, number of seeds/all botanical 0.0485 0.1510 0.0094 0.0060 .67 .12 * .05 * .04 .98

Squash, number of seeds/identified
botanical

0.108 1.620 0.00 0.031 .59 .11 * .04 * .004 .32

Algae/all 0.024 0.004 0.019 0.479 .65 * .09 * .03 * .08 * .09

Algae/all botanical 0.044 0.020 0.221 1.882 .70 * .08 * .05 * .08 .23

Algae/identified botanical 0.10 0.22 1.10 9.68 .94 * .05 * .06 .10 .31
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Lucuma/all 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.34 * .0001 * .0005 * .002 * .0001 .63

Lucuma/all botanical 0.00 0.00 0.62 1.33 * .0001 * .0005 * .002 * .0001 .37

Lucuma/identified botanical 0.00 0.00 3.10 6.83 * .0001 * .0005 * .003 * .0001 * .08

Guava/all 0.015 0.00 0.047 0.042 .43 * .07 * .03 * .02 .49

Guava/all botanical 0.027 0.00 0.546 0.167 .43 * .07 * .03 * .02 .24

Guava/identified botanical 0.06 0.00 2.73 0.86 .46 * .05 * .04 * .02 .21

Pacay/all 0.29 0.52 0.28 0.21 .44 .25 .87 .31 .15

Pacay/all botanical 0.52 2.65 3.21 0.84 * .03 * .006 .66 .13 * .006

Pacay/identified botanical 1.16 28.46 16.05 4.32 * .02 * .008 .20 .26 * .0001

Pacay seed/pacay 29.44 58.06 6.58 13.26 .46 .96 .25 * .04 .37

Pacay seed/identified botanical 0.34 16.52 1.06 0.57 * .04 .11 .19 .21 .73

Pacay, number of seeds/all 0.16 2.41 0.07 0.06 .16 .37 .24 .34 .74

Pacay, number of seeds/all botanical 0.29 12.21 0.84 0.23 * .07 .15 .27 .34 .51

Pacay, number of seeds/identified botanical 0.65 107.71 4.04 1.11 .15 .11 .40 .50 .44

Pacay pod/pacay 69.63 24.48 92.08 80.50 .30 .98 * .05 * .002 * .05

Pacay pod/identified botanical 0.81 7.00 14.78 3.48 .30 * .04 .73 * .002 * .0001

Algarrobo/all 0.008 0.126 0.016 0.033 .97 * .03 .12 .25 .12

Algarrobo/all botanical 0.015 0.634 0.181 0.128 .97 * .01 * .09 .14 .54

Algarrobo/identified botanical 0.03 6.80 0.91 0.66 .86 * .02 .26 .32 .68

Algarrobo, number of seeds/all 0.081 0.861 0.145 0.286 .97 * .04 .12 .29 .13

Algarrobo, number of seeds/all botanical 0.146 4.351 1.680 1.126 .97 * .02 * .08 .17 .45

Algarrobo, number of seeds/identified
botanical

0.33 46.67 8.40 5.70 .86 * .03 .29 .35 .81
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Molle seed/all 0.004 0.002 0.040 0.351 .89 * .0001 * .0004 * .02 * .001

Molle seed/all botanical 0.007 0.010 0.458 1.381 .81 * .0004 * .001 * .02 * .004

Molle seeds/identified botanical 0.02 0.11 1.80 1.43 .80 * .03 * .09 .15 .79

Molle, number of seeds/all 0.04 0.03 3.49 6.53 .81 * .02 * .07 .12 .47

Molle, number of seeds/all botanical 0.07 0.15 40.49 25.66 .81 * .02 * .06 .12 .68

Molle, number of seeds/identified botanical 0.16 1.62 91.24 48.66 .80 * .03 * .09 .14 .85

Sticks and twigs/all 19.30 8.66 4.98 8.83 * .01 .22 * .06 .34 * .02

Sticks and twigs/all botanical 34.75 43.79 57.66 34.70 .23 .64 .25 .95 * .09

Bark/all 0.84 5.05 0.22 0.46 .16 * .008 .82 .95 .48

Bark/all botanical 1.52 25.52 2.57 1.80 .88 * .09 .42 .66 .51

Wood and wood chips/all 0.29 12.61 0.37 0.37 .12 .96 * .06 .20 .18

Wood and wood chips/all botanical 0.52 63.73 4.23 1.47 * .004 .34 * .005 * .06 * .009
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Coca/all 0.00 0.0050 0.0002 0.0006 .11 .29 .26 .12 .61

Coca/all botanical 0.00 0.0252 0.0019 0.0024 .11 .29 .28 .12 .61

Coca/identified botanical 0.00 0.27 0.01 0.01 * .09 .29 .21 * .09 .63

Coca, number of seeds/all 0.00 0.1892 0.0016 0.0123 .11 .22 .39 .12 .35

Coca, number of seeds/all botanical 0.00 0.9565 0.0188 0.0482 .11 .22 .42 .12 .37

Coca, number of seeds/identified botanical 0.00 10.26 0.09 0.22 * .09 .29 .21 * .09 .63

Cotton/all 0.53 0.09 0.06 0.17 * .01 * .01 * .05 .73 * .0001

Cotton/all botanical 0.95 0.45 0.75 0.67 .18 .49 .29 .77 * .001

Cotton/identified botanical 2.13 4.86 3.74 3.43 .30 .19 .86 .45 * .007

Cotton, number of seeds/all 3.07 0.31 0.17 0.50 .12 .11 .11 .42 * .0001

Cotton, number of seeds/all botanical 5.54 1.56 1.97 1.97 .51 .61 .40 .48 * .004

Cotton, number of seeds/identified
botanical

12.10 16.74 8.04 9.20 .63 .23 .92 .10 * .02

Gourd (unworked)/all 0.33 0.01 0.06 0.12 * .007 .13 * .005 * .0006 .32

Gourd (unworked)/all botanical 0.59 0.05 0.65 0.47 * .03 .96 * .02 * .005 .98

Gourd, unworked/identified botanical 1.32 0.49 3.23 2.41 * .05 .81 * .04 * .009 .64

Gourd, number of seeds/all 0.34 0.09 0.02 0.29 * .05 .79 * .05 .18 * .07

Gourd, number of seeds/all botanical 0.61 0.45 0.28 1.14 * .07 .83 * .05 .14 .19

Gourd, number of seeds/identified botanical 1.35 4.86 1.27 5.81 .12 .96 * .09 .28 .16

Charcoal/all 3.17 1.93 0.43 0.84 .51 * .0008 * .0003 * .0001 .97

Charcoal/all botanical 5.71 9.74 4.99 3.31 * .02 * .03 * .0004 * .0003 * .02

T
able E

-11. M
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oca, industrial crops, and charcoal.
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Shell/all 9.33 17.02 30.83 16.04 .11 .19 .14 .17 * .0001

Fish/all 0.86 1.10 1.11 2.53 .62 .13 * .05 .81 * .007

Crayfish/all 0.60 0.06 0.04 0.03 .64 * .02 * .04 * .02 .58

Crayfish/all botanical 1.08 0.30 0.47 0.13 .31 .14 * .009 * .03 * .07

Animal/all 0.37 21.40 10.95 16.38 * .0001 * .0001 * .01 * .0004 .14

All feces/all 6.90 3.29 3.95 9.08 .60 * .03 * .002 * .07 * .0001

Large mammal/all 0.16 20.30 10.30 15.06 * .0001 * .0001 * .01 * .0009 .23

Large mammal/all animal 43.17 93.75 93.37 90.41 * .0004 * .0001 .19 .28 * .001

Camelid/all 0.03 3.99 2.13 0.90 * .02 * .07 .20 .61 .10

Camelid/all animal 8.12 18.44 19.30 5.43 * .06 .14 .28 .91 * .08

Camelid feces/all 4.06 2.85 2.61 2.21 .88 .58 .52 .35 .40

Camelid feces/all feces 58.85 86.47 66.20 24.37 * .03 * .02 * .0001 * .01 * .0001

Cuy/all 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.06 .43 .18 * .06 * .04 .76

Cuy/all botanical 0.03 0.00 0.41 0.23 .43 .18 * .06 * .04 .65

Cuy/all animal 5.17 0.00 0.32 0.36 .41 .22 * .06 * .04 .78

Cuy feces/all 0.21 0.00 0.65 3.65 * .07 * .0001 * .0001 * .0001 * .0002

Cuy feces/all botanical 0.38 0.00 7.50 14.39 * .07 * .0001 * .0001 * .0001 * .007

Cuy feces/all feces 3.07 0.00 16.40 40.18 * .05 * .01 * .0001 * .0001 * .006

Algae/all 0.024 0.004 0.019 0.479 .65 * .09 * .03 * .08 * .09

Algae/all botanical 0.044 0.020 0.221 1.882 .70 * .08 * .05 * .08 .23

Insect/all 0.0081 0.0070 0.0007 0.0453 .52 .33 .91 .13 * .03

Land snail/all 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.26 * .0001 * .0002 * .0009 * .0002 .25

Land snail/all botanical 0.00 0.00 1.23 1.01 * .0001 * .0002 * .0009 * .0002 .80

Human remains/all 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.05 * .0001 .22 .28 .19 .62
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able E
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Choromytilus chorus mussel/all 7.09 14.23 22.58 5.11 .18 .51 * .04 * .09 * .0001
Choromytilus chorus mussel/all shell 76.06 83.60 73.25 31.83 .29 * .0009 * .05 .95 * .0001
Crepipotella slipper shell/all 0.183 0.433 0.097 0.020 * .03 .61 * .0001 * .03 * .0002
Crepipotella slipper shell/all shell 1.96 2.55 0.315 0.121 * .01 .66 * .0001 * .01 * .0003
Chiton chiton/all 0.00 0.14 1.15 4.73 .11 * .0001 * .001 * .0003 .30
Chiton chiton/all shell 0.00 0.84 3.72 29.51 .13 * .0001 * .0008 * .004 * .0002
Semele solida clam/all 0.00 0.00 0.62 1.37 * .0001 * .004 * .01 * .0001 .42
Semele solida clam/all shell 0.00 0.00 2.02 8.53 * .0001 * .006 * .01 * .0001 .69
Donax obesulus small surf clam/all 0.00 0.02 0.19 0.69 * .04 * .001 * .06 .15 .26
Donax obesulus small surf clam/shell 0.00 0.12 0.61 4.33 * .05 * .002 * .09 .26 .14
Tegula atra snail/all 0.01 0.00 1.29 0.27 .43 * .0005 * .0009 * .0001 * .0001
Tegula atra snail/all shell 0.13 0.00 4.20 1.67 .41 * .002 * .0009 * .0001 * .007
Aulacomya ater mussel/all 0.160 0.00 0.073 0.143 .23 .46 * .05 * .02 .40
Aulacomya ater mussel/all shell 1.72 0.00 0.24 0.89 .21 .53 * .05 * .02 .66
Perumytilus small mussel/all 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.04 * .0001 * .05 * .08 * .0001 * .0001
Perumytilus small mussel/all shell 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.27 * .0001 * .06 * .08 * .0001 * .0001
Fissurella keyhole limpet/all 0.22 0.30 2.04 2.52 .19 * .01 .36 * .03 .26
Fissurella keyhole limpet/all shell 2.37 1.76 6.62 15.72 .22 * .02 .28 .17 .89
Echinoidia sea urchin/all 0.004 0.939 0.101 0.052 .21 * .02 .39 .10 .29
Echinoidia sea urchin/all shell 0.043 5.519 0.327 0.324 .20 * .01 .37 .10 .97
Concholepas false abalone/all 0.00 0.10 0.64 0.30 .29 .16 .84 * .04 * .0005
Concholepas false abalone/all shell 0.00 0.59 2.07 1.89 .32 .18 .84 * .04 * .0006
Balanus barnacle/all 0.080 0.021 0.054 0.008 .76 .71 .96 .19 * .002
Balanus barnacle/all shell 0.852 0.123 0.177 0.052 .75 .67 .99 .12 * .004
Oliva olive shell/all 0.078 0.00 0.015 0.009 .12 .18 .36 .12 .20
Oliva olive shell/all shell 0.838 0.00 0.048 0.056 .11 .11 .36 .12 .20
Turritella cingulata snail/all 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.005 - .57 .63 - .31
Turritella cingulata snail/shell 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.029 - .59 .63 - .31
Identified shell/all shell 83.97 95.10 94.24 95.22 .26 .69 .30 1.00 * .009
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Flaked lithics/all 0.003 1.29 0.55 0.11 .85 .73 .96 .16 * .01

Flaked lithics/all botanical 0.005 6.50 6.42 0.42 .85 .69 .96 .15 * .008

Flaked lithics/all stone (<300 g) 0.03 100.00 8.15 5.26 1.0 .84 .75 .47 .91

Ceramics/all 21.20 14.35 41.62 25.46 .10 * .001 .14 * .003 * .002

Decorated ceramics/all 0.00 5.48 2.94 1.53 * .006 * .001 .52 .47 * .0008

Decorated ceramics/all ceramics 0.00 38.16 7.06 6.00 * .02 * .01 .14 .54 * .01

Burned ceramics/all 3.44 7.71 17.25 16.30 .32 * .0008 * .03 * .001 * .08

Burned ceramics/all ceramics 16.22 53.74 41.45 64.04 .41 .22 .54 .88 .10

Fine paste ceramics/all 0.00 3.94 3.34 0.11 * .002 .16 * .002 * .03 * .0001

Fine paste ceramics/all ceramics 0.00 27.44 8.02 0.45 * .008 .27 * .0004 .59 * .0001

Local paste ceramics/all 0.335 0.003 12.770 19.893 .67 * .0001 * .0001 * .0001 .14

Local paste ceramics/all ceramics 1.58 0.02 30.68 78.15 .43 * .0001 * .0001 * .0001 * .0001

Mean sherd size (mass) 14.85 6.83 6.15 9.15 .27 .94 .10 .30 * .04

Basket/all 0.00 0.00 0.023 0.004 * .0001 .40 .47 .49 .99

Basket/all botanical 0.00 0.00 0.263 0.015 * .0001 .40 .47 .49 .99

Estera mat/all 0.6197 0.00 0.0233 0.0081 .12 * .02 .63 .24 .12

Estera mat/all botanical 1.116 0.00 0.270 0.032 .12 * .03 .63 .24 .12

Wood chips/all 0.03 11.25 0.13 0.18 .44 .18 .19 .10 .84

Worked shell/all 0.00 0.00 0.0024 0.0607 - .40 .47 .49 .92

Worked shell/all botanical 0.00 0.00 0.0282 0.2384 - .40 .47 .49 .94

Worked shell/all shell 0.00 0.00 0.0079 0.3767 - .42 .47 .49 .92

Worked oliva/all 0.00 0.00 0.0024 0.0011 - .57 .63 .49 .62

Worked oliva/all botanical 0.00 0.00 0.0282 0.0042 - .57 .63 .49 .60

Worked oliva/all shell 0.00 0.00 0.0079 0.0067 - .59 .63 .49 .62

Leather/all 0.00 0.095 0.015 0.070 .30 * .04 .30 .98 .05

Leather/all botanical 0.00 0.478 0.169 0.276 .30 * .04 .28 .98 .05
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

Textiles all types/all 0.14 3.17 0.26 1.16 .98 .15 .39 .41 .40

Textiles all types/all botanical 0.25 16.01 3.03 4.55 .30 * .04 .76 .81 .67

Wool textiles/all 0.08 2.70 0.25 1.13 .43 * .05 .58 .45 .65

Wool textiles/all botanical 0.14 13.66 2.92 4.45 .14 * .02 .68 .81 .54

Wool textiles/all textiles 56.86 85.32 96.53 97.79 * .0004 * .0002 * .04 .19 * .08

Cotton textiles/all 0.063 0.465 0.017 0.133 * .005 * .02 * .04 * .06 .13

Cotton textiles/all botanical 0.114 2.351 0.202 0.524 * .005 * .07 * .04 * .06 .60

Cotton textiles/wool textiles 46.08 14.68 6.67 11.52 * .0004 * .0003 * .03 .15 * .04

Colored threads/all 0.0040 0.0269 0.0045 0.0052 * .09 .21 .27 .11 .56

Colored threads/all botanical 0.0073 0.1359 0.0516 0.0205 * .05 .17 .17 .13 .81

Colored threads/all textiles 2.94 0.85 1.71 0.45 * .05 .23 .10 * .05 .53

Colored threads/all wool threads 8.11 38.57 31.25 9.83 * .09 .25 * .08 .15 .88

Wool rope/all 0.0013 0.0607 0.0294 0.0317 .17 .36 .46 .87 .40

Wool rope/all botanical 0.0024 0.3071 0.3407 0.1246 .15 .36 .37 .80 .28

T
able E
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Value for lumped sample Wilcoxon rank sum significance
Trait Algodonal

Early
Ceramic

Ilo-
Tumilaca/

Cabuza

Mixed
I-T/C
and

Chiribaya

Chiribaya A. Early
Ceramic &

 I-T/C

A. Early
Ceramic &
Chiribaya

Chiribaya &
I-T/C

I-T/C
&

Mixed

Chiribaya &
Mixed

All/screened volume 7.88 13.27 34.12 25.98 .16 * .007 .18 * .0006 * .003

All botanical/screened volume 4.38 2.62 2.94 6.61 * .04 .61 * .01 * .003 .84

All botanical/all 55.55 19.78 8.63 25.44 * .006 * .07 * .02 .40 * .001

Identified botanical/all 24.86 1.84 1.73 4.95 * .001 * .04 * .02 .54 * .0007

Identified botanical/all botanical 44.75 9.32 20.00 19.45 .10 .27 .21 .45 * .01

T
able E

-16. M
idden data: Standardizing variables.
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Appendix F

Site survey results

Several important aspects of the culture history of the coastal Osmore valley could

not be addressed based only on excavations at just a few sites.  First, it was unknown

whether the excavated sites were the only ones with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza components

in the valley, or whether there were a few or many others.  Preliminary inspections by

a number of archaeologists, from Gary Vescelius in the late 50's and early 60's through

Mike Moseley, Don Rice, Garth Bawden, and other members of the Programa

Contisuyu in the 70's and 80's, suggested that El Algodonal and Loreto Viejo might be

the only Tumilaca phase settlements in the valley.  That was this project's initial

working hypothesis.  This hypothesis had to be reconsidered when Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza artifacts proved extremely scarce at Loreto Viejo, Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza material turned up in the excavations at Loreto Alto, and the

Chiribaya Project recovered Ilo-Tumilaca pottery from Chiribaya Alta.  It was clearly

necessary to determine how many other Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites were present in the

valley in order to understand the roles of the excavated sites, the patterns of population

sizes over time and across different social groups, and in general to correctly

extrapolate regional conclusions from site-level excavated data.

Second, it was possible that the sites of different ethnic groups in the valley might

be distributed differently, in ways that might suggest distinct territories, regional

affiliations, or subsistence adaptations which would augment the site-level

conclusions.  Third, the canal and irrigated field system remained undated, and

associated sites might aid in determining when the hydraulic works were built and

used, and by which people.  Finally, after excavations at both El Algodonal and Loreto
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Viejo unexpectedly encountered Early Ceramic period remains, it became necessary to

assess the size and nature of the Early Ceramic population that might have been living

in the valley when the Tumilaca phase settlers arrived there.

In order to resolve these problems, PCCT undertook a systematic pedestrian site

survey of the coastal Osmore valley, executed primarily from November 14 though

December 23, 1991.  The results are summarized in the survey map (figures F-1

through F-6) and the table of site data (Table F-1, appended).  Table F-2 (appended)

totals numbers and areas of sites by stylistic affiliation.  Table F-3 (appended) shows

the correspondence of some survey site numbers with common names and names used

in various other studies.

The survey area

The survey area (figure F-1) was intended to include 100% of the margins of the

arable coastal segment of the Osmore valley, including the edges of the coastal pampas

abutting the valley to the north and south and the lower portions of the Quebrada Seca

de Guaneros, a major dry tributary drainage.  In practice, the survey area extends only

as far inland as the selected air photo coverage of the region (Servicio Aerofotográfico

Militar Serie 6115, 1952).  There are isolated patches of cultivated ground further

upriver, and probably archaeological sites, as well.  For this reason, the figures

reported for total numbers and areas of sites are not quite complete for the entire

coastal valley.
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Figure F-1. Overview map of the coastal Osmore valley survey area.
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Figure F-2. Survey region and sites, detail map one.
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Figure F-3. Survey region and sites, detail map two.
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Figure F-4. Survey region and sites, detail map three.
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Figure F-5. Survey region and sites, detail map four.
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Figure F-6. Survey region and sites, detail map five.
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The areas surveyed along the valley margins were generally restricted to regions

where the surface was not exposed bedrock, and the slope was less than about 35 to 40

degrees (about the steepest surface in this terrain that can be traversed safely without

ropes).  Because the valley is very deeply incised, this strip of survey area on either

side of the floodplain was often extremely narrow or nonexistent.  Where elevated

areas with soil cover or with reduced slope were noted in the valley wall, they were

surveyed in the same way as the areas that actually border the valley floor.  The valley

floor was not surveyed at all, since it is composed almost entirely of the naturally

reworked river channel and artificially reworked and privately owned olive groves. 

Spot checks in both contexts never encountered a single prehistoric artifact.  We

walked along and in most of the current riverbed, and no artifacts, prehistoric walls,

canals, or other features were noted in the channel cut except at recorded sites.

Selected minor quebradas, ridgelines, and peaks along the valley were surveyed

out to several kilometers from the river, which verified the hypothesis that there are

extremely few prehistoric sites not directly associated with the river or the coastal

pampas.  The survey area is arbitrarily cut off to both the north and south on the

pampas; there clearly was important settlement all along the coast, in the coastal

quebradas, and in former areas of lomas vegetation at least to the south, but these

portions of the regional settlement system are beyond the scope of the present research.

 The coastline areas north and south of the mouth of the river were probably prime

locations in prehistoric times, but they have been largely destroyed by recent urban,

military, and cemetery development.  This survey did not attempt to locate sites in

these heavily disturbed, restricted access areas.

The complete survey area runs 25.1 km up the Osmore river from the Pacific
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Ocean, and 3.8 km up the Quebrada Seca de Guaneros from where it joins the Osmore.

 The surveyed pampa area to the north of the valley totals 428.2 ha; the surveyed

pampa area to the south of the valley totals 268.8 ha; and the surveyed valley margins

total 589.7 ha, for a total survey region of 1286.7 ha, or about 13 square kilometers.

Field Methods

The survey was conducted by a team of four fieldworkers, including the author. 

Wherever the terrain allowed, we walked in parallel lines 30 meters apart, each

scanning a strip of ground about four meters wide, making repeated passes until the

desired width of land had been surveyed.  Where the terrain was too steep or broken,

or the survey strip too narrow, we walked parallel lines closer together.  A site was

defined wherever sufficient cultural material was found to suggest repeated use of the

spot.  In practice, a site was defined where we found more than about three sherds

unless they clearly represented a single vessel; where we found more than about five

lithic flakes, or about 10 shell fragments.  Exposures of midden, prehistoric

architecture, and terraces were always considered sites.  Single, isolated burials were

noted on the air photos but generally not numbered as sites.  A site is considered to be

a geographic area, not necessarily a cultural unit.  That is, a single site may have had

distinct occupations or functions at different times and/or in different sectors of the

site.  The site number identifies a place, not an occupation.  Nevertheless, where

distinct areas of distinctly different remains could be discerned, they were generally

recorded as separate sites, even if there was no vacant terrain between them.

I drew site locations, sizes, and shapes in the field directly on xerox copies of air

photo contact prints.  Care was taken to work as much as possible with the center
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portion of the air photos, where geometric distortion is least severe.  Other site

information was recorded on the spot by the author on a standardized site recording

form.  Sites were assigned arbitrary, consecutive identification numbers as they were

recorded, starting with 101.  All numbers from 101 through 334 except 107 were

assigned.

In order not to denude the sites and to avoid curation problems, no material was

collected from the sites.  (One concentration of blue and white stone beads was

salvaged from the scarp of site 208, where they were eroding into the river.)  Instead, I

identified diagnostic ceramics in the field as well as possible, and recorded estimates

of the number and density of each type of ceramic on the surface.  This field

classification was practical largely because of recent advances in understanding of the

local ceramic styles and sequences thanks to work by Goldstein (1985, 1989a,b),

Jessup (1990b,1991), and PCCT's excavations and analysis (Appendix B).  Other

features and artifacts such as lithics, shell, bone, textiles, architecture, terracing,

erosion or aggradation, and looting were also recorded.

The final survey map was compiled on a computer using Corel Draw software and

scanned imagery by scaling, rotating, and overlapping tracings from the air photos to

correspond to a 1:10,000 map prepared by the Ministry of Agriculture.  In this way, the

relevant details of the air photos and site notations were retained, while correcting for

most of the distortion, orientation, and scale problems inherent in using stereo pair air

photos without topographic mapmaking equipment.  The small crosses on the detail

maps match the grid lines on the government maps.  The final map was translated to

AutoCad, which was used to measure the areas of the sites and survey regions.
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Caveats

The coastal Osmore valley has obviously suffered extreme erosion and burial

conditions during and after the prehistoric occupation of the valley.  For this reason,

there must once have been more sites than the survey detected, and many of the sites

must have been substantially larger than could be determined from surface indications.

 The survey data are therefore known to be severely incomplete.

Moreover, the recording technique of drawing the sites on air photos is not

particularly accurate, especially for very small sites.  In addition, most sites had very

little diagnostic material on the surface, so phase attributions are often based on just

one or a few sherds, or on sherds that are probably, but not definitely, in a given style. 

The paucity of diagnostic surface ceramics makes it impossible to assess what fraction

of each site's occupied area pertains to each ceramic component.  For this analysis, the

entire area of a site is assigned to each phase for which any ceramics were found

anywhere on it, even though it is certain that many if not most occupations did not

include the entire currently visible area.  For all of these reasons, the numbers and

areas of the sites described below should be taken as extremely rough, and useful

primarily for internal comparisons rather than for ends such as overall population

estimates.  Population estimates would also suffer from the extreme variability in

duration and intensity of occupation among sites that is suggested by the highly

variable depth and density of cultural remains from site to site.

Finally, due to time constraints and coordination problems, this survey's treatment

of Chiribaya Alta differs somewhat from that of the Chiribaya Project, which

conducted extensive mortuary excavations there.  The cemeteries around the walled
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area are probably divided differently, and are certainly numbered differently.  The

surface ceramics of these cemeteries were not as carefully examined as were ceramics

on other sites, so the Chiribaya Project's final results will probably indicate revisions

to this section of the survey map and some minor changes to the area and site number

totals.

The Algodonal Early Ceramic and BR Early Ceramic occupations

After excavations unexpectedly encountered Algodonal Early Ceramic habitation

debris (radiocarbon dated from 100 BC through AD 370 calendar years; see Appendix

C) below the El Algodonal cemetery (site 194), in the high terraces of Loreto Viejo

(site 224), and below the Loreto Viejo cemetery (site 228), it was not surprising that

sites of this phase proved relatively common throughout the valley (Figure F-7).  At

the Burgess-Reinhard site (site 109), which had been discovered a year before by

Shelley Burgess and Karl Reinhard, we found some of the ceramics to be a different,

probably early style similar to the early material from the recently-defined site of El

Atajo, near Tacna.  This "BR Early Ceramic" style (Appendix B) is probably present at

numerous other sites, as well.  I suspect that it falls in the apparent temporal gap

between the simpler Algodonal Early Ceramic material and the arrival of the Tumilaca

phase settlers (Appendix C).  Since both of these early styles are relatively nondescript

and often have pastes similar to those used for much of the Chiribaya assemblage, they

are not always easily distinguished based on surface material.  For the purposes of this

study, all this Early Ceramic material is combined, even though it probably represents

a very long period of time and two or more distinct traditions or phases.

The significance of the Early Ceramic sites here is that the Early Ceramic tradition

represents the occupants of the valley who may have been already present when the
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Figure F-7. Early Ceramic sites.
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Tumilaca phase settlers moved into the valley.  These people, if they still existed at the

time, could have been the ancestors of the Chiribaya, or could have been a third group

with whom the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca people had to compete for land and other

resources.

There is some reason to suspect that most or all of the Early Ceramic sites in the

valley had been long abandoned by the time of the collapse of the Tiwanaku state.  At

two of the three excavated Early Ceramic sites (the cemeteries at El Algodonal [site

194] and Loreto Viejo [site 228]), the early occupation debris are deeply buried by

sterile soil and stratigraphically long prior to the later Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and

Chiribaya burials.  At the third excavated site (the high terraces at Loreto Viejo [site

224]) and at numerous surveyed sites of the Early Ceramic phase, the terraces are so

heavily eroded that I was not initially certain that they were artificial features.  This

condition is in sharp contrast to the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza terraced sites,

which are generally much better preserved.  Finally, many of the Early Ceramic sites

located by the survey are visible only as layers eroding out of thick gravelly talus

deposits.  This sort of deep burial and exposure is rare for Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sites, and suggests that many of the Early Ceramic sites were

abandoned long before the later sites were.

Like the Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites that succeeded them, the Early

Ceramic sites are scattered along almost the entire length of the survey area.  There is

no notable coastal nor inland focus, and there is the same slight concentration of sites

in the middle portion of the valley that arguably existed in the later periods.  This

suggests either that people of the Early Ceramic had a similar subsistence strategy of

settled irrigation agriculture as did the later populations, or that the distribution of
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resources in the valley was such that even different adaptations resulted in similar

distributions of sites.

The possible concentration of settlement in the middle part of the valley means

that the location of Chiribaya or Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites there cannot be considered

an argument for those groups constructing or using the canal.  If it were, the canal

would be equally attributable to the Early Ceramic people. In fact, the possibility that

the canal dates to the Early Ceramic phase cannot be ruled out on these grounds.

The distinguishing features of the Early Ceramic settlement pattern are the greater

use of the higher, hilly sector of the north pampa survey area, and the absence of

evidence from Chiribaya Alta or anywhere else on the south pampa.  Both pampas

have extensive, mostly extremely low density shell and lithic scatters, but these could

pertain to occasional lomas exploitation during any period.  The Early Ceramic north

pampa sites are where the BR Early Ceramic is most obvious, especially at site 109;

these sites may date to the later part of the Early Ceramic phase, possibly running up

into Tiwanaku times.  The sites are modest to moderately large terraced habitation

sites and possible cemeteries somewhat removed from the habitation areas.  These

possible cemeteries consist of areas with many small clusters of rocks and sherds.  The

sherds in each cluster apparently represent a single vessel.  This emphasis on the hilly

north pampa might suggest a greater reliance on lomas resources than in later times,

which might in turn suggest a smaller total population, since lomas vegetation is

fragile, usually sparse, and often seasonal.

The total number and area of Early Ceramic sites presently visible (Table F-2) are

somewhat less than those of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population, and considerably

less than those of the Chiribaya tradition.  The Early Ceramic sites accumulated over a
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far longer period of time, perhaps three times as long as the duration of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya traditions, which suggests that the population they

represent was much smaller than the later populations.  On the other hand, the Early

Ceramic sites are clearly more buried and eroded than the later sites, so some of the

discrepancy is just a matter of preservation.

On the present evidence, it is reasonable to suggest that the Early Ceramic

population was significant, but smaller than the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya

populations.  It is likely that few or none of these people remained in the valley by the

end of the Tiwanaku state, leaving the valley relatively open for settlement by the

Tumilaca phase settlers and the precursors of the Chiribaya (who might have been the

last of the Early Ceramic people).  Later Early Ceramic settlement may have focussed

more on the north pampa than the valley margins, perhaps indicating a shift from

riverine resources and irrigated agriculture to lomas exploitation, which might imply

more camelid herding, as well.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza occupation

The working hypothesis that El Algodonal was one of a few discrete, isolated

colonies of middle valley settlers is incorrect.  Instead, a substantial number of sites

with Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza ceramics are spread all along the valley, from the coast to

the upriver end of the survey area (Table F-2, Figure F-8).  The number and

distribution of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites suggests an ordinary, settled, permanent

occupation of the valley.

Moreover, the distribution of sites is about the same as that of Chiribaya sites

(Figure F-8), and in fact many sites have both types of ceramics on the surface (Table
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Figure F-8. Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya sites.
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F-1).  Separate cemeteries, distinct burial practices and grave goods, and excavated

sites such as Loreto Alto and Loreto Viejo that contain only one of the two ceramic

styles suggest that the two styles do represent two distinct ethnic groups, while the

radiocarbon dates suggest that they were contemporary (Chapter 6, Appendices B and

C).  Whether the mixed sites indicate sequential occupations or ethnically mixed

settlements still needs to be determined.  Excavations at El Algodonal were equivocal

on this important point, although there were hints that some of the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza material was earlier than some of the Chiribaya material.

In any case, the two groups did not have spatially distinct territories, and there is

no basis in the settlement pattern to suggest that their subsistence strategies differed. 

The intimate association of sites and styles within sites suggests constant contact

between the two groups, as well as largely peaceful relations.  Few of the sites seem

situated for defense, and Chiribaya Alta is the only site in the valley with explicitly

defensive features such as its ditch and bank walls, which were built after the site had

already been heavily occupied for a considerable time (the banks are composed of

dense midden and overlay earlier tombs and in situ habitation debris).

The total number and area of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation sites are less than

those for the Chiribaya sites (Table F-2), even though they represent about the same

time span.  In addition, many Chiribaya sites have dense, deep midden deposits, while

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites tend to have markedly shallower and less dense midden. 

Similarly, there are fewer Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza than Chiribaya cemeteries, and while

Chiribaya cemeteries tend to be packed with graves and littered with diagnostic sherds,

much of the total area of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemeteries consists of Chiribaya

Alta and El Algodonal, which are full of Chiribaya tombs but have only a few Ilo-
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Tumilaca/Cabuza burials.  Together, these differences suggest that the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza population may have been smaller than the Chiribaya population.

If the demographic calculations from the El Algodonal cemetery (Appendix D)

are correct in indicating a very small group, then perhaps the shallow, low density

nature of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation sites reflects not a slightly smaller, but a

dramatically smaller population that was much more dispersed or shifted from place to

place within and/or between sites more than the Chiribaya.

The radiocarbon dates suggest that the Ilo-Cabuza phase was later and of longer

duration than the Ilo-Tumilaca phase (Appendix C).  If this chronology is correct, there

was a dramatic change in the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population over time (Table F-2). 

The total number of sites dropped by half from the Ilo-Tumilaca phase to the Ilo-

Cabuza phase, and the total Ilo-Cabuza occupied area fell to just 15% of the Ilo-

Tumilaca area, even though the Ilo-Cabuza phase was over twice as long.  Some of

this pattern may reflect the reduced decoration and identifiability of Ilo-Cabuza sherds,

but the trend is so strong that there must have been a significant decline in the Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza population over time.

If the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population did decline precipitously, then the

observed lower number, area, and occupation intensity of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites

represents an average over time of a population that was initially larger than the

lumped data suggest, and later smaller.  The initial Ilo-Tumilaca population may have

been more like the Chiribaya population, while the later Ilo-Cabuza people may have

been even fewer and more dispersed and/or mobile than the lumped data suggest.
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The Chiribaya occupation

Chiribaya sites are scattered all along the valley, from the mouth of the river to the

upstream end of the survey area, somewhat more numerous than, but otherwise very

much like, the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites (Figure F-8).  There is no clear coastal or

inland focus, although there might be a somewhat greater emphasis on the area of the

enormous habitation site of Chiribaya Baja (site 148).  Other than the special site of

Chiribaya Alta and its associated cemeteries, virtually all of the Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza settlement is on the valley margins, close to the floodplain, as would

be expected for settled farmers.  As noted above, the intimate association of sites, and

of styles within sites, suggests that the two groups were in constant and peaceful

contact, and means that the settlement patterns do not indicate any difference in

subsistence strategies.

The total number and area of Chiribaya habitation and cemetery sites are

somewhat larger than those of the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sites (Table F-2).  As noted

above, the apparently slight Chiribaya lead is actually much greater than the figures

suggest because the large, mixed-ethnicity site of Chiribaya Alta that is counted in

both totals is actually overwhelmingly Chiribaya, and because sites such as Chiribaya

Baja have much deeper and denser habitation deposits than do Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

sites.  The total Chiribaya population was probably considerably larger than the total

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population.

While the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population seems to have declined precipitously,

the Chiribaya population probably increased somewhat from the Algarrobal phase to

the post-Algarrobal phase (Table F-2).  The figures that document this change are
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rather different for "definite" and "possible" sites of each phase, probably because I

identified "definite" Algarrobal phase Chiribaya pottery on the basis of a relatively few

motifs found only on certain portions of certain vessels, while "possible" Algarrobal

phase pottery is often identified by slip, paint, and form details that are visible on

much the vessel and are also found in Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery or post-Algarrobal

Chiribaya pottery.  This creates a relative under-representation of sites in the "definite"

Algarrobal phase category, while it artificially inflates the "possible" Algarrobal phase

category.  The true numbers would probably fall somewhere between the "definite"

and "probable" figures.

Although there was no notable shift in site locations, there was an increase in the

total number of habitation sites from the Algarrobal phase to the post-Algarrobal phase

of 1.1 to 7.5 times (for "probable" and "definite" sites, respectively).  Similarly, there

was an increase in the total habitation site area of 1.6 to 14.2 times.  These figures

understate the observed differences because the Algarrobal phase material is generally

much scarcer at any given site than the post-Algarrobal phase material.  If the rather

tentative Chiribaya absolute chronology presented in Appendix C is correct, the post-

Algarrobal phase lasted about twice as long as the Algarrobal phase.  Although the

margins of error are large here, the net result suggests that the Chiribaya population

probably increased over time, and possibly increased substantially.

Agricultural fields and irrigation canals

The extensive abandoned fields on the north margin of the valley and the long

canal that once irrigated them could have been important factors in the population and

exploitation of the valley (Figure F-9).  Including the detours imposed by following a

constant contour in and out of sharply incised quebradas, the canal is 6.7 km long. 
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Figure F-9. Canals and reclaimed fields.
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About 2.4 km run across steep, rocky faces, often supported by multiple stone

retaining walls and cut into the exposed bedrock.  It irrigates four major areas of

terraced fields totalling 23.2 ha on quaternary river terraces well above the active

floodplain.  There is also a short canal, roughly 1 km long, on the south side of the

valley, which irrigated about 0.3 ha of terraced fields at the foot of site 246.

The active floodplain in the survey area, excluding the bottom of the dry

Quebrada de Guaneros, totals 618 ha.  This figure includes the river channel itself,

which occupies a moderate fraction of the floodplain in the coastal reaches of the

survey area, and covers the entire valley floor in many of the upriver areas.  A modern

inventory of agricultural resources in the coastal valley (extending slightly upriver of

the survey area) tallied 378 ha of arable land, with from minor to severe limitations for

farming (ONERN 1976, Rice 1989).  Only 170 ha were considered arable with less

than moderate limitations.  The prehistoric fields on the northern margin of the valley,

then, added about 15% to the valley's good farmland, or 7% to the total arable land in

the valley.  Seasonal flooding occasionally wipes out modern farms, and there was

probably much more water in the river prehistorically, so the threat of losing a crop to

the river must have been significant.  Since the fields on the raised terraces were

immune to river flooding, they would have been more important than their area alone

suggests.

Dating the construction and use of the reclaimed fields is not simple.  The fields

are certainly prehistoric, for several reasons.  First, if they had been arable in early

colonial times, they would have been severely disturbed by planting olive trees (Mike

Moseley, pers. com.).  Olive groves were planted all over the valley floor and in many

of the tiny coastal quebradas with spring systems, where they were irrigated by canals;
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no usable plot of land seems to have been spared.  The reclaimed fields, however, are

still in excellent condition.  Second, the fields are clearly useless without the canal,

and the canal was apparently already abandoned and covered by talus when the

Huaynaputina ash fell in 1600 (Niki Clark and Ian Curry, pers. com; Moseley 1990;

Moseley, Satterlee, and Tapia n.d.; Satterlee n.d.; pers. obs. at site 265).  Finally, as

will be described below, several prehistoric sites are bounded by the canal, implying

that the canal was present when the sites formed, while other late prehistoric sites on

top of field terraces suggest not only that the terraces existed prehistorically, but that

they fell out of agricultural use prehistorically, as well.

One obvious way to date fields and canals is by the sites associated with them. 

Unfortunately, because the settlement pattern in the coastal Osmore valley changed so

little over time, no phase or ethnic group's sites are markedly more concentrated near

the abandoned fields, nor near the canal intake.  One site type, however, is clearly

associated with the reclaimed fields.  Sites composed of series of small terraces in

steep quebradas in the valley wall are found only immediately above areas of

reclaimed fields (sites 185-8, 201, 202, 207, 238).  Seemingly suitable locations exist

in other parts of the valley, yet none of these terraced quebrada sites are found away

from reclaimed fields.  Numerous test excavations at one of these sites, Loreto Alto

(site 207), found only Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza pottery.  Despite the virtually sterile

appearance of the surface today, excavations showed that many of the terraces at

Loreto Alto had houses and domestic occupation debris on them.  Many others are

clearly too small for habitation, and the function of both these small terraces at Loreto

Alto and the smaller sites remains enigmatic.  If Loreto Alto is representative and this

site type is an Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza phenomenon, then a subset of Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sites is clearly associated with the fields.
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Several sites are located immediately uphill from the canal and in contact with it

along their lower border.  When a site is in contact with the canal but does not cross is,

there are two possible explanations other than extreme coincidence: either the canal

existed when the site was formed, such that the creators of the site intentionally did not

intrude into the agricultural land below the canal, or the site existed prior to the canal

and fields, and the portion below the canal was completely obliterated by the

preparation of the agricultural fields.  All of the sites in question are cemeteries which

involve deep, stone-lined tombs, and it seems unlikely that all of these features would

be erased without a trace in the course of field preparation.  Moreover, one might

question whether the ancient inhabitants of the valley would have chosen to uproot

probably small areas of relatively recent cemeteries for marginal gains in agricultural

area.  Without excavations in these fields, the possibility cannot be ruled out that the

cemeteries did exist prior to the fields and the portions below the canal have simply

been thoroughly dug out and covered over, but I consider that unlikely.

Three cemeteries with diagnostic surface ceramics are located above the canal and

are in contact with it for a considerable distance.  The best example is site 205, an

apparently purely Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery bounded along its lower edge by the

canal and the fields of site 204.  This cemetery also has a few exposures of apparently

domestic midden in the upper parts of the site, furthest from the canal.

Site 237 is an extensive and slightly discontinuous cemetery with a long line of

contact with the canal and the fields of site 236.  This cemetery contains Chiribaya

burials mostly in the downriver area, and probably contains Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

burials mostly in the upriver area, closer to the line of contact with the canal. 

Unfortunately, the site was looted long ago, and there is not enough diagnostic surface
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material to indicate clearly which of the two components, if not both, are definitely

bounded by the canal.

Finally, site 216 is a cemetery clearly bounded on its long lower margin by the

canal and the terraced fields of site 215.  This cemetery contains both Chiribaya and

Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds, and again it is difficult to assess which component, if not

both, is bounded by the canal.  In addition, both Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

material appear in the fields below the canal, close to the river scarp and well

separated from the cemetery proper.  This Chiribaya material comprises numerous

tombs that were probably dug into the agricultural terraces after they were abandoned.

 The tombs are deep, but most of their depth is below the capstones; the capstones are

never more than 50 cm below the field surface.  One possibility is that these tombs

were buried by heavy alluviation before the fields were constructed, but the

shallowness of the capstones argues against any significant soil deposition over the

tombs, and instead indicates that they were probably built after the fields were made. 

There is also a superficial domestic occupation in the same area, with cane wall stubs,

midden, and a storage pit, which also indicates a post-agricultural use of the terraces. 

Both Chiribaya and Estuquiña sherds are found on the surface, but the Chiribaya

sherds could come from the tombs rather than the habitation.  Even more confusing is

a clear, thin stratum of Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds eroding out of the river scarp of

the field area some three meters below the current field surface.  This material could

represent domestic or mortuary material, possibly redeposited by a significant

mudslide.  The current field surface clearly post-dates this Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

material.  On the other hand, the agricultural fields appear to have been repeatedly

buried by mudslides and rebuilt (see Satterlee n.d.), so the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds

might have been originally deposited contemporarily with the use of an earlier set of
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fields at the same location.

Two additional sites, sites 209 and 210, are located above the canal and in contact

with it, but lack diagnostic surface ceramics.  Site 209 is a dispersed scatter that would

probably not reward further investigation.  Site 210 appears to be a cemetery looted so

long ago that very little cultural material remains on the surface.  It is probably Late

Intermediate (Chiribaya and/or Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza) in date, but will require more

intensive fieldwork to be properly understood.

The three datable sites, especially site 205, indicate that Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza

people were contemporary with the canal and fields, and moreover were associated

with them to the degree that they located cemeteries right along the canal, immediately

above the irrigated fields.  The other two sites indicate that the same was probably true

of Chiribaya people.  The canal and fields could have been constructed by either or

both groups (discounting the possibility that they date from Early Ceramic times). 

They were probably used by both the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya people,

which suggests a considerable degree of interaction and cooperation between the

groups.

Although the fields themselves initially appear surprisingly uniform and regular,

there is in fact a great deal of variation from area to area that might suggest

construction and use by distinct groups of people, as well as reconstruction at various

times after mudslide or heavy rain damage.  In some areas, the fields are nearly square,

small, and have no visible subsidiary canals.  Elsewhere, fields are more elongated and

have stone-lined canals running along the back edge at the foot of the retaining wall

for the field above, while in yet other areas the fields are very long and feeder canals

run downslope across the fields.  Retaining walls vary in construction style and rock
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size.  Most of the fields are rectangular, and are arranged in areas of uniform

orientation.  Even within areas of similar field construction, however, some sectors are

oriented differently from others directly in contact with them, while other sectors share

the same orientation but are offset a fraction of a field from adjoining areas.  While

some of these discontinuities simply reflect irregularities in the underlaying land form,

others have no evident purpose and could represent separate construction projects

and/or the work of distinct groups of people.

Finally, the canal and fields seem to have gone out of agricultural use by

Estuquiña times.  Unlike the sites of earlier periods, Estuquiña sites are notably not

associated with the field areas.  As mentioned above, the Estuquiña houses at site 215

are built on what appears to the most recently reconstructed, central sector of

agricultural fields at site 215, which strongly suggests that the terraces had ceased to

be farmed.

The Estuquiña occupation

The cultures and pottery styles that followed the Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza traditions along the southernmost Peruvian coast are not well

understood, but at least some of these sites are marked by pottery similar to the

Estuquiña style of the middle valley (Lozada 1987).  No other potentially post-

Chiribaya styles have been noted in the region other than a very few vessels in widely

scattered and apparently intrusive Inka or Inka-related burials.  The only comparable

evidence recovered during this survey were several possibly Inka-like sherds found at

site 153, which may be associated with a possibly prehistoric road running parallel to

the valley high up on the south valley wall.
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Figure F-10. Estuquiña sites.
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The Estuquiña presence in the coastal Osmore valley was minuscule compared to

earlier occupations (Figure F-10, Table F-2).  Even these figures are probably high due

to the inclusion of El Algodonal, where the Estuquiña occupation, if present at all, was

minimal compared to the Chiribaya habitation there.  On the other hand, a large site

with Estuquiña-like domestic and mortuary debris was recently uncovered by

bulldozing for a shooting range on the military base on Punta Coles, a peninsula a bit

south of the mouth of the river.  The Estuquiña style was clearly present on the coast,

but the focus of settlement was apparently outside the valley itself.

The Estuquiña sites in the valley are distributed from near the mouth of the river

to far up the valley, suggesting that at least some Estuquiña people may have

continued the same basic subsistence strategies as the Chiribaya and Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza people did before them.  The total number and area of sites,

however, is far lower than in any previous phase, and as noted, even these figures may

be artificially high.  Even though the duration of the Estuquiña phase in the coastal

valley is unknown, this sharp drop in site numbers and area probably indicates a

dramatic decline in the valley's population after the end of the Chiribaya phase.  The

apparent abandonment of the canal and reclaimed fields at this same time may be part

of the same phenomenon.  Moseley (1990; Moseley, Satterlee, and Tapia n.d.) has

suggested that the canal and numerous sites were destroyed by an enormous flood and

mudflow down the river and the valley walls, effectively bringing the Chiribaya to an

end.  The survey data are concordant with this hypothesis.

Conclusions

The systematic site survey resulted in a number of specific conclusions.  There
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was a significant occupation of the valley in the Early Ceramic (Algodonal Early

Ceramic and BR Early Ceramic) period.  These people were probably settled

agriculturalists, probably numbered fewer than later populations, and may have had a

subsidiary and possibly temporally later focus on lomas resources.  There were

probably few of these people in the valley by the time the Tumilaca phase settlers

arrived.

The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza settlers, far from nucleating in one or a few isolated

economic colonies, settled in dispersed sites all along the length of the valley, just like

any typical agricultural population.  Their numbers were probably never high, but they

nevertheless declined sharply from Ilo-Tumilaca to Ilo-Cabuza times.  The Ilo-

Tumilaca/Cabuza sites were interspersed with Chiribaya sites, often sharing the same

location, although whether the occupations at specific sites were contemporaneous still

cannot be determined.  While the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population declined sharply,

the initial Algarrobal phase Chiribaya population probably grew, and possibly grew

dramatically, in post-Algarrobal phase times.  The two groups appear to have been in

constant, peaceful contact, and to have had similar subsistence strategies probably

involving interlocking patches of both the arable land in the valley bottom and the

reclaimed fields.  The Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza population may have been more dispersed

and/or mobile than the Chiribaya population, and they may have been the only ones to

use the odd sites composed of series of small terraces stepping up high quebradas

above the reclaimed fields.  Any other material differences between the groups will

have to be attested to by analyses more detailed than site survey and settlement pattern

analysis, since at the regional level there are few to be found.

The reclaimed fields and the canal that irrigated them were probably used by both
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the Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza and Chiribaya people.  One or both of these groups probably

built the canal and fields, but there is the possibility that they were originally

constructed even earlier, by Early Ceramic phase people.  The fields were probably

built (and rebuilt after mudslides) by multiple partially-coordinating groups of people,

rather than as a single grand, planned project.  The canal must have been a single

grand design from the start, but who conceived and executed such a project is still

unclear.  The importance of the reclaimed fields to the prehistoric economy of the

valley is uncertain.  The fields comprise a modest increase in the arable land of the

valley, but would have been immune to common risks of flooding, so they might have

been more significant than their area alone suggests.

Finally, the canal and fields clearly went out of use by Estuquiña times.  The

Estuquiña population in the valley was distinct but much smaller than even the Early

Ceramic population, and clearly did not make use of the reclaimed fields.  The

Estuquiña occupation may indeed, as Moseley (1990) has suggested, represent a

remnant or opportunistic intrusive population struggling in a region severely damaged

by a natural disaster that had long-term deleterious effects on the subsistence resources

of the valley.
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Table F-1. Survey site data (see key at end for explanation).

ID# ES CH PA AL OI TC CA TU LF OS PL PF OC TE TY S R UPRIVER AREA

101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 1803 15508
102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 H N P 2817 490
103 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 V N P 3211 482975
104 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 2761 177
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 2817 706
106 . E . . . . . . . . E . . 0 S N P 3380 3461
108 . . . . . . . . L . L . . 7 H N P 4169 1152
109 . . . . . . . . M . M . . 25 H N P 4394 9169
110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 V N P 4056 74561
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 3887 4283
112 . . . . . . . . L . L . . 0 C N P 4507 1085
113 . . . . . . . . L L L . . 0 S N P 4730 28796
114 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 3437 314
115 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 3380 6605
116 . . . . . . . E . . L . E 40 H N P 4732 22987
117 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 0 S N P 4507 3443
118 . . . . . . . . . . . . L 30 S N P 5183 44095
118 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 B N P 5183 44095
119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 R N P 5014 3
120 . . . . . . . . P . E . E 0 A N P 5634 52312
121 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 3382 4264
122 . . . . . . . . . . . . L 0 H N M 620 13627
123 . . . . . . . . P E L . L 0 S N M 1183 13779
124 . . . . . . . . E . . . . 0 S N M 1690 2171
125 . P . . . . . . P P L P . 2 H N M 1915 4377
126 P . . . . . . . . . L . L 1 S S M 2704 9102
127 . . L P . . . P P . L . E 7 H S M 1239 55043
128 L L L . . . . . . . L . L 0 C S M 845 3493
129 . L L . . . . . . . L . L 0 C S M 225 1046
129 . L L . . . . . . . L . . 0 H S M 225 1046
130 . P . . . E . . . . L E E 6 H N M 5127 7782
131 . . . E M . . E . . . . M 0 S N P 6197 12052
132 . . . . . . . . . . L . . 0 S N P 5859 20078
133 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 S N P 5521 9903
134 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 S N P 5972 1383
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 A N P 7042 5047
136 . . . . E . . . . . L . L 2 H N M 5296 4172
136 . E . . . . . . . . . . . 2 B N M 5296 4172
137 . . . . . . . . P . L . . 1 H N M 3380 4730
138 . . . . . . . . . . . . L 0 H N M 3324 3
139 . . . . . . . . P . P P . 1 H N M 3437 75
140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 B N M 3662 4280
140 . P . . . . . . P . L . L 3 H N M 3662 4280
141 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 0 B N M 4169 3160
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N M 4169 3160
142 . . . . . . . . E . E . . 3 H N M 4732 7596
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 7324 3152
144 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S N P 5120 9412
145 . . . . . . . . . . E P . 0 S S M 5577 76615
146 . L P P . . . E . E L L . 3 H S M 5972 94721
146 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 B S M 5972 94721
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S M 6423 94036
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148 . M M . . . . . . . M . L 16 H S M 7042 201239
148 . M M . . . . . . . M . L 16 B S M 7042 201239
149 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S P 5859 46177
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 B S M 6197 90
151 . L L L . . . . . . L . . 0 C S M 6535 2952
152 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S M 6507 5285
153 . . . . . . . . P . . . E 0 S S M 6648 11316
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S M 6141 107912
155 . . E P . P . . . . L . . 0 S S M 6197 3079
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S M 6113 5
157 . . . . . . . . P . L . . 0 S S M 6986 4735
158 . L . . . . . . . . L . . 0 C S M 6901 5481
159 . L L . . . . . . . L . . 0 C S M 6648 1043
160 . . . . . . . . P . L . . 0 S S M 7606 400
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S M 7803 39
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S M 8113 14708
163 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 0 S S M 8225 15179
164 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 1 S S M 8056 2621
165 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 3 S S M 7944 1832
166 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 H S M 7718 8738
167 . . . . . . . . . . L E L 0 C S M 7437 10940
168 . . . . . . . . . . L . L 5 H S M 7887 18255
168 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 B S M 7887 18255
169 . . . . . . . . . . E . L 6 H S M 8169 42394
170 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 2 S S M 8451 18176
171 . . . . . . . . . . L . L 1 S S M 9014 32835
172 . . E . . . . . . . L . L 0 S S M 8507 13736
173 . L L P . . . . . . L . L 0 H N M 8394 1441
173 . L L P . . . . . . L . L 0 B N M 8394 1441
174 . . . . . . . . . . L . L 2 S N M 8000 1511
175 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 0 S N M 7042 5268
176 . . . . . . . . . . L E E 1 H N M 6648 5266
176 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 B N M 6648 5266
177 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 0 S N M 9859 250
178 . . . . . . . . . . L . . 1 H N M 5634 9386
179 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 0 S N M 8732 30
180 . . . P . P . . P . . . . 5 H N M 8958 3644
181 . . . . . . . . P . L . L 0 S N M 10085 2747
182 . . . . . . . . . . L P L 0 H N M 10197 5642
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 F N M 10197 5642
183 . . . . . E . . . . . . E 0 C N M 9915 370
184 . . . . . . . . . . L . L 0 S N M 9746 3810
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 T N M 11042 90
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 T N M 10470 210
187 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 T N M 10704 2050
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 26 T N M 10535 1903
189 . . . . . . . . . . E . L 0 C N M 10479 1400
190 . P . . . . . . . . L . L 0 S S M 9183 875
191 . . . P . P . . . . L . L 13 H S M 9465 13661
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 B S M 9465 13661
192 . . . . . E . . . . L . E 2 S S M 9859 6357
193 P L L P . L E E . . L L L 60 H S M 11211 21251
193 P L L . . L . . . . L L L 60 C S M 11211 21251
194 . . . . . L L L . . . L L 2 C S M 11493 1524
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194 . . . . . . . . . L . . . 2 H S M 11493 1524
195 . . . . . L . . . . . . E 0 B S M 11380 1625
195 . . E P . P . . . . E E E 0 S S M 11380 1625
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 M S M 11380 1625
196 . . . . . . . . . . L . L 0 S N M 9690 1512
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 H N M 9408 10
198 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 2 H N M 9070 5940
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . L 0 S N M 10310 201
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 F N M 10592 89756
200 . E . . . L . L . . E E L 0 H N M 10592 6564
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 T N M 10423 276
202 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 4 T N M 11099 394
203 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 2 S N M 11090 2798
204 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 0 F N M 11324 26435
205 . . . . . L . . . . E . L 2 C N M 11606 6188
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 H N M 11606 6188
206 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 R N M 11718 769
207 . . . . . E E E . . . . E 262 T N M 11380 13882
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 F N M 11944 61436
208 . P . . . E . . . . E . E 0 H N M 11944 6554
208 . P . . . . . . . . . . . 0 B N M 11944 6554
209 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 0 S N M 11887 3703
210 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 0 C N M 12225 18461
211 . . . P . P . . P . L . . 0 H S M 11662 1704
212 . . . . . . . . P . E . E 1 S N M 13014 48
213 . . . . . E . . . . E . E 10 S N M 13296 8713
214 . E . . . P . . . . E . L 0 C N M 13803 1870
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 H N M 13803 1870
215 P E . . . E . E . . L . L 23 S N M 13155 24279
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 F N M 13155 24279
215 P P . . . . . . . . . . . 23 H N M 13155 6074
215 . P . . . . . . . . . . . 23 C N M 13155 6074
216 . E . . . E . . . . L . L 3 C N M 13070 14384
217 . . . . . . . . P P E . E 4 H N M 12958 4042
218 . . . . . . . . P . . . . 0 S S O 12789 6
219 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Q S O 13577 11957
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S O 13859 753
221 . . . . . . . . . . . . L 0 S S O 13850 1263
222 . L . P E P P P . . L . L 0 C S M 13845 2844
223 . . . . . . . . P E L . E 2 H S M 12000 17164
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 B S M 12000 17164
224 . . . . . . . . P E E . E 290 H S M 12507 34155
224 . . . . . E . . P P . . . 290 B S M 12507 34155
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 M S M 12620 6106
225 . . . . . P . . . . . . . 0 B S M 12620 6106
226 . M L . . . . . . . M . L 24 H S M 12732 7566
226 . M . . . . . . . . . . . 24 B S M 12732 7566
227 . L L . . . . . . . L . L 0 C S M 12740 1816
228 . L L L . . . . . . L . L 0 C S M 12901 3217
228 . . . . . . . . P P . . . 0 H S M 12901 3217
229 . . . . . . . . P P L . L 0 H S M 13014 5007
229 . E . . . . . . . . . . . 0 B S M 13014 5007
230 . . . . . . . . . P E . . 4 H S M 13408 3806
230 . P . . . P . . . . . . . 4 B S M 13408 3806
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231 . . . . . . . . . P L . . 0 H S M 13570 8062
231 . E . P E . P E . . L E L 0 C S M 13570 8062
232 . M L L L . . . . . M . L 13 H S M 13840 8318
232 . M P P P . . . . . M . L 13 B S M 13840 8318
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 F N M 14084 1714
233 E . . . . . . . . . L . L 1 H N M 14084 1714
234 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 L N M 14090 1729
235 . E . . . . . . . . M . M 1 H N M 14254 4603
235 . P . . . . . . . . . . . 1 B N M 14254 4603
236 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 F N M 14761 42870
236 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 0 S N M 14761 42870
237 . . . . . . . . P L L . . 0 H N M 14817 28866
237 . L . . . P . . . . L E L 0 C N M 14817 28866
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 T N M 15042 998
239 . E . . . . . . . . E . . 4 H N M 14648 1970
240 . E . P . P . . . E E . E 7 H S M 14310 5171
240 . E . P . P . . . . . . . 7 B S M 14310 5171
241 . E . . . . . . . . E . E 1 S S M 14592 30
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 B S M 14592 30
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 3 H S M 14873 200
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 3 B S M 14873 200
243 . . . . . . . . P P . . . 0 H S M 15042 290
244 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 1 H S M 15099 398
245 . . E . . . . . . . L . E 2 H S M 15155 200
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 F S M 15493 3417
246 . L . . . . . . . . . . . 25 B S M 15493 23919
246 . . L L P E . . . . M E L 25 H S M 15493 23919
247 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 B S M 15887 6408
247 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 12 H S M 15887 6408
248 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S M 16169 1
249 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S M 16338 80
250 P . E . . . . . . . E . E 7 H S M 16451 600
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 B S M 16451 600
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 H S M 16648 24
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 1 H S M 16732 80
253 . . . . . . . . P P E . E 3 H S M 16789 477
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 B S M 16789 477
254 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H S M 16958 9
255 . P . . . . . . P E E . E 10 H S M 17296 14444
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 B S M 17296 14444
256 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H S M 17577 12
257 . . . . . . . . P P E . E 4 H S M 17746 377
258 . E . . . . . . . . E . E 2 H S M 17803 75
259 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 C N M 14535 180
260 . . . . . . . . P P . . . 10 H N M 14761 630
261 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 L N M 14986 1893
262 . . . . . . . . P . . . E 2 H N M 15211 271
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 L N M 15268 826
264 . . . . . . . . P . . . . 15 H N M 15380 3390
265 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 N N M 15606 123
266 P . E . . . . . . . E . E 12 H N M 16563 19959
266 . E . . . . . . . . . . . 12 B N M 16563 19959
267 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 W N M 17634 254
268 . . . . . E . E . . E . E 6 C N M 17746 19439
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268 . . . . . P . P . . E . E 6 H N M 17746 19439
269 . P . . . . . . . . L . E 8 H N M 18141 7903
270 P . P P . P . . . . L . L 3 H N M 17740 3319
270 . E . . . . . . . . . . . 3 B N M 17740 3319
271 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 H N M 18592 204
272 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 4 H N M 18704 3145
273 . . . . . . . . . E E . E 5 H N M 18761 891
274 . . . . . . . . P . E . E 15 H S M 18592 23996
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 B S M 18592 23996
275 . E . . . . . . . . E . E 6 H S M 18028 718
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H N M 19099 422
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 H N M 19380 87
278 . . . P . P . P . . E . E 6 H N M 19634 23633
279 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 2 H N M 19831 9428
280 . . . . . . . . P . . . . 0 M N M 20000 1196
281 . . . . P P P . . . . . L 0 C N M 20056 1298
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 H N M 20225 225
283 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 7 H N M 20620 6365
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 B N M 20620 6365
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 1 H S M 20901 814
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H S M 20732 12
286 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 31 H S M 19437 11169
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 H S M 19155 13492
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 B S M 19155 13492
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 1 H N M 21070 438
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 18 H S M 20958 8435
290 P . E P . P . . . . E . E 20 H S M 21408 18472
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 B S M 21408 18472
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 H S M 21915 1
292 . E . . . . . . . . E . E 5 H S M 22141 1401
293 . E . . . . E . . . E . E 18 H S M 22394 6561
294 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H S M 22873 12
295 . . E . . . . . . . E . E 10 H S M 23099 5676
295 . P . . . . . . . . . . . 10 B S M 23099 5676
296 . P . . . . . . . . E . . 9 H S M 22169 5025
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 4 H S M 23380 518
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 9 H S M 23944 2301
299 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 2 H S M 24169 56
300 . P . . . . . . . . E . E 0 S S M 24113 2389
301 . . . . . . . . . . E . . 2 H S M 24160 120
302 . E . . . . . . . . . . E 0 H S M 24394 5020
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 5 H S M 24620 2111
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 2 H N M 24423 1206
305 . . E . . . . . . . E . E 10 H N M 24845 29425
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 B N M 24845 29425
306 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 7 H S M 25014 5850
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 H S O 25127 3736
308 . E . . . E . . . . L . L 8 H N M 23437 5808
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 11 H N M 23606 8385
310 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 26 H N M 22704 16071
311 . E . . . . . . . . E . E 7 H N M 22254 4646
311 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 B N M 22254 4646
312 . E . . . . . . . . E . E 1 H N M 22197 964
313 . . . P . P . . . . E . E 28 H N M 21746 15064
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313 . E . . . . . . . . . . . 28 B N M 21746 15064
314 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 H N M 21577 195
315 . . . . . . . . P . E . E 14 H N M 21239 6221
316 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 R S G 20451 1403
317 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S G 21183 1598
318 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S N G 23493 1
319 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 B N G 22141 2
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 R N G 21239 314
321 . . . . . . . . . . E . E 0 S S P 5577 43094
322 . M . . . . . . . . M . . 0 C S P 5352 7967
323 . M . . . . . . . . M . . 0 C S P 5634 9754
324 . M . . . . . . . . M . . 0 C S P 5803 5564
325 . M M M . . . . . . M . . 0 C S P 5577 4977
326 . M . . . . . . . . M . . 0 C S P 4958 9972
327 . M M L . L . . . . M . M 0 C S P 5352 14436
328 . M M P . L . L . . M . M 30 H S P 5465 63916
328 . M M P . L . L . . M . M 30 C S P 5465 63916
329 . L . . . . . . . . . . . 0 C S P 5521 749
330 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 V S P 5350 1230977
331 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S P 5127 8381
332 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S P 6085 13111
333 . . . . . . . . . . . . E 0 S S P 1352 3807
334 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 S S P 2986 2322
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Key of column names and codes
for Table F-1, Survey Site Data

ID#: Site ID number (Note that a site may appear more than once if it is classified
under multiple types)

ES: Estuquiña sherds
CH: Chiribaya sherds, phase unknown
PA: Chiribaya sherds, post-Algarrobal phase
AL: Chiribaya sherds, Algarrobal phase
OI: Osmore Multicolor or Ilo Multicolor sherds
TC: Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza sherds
CA: Ilo-Cabuza sherds
TU: Ilo-Tumilaca sherds
LF: Late Formative sherds (Site 109/El Atajo types)
OS: Olla sin cuello sherds (El Algodonal/Loreto Viejo type)
PL: Local paste ("Pasta Local") sherds (typical of, but not exclusive to, Chiribaya;

may often be confused with late formative or olla sin cuello pastes)
PF: Fine paste ("Pasta Fina") sherds (probably Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza)
OC: Other ceramic type sherds

Values for ceramic variables:
E = Extremely low density (down to a single sherd)
L = Low density
M = Moderate density
P = Possibly present.  P is used both for sherds that are not positively
diagnostic and for non-ceramic indicators of cultural affiliation, such as
textiles, tomb shape, or occasionally midden composition.  Where the
attribution was positive (Chiribaya textiles or parallel-sided tombs, for
example), L was sometimes used even in the absence of diagnostic ceramics.

TE: Number of terraces at site

TY: Type of site.  A site ID may be listed several times with different site types, in
order to correctly associate ceramics and areas with the features of the site (ie
Formative pottery with habitation, Chiribaya pottery with tombs).  The site
type codes are as follows:

A: Arrangements of rocks (possible structures, corrals, or ?)
B: Burials (intrusive, scattered, isolated; not obviously a cemetery)
C: Cemetery
F: Fields
H: Habitation (indicated by midden, architecture, or substantial terracing)
L: Levelled areas (possibly artificial, but no architecture or midden)
M: Mound burials similar to Alto Ramírez in Arica
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N: Niki Clark's canal cut (section cleaned and drawn, shown in Moseley 1990;
Moseley, Satterlee, and Tapia n.d.; Satterlee n.d.)

Q: Quarry/chert source (these were not systematically sought; others probably
exist)

R: Recent (recent burial, etc.)
S: Scatter (lithic, shell, ceramics; often unidentifiable site type)
T: Terraces in quebrada bottoms, like Loreto Alto (site 207)
V: Variable, very low density shell and/or lithic scatter
W: Luis Watanabe's supposedly prehistoric smelter (actually recent)

S: Side of the valley

N: North
S: South

R: Survey region

P: Pampa
M: Valley margin
O: Other, mostly up quebradas outside valley

UPRIVER: Distance from the coast in meters, measured roughly along the
centerline of the valley bottom, from the coast to the point along the
valley bottom approximately perpendicularly downslope from the
center of the site.  The distance of the site from the valley floor is NOT
included.  Accurate to roughly ± 50 m; smaller differences are
significant only for ordering.

AREA: Area of the currently visible site in square meters.  Most areas were
calculated by AutoCad from the outlines on the base map.  Small areas were
corrected according to dimensions estimated in the field, because small sites
could not be drawn accurately on the air photos.  Accuracy is hard to
estimate, but is probably poor (±100%?) for smaller sites, slightly better for
larger sites.  Since many sites are severely buried, eroded, and/or
redeposited, area figures are for rough comparisons only.



Early Ceramic Ilo-Tumilaca
/Cabuza Ilo-Tumilaca Ilo-Cabuza

Chiribaya, All
Phases

Algarrobal
Chiribaya

Post-
Algarrobal
Chiribaya Estuquiña

Site Type

Quality of
Phase
Attribution Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area Sites Area

Definite none none 9 14.96 4 9.29 1 0.15 21 21.37 4 2.56 10 11.81 1 0.35Cemetery

Probable 4 1.00 13 18.44 5 9.58 4 1.37 22 21.97 7 10.04 10 11.81 2 2.47

Definite 11 21.48 11 27.39 6 22.33 3 4.17 28 59.62 2 3.22 15 45.81 1 0.17Habitation

Probable 31 34.85 21 43.31 9 32.14 3 4.17 42 71.38 15 35.33 17 55.61 7 7.14

Definite 18 26.96 24 42.56 11 28.87 4 4.32 57 80.96 7 6.99 25 50.84 2 0.52All Site
Types Probable 45 47.84 40 61.31 14 37.02 7 5.54 71 90.96 24 40.65 27 60.65 9 10.22

"Cemeteries" are concentrations of burials, and do not include isolated burials or areas with low densities of burials. 
"Habitation" sites have domestic midden deposits, domestic architecture, and/or substantial terracing.  "All Site
Types" totals all sites on which diagnostic ceramics of the specified phase were found, including cemeteries,
habitation sites, artifact scatters, sites with isolated or scattered burials, and a few rare site types.  "Definite" phase
attributions are based on at least one unequivocally diagnostic sherd or the presence of "Alto Ramírez" style burial
mounds, which are considered diagnostic of Early Ceramic occupation.  "Probable" phase attributions are based on
equivocally diagnostic sherds and/or other features such as midden composition.  Areas are given in hectares.  The
entire recorded area of a site is counted for each temporal and functional component of the site in all cases except
where habitation debris covers a portion of an area of fields.

T
able F-2. T

otal num
bers and areas of identified sites by stylistic affiliation.
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Table F-3. Concordance of site numbers and names used in other sources.

ID# Name Comments

109 Burgess-Reinhard site Probable Late Formative habitation site named by
PCCT.

128 San Geronimo II Late Chiribaya/Estuquiña cemetery.  Salvage
excavations by PCCT in January 1992, further
salvage excavations under Romulo Pari of UCSM,
Arequipa in early 1992.

129 San Geronimo Chiribaya cemetery and habitation site.  Excavated
by David Jessup.

148 Chiribaya Baja Chiribaya habitation site.  Excavated by David
Jessup.

148 Algarrobal Chiribaya burials were exposed in the upriver end of
site 148 (near site 166) by earthmoving equipment
during the construction of a pig farm.  This spot was
originally referred to as the site of Algarrobal by
Rene Santos, and subsequently by L. Belan and
others.

158 Chiribaya Baja cemetery Chiribaya cemetery associated with Chiribaya Baja. 
Excavated by M.C. Lozada Cerna for the Chiribaya
Project, directed by Jane Buikstra.

169 Town of El Algarrobal Surveyed site under historical occupation.
182 3rd planting surface Area of abandoned fields, also including sites 200,

204, and 208.  Name used by Mike Moseley and
Dennis Satterlee.

193 El Algodonal habitation Chiribaya and Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation areas
and scattered burials, and areas of Chiribaya burials
dense enough to consider cemeteries.  Excavated by
PCCT in 1989-90.

194 El Algodonal cemetery Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza cemetery and deeply buried
Early Ceramic habitation terraces.  Excavated by
PCCT in 1989-90.

195 El Algodonal burial mound Alto Ramírez style burial mound(s) with intrusive
Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burials.  Exposed by looters in
late 1990 or early 1991.

200 3rd planting surface Area of abandoned fields, also including sites 182,
204, and 208.  Name used by Mike Moseley and
Dennis Satterlee.

204 3rd planting surface Area of abandoned fields, also including sites 182,
200, and 208.  Name used by Mike Moseley and
Dennis Satterlee.

207 Loreto Alto Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation site composed of
series of small terraces in high, steep quebradas. 
Excavated by PCCT in 1989-90.
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ID# Name Comments

207 Fundición Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza habitation site, same as Loreto
Alto.  Name used in most field notes and early stages
of PCCT prior to changing to Loreto Alto to avoid
confusion.

N/A Fundición Site on the coast north of Ilo, near the modern copper
smelter.  Has nothing to do with the coastal valley
survey, but has a potentially confusing name.

208 Fundición Area of abandoned fields, name used by Mike
Moseley and Garth Bawden.

208 Loreto Nuevo Area of abandoned fields, especially the part with
standing remains of a sugar mill.  Local name.

208 3rd planting surface Area of abandoned fields, also including sites 182,
200, and 204.  Name used by Mike Moseley and
Dennis Satterlee.

215 La Pampilla Area of abandoned fields with intrusive Chiribaya
burials, Estuquiña habitation, associated cemeteries. 
Probably includes sites 216 and 217.  Local name.

215 2nd planting surface Area of abandoned fields with intrusive Chiribaya
burials, Estuquiña habitation, associated cemeteries. 
Name used by Mike Moseley and Dennis Satterlee.

216 La Pampilla Cemetery immediately above canal and abandoned
fields of site 215; probably included in this local
place name, which primarily refers to site 215 and
may include site 217.

217 La Pampilla Cemetery immediately above canal and downriver of
abandoned fields of site 215; probably included in
this local place name, which primarily refers to site
215 and may include site 216.

224 Loreto Viejo high terraces Early Ceramic habitation terraces with a few looted
intrusive Ilo-Tumilaca/Cabuza burials.  Excavated by
PCCT in 1989-90.  This may be the source of Gary
Vescelius' Tiwanaku-like "Loreto Viejo" style
ceramics.

225 Loreto Viejo burial mounds Alta Ramírez style burial mounds.  One test pit
excavated by PCCT in 1989-90 at the request of
Moquegua INC to aid in defining site boundary.

226 Loreto Viejo low terraces Chiribaya habitation terraces.  Excavated by PCCT
in 1989-90.

227 Loreto Viejo cemetery two Chiribaya cemetery.  Named by PCCT.
228 Loreto Viejo cemetery one Chiribaya cemetery originally thought to be the

source of Gary Vescelius' Tiwanaku-like "Loreto
Viejo" style ceramics.  Excavated by PCCT in 1989-
90.
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ID# Name Comments

236 1st planting surface Area of abandoned fields.  Name used by Mike
Moseley and Dennis Satterlee.

266 Tomb site Probably refers to the downriver end of site 266,
where three looted tombs are visible and the canal
runs along the river scarp 2 to 3 m above the
floodplain.  Name used by Mike Moseley and Dennis
Satterlee.

267 "Inka smelter" Historical rustic test smelter excavated by L.
Watanabe.

322 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and bank wall
of Chiribaya Alta.  Excavated by the Chiribaya
Project, directed by Jane Buikstra.  One of several.

323 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and bank wall
of Chiribaya Alta.  One of several.

324 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and bank wall
of Chiribaya Alta.  One of several.

325 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and bank wall
of Chiribaya Alta.  Excavated by the Chiribaya
Project, directed by Jane Buikstra.  One of several.

326 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and bank wall
of Chiribaya Alta.  One of several.

327 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and bank wall
of Chiribaya Alta.  One of several.

328 Chiribaya Alta interior Ditch and bank walls and space inside them,
including dense Chiribaya habitation remains and
burials.  Burials excavated by the Chiribaya Project,
directed by Jane Buikstra.

329 Chiribaya Alta cemetery Very small Chiribaya cemetery outside the ditch and
bank wall of Chiribaya Alta.
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